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SUMMARY OF THESIS 

This thesis is not primarily concerned with Andre Gide's 
interest in and subsequent disillusionment with communism and the 
Soviet Union for this has been sufficiently dealt with elsewhere but 
is concerned with the five companions he invited to accompany him on 
his journey to the Soviet Union in 1936: Jacques Schiffrin, Eugene 
Dabit, Louis Guilloux, Jef Last and Pierre Herbart. Chapter I 
examines French interest in the Soviet Union during the Interwar 
period. Four main areas of interest are defined in respect of Gide 
and his travelling companions: the growth of French interest in 
Russian culture; the impact of the Revolution and the Soviet Union in 
France in terms of both literature and literature-based organisa
tions, as well as in terms of political ideology; the rise of fascism 
in Europe, and the attraction of the Soviet Union as the land of 
sexual freedom. 

Chapters 11 to VI examine each of the five figures, high
lighting their literary and political development and outlining their 
interest in the Soviet Union. Chapter 11 outlines the activities of 
Jacques Schiffrin (1892-1949), an important figure in the Parisian 
publishing world, who founded the Editions de la Pleiade, translated 
Russian classics into French (sometimes in conjunction with Gide) and 
introduced what is now known as the Bibliotheque de la Pleiade. 

Chapter III covers the career of Eugene Dabit (1898-1936) which 
spanned a period that saw intense literary and political debate and 
shows how he was caught up in the inevitable mix of politics and 
literature as he was involved successively in various groupings. 
Chapter IV concentrates on Louis Guilloux (1899-1980) and outlines 
the development in his literary work from works based on a depiction 
of le peuple to a more personal aesthetics taking in part as its 
inspiration the breadth of great nineteenth-century Russian authors. 
It also outlines how he came to terms with his role as a writer in 
society. 

Chapter V outlines the activities of Jef Last (1898-1972) who, 
as a Dutchman, had a wider knowledge of the European political world. 
He was a militant communist who had already visited the Soviet Union 
three times before he met Gide. His attraction to communism and the 
Soviet Union was based on several reasons: economic, political, 
religious, sexual and cultural. Pierre Herbart (1903-1978) is the 
subject of Chapter VI. He was an intimate member of Gide's circle 
and he influenced Gide politically. A member of the communist party, 
his literary output was, at certain times, influenced by his 
political commitment. Prior to Gide's journey to the Soviet Union 
he worked in Moscow as a redacteur on the La Litterature Internationale. 

The final chapter examines the journey itself, suggesting 
reasons for what went wrong, causing Guilloux and Schiffrin to return 
early and an account is given of Dabit's death in Sevastopol. The 
responses of the travelling companions both to the journey itself and 
to Gide's publications on his return provide a much more complicated 
and diverse picture than is normally available while the conclusion 
shows that the position of Western intellectuals to the situation in 
the Soviet Union in 1936 was often obscured by immediate tactical 
concerns such as the Spanish Civil War. 
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PREFACE 



On 16 June 1936 Andre Gide set off on a nine week journey to 

the Soviet Union. He had been invited by the Union des Ecrivains 

Sovietiques and as such he was an official guest of the Soviet 

government. In his turn, he could invite some travelling companions 

and they, too, would be official guests. The five companions he 

chose were Jacques Schiffrin, Eugene Dabit, Louis Guilloux, Jef Last 

and Pierre Herbart. 

2 

This journey continued the tradition of journeys made to the 

Soviet Union by interested foreigners in the wake of the 1917 October 

Revolution but also built upon a much longer tradition of interest in 

Russia and in Russian culture, which stemmed in particular from the 

end of the nineteenth century and which has been documented by F.W.J. 

Hemmings in The Russian Novel in France 1884-1914(1). The Soviet 

tradition has been surveyed and documented by Fred Kupferman in Au 

pays des soviets. Le Voyage fran2ais en Union sovietique 1917-

-1939(2). Interest in the Soviet Union in the Interwar period was not 

restricted to members of the Communist Party but was, as David Caute 

has outlined in Communism and the French Intellectuals(3) and The 

Fellow-Travellers. A Postscript to the Englightenment(4), shared by 

many intellectuals, among whom the communisants and the compagnons 

de route. 

This thesis is not primarily concerned with Gide's own interest 

in and subsequent disillusionment with communism and the Soviet Union 

for this has been sufficiently dealt with elsewhere, in particular by 

William Marshall in his study 'Andre Gide and the USSR: A Re

appraisal'(5). Gide was also a willing publicist for this phase 

of his career with the publication in the NRF of relevant 'Pages de 

Journal'(6), by his support for politico-literary meetings, by the 

publication of Retour -de - l'URSS(7) and Retouches -s -Iilon -Retour -de 
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l'URSS(8), and later, Litterature engagee(9). But despite a 

relatively large number of works devoted in part to this aspect of 

Gide's career there is, to date, only one full length study concerned 

solely with Gide and the Soviet Union, Rudolf Maurer's Gide et 

l' URSS( 1 0), which does, however, have to be used wi th caution for it 

is both biased and often inaccurate. 

Nonetheless there does exist a lacuna. There is, to date, no 

systematic study of this particular journey: the names of the 

travelling companions often appear as mere footnotes or warrant only 

a few lines of explanation, which is somewhat surprising given that 

several have become well-known figures in the postwar period. In 

this respect it is welcome news that Pierre Bardel has just published 

a two-volume edition, Eugene Dabit - Roger Martindu Gard Correspon

dence(11), but as this work is so recent, all references in the 

thesis to this body of correspondence refer to the fonds Dabit in the 

Bibliotheque Nationale. 

The areas this thesis seeks to explore are in response to this 

lacuna. A study of the journey itself shows not only how an interest 

in the Soviet Union built upon the older tradition of French interest 

in Russia, but also how it fits into the Interwar tradition of 

voyages en URSS and in so doing it contributes to a more detailed 

understanding of this tradition. A systematic study of the five 

travelling companions, each an important and interesting figure in 

his own right, sheds light on French (and to a lesser extent, 

European) interest in the Soviet Union in the Interwar period. 

Schiffrin, Dabit, Guilloux, Last and Herbart all represent different 

fields of interest and different levels of response to the Soviet 

Union and they offer a broad enough perspective to research many of 

the intellectual, literary and political questions of the day. A 
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study of their responses to these current issues of debate, and in 

particular their response to the Soviet Union, provides a more 

concrete understanding of French intellectual, literary and political 

history in the Interwar period, including the term 'fellow

travelling'. Their relationship with Gide is another under-researched 

area and an analysis of how and why Gide came to know and invite each 

of these figures illuminates the Parisian intellectual milieu in 

general and Gide's own entourage in particular. 

Gide's reactions to the journey are well known while those of 

Dabit, Schiffrin, Guilloux, Last and Herbart, both to the journey 

itself and to Gide's publications on his return, are, in the main, 

unknown. A study of their responses to the journey, taken from both 

published and unpublished sources, shows whether they were in 

agreement with Gide's findings and whether they had any influence 

over his decision to publish while research into their own documenta

tion illuminates attitudes among intellectuals towards the Soviet 

Union in the period culminating in the Spanish Civil War. 
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CHAPTER I 

FRENCH INTEREST IN THE SOVIET UNION 
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French interest in the Soviet Union during the Interwar period 

was of a complex nature. It was composed of several strands, 

sometimes divergent, sometimes interwoven, some of which were founded 

in the preceding century whilst others found their roots in twentieth 

century phenomena such as the First World War, the Russian Revolution 

and the rise of fascism in Europe. Four main areas of interest can 

be defined in respect of Gide and his travelling companions: firstly, 

the growth of French interest in Russian culture; secondly, the 

impact of the Revolution and the Soviet Union in France both in terms 

of literature and literature-based organisations as well as in terms 

of political ideology; thirdly, the rise of fascism in Europe; and 

fourthly, the attraction of the Soviet Union as the land of sexual 

freedom. 

1. The growth of French interest in Russian culture 

In contrast to Russia, where France and the French language had 

long exerted a great influence, in France an interest in Russian 

culture was slow to develop. For in Russia by the end of the 

seventeenth century Peter the Great had modelled the Winter Palace at 

St Petersburg on Versailles and had introduced French as the language 

of the court, and by the nineteenth century French was still 

considered the language of polite society to such an extent that 

Tolstoy's War and Peace contained large sections written in French. 

Whereas in France it was not until 1851 that a serious interest was 

taken in Russian literature when Prosper Merimee wrote the first 

article on Gogol which appeared in the Revue des Deux Mondes(1). He 

Subsequently wrote a small number of critical monographs on Pushkin 

and Turgenev, as well as translating some of their works. However, 

at the time,Merimee's articles and tran~lations did not arouse much 
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interest and F.W.J. Hemmings in The Russian Novel in France 1884-1914 

concludes that this was because the French nation felt hostile 

towards Russia and that, indeed, Russophobia was the prevalent 

attitude(2). By 1854 this hostility between the two nations had 

developed into full-scale conflict in the Crimea War which lasted 

until 1856. It was not until the 1870 Franco-Prussian War, when 

Prussia appeared in the role of a powerful and hostile power in the 

eyes of the French nation that France became aware of the utility of 

having Russia as an ally in order to surround the new enemy, Prussia, 

on all sides. Although a considerable amount of travelling to Russia 

had been undertaken during the eighteenth and early nineteenth 

century by traders, philosophers and aristocrats, for example Joseph 

de Maistre was an envoy there from 1803 to 1817, the French nation as 

a whole did not have a clear idea of Russia or of Russian culture. 

Indeed they viewed it as 'un melange de misere et de faste'(3). 

But by 1875 everything Russian was of interest to the French 

public; for the first time Russian language was taught at university 

level and there was a continuous demand for information: 

Anybody who could or who pretended to be able to 
pronounce with authority on any subject connected with 
Russia, was assured a respectful audience: for it was of 
first-rate importance to know what was to be thought of 
this nation on whom France was, to some extent, staking 
her future: were they merely a barbaric Asiatic horde, or 
were they one of the youngest members of the European 
family?(4) 

Despite this generally heightened level of interest in Russia and 

things Russian, the Russian novelists were still rather neglected. 

Those who did show an interest in them, for example Courriere in his 

Histoire de la litterature contemporaine en Russie, published in 

1875, took a very definite line. He asserted that 'the Russian novel 

instructs, preaches, moralizes, develops some thesis or other : (5). It 
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was even suggested by others, for example Jean Fleury, that 'to be 

appreciated by the French public, Dostoievsky's novels would need to 

be recast and overhauled like certain German works of erudition'(6). 

At this stage, scarcely any works by Tolstoy and Dostoievsky had been 

translated into French(7), and in effect, their works were almost 

completely unknown in France, although some were available in English 

or German translation. Hemmings concludes that two things were 

needed to change this situation: firstly, more Russian texts needed 

to be translated into French and secondly, a critic/publicist was 

needed to promote them(8). This latter role was played to some 

extent by Turgenev who was a well known figure among literary circles 

as he was then living in France in voluntary exile and was almost a 

French citizen. His influence was, however, less than it might have 

been. Leon Daudet explains that 'Tougueneff, par jalousie litter

aire, avait cache a Alph. Daudet, ainsi qu'a Flaubert, a Zola et a 

Goncourt, lesoeuvres et la personnalite de Gogol, de Tolstoi, de 

Dostoievsky'(9). 

It was the work of Eugene-Melchior de VogUe and his articles 

which appeared in the Revue des Deux Mondes between 1883 and 1886, 

which were published in book form in 1886 as Le Roman russe, which 

caught the attention of the French public and did much to publicise 

Russian literature. His book with its thesis that Russian realism 

held a lesson for contemporary France, became almost a literary 

manifesto. As Hemmings indicates, there was a large body of opinion 

in France which had, by 1886, grown tired of the methods and ideals 

of the Naturalists, and de VogUe's book showed an alternative form of 

realism as practiced by Russian authors, which was a realism that had 

overtones of the other-worldly. De VogUe had no doubt that the 

French could benefit from reading Russian works: 



J'ai la conviction que l'influence des grands ecrivains 
russes sera salutaire pour notre art epuise; elle 
l'aidera a reprendre du vol, a mieux observer le reel, 
tout en regardant plus loin, et surtout a retrouver de 
l'emotion.(10) 

10 

De Vogue's interpretation of Russian literature was to colour French 

appreciation of it for some considerable time. His emphasis was on 

two fronts, firstly that it showed a faithful picture of Russian 

society and, by extension, of all human society, that it was, indeed, 

a microcosm reflecting the macrocosm of the world. And secondly, 

that there was an implicit moral commentary on this image. For 

example his analysis of Dostoievsky's The Possessed was based 

entirely on using the text as a treatise on the sources and strengths 

of the social revolutionary movement in Russia. On the level of 

literary writing he concluded that he should be used by the French as 

a model(11). 

1886 was the turning point in the fortunes of Russian 

literature in France: an interest had been awakened and there was now 

a demand for Russian texts in translation. Symptomatic of this 

interest was the publication in 1888 of two successful journals, La 

Vie franco-russe and La Revue de Paris et de Saint-Petersburg. Works 

by Goncharov, Pisemsky, Garshin, Leskov, Korolenko as well as those 

by Dostoievsky and Tolstoy were launched on the market(12), although 

it was not until around the turn of the century that Gorky and 

Chekhov made their entrance(13). French publishers were quick to 

exploit this new market, especially as Russia had not yet been a 

Signatory to the Berne convention which meant that Russian works 

published in Russia could be translated and published in France 

without the author receiving any copyright payment. 

There was a ready market and the texts were available in 

RUssian at no cost to the prospective publisher; all that was needed 
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was for them to be translated. As those who had been responsible for 

some of the early translations of Russian works were generally 'trop 

grands seigneurs pour travailler vite, on en chercha de nouveaux a 

Paris mame'(14). J.-W. Bienstock recalled that for the translators 

it was: 

Un age d'or. Trois, quatre traductions etaient en mame 
temps en chantier. On en repartissait les feuillets 
entre des etudiants qui les traduisaient, et on les 
presentait au fur et a mesure a l'editeur, qui les 
envoyait a l'imprimerie sans attendre le reste.(15) 

It was mainly Russians living in Paris, for political or other 

reasons, who filled this gap, such people as Bienstock himself, and 

Michel Delines, Elie Halperine-Kaminsky, Eugene Semenov, Isaac 

Pavlovski, Serge Persky, Marina Plonskaia, Boris Zeitlin, G. Savitch 

and Leon Golschmann. In Russia writers often translated foreign 

texts but in France most translating was done by traducteurs de 

metier. It is not surprising, therefore, that they did not produce 

equivalent works of literature in their translations. Indeed, they 

often gave a distorted view of the literary text they were translat-

ing. There were other translators working at this period who did not 

know Russian but relied on un negre, possibly a Russian student 

living in Paris, to supply them with the raw material which they 

would then recast into suitable French, without having read the 

original. Translators in this category were P.J. Stahl, Victor 

Derely, Arvede Barine, M. Neyroud, Ivan Stannik(16). The Pole, 

Theodore de Wyzewa, became a prolific translator in this period(17). 

There was no systematic approach by the translators or publish-

ers to translating the complete works of a particular author. It 

depended on what the translator chose and often different translators 

would chose to translate the same work; consequently there could be 

several versions of one work, whilst ~ther works by the same author 
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would be completely ignored. The most translated and most published 

works were Pushkin's The Captains's Daughte~18), Gogol's Tarass 

Boulba(19) and TOlstoy's The Kreutzer Sonata(20). It was not long 

before Tolstoy was considered by the French as the national writer of 

Russia and they devoured the vast number of articles and documents 

following his 'conversion' in the 1880's(21). Hemmings concludes 

that 'Tolstoy was held to typify utilitarian art or social art as 

opposed to 'aesthetic art' ~ •• :7 He also stood for a kind of 

Confucian morality, opposed at once to positivism'(22). However, 

both Tolstoy and Dostoievsky, with their different styles to the 

French, did authorize new experimentation in style and form among 

authors(23). But the vast majority of the general readership in 

France found Tolstoy and Dostoievsky difficult to read and their 

style jarred on and even shocked the first generation of readers(24). 

Brunetiere spoke for his contemporaries in France when, in 1888, he 

said, 'Your Russians wear me out. They have no right to spin things 

out so, since at the end of it all they are no nearer to conveying 

what they mean'(25). Fleury's prophecy that Dostoievsky's novels 

would need to be recast and over-hauled before they could be apprec

iated by the French public was fulfilled. A supreme example of this 

'recasting' and 'rehauling' was the adaptation of Dostoievsky's The 

Brothers Karamazov by Halperine-Kaminsky and Charles Morice in 

1888(26). 

In his thesis, The Impact of the Russian Novel on French 

writers and thinkers with particular reference to Tolstoy and 

Dostoevsky, Hemmings analysed this Halperine-Kaminsky and Morice 

version and concluded that the extent of their adaption can be judged 

by the fact that their translation ran to two volumes, with a total 

of approximately 185,000 words, whereas the first unabridged and 
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accurate version in French, translated by Henri Mongault and Marc 

Laval, ran to three volumes with a total of approximately 300,000 

words(27). It is worth noting that the French did not have a true 

version of this key work until 1923, the year after Gide's lectures on 

Dostoievsky. To achieve this level of condensation, not only did 

Halperine-Kaminskyand Morice omit some sections but also: 

The order of the narrative was recast; in the place of 
certain incidents of which mention had been suppressed, 
other incidents were invented; the text was occasionally 
even expanded to throw light on supposed obscurities; and 
finally, an extra half-dozen chapters, which sprang 
almost entirely from the imagination of the adaptors, 
were added at the end of the book to afford a more 
sensational denouement.(28) 

Hemmings further concluded that this translation tended to 'whittle 

down the purely philosophical and speculative side of the work and 

emphasise and even enlarge on the "romantic" side'(29), no doubt 

because there would be 'more purchasers for an exciting story than 

for a profound piece of thinking'(30). 

This interest in Russian literature had been fuelled in part by 

the desire of many young writers to move towards a more emotional 

form of literature, away from naturalism and positivism and this had 

coincided with an interest in the occult, in neo-catholicism and in 

the other-worldly. By the end of the 1890's most French men of 

letters had some knowledge of the Russian classics, although in many 

instances this was an incomplete and often inaccurate picture because 

of the vagaries of the translators. This interest in Russian 

literature was also connected with current French interest in 

Nietzsche for Nietzsche claimed that he had been influenced by 

Dostoievsky( 31 ). Popular French interest in Russia reached a high 

point at the 1900 Paris Exhibition where the Russian Pavilion was 

immensely popular and when Tsar Alaxander III visited the Exhibition 
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one of the Paris bridges was renamed in his honour. But ironically, 

by this date the great heyday of Russian literature in France was 

over, saturation point had been reached, the craze died down and 

interest lessened. French attitudes towards Russian writers were no 

longer so euphoric due to a growing feeling of French nationalism 

whereby writers who had been taken up with so much interest and 

enthusiasm some fifteen years earlier were now seen as 'literary 

meteques ~.~ mongrelizing the pure strain of French litera

ture'(32). During the early part of the twentieth century the 

general picture was that interest continued to wane for Russian 

authors with the exception of Tolstoy who was still held in high 

esteem by many(33). However, as Hemmings concludes, 'the outbreak of 

the First World war seems to have marked the end of the age tormented 

by the essentially personal problems which Tolstoy spent the latter 

half of his life in resolving' (34) and that '1914, in fact, rang down 

the curtain on Tolstoyism'(35). 

Whereas in 1814 and 1854 France and Russia had been on opposing 

sides by 1900 they had moved closer together; this rapprochement had 

been consolidated by a defensive treaty of 1897 and by heavy 

financial loans from France to Russia intended to help build up her 

industry and infrastructure. This rapprochement had been further 

consolidated by the First World War, and indeed had contributed to 

the conflict. However this era came to an end with the October Revo

lution and with Russia going for a separate peace at Brest-Litowsk. 

The war was disastrous for Russia: three million dead and five 

million wounded. Morale was low and after the 1917 February 

revolution some of the Russian soldiers abroad mutinied (sixteen 

thousand Russian troops had been sent to France since 1916 in 

exchange for military equipment). Th~se Russian troops, 'eloignees 
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de leur pays en revolution, privees de nouvelles familiales, elles ne 

voulaient plus ~tre echangees comme "chair i canon" contre le 

materiel envoye en Russie'(36). The mutinies were subdued and the 

troops dispersed in new units either to the fronts or as worker units 

to various parts of France, including Louis Guilloux's home town, 

Saint-Brieuc, or to North Africa. The new Russian government 

annulled all treaties entered into by previous governments, including 

repayment of the financial loans. This caused much middle-class 

French resentment towards Russia both in the short and longer term 

for it had been their savings that had been used to fund these loans. 

The general consensus of opinion in France was that Russia had 

betrayed France and the press, 'farouchement antibolcheviste'(37), 

ran a vitriolic campaign against the new government. 

The post-war period in France witnessed a rebirth of interest 

in Russian literature. A key date here was 1921, the year of the 

centenary of Dostoievsky's birth which provoked a flood of publica

tions on him(38). At the same time, new translations of his works 

not only brought untranslated works to the notice of the French 

public but also made this public aware that earlier translations had 

been incomplete and inaccurate. 1928 marked the centenary of 

Tolstoy's birth and various publications likewise celebrated this 

event(39). The personal memoirs of relatives of Dostoievsky(40) and 

Tolstoy(41) were translated and published during this decade. Whereas 

Tolstoy had been the focus of interest before the war, Dostoievsky 

now moved into the centre of the stage. This was due to a large 

extent to the work of two gifted publicists of Dostoievsky in the 

early 1920's, Lev Shestov and Andre Gide. For during the 1920's 

certain of Shestov's works were translated into French from the 

Russian for the first time, in the maiq by Boris de Schloezer, and 
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these works brought to the French public in-depth and highly partisan 

studies of the writing and philosophy of Tolstoy and Dostoievsky. 

These works were Les Revelations de la mort in 1923(42), L'Idee du 

bien chez Tolstol et Nietzsche in 1925(43) and La Philosophie de la 

tragedie in 1926(44). The main body of Shestov's writings would be 

published in France by Jac~ues Schiffrin's publishing company. 

During 1922 Gide made six addresses on Dostoievsky at the 

ecole du Vieux-Colombier which were subsequently published in 1923 in 

the Revue hebdomadaire(45) and then in book form as Dostoievski(46). 

Gide had read Dostoievsky earlier than most of his contemporaries for 

he had been able to read him in German and English. Gide told his 

audience that it was time for the French to open themselves up to 

foreign ideas, for by merely contemplating France and France's 

history they were exposing themselves to a mortal danger. 

Dostoievsky's writing was, he claimed, a supreme example of this 

opening up and it is significant that he placed stress on the 

'differentness' of the Russian people and on the remoteness of their 

culture from that of Western nations. He emphasised the links 

between Nietzsche and Dostoievsky, claiming that to one and the same 

problem they proposed radically opposed solutions: whereas for 

Nietzsche the affirmation of personality was the one aim in life, for 

Dostoievsky personality should be surrendered. He also drew 

attention to Dostoievsky's belief that the 'intellectual' was 

incapable of action. Gide's publications provoked a heated debate in 

the press(47), which served to maintain the high level of interest 

that had been aroused in Dostoievsky. 

Interest in France in the 1920's centred on Russian writers who 

had written prior to the Russian Revolution, and usually on nine-

teenth century authors. This was despite the fact that many French 
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intellectuals interested in Russian literature were also interested 

in the Russian Revolution and its political repercussions. The 

continuing impact of Russian culture on French intellectuals at a 

time when a revolutionary form of government was being established in 

Russia amidst much propaganda abroad, is indicative of the confused 

notion French intellectuals had of Russia and Russian phenomena. A 

political interest or awareness had been kindled, the Soviet Union 

was brought within the area of interest of the French but the 

literature that was discovered anew and interpreted anew was that of 

the great nineteenth-century authors. 

2. The impact of the Revolution and the Soviet Union on writers and 

intellectuals in France 

2.1. Literary attempts . to deal with the peuple 

The Interwar years in France also witnessed a growth of 

interest among many of its authors in reflecting working-class 

concerns in their own literature. Although there had been, as John 

Flower has shown, 'a tradition of popular writing as essentially a 

descriptive account of different aspects of working-class life'(48) 

and although this continued in the works of such authors as 

Charles-Louis Phillipe and Pierre Ramp, there was now often an extra 

Politically motivated dimension. The working-class had itself become 

more politicised, due in no small degree to the effects of the First 

World War which had helped speed up the process by which France had 

become a much more industrialised state. Two very categorised 

schools of literature developed in France which had divergent ideas 

about the best way to represent le peuple in literature: Populisme 

and Litterature proletarienne. The major features of populist and 

proletarian writing have been analysed elsewhere, for example by John 
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Flower(49) and Michel Ragon(50) but the main features of both are, 

however, worth rehearsing in the context of French interest in the 

Soviet Union in the Interwar years. This is particularly so as two 

of Gide's companions on his journey to the Soviet Union, Eugene Dabit 

and Louis Guilloux, are often associated, usually erroneously, with 

one or other of these movements. 

The main names connected with populism were Andre Therive and 

Leon Lemonnier. In an article entitled 'Plaidoyer pour le natural-

isme' published in Comoedia on 3 February 1927, Therive had objected 

to the concentration on the bourgeoisie and their way of life in 

literary works and he had praised Lemonnier's La Femme sans peche(51) 

for its working-class subject matter. This was followed on 27 August 

1929 by an article by Lemonnier in L'Oeuvre which was given the title 

'Un Manifeste litteraire. Le roman populiste'. Later that year 

Lemonnier published his Manifeste du roman populiste(52) and two 

years later the longer Populisme(53). This contained much of the 

Manifeste du romanpopuliste with certain sections extended, as well 

as the transcription of a radio interview between Lemonnier and 

Frederic Lefevre(54), and a more detailed account of Lemonnier's view 

of the current state of French literature. He claimed he was 

'accable'(55) when his article in L'Oeuvre was given the title of 

'literary manifesto' for he had only begun to 'ebaucher le project 

d'une ecole litteraire'(55) some two months earlier when he had met 

Therive for the first time. They admired each other's works(60) and, 

Lemonnier writes 'nous savions que nous etions d'accord quant au 

fond. 11 fallait trouver une etiquette £:.:7 il fallait aussi 

grouper quelques ecrivains, et nous l'entreprimes par correspond-

ance'(58). He explains how they arrived at their etiquette: 

11 fut d'abord question d'humilisme; mais humiliste 
ressemblait facheusement a humoriste. ~.~ 11 fut ensuite 



question de demotisme, mais le mot me parut trop savant, 
et obscur pour la plupart des gens. Alors, le terme de 
populisme nous seduisit: il etait clair et 
frappant.(59). 

Lemonnier asserts that the name was immediately taken up by critics 
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throughout France and that 'il appartient maintenant au langage de la 

critique L;.~ Le mot desormais est presque d'usage courant et 

s'applique a la vie mame'(60). He rebuts criticism that populism is 

'une combine de camaraderie'(61) but affirms that it is 'une 

tentative sincere pour grouper des ecrivains de mame tendance et dont 

le seul lien est litteraire'(62). 

The literary aims which united writers together into the 

populist school or movement(63) were often expressed as much in terms 

of what these writers rejected as what they advocated. Zola and the 

Naturalists offered some inspiration, for although the populists 

would reject their 'scientisme primaire L;.~ et leur psychologie 

sans finesse'(64) they would retain two of their tendencies, 'la 

hardiesse dans le choix de sujets'(65) and the need to 'en finir avec 

les personnages du beau monde, les pecores ~.~ les oisifs'(66). 

Gide was brought in for special criticism. Lemonnier explains: 

Ceux qui, comme Andre Gide, ont evite le romanesque et le 
comique, sont tombes, non seulement dans l'exces 
d'analyse, mais encore dans l'immoralisme. Et c'est 
contre Gide surtout que paraissaient vouloir se liguer 
les jeunes ecrivains qui s'appuient sur Zola.(67) 

To counteract the bourgeois literature of the 1920's Lemonnier felt 

that a depiction of le peuple was needed. He stated that 'il faut 

peindre lee petitee gene, les gens mediocres qui sont la maese de la 

Societe et dont la vie, elle auesi, compte des drames'(68) and this 

depiction should be objective for 'nous ne songeons pas [:.~ a elever 

le peuple, a eduquer les masses. Nous prenons le peuple tel qu'il 

est, nous le peignons tel qu'il vit, nous l'aimons en lui-meme et 
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pour lui-meme'(69). This was not, he maintained, for political or 

social reasons. And although the name populisme was taken by some to 

have a political connotation Lemonnier refuted any truth in this: 

On nous a dit encore que, de toute maniere, il semblerait 
garder une valeur politique, et que nous aurions l'air, 
pour le moins, de bolchevistes. Mais nous sommes - pour 
notre plus grand malheur - de purs gens de lettres et 
notre activite ne s'est jamais manifestee en dehors du 
domaine artistique.(70) 

For Lemonnier and Therive populisme was a literary movement aimed at 

redressing the balance in a literature which they saw as having 

become too analytical and too concerned with depicting the rich and 

idle. They saw their movement as offering a new approach, 'nous 

nous sommes dits populistes, parce que nous croyons que le peuple 

offre une matiere romanesque tres riche et a peu pres neuve'(71). 

Their desire to depict le peuple, truthfully and courageous

ly(72) can be seen as innovative and anti-bourgeois and as an 

attempt to bring a new subject matter into literature. However, the 

criteria to be a populist author were very wide open: basically all 

that was needed was to write about le peuple. Indeed, Lemonnier 

stated that 'la litterature populiste n'est pas necessairement faite 

par le peuple. Elle n'est point non plus necessairement faite pour 

le peuple'(73). It is not surprising, therefore, that so many 

authors were claimed by Lemonnier and Therive as populists, including 

Eugene Dabit and Louis Guilloux. According to Lemonnier le peuple 

was not yet educated enough to cope with this literature: 'nous 

serions heureux d'etre Ius par lui, mais nous ne l'esperons pOint. Il 

faudrait reformer ses gouts, refaire son education, prendre cette 

attitude politique et sociale dont nous nous gardons comme d'une 

peste'(74). Given this attitude towards the working class, it is not 

surprising that the populists found vociferous opponents in working-
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class authors who saw populism as a bourgeois movement. The speed 

with which Therive and Lemonnier had planned and launched their 

literary movement in 1929 made it necessary for them to attract 

respected authors to their ranks as quickly as possible in order to 

add credibility to what could be seen as a rather minor grouping. 

Paul Loffler goes further in his analysis for he concludes that 

populism was a bourgeois attempt to halt the growing tide of 

proletarian literature. He writes, 'des que la litterature proletar-

ienne commen9a a se manifester, la bourgeoisie se depecha de creer un 

barrage en fondant le mouvement populiste et son prix, avec lequel 

elle espera attirer vers lui les ecrivains du peuple'(75). Certainly 

the prix populiste, set up in 1931, did bolster this movement and 

attract writers and it was often given to writers who did not 

particularly fit the criteria. Indeed, the publicity value of the 

prize was often more important than the appropriateness of the 

choice(76). The movement did not ultimately offer a viable 

alternative to current literary trends and its role can be seen as 

one limited to voicing the views of Therive and Lemonnier and forming 

a group around them by capitalising on the new post-war literary 

subject matter of le peuple. 

Litterature proletarienne, the second categorised school of 

literature which developed in France in this period, was seen by many 

to be in opposition to populism, with which it apparently had a 

common aim, that of taking le peuple as its subject matter. But 

where proletarian writers differed most strongly from populist 

authors was in their requirement that the writers should themselves 

come from the class they were depicting. Loffler defines the aims of 

proletarian literature aa being to 'reveler la vie des travailleura 

(usinea, terre, bureaux, intellectuels)'(77) and to 'rendre lea trav-. 
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ailleurs conscients de la condition proletarienne'(78). It is, 

according to him, neither 'une litterature ouvriere, ni une littera

ture populaire'(79) but is distinct from both. He concludes that 'si 

la litterature proletarienne refletait la vie des travailleurs, elle 

est nee surtout de la conscience qu'en avaient les ecrivains'(80). 

This form of literature had been discussed as early as 1920 in 

articles in L'Humanite and more generally in the presse ouvriere but 

it had not developed into a more categorised school until the end of 

the 1920's. The two main propagandists for proletarian writing were 

Henry Poulaille and Henri Barbusse, although each followed a very 

different line. 

Poulaille's name came to the forefront of the literary debate 

with the publication in 1930 of Nouvel Age litteraire(81) and in 1931 

with the launching of his review Nouvel Age which published 

international as well as French proletarian writing. He had, 

however, made earlier pronouncements on proletarian writing(82). 

Poulaille was an opponent of populism on the grounds that it was not 

new, as the populists claimed, and that it was merely an artificial 

label used by critics to mask the existence of true proletarian 

writing(83). Flower summarises the two essential pOints of 

Poulaille's argument in Nouvel Age litteraire: firstly, works of 

literature owed their greatness to their treatment of eternal human 

problems and secondly, a new literature was required which would 

maintain this quality but which would take the working-class as its 

subject matter(84). Authenticity, by which he meant that the writer 

had to come from the working class, was a vital concept for 

Poulaille; but in addition he wanted this literature to be useful. 

As Loffler states, Poulaille was not the first to talk of the 



usefulness of literature but he was the first to do it firmly and 

clearly with such statements as: 

Le romancier, l'auteur dramatique devrait prendre a coeur 
d'etre le temoin impartial de son epoque, ou partial 
meme. C'est question de temperament. Mais sa premiere 
condition d'etre devrait l'amener a recreer de la vie, a 
degager les grandes lignes des problemes de la vie. Avoir 
une utilite en somme.(85) 
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Barbusse's involvement was two-fold(86). Firstly his name was 

intrinsically linked with two literary journals he had set up and 

which were at the forefront of the literary debates of the period: 

Clarte, a pacifist response to the horrors of the First World War 

established in the years immediately following the war and Monde, 

established in 1928. Secondly, he was, from 1923 onwards, a member 

of the Communist Party and was considered both at home and in the 

Soviet Union as the leading literary figure of the PCF and from 1926 

he was the literary director of L'Humanite(87). He was invited by the 

Soviet authorities to attend various literary conferences in the 

Soviet Union and he was expected by them not only to report them 

fully in France but also to be instrumental in advocating the 

application of any decisions taken. This was not an easy course for 

him to steer as he was alternately lauded and disapproved of by the 

Soviet authorities depending on whether their literary policy was 

'open' or 'closed'. Monde was the direct result of Barbusse's 

participation in the 1927 international literary conference in Moscow 

for it was through Monde that the Soviet authorities hoped to 

encourage in France 'l'etablissement d'une litterature proletar-

ienne'(88). Barbusse's original position had been pacifist and it 

was this which had led him to communism. He was then 'adopted' by 

the Soviet authorities as spokesman on Soviet literary theory in 

France and from 1927 they expected him to be a publicist for 
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proletarian literature through Monde. Barbusse attempted to 

establish his position as being independent of Moscow and in the 

first issue of Monde he stated categorically, 'proclamons d'abord son 

autonomie. Monde ne depend ni financierement, ni ideologiquement 

d'aucun parti, d'aucune organisation politique L;.;? Monde ne prendra 

pas part a la polemique politique'(89). However, he also stated 

firmly his willingness to take all necessary steps to promote 

proletarian literature. He writes that he would: 

Travailler a degager, et peut-atre mame a susciter en 
quelque mesure les premiers efforts deja sensibles 
quoique disperses et tatonnants d'un art de masse aux 
perspectives collectives et panhumaines.(90) 

At the same time Barbusse was not antagonistic towards the Soviet 

Union and he did not deny some influence. As Jean-Pierre Bernard 

states, 'Barbusse est communiste, il ecrira des livres a la gloire de 

l'URSS. S'il ne denie pas toute influence a l'Union sovietique, il 

en parle assez peu'(91). Barbusse's concept of proletarian writing 

was of something intrinsically French which had grown out of the 

French literary tradition of epics, mystery plays and chansons 

populaires. He did not conceive of it as a revolutionary form of 

literature voicing a particular ideology. 

Loffler claims that it was the emphasis on authenticity which 

ultimately led to the downfall of ' the proletarian movement for 'il 

suffisait que l'ecrivain fut travailleur quel que fut d'ailleurs le 

contenu de son livre'(92). But he further asserts that even more 

serious than 'le culte abusif de l'authenticite ce fut leur volonte 

d'etre apolitiques'(93). However, despite Poulaille's claims that 

proletarian writing was apolitical, and that the proletariat was not 

itself necessarily a revolutionary class, both Poulaille and his 

friends 'etaient toujours convaincus que la description fidele de la 
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vie des travailleurs peut eveiller chez le lecteur ouvrier la 

conscience, l'amener a se rendre compte de la misere de sa propre 

vie, et que c'est la un acte revolutionnaire'(94). The fact that 

many of the more militant and/or socially conscious writers were 

attracted to proletarian writing, at least for part of their careers, 

bears this out(95). ~ the time the Groupe des Ecrivains Proletar

iens was officially founded on 3 June 1932 with Tristan Remy as 

secretary and Marc Bernard as secretary of the Bulletin des Ecrivains 

Proletariens, the group was no longer a homogeneous body for each 

writer had a different view of proletarian writing. Proletarian 

writing, which had been greeted by some writers as a revolutionary 

form of writing, despite Poulaille's claims that it was apolitical, 

was seen ultimately as lacking a left-wing ideology and lacking a 

commitment to changing the social order. A further reason for its 

ultimate failure lies in the fact that France did not have a 

sufficiently large proletariat to sustain it. Much of the confusion 

and discussion about proletarian writing in France is semantic in 

essence for the very name ecrivain proletarien had a revolutionary 

ring to it, despite the protests of Barbusse and Poulaille. In 

Nouvel Age Litteraire Poulaille recognised this problem when he 

wrote: 'Cette litterature ne vient pas de Russie. On serait certes 

assez tente de croire qu'elle est d'origine sovietique. 11 n'en est 

rien'(96). There was an immense confusion in France between le 

peuple and le proletariat and among many, there was the feeling that 

these terms were interchangeable. In France in the Interwar years 

there was a small proletariat, but a large population making up ~ 

peuple or les petites gens. This distribution of the French 

population was similar to that in Russia before the Revolution when 

lea petites "gens had formed the subject matter of many of 
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Dostoievsky's works. In post-revolutionary Russia it was le pro

letariat who made up the bulk of the population and who were featured 

in Soviet literature. The lack of a vigorous .and viable proletariat 

in France meant that not only was there not sufficient 'raw material' 

to provide the subject matter but neither was there a sufficiently 

large proletarian readership. 

In addition to the categorised schools of populist and 

proletarian writing there was a much vaguer and problematic area 

which was the domain of two categories of nominally left-wing writer: 

those who wanted to reflect working-class concerns in their work but 

did not want to be involved in the dogmatism of the above two 

schools, or alternatively those who wanted to be more politically 

explicit than either of them allowed. It was here that for some 

Soviet literary theory provided a focal point of reference. Indeed 

the histories of populist and yroletarian writing were themselves 

implicated in certain Soviet directives concerning literature in 

France. This area is made all the more problematic by the changes in 

Soviet policy towards fellow-travellers (actual and potential) both 

at home and abroad and by the lack of any firm line, and indeed the 

lack of inspiration, on the part of the PCF in advocating or 

implementing Soviet literary theory in France. 

2.2 The growth of literary engagement via front organisations 

The period after the Revolution and up to 1921, the period of 

War Communism, saw in Russia a continuation of the disintegration of 

eXisting literary forms which had already begun before the war. At 

the same time the Bolchevik government was anxious to foster a form 

of literature on which it could look for support. It turned to the 

extreme left school of literature, repreflented by Futurism(97). 
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Mayakovsky was the most well-known publicist of Futurism and his 

works vulgarized and popularised it, turning it into a weapon of 

revolution and propaganda(98). However, this alliance between the 

Futurist poets and the government was an uneasy one for there were 

basic differences between them. Recognising this the government also 

attempted to create a real class art at the service of the proletar

ian dictatorship through the setting up of proletcults(99). 

1921-24 saw a change of emphasis with the establishment of the 

New Economic Policy (NEP) in 1921. Private publishing was again 

allowed and there was a relatively greater freedom of artistic 

expression with non-proletarian writers able to get their works 

published. The subject matter of most works was the Revolution 

itself and Andrey Bely and Alexey Remizov were two of the most 

influential writers of this period(100). These writers provided a 

direct link back to pre-revolutionary literature with Bely strongly 

influenced by Gogol and Remizov by Leskov. Gleb struve makes the 

pertinent point that 'somewhat unexpectedly, Gogol and Leskov became 

the most powerful and living factors of influence in the shaping of 

post-revolutionary Russian literature'(101). This makes a useful 

point of contact with those French writers who in the 1920's were 

also discovering these Russian authors. Struve emphasises the most 

characteristic element of post-revolutionary Russian literature of 

this period as being on the 'borderline between the real and the 

unreal L;.~ in setting out to be thoroughly realistic the most 

fantastic effects were achieved; life was, indeed, "stranger than 

fiction"'(102). The borderline between the real and the unreal was 

also an aspect that attracted Gide to Dostoievsky's works and in his 

lectures he maintained that it was Dostoievsky's use of very precise 

and minute realistic detail which lent spbstance to what otherwise 
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might appear as the extreme expression of fantasy and imagination. 

1923 saw the dissolution of the Proletcult which was deemed a failure 

although, as Harriet Borland points out, it did initiate the question 

of the place of the proletariat in literature(103). 

For Russian fellow-travellers the NEP period was a golden age, 

especially after the' literary Magna Carta of 1925 was promulgated, 

disavowing the proletarian organizations' claims to hegemony'(104). 

This resolution on literature had been taken at the Thirteenth 

Conference of the Communist Party in 1925 and it stated that there 

should be free competition among the various groups and tendencies in 

the field of literature and stress was laid on 'the necessity of 

creating literature suitable for the mass of worker and peasant 

readers'(105). There was a consequent growth of literary groups such 

as Novy Lef, the Octobrists and Na Postu, which were often in 

ideological opposition to each other(106). As early as 1923 Trotsky 

had defined what he understood by paputchiki: 'They do not grasp the 

Revolution as a whole and the communist ideal is foreign to them. 

~.:7 They are not artists of the proletarian revolution, but her 

artist "fellow-travellers"'(107). Fluctuations in government policy 

towards the paputchiki depended on whether they wanted to attract 

them to lend cultural support to their regime or whether they felt 

sufficiently strong to be able to exclude them. For example Bukharin 

and Lunacharski believed in including everybody, in 'the maximum of 

competition'(108), whereas the Na Postu group sought to attack 

fellow-travellers(109). 

In 1925 the Russian Association of Proletarian Writers (RAPP) 

was established and it immediately began to put into motion its 

declared aim of 'the seizure of power in literature'(110). Conse-

quently fellow-travellers would not be welcome and gradually RAPP 
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managed to monopolise the field of serious publication. In 1927 an 

international literary conference, organised by RAPP, was held in 

Moscow, which Barbusse attended as the PCF representative. At this 

conference the Union Internationale des Ecrivains Revolutionnaires 

(UIER) and a Bureau International de la Litterature Revolutionnaire 

were formed. As already indicated, Barbusse's Monde was a direct 

outcome of this conference. The First Five Year Plan (1928-32) 

included a literary Five Year Plan with an emphasis on associations 

and groupings. The various groupings were jostling for position and 

from 1928 onwards it was RAPP and RAPP's spokesman Leopold Averbakh 

who came to dominate the Soviet literary world. RAPP's declared aim 

was to 'calquer la progression litteraire sur la progression econo-

mique'(111) and as Bernard states, this gave the 'fait litteraire un 

caractere de produit industriel realisable dans les mames conditions 

de technicite et de perfection'(112). By 1930 RAPP had gained 

literary dictatorship although as Borland points out: 

Many Soviet authorities undoubtedly did feel so 
thoroughly in harmony with the existing order of things 
that they were conscious of no repression. The majority 
believed that bourgeois-capitalist civilization (then in 
the grip of the 1929 depression) was disintegrating and 
were convinced that the Five Year Plan was building a 
wonderful new world.(113) 

When the Congres international d'ecrivainsproletariens 

marxistes was held at Kharkov in November 1930, attended by Louis 

Aragon and Georges Sadoul, the anti fellow-travellers stance was at 

its height and the only literature given official recognition was 

proletarian literature. It is therefore not surprising that the 

different tendencies in French literature were condemned at this 

conference for litterature proletarienne meant two very different 

things in the Soviet Union and in France. In the Soviet Union it was 
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a revolutionary form of literature aimed at establishing socialism 

whereas in France it was a depiction in literature of the life and 

problems facing the working class, and this depiction was, in the 

majority of cases, apolitical. Barbusse and Monde were heavily 

attacked at Kharkhov. Bernard has shown that although the literary 

direction he had followed was quite different from the Soviet 

concepts of the role of literature he was 'considere comme le symbole 

de la situation litteraire franyaise'(114) and his deviation was 

condemned and a definite marxist line was fixed for France with 

stress placed on a literature created by worker-writers (corre-

spondants ouvriers)(115). 

A further outcome of the conference was the decision that a 

French branch of RAPP be established. Barbusse correspondingly 

initiated the creation, in December 1931, of the Association des 

ecrivains revolutionnaires (AER) to help publicise the resolutions 

made at the conference(116) and although it did not exist in much 

more than name, it did prepare the way for the Association des 

ecrivains et artistes revolutionnaires (AEAR). This was founded a 

year later in December 1932 and was 'beaucoup plus large et ouverte 

que ce que reclamaient les hommes de Kharkhov'(117). The Kharkhov 

resolutions were not published in France until a year after the 

conference(118) and they were only applied by the PCF for a matter of 

months. Nonetheless Kharkhov did have an influence on the French 

literary world, albeit a somewhat limited one. Michel Ragon 

Concludes: 

Litterature proletarienne et litterature revolutionnaire 
etant devenues synonymes depuis le Congres de Kharkov 
~ .. :7 La litterature proletarienne ne devait plus etre 
qu'une litterature de pro pagande, s'interdisant toute 
Psychologie, toute auto-biographie complaisante accusant 
un individualisme petit-bourgeois.(119) 
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1932, the final year of the first literary Five Year Plan, was 

the turning point in Soviet literary attitudes. RAPP had become 

all-powerful and writers had to conform to the social demands of 

literature with subject matter and social philosophy coming before 

literary quality. Borland concludes that 'authors who did not deal 

with contemporary themes were at once branded "counter-revolution

ary"'(120) and that the result was that 'bureaucracy flourished, and 

literary udarniks were an artistic failure, and literary talent dried 

up under regimentation and standardization'(121). To counter-act 

this RAPP was abolished by a decree of the Central Committee of the 

Communist Party on 23 April 1932 and in its place a single Union of 

Soviet Writers was created, which was 'considered a sign of Soviet 

literature's transition to a new, higher phase'(122). As a result 

many of the intelligentsia were won over to the new Union whose aim 

was to establish good relations with non-Party writers and to lead 

them towards the Party as well as controlling and helping them in 

their wor~123). To this end the first Plenum of the Union of Soviet 

Writers was held in Moscow from 29 October to 3 November 1932 when 

some five hundred authors and members of literary circles were 

present as guests, along with about 129 delegates. At this meeting 

the errors of the past were exposed and criticised, the existing 

state of affairs in literature was reported on and socialist realism 

and methods of creative work in the future were discussed(124). At 

the same time the ~eview La Litterature de la revolution mondiale 

which voiced the ideas and directives of RAPP abroad was abolished 

and replaced by La Litterature internationale which appeared in 

France more or less monthly(125). Rene Remond expresses the 

importance of this change in Soviet literary theory: 'c'est des 1932 

qU'ils abandonnent le sectarisme doctrinaire de l'attachement a la 
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litterature proletarienne pour adopter une politique de large 

rassemblement'(126). The AEAR would be important here, acting as a 

front organisation in France to attract respected and well known 

fellow-travellers as well as the larger body of less pro-Soviet 

intellectuals to the cause of communism. It is in this area that the 

literary and political dimensions merge. 

The AEAR was created on 13 December 1932 by Paul Vaillant

Couturier, Henri Barbusse, Leon Moussinac and Charles Vildrac with 

the aim of grouping together many intellectuals 'contre le fascisme 

en Allemagne, contre l'imperialisme fran9ais'(127). But it also had a 

more localised aim, namely, to 'developper une litterature revo

lutionnaire embryonnaire, puis d'attirer l'attention du proletariat 

sur cette litterature'(128). The AEAR was an immensely influential 

front organisation and represented the major effort by the PCF to 

attract fellow-travellers to its ranks. It arranged many debates on 

literary and political topics(129) and laid great emphasis on 

appointing well-known figures, not necessarily members of the AEAR 

themselves, such as Gide, to the presidency of such debates. Two 

further ways the PCF sought to influence intellectuals and the 

proletariat were through its journal Commune and the setting up of 

Maisons de la Culture. The first edition of Commune appeared in July 

1933 with Aragon and Nizan as secretaires de redaction and Barbusse, 

Gide, Rolland and Vaillant-Couturier occupying figure-head roles on 

the comite de direction. The first Maison de la Culture opened its 

doors in Paris in 1935, with Gide acting as president at the opening 

ceremony. By 1937 the Maisons de la Culture were established 

nationWide and they claimed a membership of seventy thousand. 

Federated to them were other front organisations which represented 

the arts such as the theatre, music and the cinema(130). These front 
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organisations were both a way of advertising the progress made in the 

Soviet Union and a way of channelling fellow-travelling support in 

the West. They offered a two-way system of praise for not only was 

the Soviet Union acclaimed but the presidents and directors of such 

organisations were given much public credit by the communist press 

and the front organisations concerned. Although Gide was involved in 

certain of these front organisations he never actually joined any. 

Whereas the Soviet communist party was, during both the 

1920's and the 1930's, in a strong position to advocate a literary 

ideology, this was not the case for the peF in France. Bernard has 

shown that between 1920 and approximately 1933 the peF had tried to 

'faire naitre une litterature proletarienne fran9aise.{:.;? Le modele 

sovietique [ •• ~ devaiL;u7t creer une emulation necessaire'(131) but 

it did not have the means or the will to implement this. It was not, 

in fact, until late 1933, early 1934 that the peF began to implement 

a policy of rassemblement which was when the AEAR became part of 

their policy. The peF had not been in an easy position as regards 

writers and intellectuals: whereas the Revolution and its results had 

provided a literary material for Soviet writers this had not been the 

case for French writers. Additionally it had found itself hindered 

from advocating a definite line because it was trying at the same 

time to attract leading French intellectuals to its ranks and it did 

not want to risk alienating them. 1932 and the dissolution of RAPP 

coincided in the Soviet Union with a growing confidence on the part 

of the Soviet authorities and French writers and intellectuals were 

once more actively sought and welcomed as fellow-travellers. The 

thinking behind this policy was that they could then be 're-educated' 

in line with Soviet ideolog~132). It was this change in the 

situation in the Soviet Union that encouraged the peF to adopt its 
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own policy of rassemblement. But in addition it should be noted that 

for the PCF 'la po1itique de rassemb1ement pratiquee a partir de 

1933-34 est la reconnaissance de l'impossibi1ite de toute politique 

1itteraire communiste autonome'(133). 

The AEAR was one major way of implementing this rassemblement 

but it was not the first or only front organisation to serve this 

purpose. The first such front organisation in France had been 

C1arte, the international organisation founded in 1919 and centred on 

Paris. It had aimed at appealing to intellectuals disillusioned by 

the war and anxious to do something about it(134). Barbusse's 

involvement in C1arte not only gave it vitality but, according to 

Caute, also led to its final disintegration as support died away when 

Barbusse welcomed the founding of the Third International (Comintern) 

and the French section of C1arte transformed itself into a pressure 

group agitating for a communist takeover of the socialist party in 

France(135). This overpo1iticisation of a front organisation was a 

mistake which the PCF learnt from; they realized that the way to 

attract the middles classes was by cultural phenomena rather than by 

political ideology. 

Soviet cultural events were readily available in Paris for the 

Soviet authorities exported them vigorously and they were avidly 

consumed; distinguished actors, directors, musicians and writers came 

to France~ Caute stresses the importance of this export trade on 

influencing French attitudes to the Soviet regime: 'Parisian 

aUdiences were bound to conclude from their performances that 

bOlshevism was less hostile to civilisation than they had been led to 

imagine'(136). The Soviet ballet was a particularly popular 

event(137) and Soviet films were a great source of interest and 

admiration, which the banning of Potemk!n did nothing to 1essen(138). 
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Soviet writers also visited France and acted as ambassadors(139). 

However, the Party felt that a more systematic approach was needed 

for, as Caute states, 'to drum up middle-class support for the Soviet 

Union one could not rely on random visits to the cinema on the Champs 

Elysees'(140). And so began a policy of establishing front 

organisations whereby the Soviet Union came to be seen in the 1930's 

as the heartland of culture(141). 

A major source of communist infiltration was in the Friendship 

Societies which flourished in Europe. The French society, Les Amis 

de l'URSS, prospered under the patronage of Barbusse and Francis 

Jourdain and one of its primary functions was to arrange visits to 

the Soviet Union. From January 1933 it published a monthly review, 

Russie d'Aujourd'hui(142), which depicted the progress and prosperity 

in the Soviet Union. It gave special emphaSis to recounting journeys 

to the Soviet Union and reporting enthusiastic impressions of Soviet 

life, both in written accounts but more often by means of photo

graphs. These were reminiscent of stills from Soviet films in both 

style and subject matter as they showed smiling workers, factories in 

full production, as well as the marching proletariat at various state 

celebrations. They were accompanied by captions extolling the virtues 

of the Soviet government, such as: 'Partout en URSS L:.~ des villes 

nouvelles surgissent. La ou naguere ce n'etait que pistes, taudis et 

miseres, s'elevent des maisons modernes'(143) and 'Combien de fois 

n'a-t-on pas dit que les delegues ouvriers qui visitaient l'URSS ne 

voyaient defiler devant eux que des villages a la Potemkine! 

Lecteurs admirez cet aspect du geant industriel: le kousnietztroi [a 

factori7, et dites-nous si c'est en carton-pate'(144). 

A further way of influencing the French public in favour of the 

Soviet Union was by what Caute terms the 'Trojan Horse' principle. 
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Here, such organisations as the Ligue des Droitsde l'homme which had 

a reputation of progressive militancy were penetrated by pro-Soviet 

sympathisers who gradually assumed control of the organisations and 

thus 'permeate{d} the progressive middle class under cover of names 

long since respected for their independence'(145). These front 

organisations were a way of channelling fellow-travelling support in 

the West at a time when the Soviet Union, now with more than a decade 

of experience behind it, felt confident enough to impose its 

political, ideological and literary views upon French intellectuals. 

The literary conferences arranged by the Soviet Union and/or the AEAR 

remained, however, one of the major ways of rallying support. 

In 1934 the first Congres de l'Union des Ecrivains sovietiques 

was held in Moscow between 17 August and 1 September and 'over a 

fortnight, twenty-six sessions took place, at which nearly six 

hundred Soviet delegates and forty foreign guests listened to two 

hundred speeches or reports'(146). This congres was the direct 

result of the Soviet government's decision to reconcile and reunite 

Soviet writers who had begun to explore divergent paths since the 

dissolution of RAPP and the line put forward at the congres seemed to 

be marked by a 'politique d'ouverture dans le domaine 

litteraire'(147). Bernard writes: 

1934 repreeentait un intense soulagement pour lee lettree 
sovietiques. Les allocutions marquantes du Premier 
Congres des ecrivains laissaient la plupart des portes 
ouvertes a des adaptations genereuses du dogme 
defini. ( 148) 

The Congress was seen as the 'antidote du congres de Kharkov'(149) 

for it reconciled 'sous sa houlette les ecrivains compagnons de route 

avec les ecrivains orthodoxes'(150). 

Four French writers were officially invited to represent the 

AEAR and of these only two were member~ of the communist party: 
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Vladimir Pozner and Louis Aragon, the official spokesman. Aragon 

writes, 'j'ai moi-meme porte au Congres le salut de notre AEAR qui 

reprend a son compte le mot du realisme socialiste et lance celui de 

front unique des ecrivains contre le fascisme'(151). The speeches of 

the two other French delegates, Jean-Richard Bloch and Andre Malraux 

were more individualistic and reflected the fact that they were 

compagnons de route and not party members(152). Paul Nizan was also 

in Moscow working for the communist party on Litterature Inter

nationale(153) and one of his duties was to 'accueilli r et cornaquer 

les representants de l'intelligentsia fran~aise qui L;.;? arrivent 

pour le Congres'(154). Gide had been invited to attend and in 

preparation for his expected visit warm articles were written about 

him in the communist press(155). However, as on earlier occasions, 

Gide postponed his journey to the Soviet Union and thus did not 

attend the Congress(156). 

Although a certain freedom was allowed the delegates, the 

official Soviet line was not as open and liberal as it seemed on the 

surface. This was evident from Gorky's speech and from insults 

levied against Malraux by Radek(157) and further evidenced by 

Zhdanov's reminder tha t writers were, in Stalin's terms, des 

ingenieurs des ames and that although some of the writers were 

compagnons de route rather than members of the communist party they 

were all 'reunis sur une base theorique unique, celle du realisme 

Socialiste'(158). Socialist realism was to be the aim of all 

writers; in their works they were to reflect class ideology and 

Support the goals of the state by depicting 'positive heroes' working 

towards the establishment of a socialist state. Nevertheless, the 

spirit of reconciliation made the mood of the Congress both positive 

and optimistic. Redfern concludes that 'great new hopes were 
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expressed about the future upsurge of a new literature. There were 

deluges of cliches, but delegates also raised crucial questions of 

form and style, and of borrowings from past or foreign litera

ture'(159). A further objective was defined, namely that a Congres 

pour la Defense de la Culture should be held in Paris, which, it was 

hoped, would bridge any differences between the various literary 

groupings. On 23 October 1934 the AEAR held a meeting in Paris at 

the Salle Pleyel entitled 'Les ecrivains sovietiques vus chez eux' 

with the aim of informing their members about the first Congres de 

l'Union des Ecrivains sovietiques. Gid e chaired the meeting which 

had as its main speakers Andre Malraux, Vladimir Pozner and Ilya 

Ehrenburg, all of whom had attended the Moscow Congress. Jef Last 

was also a speaker at this meeting. Part of the success of these 

literary congresses must be credited to the growing tide of 

anti-fascist attitude in France in the 1930's. Indeed, as Ehrenburg 

writes, 'many western writers could not understand the methods of 

Socialist Realism, but fascist methods were understood by all'(160). 

It was in this climate that a feeling developed among the writers for 

an anti-fascist Union. 

3. The rise of fascism in Europe 

To understand fully the phenomenal support given to the 

Congres International des Ecrivains pour la Defense de la Culture 

held in Paris between 21 and 26 June 1935 it is necessary to take 

into account its political background for this is at the very heart of 

the literary dimension of French interest in the Soviet Union. As 

outlined earlier, at a national level France and Russia had had an 

uneasy history with France considering Russia, in the main, as an 

enemy. This feeling had been reinforced after the Brest-Litowsk 
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agreement but in October 1924 France had officially recognised the 

Soviet Union. It was the growth of support in Germany after 1933 for 

Hitler, and the rise of fascism there, that brought the interests of 

France and the Soviet Union closer together, for political issues now 

came to be viewed from either a fascist or an anti-fascist stance. On 

2 May 1935, just one one month before the opening of the congres, 

Laval and Stalin signed the Franco-Soviet Mutual Assistance Pact, 

thus giving further official recognition of a growing support for the 

old enemy. 

After Hitler came to power in 1933 and communists became 

increasingly oppressed in Germany, the centre of anti-fascist 

activity shifted from Berlin to Paris. Anti-fascist feeling grew 

after the riots on 6 February 1934 when it seemed as though Paris 

would be taken over by fascist elements. Popular feeling swelled and 

found expression the following year in the election of Leon Blum and 

the Popular Front socialist government. 

It was in this atmosphere of anti-fascism and the ensuing 

pro-Soviet feelings that the AEAR held the Congres International des 

Ecrivains pour la Defense de la Culture in Paris in June 1935(161). 

There is some dispute as to who actually organised the congres: 

Nizan(162), Ehrenburg(163) or Barbusse(164). However, it would seem 

that it was Barbusse who played a major part for in Monde, on 5 April 

1935 he published an article in which he stated that a Congres 

International des Ecrivains was to ~e held in Paris on 3 June 1935 

and he listed the topics to be discussed. He also listed those 

involved: 

L'initiative emane d'un groupe d'ecrivains fran9ais: 
Pierre Abraham, Alain, Aragon, Henri Barbusse, Jean
Richard Bloch, Emmanuel Bove, Jean Cassou, Andre Chamson, 
Rene Crevel, Eugene Dabit, Lucien Descaves, Luc Durtain, 
Elie Faure, Andre Gide, Jean Giono, Jean Guehenno, Louis 
Guilloux, Rene Lalou, Andre Malraux, Victor M~rgueritte, 



Leon Moussinac, Paul Nizan, Romain Holland, Charles 
Vildrac, Andree Viollis.(165) 

It is interesting to note that alongside Gide, both Dabit and 

Guilloux were involved in this congres from an early stage. The 
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political climate of the time made the task of the organisers easier 

in gathering the support of such well known figures to attend and 

speak at the various meetings on topics such as 'Heritage culturel' , 

'Humanisme', 'Nation et Culture', 'Individu', 'Dignite de la pensee', 

'Role de l'ecrivain dans la societe' and 'Action des ecrivains pour 

la defense de la culture'. Ehrenburg writes that those engaged in 

organising the congres, Gide, Bloch, Malraux, Nizan and Rene Blech, 

often met at his flat and that although the congres was organised in 

a most primitive way, 'we succeeded in assembling the most widely-

read and recognized authors'(166). He adds that Guilloux was one of 

those who worked the hardest in organising the Congress. There were, 

however, some problems as to who would be invited to speak. For 

example the surrealist, Breton, had a violent argument with 

Ehrenburg and refused to read his planned speech which was, in the 

event, read by Paul Eluard(167); Rene Crevel committed suicide the 

night before the Congress started(168); 'writers close to the 

Trotskyists, Charles Plisnier, Madeleine Paz, warned that they would 

speak out and 'unmask' the Soviet Union'(169). In particular they 

did not approve of the Franco-Soviet Pact which had just been signed. 

Barbusse was concerned that in accommodating so many shades of 

opinion the congres would be politically too broad and therefore 

unable to take any decisions while Roger Martin du Gard thought it 

would be too narrow, with only the communists allowed to speak(170). 

Gide was originally not very enthusiastic about participating(171) 

but he allowed himself to be persuaded to do so. 
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However, the congres was a huge success(172). Pierre Daix 

writes that 'il s'agit la encore, de briser les clivages, l'esprit de 

secte. Il faut faire barrage a l'obscurantisme nazi, reassembler le 

front le plus large possible. L'exemple sovietique - tel qu'il est 

per~u - est exaltant'(173). It fully achieved this aim and in 

addition the Congress sealed 'l'union des ecrivains attaches aux 

valeurs humanistes et de ceux qui veulent une transformation de la 

societe a l'exemple de l'URSS'(174) thus uniting communist and 

non-communist writers. This congres did more than denounce fascism; 

it also showed the West the ideas and functions of the writer in 

society in the Soviet Union, for the Soviet delegates spoke about the 

national foundations of culture and about common human values(175). 

Pascal Ory summarises the event as follows: 

Cinq jours durant, des dizaines de personnalites 
prestigieuses y debattront de l'avenir de la culture, des 
menaces que les fascismes font peser sur elle, et des 
moyens de promouvoir en face d'eux une culture par et 
pour le 'peuple' maitre mot de l'epoque.(176) 

Nicole Racine confirms the mood of harmony that emanated from this 

congres for she writes, 'une profonde entente s'etait manifestee 

entre ecrivains antifascistes, communistes et non-communistes'(177). 

The Soviet delegation included Ehrenburg, Mikhail Koltsov and 

Tikhonev. Gorky was too ill to attend and sent a message which was 

read out. Without his presence the Soviet delegation seemed lacking 

in authority and in addition Ehrenburg realised that those Soviet 

writers present were politically naive and in their speeches could 

easily damage the Soviet Union's reputation in the West(178). To 

mitigate against this, it was suggested to the Soviet Embassy that 

Boris Pasternak and Isaac Babel should attend; they were both a huge 

success(179). Among the French delegates who gave their ideas on art 

and culture were Benda, Guehenno, Malraux, Bloch and Nizan. To Gide 
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fell the honour of the opening address and the topic he chose was 

'L'Humanisme'. In it he agreed that while the writer could not deny 

the past it seemed to him 'a peu pres impossible aujourd'hui, dans la 

societe capitaliste ou nous vivons encore, que la litterature de 

valeur soit autre chose qu'une litterature d'opposition'(180). 

The final declaration of the congres(181) was to create an 

Association Internationale des Ecrivains pour la Defense de la 

Culture, with thirty-eight member countries, which effectively took 

the place of the old AEAR. A permanent international Bureau was set 

up to maintain and extend the contacts made at the congres. Two of 

its objectives were to translate good quality works forbidden in 

their country of origin and to facilitate 'les voyages et les sejours 

des ecrivains dans les divers pays sur la base de l'hospi

talite'(182). It was agreed that a world literary prize would be 

established and a second Congres International des Ecrivains would be 

held when the time seemed right. The Bureau rallied together writers 

of many tendencies on the understanding that it was 'pret a lutter 

sur son propre terrain, qui est la culture, contre la guerre, le 

fascisme, d'une fa~on generale, contre toute menace affectant la 

Civilisation'(183). The Bureau had 112 members and was governed by a 

presidium of twelve composed of Gide alongside Henri Barbusse, Romain 

Rolland, Heinrich Mann, Thomas Mann, Maxime Gorky, E.M. Forster, 

Aldous Huxley, Bernard Shaw, Sinclair Lewis, Selma Lagerlof and 

Valle-Inclan. Jef Last was a member of the Dutch section(184) and 

Louis Guilloux a member of the French section(185). 

Up until this time the communists 'avaient brutalement rejete, 

et en bloc, la "culture bourgeoise", culture de classe, en lui 

opposant une "culture proletarienne" encore a l'etat d'enfance'(186) 

but at this congrea 'Lili7 se sont faits les ardents defenseurs de 



certaines valeurs de la culture traditionnelle'(187). Racine 

explains: 

Ce rapprochement entre le Parti Communiste et les 
intellectuels s'expliquait par la place et le role du 
parti dans la mobilisation antifasciste fran9aise et par 
le courant de sympathie de plus en plus fort qui entrain
ait les ecrivains vers l'Union sovietique, pays de 
socialisme, seul pays ouvertement antifasciste. Deja 
concretise en de nombreuses manifestations politiques Oll 
avaient ete acclames les mots d'ordre de resistance au 
fascisme, de lutte pour la paix, la liberte, le pain, le 
rapprochement se poursuivit dans le domaine culturel.(188) 

At the same time the congres marked the peak of French interest in 

the Soviet Union. Writers and intellectuals tempted to join the 

Communist Party well understood that such a decision was akin to a 
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religious conversion for it entailed 'la remise en question de leur 

conception de l'existence et de leur role d'ecrivain ~ •• eil une 

rupture avec le passe'(189). These writers and intellectuals had in 

common certain ideas: 

Aucun d'eux ne met en doute que l'URSS, monde nouveau ne 
de la Revolution, est l'image de l'avenir. L'admiration 
pour la Russie sovietique est constante tout au long de 
la periode. [:.;7 Tous attendent de la societe sovietique 
la naissance d'un homme nouveau, la naissance d'un nouvel 
humanisme.(190) 

Whilst this was the attitude of those committed enough to join the 

Communist Party, others not so certain, or not so committed, were 

still eagerly sought as fellow-travellers during this period. 

4. The importance of the journey to the Soviet Union and its 

recounting 

Gide's journey to the Soviet Union in June 1936, accompanied by 

Eugene Dabit, Louis Guilloux, Pierre Herbart, Jef Last and Jacques 

Schiffrin was, to all intents and purposes, one more journey in the 

long tradition of such journeys dating back to the years following 

the Revolution. To go to the Soviet Union it was necessary to be 
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invited, and consequently, in general terms, only those perceived as 

friends went(191). The first French visitors after the Revolution 

did not, however, go as tourists, but as active supporters of the 

Revolution. In these early days only Moscow was visited and there 

was only one hotel for foreign visitors, the Hotel Lux. Although in 

the years immediately following the Revolution poverty was clearly 

visible on the streets of Moscow, what attracted and appealed to 

foreign visitors was an infectious enthusiasm which seemed to pervade 

Moscow life. Fred Kupferman concludes that 'c'est sans doute cette 

Russie racontee par les premiers visiteurs qui a seduit l'imagination 

de Gide'(192). At this time travellers could speak with Russians 

they met and, given that the language barrier could be overcome, they 

could gain first hand accounts of their lives. 

Visitors to Moscow in 1920 found themselves in the era of War 

Communism. This meant, according to Kupferman, 'la disparition de 

l'argent, les distributions de bons, les echanges reduits au 

troc'(193). But only two years later, in the NEP period, shops were 

open again, money was back in circulation and foreign currency in 

particular was welcome. Although the Soviet Union was no longer an 

egalitarian society it is feasible that most travellers were not 

aware of this. Living conditions available to travellers had improved 

considerably and as part of the privileged class, they also benefited 

from general improvements and it is quite possible that they did not 

appreciate the general level of deprivation among the masses. 

Indeed, sufficient improvements had been made for Kupferman to 

conclude that 'a la fin des annees vingt, les temoins fran9ais ont pu 

rencontrer des Russes aux joues moins creuses'(194). 

By the 1930's more visitors were going to the Soviet Union and 

hotels were built to cater for them and limited tourist routes 
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outside of Moscow were permitted. The tourist agency, Intourist, 

which came under the auspices of the GPU, was established to monitor 

these visits. The Intourist itinerary covered visits to the great 

Soviet development sites: dams, factories, model collective farms, 

brand new towns. These visits were, quite understandably, geared up 

to showing visitors how much the Soviet Union had progressed since 

the Revolution. The mid-1930's witnessed the peak of this vogue of 

travelling to the Soviet Union. Annie Cohen-Solal explains: 

Des la mi-decembre 1934 et les premiers jours de janvier 
1935, au dechainement des grands proces de Staline, 
l'URSS developpe une gigantesque campagne de publicite et 
d'invitations. On accueille a bras ouverts les 
etrangers. On invite a admirer les miracles de la 
construction du pays des Soviets. [ •• ~ 11 ne se passe 
une journee qui ne voie l'arrivee d'une delegation 
etrangere: les savants fran9ais venant saluer leurs 
confreres de l'URSS, les professeurs, les ecrivains.(195) 

But paradoxically, at this peak of foreign visitors, restrictions 

were placed on Russians and by 1935 they could be arrested for 

talking to a foreigner(196). Thus the people the travellers met 

were, in most instances, officials dispensing official information. 

In the years following the Revolution and before France 

recognised the Soviet Union it was an adventure to go there, and 

indeed often a dangerous one. For example Raymond Lefebvre had gone 

there in 1920 with the syndicalists Vergeat and Lepetit and during 

their stay had criticised what they had seen. On their way home they 

died at sea in mysterious circumstances(197). After 1924 the element 

of adventure decreased and the type of visitor changed. Visitors 

were still few in number, with a total of ten to twenty thousand per 

annum, of whom only a small percentage were French. Most who went 

were attracted by the revolutionary new way of life and the new 

regime in the Soviet Union. But given this unifying factor the type 

of person who went varied considerably. There were those who were 
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akin to pilgrims on a journey of initiation, there were businessmen, 

politicians, reporters, the inquisitive as well as fellow-

travellers. When writers attended literary conferences in the 

Soviet Union they could take the opportunity to collect their 

royalties on works translated into Russian for they were only payable 

in rubles and could not be exported. For example, Lottman writes: 

Bien que les Malraux eussent eux-mames paye leur voyage 
~n 193~, ils vecurent fort bien la-bas sur les droits 
d'auteur de ce livre [La Condition humaine7 si bien que 
Clara put mame s'offrir un manteau de fourrure.(198) 

Gide and his travelling companions would likewise be able to claim 

their droi ts d' auteur during their stay. Groups from factories or 

other units were invited to visit the Soviet Union and see for 

themselves the advances made and the power and status enjoyed by 

their counterparts under communism. Such visitors were almost always 

impressed by the modernity of the workplaces they saw and the 

keenness and enthusiasm of the workers. 

These visitors should be seen, however, in the context of the 

general French public who were, in the main, antagonistic towards the 

SOviet Union. But the vast majority of those who did go there were 

predisposed to approve of what they saw, for they were visiting the 

land of the Revolution, the land of communism and they invariably 

only saw what they wanted to see and ignored what they did not want 

to see. For example, Kupferman makes the point that scarcely any 

travellers mentioned the fact of forced labour, even though many must 

have been aware of this aspect of Soviet life for 'c'est en plein 

jour et en pleine ville, parfois, que l'on opere des rafles, quand le 

Goulag a besoin de main-d'oeuvre'(199). Journeys were arranged for 

readers of the left-wing press; on one occasion Andre and Lucie 

Chamson accompanied a delegation of readers from Vendredi for a drama 
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festival. At the peak of fellow-travelling interest MOnde ran the 

following advertisement: 'Le prix d'un voyage de 10 jours avec une 

journee a Varsovie, 8 jours a repartir entre Leningrad et Moscou, et 

une journee a Berlin, Paris-Paris ne depassera pas 1,900 Fr'(200). 

Similar advertisements could be found in Russie d'Aujourd'hui(201) 

and L'Humanite(202). 

The mai~ way of seeing the Soviet Union was as the member of 

one of these organised groups. Generally it was rare for people to 

travel independently for this way it was both more expensive and more 

complicated. The set rate of exchange meant that charges for rooms 

or meals were extremely high and these high costs were an aspect of 

the journeys that was sometimes criticised by visitors. However, if 

the traveller were an official guest, as was the case for Gide and 

his companions, all accommodation and food would be provided and such 

guests would not have to be concerned with the actual costs involved. 

The Soviet Union put on a very hospitable garb for its official 

visitors who would lack for nothing. But it became clear that these 

guided parties were only being shown one aspect, albeit a positive 

one, of the Soviet Union. As Kupferman writes, 'on "fait" l'URSS - en 

realite un circuit reduit, toujours le mame - en trois jours, trois 

semaines, au mieux deux mois'(203). More independently minded 

travellers renounced these 'package tours' but still fearful of 

travelling on their own often travelled in pairs(204). Andree 

Viollis was a notable exception to this rule for she travelled around 

the Soviet Union on her own in 1927. 

The impressions of these travellers were, in the main, favour

able. There was a feeling among them that they now belonged to an 

elite, for they had visited the exotic land of Russia. Given the 

history of Franco-Soviet relations in the nineteenth and early 
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twentieth century and the general lack of knowledge about things 

Russian by the French public, the element of exoticism and adventure 

comes into focus. For many of these visitors, for example the 

factory workers, this would have been their first visit abroad. And 

they went as guests to a land which was totally different from their 

own, not only in language and geography, but in custom, belief and 

culture. Yet, once in this foreign, even mysterious land, they were 

treated with respect and honour, such that in all probability they 

had never experienced at home. Many of these visitors, despite their 

innate intelligence and comprehension for the reality of life in 

France, would have been naive travellers, ready to believe that the 

progress and happiness they witnessed in the Soviet Union was the 

whole truth, rather than questioning whether it was not, perhaps, 

only part of the truth. Indeed, as Kupferman writes, 'inlassable-

ment, on redit les merites de l'experience, on vante le bonheur 

sovietique'(205). There were those who were not completely happy 

with what they had seen but in general they did not want to say 

anything against the regime for fear of putting off any prospective 

sympathisers. They rationalised this by arguing that although 

everything was perhaps not as they would like it to be, much did 

represent a vast progress, and after all the Soviet Union was a very 

young nation which had already come a long way since the feudal days 

before the Revolution. Even those who had lived there for some time 

did not always tell the whole truth. Kupferman writes: 

Par patriotisme de parti, les communistes au service du 
Kommintern ~ •• ~ les correspondants permanents de 
L'Humanite, racontent la prosperite quand la famine 
d~peuple l'Ukraine, s'attendrissent sur 'la vie belle et 
heureuse des enfants' au coeur d'une terreur qui fait des 
orphelins par centaines de mi11iers. 11 faut avoir rompu 
pour oser temoigner.(206) 
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Even Romain Rolland, after his visit to the Soviet Union in 1935 in 

an official capacity as the president d'honneur of the 'Amis de 

l'Union Sovietique', wrote a very one-sided view of his journey(207). 

Travelling to the Soviet Union was only one side of the coin. 

Equally as important was the account of the journey, either verbal or 

written. Indeed, 'des 1936, on aurait pu couvrir une etagere entiere 

de tels recits'(20S). These reports were also well represented in 

the press. For example in 1934 L'Humanite ran two such series: 

Aragon's 'Les Soviets partout'(209) and Leon Moussinac's 'Aspects de 

Moscou'(210), while Russie d'Aujourd'hui always carried reports of 

the favourable impressions of visi tors( 211). The earliest publica

tions were by Rene Marchand(212) and Jacques Sadoul(213) in 1918. 

Both had been living in Moscow prior to the October Revolution and 

they had declared themselves on the side of the Bolsheviks. By 1919 

accounts against the Bolshevik government were written and these met 

a receptive audience in France where the majority were hostile to 

Russia after the treaty of Brest-Litovsk. Titles like Serge de 

Chesson's Au pays de la demence rouge (PIon), and Henri Barby's La 

Debacle russe, les extravagences bolcheviques et "l'epopee armenienne 

(Albin Michel) are indicative of this approach. Accounts of life 

there and of the fate of the Imperial Russian family were also penned 

by some of the many Russian emigres who had fled to Paris, and as 

would be expected, these were antagonistic towards the Bolshevik 

government and often told lurid tales of horrors endured. 

Publication of accounts of journeys to the Soviet Union 

gathered strength during the 1920's and there were several notable 

Works such as Edouard Herriot's best-seller, La Russie nouvelle 

(Ferenczi, 1922) and the account by Andre Gide's uncle, Charles Gide, 

under the title La RUssie " sovietiqua (La Fleche, 1924). Henri 
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Beraud's Ce que j'ai vuaMOscou (Ed. de France, 1925), Paul 

Vaillant-Couturier's Un mois dans Moscou la 'Rouge'. La Verite sur 

l'enfer bolchevique (E. Parmentier, 1926) and Andree Viollis's Seule 

en Russie de la Baltique a la Caspienne (Gallimard, 1927) were 

further examples of this genre. Luc Durtain and Georges Duhamel, who 

had travelled to the Soviet Union together in 1927, each produced an 

account. Duhamel' s work was Le Voyage de Moscou (Mercure de France, 

1927) while Durtain's L'Autre Europe (Gallimard, 1928) was one of the 

most successful, with three editions in three years. Twice the norm 

for similar works, the total number of copies ran to 11,000(214), 

which was a very respectable run for a publication. In the main, 

however, the market for these works was a relatively restricted one. 

However, it is interesting to note the wide range of publishers 

involved in these recits de voyage which indicates that although in 

the main relatively restricted, the market was considered an 

important one. 

In 1929 a violently anti-Soviet work, Herge's Tintin au pays 

des soviets, was serialised weekly in the children's supplement to 

the Belgian newspaper Le Petit Vingtieme(215). This account is of 

interest for the Belgian author, 'un jeune "bourgeois" de formation 

catholique, travaillant dans un journal de droite, L;.;? neces

sairement influence par son education, son milieu professionel, par 

les idees du temps'(216) was voicing the antidote to the accounts 

praiSing the Soviet Union. The thrust of his narrative is that 

through the use of state organised propaganda the Soviet Union was 

deceiving the West into believing she was an egalitarian and 

prosperous country. Herge seeks to show that this is pure fabrica

tion and that since the Bolcheviks have come to power the country has 

deteriorated to such an extent that children are starving and that 



the streets of Moscow are completely vandalised. He attacks the 

political system by having Tintin arrive at the elections des 

soviets. Tintin hears the official tell the assembled crowd: 

Camarades, trois listes en presence ••• ! L'une est celle 
du parti communiste! ••• Que ceux qui s'opposent a cette 
liste levent les mains! ••• Qui donc se declare contre 
cette liste? Personne?? •• Je proclame donc la liste 
communiste votee a l'unanimite!(217) 
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At this the official and the two soldiers standing either side of him 

put away the five revolvers they had been aiming at the crowd. It 

did not matter that Herge had never been to the Soviet Union for he 

was contributing to an equally idealised and widely held myth of the 

superiority of Western capitalism in relation to the corruption of 

Soviet communism. 

Before his death in Russia in 1935, Barbusse had contributed 

three works on the Soviet Union, all in a pro-Soviet vein: Voici ce 

su'on a fait de la Georgie (Flammarion, 1929), Russie (Flammarion, 

1930) and Staline: un monde nouveau a travers un homme (Flammarion, 

1935). 1934 saw a bumper crop of books with twelve listed by 

Kupferman, among which Aragon's Hourra l'Oural (Denoel et Steele) and 

a work by Georges Friedmann(218), who would later comment soundly on 

Gide's Retour de l'URSS; further works were by Herriot, Orient 

(Hachette) and Moussinac, Je reviens d'Ukraine (Bureau d'Editions). 

This trend continued in 1935 and reached its peak in 1936 for which 

year Kupferman lists some nineteen titles. 

If the journey was not reported on in written form, then the 

report might be in the form of a public meeting, usually well 

attended. This was often the case for delegations of workers who 

reported back to their fellow-workers and other interested parties. 

Gide also found himself involved, sometimes reluctantly, in such 

events. La Petite Dame reports that he accepted an invitation to be 
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presidentd'honneur (along with Langevin and Gorky who could not 

attend) at 'un grand meeting des 'Amis de l'URSS' ou les delegues 

ouvriers fran9ais doivent venir rendre compte de leur voyage'(219). 

She accompanied him to this meeting and recorded a graphic descrip

tion of the enthusiasm of the participants and audience of four 

thousand(220). Gide's journey, then, not only followed in the long 

tradition of journeys to the Soviet Union but even before he went it 

was expected that on his return he would provide an account of what 

he had seen and his impressions of the land of communism. Many of 

the works published were little more than amateurish reports for, in 

the main, all that was expected of this genre was anecdote. However, 

Gide had already established himself as a major travel writer both in 

documentary accounts, Voyage au Congo(221) and Retour de Tchad(222), 

and imaginary accounts, Le Voyage d'Urien(223), and his account could 

therefore be expected to be a fine example of this genre. Similarly, 

it would have been expected that the travelling companions would also 

report on their impressions, either by aligning themselves with 

Gide's account, or by producing their own. As soon as Gide set out 

on his long awaited journey, a small but significant group, the 

French intellectual milieu, awaited his verdict with interest. 

The journey to the Soviet Union entailed a considerable 

amount of effort for there was no direct rail link from Paris to 

Moscow, although there was a rail link from Berlin to Moscow via 

Warsa~224). The most common way to go was by boat, either from 

London to Leningrad or from Rotterdam to Leningrad and thence to 

Moscow by rail. The difficulty of the voyage no doubt added to the 

exoticism of the Soviet Union on arrival there. A relatively new 

method of travel was by aeroplane and it was possible to fly to 
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Moscow from Paris, via Berlin. However the cost of this put it out 

of the reach of all but the most important or affluent guests. 

5. Gide and the Soviet Union 

5.1 Gide's engagement 

Gide's own case history is, in many ways, typical of the rise 

and fall of interest in the Soviet Union and the communist party 

among French intellectuals and although this aspect of his career has 

been covered fully elsewhere(225) a brief summary will be useful in 

helping to situate this interest and will help explain his choice of 

travelling companions. His enthusiasm for the Soviet Union dated 

back to 1931 although at this early stage he was not yet engage, and 

when invited to attend the Russian Embassy to celebrate the 

anniversary of the Soviet state he declined. La Petite Dame recorded 

his decision: 

Il le fait en des termes chaleureux. Il dit qu'il ya 
longtemps deja qu'il suit par le coeur et la pensee les 
progres realises en Russie, etc. Il ajoutait je ne sais 
exactement quelle phrase pour dire son desir de rendre 
bientot sa sympathie publique(226). 

It is pertinent that she advised Gide to delete this final sentence 

because, as she states, 'sitot qu'il se sentira engage, il est 

capable de s'irriter, il dira bien mieux sa position en toute 

liberte'(227). 

In July 1932 the NRF published Gide's diary entry for 13 May 1931 

in which he expressed not only his interest in the Soviet Union but 

also his hope for this country: 

Mais surtout j'aimerais vivre assez pour voir le plan de 
la RUssie reussir, et les ~tats de l'Europe contraints de 
s'incliner devant ce qu'ils s'obstineraient a mecon
naitre. ~.~ Jamais je ne me suis pas penche sur 
l'avenir avec une curiosite plus passionnee. Tout mon 
coeur applaudit a cette gigantesque et pourtant toute 
humaine entreprise.(229) 
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This statement came as a great surprise for the general readership of 

the ~RF. However, for those who knew him better, it was more compre

hensible. For Gide, who had initially followed the path of a 

nineteenth-century man of letters, had already strayed from this path, 

rejecting his Protestant upbringing and bourgeois family life to 

become a well-known advocate of individualism and to campaign for 

sexual liberation. As William Marshall states, 'his interest in 

personal and sexual liberation put[s] him at odds with bourgeois 

society'(230). 

Gide's growing interest in the Soviet Union in the 1930's 

cOincided with the general view then prevalent among intellectual 

circles in the West that the Soviet Union was the land offering hope 

both for a more egalitarian future and as an antidote to fascism. 

This view was encouraged and fostered by the front organisations and 

by the communist party, seeking to attract fellow-travellers, in 

particular after 1933. But his interest in Russian culture was of 

much longer standing, not only from his lectures on Dostoievsky in 

1922 but also from his work with Jacques Schiffrin in translating 

Russian nineteenth-century texts into French. Soviet literature did 

not attract him but he found Soviet films of great interest and la 

Petite Dame recorded many successful viewings in her diaries(231)~ 

Like Malraux, Gide's path to a position as communisant had come via 

anti-colonialism. In much the same way Jef Last and Pierre Herbart 

would come to be members of the communist party through their 

experiences of colonialism. Between July 1925 and June 1926 Gide had 

visited the Congo with Marc Allegret and he later strongly denounced 

the abuse of the colonial system there in Voyage au Congo and Retour 



du Tchad. Claude Martin writes of his activity: 

On verra M. Andre Gide, l'individualiste forcene, I' 
esthete raffine, depouiller des documents et statis
tiques, ecrire des lettres et des rapports pour denoncer 
le scandale, intervenir dans les milieux politiques et 
financiers, susciter un debat parlementaire, provoquer 
des enquetes administratives.(232) 

As these works were written in pre fellow-travelling days it is not 

surprising that they are more the response of an 'indignant liberal 
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than that of a subversive anti-capitalist'(233). Nevertheless, this 

was an important step towards a communisant point of view and indeed 

'sans cet apprentissage dans les colonies, Gide L;.~ ne serait pas 

probablement devenu compagnon de route'(234). 

Gide's own 'conversion' to communism initially had certain 

religious connotations and from his writings it appears that 

communism responded to an emotional need in him, with statements such 

as 'de coeur, de temperament, de pensee, j'ai toujours ete 

Communiste'(235) and 'ce qui m'amene au communisme, ce n'est pas Marx, 

c'est l'evangile'(236). This is confirmed by Claude Naville in his 

work on Gide and communism published in 1936, prior to Gide's journey 

to the Soviet Union: 

Comment ne pas juger qu'il fait un acte de foi, quand, 
ignorant presque tout des problemes du communisme, il 
s'ecrie: 'S'il fallait ma vie pour assurer le succes de 
l'URSS, je la donnerais aussitot' .(237) 

The influence of his friends, in particular that of Herbart and Last, 

in educating him politically would, however, be of considerable 

importance. Gide was also, to a large extent, attracted by the 

negative aspects of Soviet policy for Gide's enemies were the same as 

those of the Soviet regime: the bourgeoisie and the family. 

In literary terms, although Gide's personal inclinations led 

him to the Russian classics rather than to Soviet works of socialist 



realism, he did feel able to support the efforts of the Soviet 

government in advocating a strong literary development: 

L'URSS nous offre actuellement un spectacle sans prece
dent, d'une importance immense, inesperee, et j'ose 
ajouter: exemplaire. Celui d'un pays ou l'ecrivain peut 
entrer en communion directe avec ses lecteurs. Au lieu 
de voguer a contre-courant, comme nous sommes contraints 
de le faire, il n'a qu'a se laisser porter.(238) 

However, as indicated earlier, the main thrust, not only for 
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Gide but also for the majority of those attracted to the Soviet Union 

was the threat of fascism, not only from Germany, but which also 

seemed to be threatening France from within. Claude Martin 

summarises this 'etape naturelle de son evolution'(239) as follows: 

L'adhesion de Gide au communisme survint d'ailleurs au 
moment ou, menacee par le fascisme, l'URSS essayait de 
sortir de son isolement et ou, en France, le parti 
communiste faisait de mame, ouvrant les bras aux 
sympathisants, laissant venir a lui ces 'intellectuels de 
gauche' qu'il enrolait dans son Association des Ecrivains 
et Artistes Revolutionnaires.(240) 

Gide had always been interested in Germany and indeed it was through 

the medium of German that he first came to read Dostoievsky. In 

January 1934 he had travelled to Berlin with Malraux to plead with 

Goebbels for the release of Dimitrov and Thaelmann, the communists 

imprisoned after the Reichstag fire. Although this trip, organised 

by Willi ~unzenberg, proved unsuccessful, it was important as a sign 

of solidarity in the West in acting against fascism. Clara Malraux 

bears witness to Gide's assistance in her activities to help German 

refugees(241). Gide's involvement with communism was thus also 

rooted in his long-held belief and interest in Germany. 

It is evident that Gide's 'conversion', represented by his 

speech as the 1935 congres in which he pledged his belief in the 

communist system, was considered a 'scoop' for the Soviet authori-

ties, for he was France's most distinguished fellow-traveller. As 
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Gustav Regler writes, 'Gide's declaration was everywhere regarded as 

an event of world-wide importance, so hopeful was everyone in those 

days, and so profoundly did we still believe in the influence of 

writers'(242). It was much more valuable in terms of propaganda for 

the Soviet Union to have a spectacular conversion than to have 

rallied to their cause writers and intellectuals who had always 

adhered to the Communist Party. The Soviet authorities were anxious 

that Gide should visit the Soviet Union and in due course report 

favourably on his experiences there in the Western press. Paradoxi

cally, just when intellectual support in the West was nearing its 

peak in the years 1933-36, in the Soviet Union there were the 

beginnings of an intellectual crisis and by March 1935 news was 

filtering through to the West of the first purges there. 

Thus far, Gide's path to communism was in many ways typical of 

the period, but there remains one aspect of his interest in the 

Soviet Union which marks him out from his contemporaries: that is, 

his interest in the fate of homosexuals there. 

5.2 The Soviet Union - land of sexual freedom? 

Gide's anti-family stance contributed to his appreciation of 

the Soviet regime for it projected a similar philosophy as well as 

being categorically anti-bourgeois. Gide's stance was rooted in his 

homosexuality which made him a virtual outsider to French family 

life, given the strict rules that then governed 'acceptable' 

behaviour. He further felt that, as a writer, he had a duty to 

express this homosexuality in his work. He felt, for example, that 

Proust had been less than honest in A la recherche du temps perdu in 

disguising his 'young men' as 'young women'. For Gide, artistic 

freedom and sexual freedom went hand in hand. Gide looked to the 
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Soviet Union as a land where the old conventions and restrictions had 

been broken down and where a new freedom would be able to flourish. 

However, in coming to a final assessment, he would take into account 

the way homosexuals were treated there. For, as Marshall states, 'as 

well as the test of artistic freedom, there existed for Gide a second 

main criterion which would measure the degree of pluralism and 

freedom in Soviet society: the fate of homosexuals'(243). 

In the years following the Revolution laws were passed in 

Russia freeing women from some of the restrictions of the past: 

divorce and abortion on demand were legalized. A breath of sexual 

liberation seemed to the West to be passing over Russian and 

Alexsandra Kollontai's popular book, Free Love(244), with its famous 

'like drinking a glass of water' metaphor seemed to illustrate the 

great advances made in Russia for both feminine emancipation and 

sexual liberation. Given the general level of ignorance in France 

about things Russian, it is understandable that such an impression 

should have taken hold and that it should have been further 

reinforced by accounts of Soviet life that stressed sexual equality. 

For example, Andree Viollis emphasised that this was one of the 

reasons why she was drawn to the Soviet Union: 

Si la revolution russe m'a toujours passionnee, c'est a 
cause avant tout par ce qu'elle a fait pour les femmes, 
a la fois dans les moeurs et dans les lois. Libres dans 
l'amour et dans le mariage, honorees dans la maternite, 
protegees avant et apres la naissance de leur enfants, 
jouissant de tous leurs droits civils et politiques, les 
femmes russes ont, en outre, ete admises a partager les 
travaux, les peines et les responsabilites des hommes. 
Elles sont non seulement leurs compagnons, mais leurs 
egales.(245) 

That Gide was moved by these developments is without doubt as la 

Petite Dame's entry for 4 November 1931 makes clear: 

11 est tres emballe parce qu'il vient de lire qu'en pays 
sovietique l'amour libre, l'avortement officiel, la 



suppression du chomage, et d'autres causes peut-etre 
encore, ont reduit dans une proportion enorme la 
prostitution.(246) 

In the same month she also recorded Gide's considerations about 

homosexuality in the Soviet Union: 

11 se demande quelle est l'attitude de la loi sovietique 
vis-a-vis de l'homosexualite. 11 ne serait pas etonne 
non seulement qu'elle y fut indulgente, mais meme 
favorable, du point de vue de l'emulation entre hommes, 
comme a Sparte.(247) 
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Gide had no knowledge of the Soviet law; yet he assumed that it would 

be indulgent. This 'leap of faith' was based on his belief that a 

high degree of sexual freedom existed in the Soviet Union. In 

addition he understood from communist ideology that all men were 

equal. He then took the next step of assuming that sexual equality, 

including therein sexual preference, was allowed, and indeed 

encouraged in the land of equality. Gide's assumption can be further 

interpreted as a wish-fulfilment: the Soviet Union seemed to offer 

the hope of a new world, a new artistic possibility; and for Gide 

this was inextricably linked with sexual freedom. In fact, Gide had 

some justification in his assumption that the Soviet Union was the 

land of sexual freedom, for until 1 April 1934 homosexuality had not 

been a punishable offence there(248). However, even before this date 

it would not have been a topic of conversation among Party members in 

the Soviet Union and if tolerated in certain circumstances it would 

have been regarded as 'bohemian'. And in the Soviet Union 'bohemian' 

attitudes were looked down upon(249). 

On 1 April 1934 Article 154-a was inserted in the RSFSR 

Criminal Code, making homosexual acts punishable as follows: 

A sexual relationship of a male with a male (homo
sexuality) shall be punished by deprivation of freedom 
for a term of from three to five years. 

Homosexuality committed with the use of coercion or by 
taking advantage of the dependent status of the victim 



shall be punished by deprivation of freedom for a term of 
from five to eight years.(250) 

News of this law gradually filtered back to France and in October 

1934 la Petite Dame recorded 'il parait qu'en URSS une loi vient de 

passer qui condamne l'homosexualite beaucoup plus fort qu' 
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avant'(251). Gide was astounded by the severity of this law and did 

not believe that the Soviet authorities could be aware of the damage 

it would cause. A further entry by la Petite Dame confirms this: 

La soiree se passe a commenter l'attitude de la legis
lation sovietique vis-a-vis l'homosexualite. Gide est 
persuade qu'ils commettent une grande faute psychologique 
en negligeant la force qui pourrait naitre de la, et 
surtout en suscitant des refoulements et de l'hypocrisie, 
qui finissent par engendre la revolte.(252) 

Gide later learnt from Last that Gorky was the instigator of these 

new laws. La Petite Dame writes, 'c'est surtout Gorki qui sevit 

contre la pederastie, arguant habilement que c'est uniquement un vice 

petit-bourgeois, engendre par l'esprit d'economie, la peur des 

passions et des enfants'(253). Gide took every opportunity to 

question travellers to the Soviet Union on the actual situation 

facing homosexuals there and he was reassured to learn that the new 

laws were not usually fully enforced. Again la Petite Dame provides 

a useful point of reference: 

11 para1trait que la severite des lois n'est du reste pas 
applique, on la tourne d'une strange maniare, en exilant 
ceux qu'on soupconne de ces tendances dans une certaine 
ville, ou ils sont libres et sans femme de facon a n'en 
pas perpetuer la race.(254) 

One of Gide's aims in going to the Soviet Union was to raise the 

question of the fate of homosexuals with Stalin. Of the five 

Companions he invited to accompany him, two, Herbart and Last, were 

homosexual. Thus the homosexual contingent of the total party of six 

accounted for fifty per cent. Gide's journey, in fact, would be 

'documente et suivi par l'1nternationale des homosexuels'(255). 
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5.3 Gide's journey to the Soviet Union 

Gide's desire to be independent was one of the major factors 

influencing his plans to visit the Soviet Union. In 1932, la Petite 

Dame reported for the first time a projected visit. The art 

publisher Lucien Vogel was planning a trip for spring 1933 to South 

Siberia, the Caucasus and Georgia and he had invited Andre Siegfried, 

Andre Maurois and Gide to accompany him, a proposition Gide found 

very attractive(256). The plans were further refined and it was 

decided that 'l'expedition comportera un programme cinematographique, 

c'est a dire Marc iAllegrei? et deux aides'(257). Gide wanted to 

invite his close friend, Roger Martin du Gard, although Vogel was not 

keen on this idea(258). Gide reassured Martin du Gard that the 

physical aspect of the journey would not be too arduous given that 

Marc Allegret would be accompanying them(259). However, by January 

1933 Martin du Gard was undecided and la Petite Dame interpreted this 

indecision as a symptom of 'la crise profonde qu'il traverse' (260). 

Nonetheless in February 1933 Martin du Gard expressed his keenness to 

visit Russia in a letter to Dabit where he wrote, 'et si je vais en 

Russie, comme je le desire tant, ce sera vraiment ~a que j'irai voir: 

si l'experience russe permet vraiment d'esperer une amelioration de 

la race des hommes'(261). 

By March 1933 the journey had been 'recule a Pacques ou a la 

Trinite'(262) but on 10 August 1933 la Petite Dame recorded that Gide 

'ne souhaite plus aller maintenant en Russie'(263). And when in 

October of that year Gide was asked whether it was true that he was 

gOing to the Soviet Union he replied, 'Mais non, mais non, il en a 

ete question, mais c'est remis aDieu sait quando - Maia vous en avez 

toujours le desir? - Dites que j'ai le desir d'aller partout'(264). 
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It was Jean Schlumberger's opinion that Gide had effectively 

sabotaged this journey 'sentant bien [:.;7 que l'on voulait 

l'entrainer plus loin qu'il ne souhaitait'(265). He maintained that 

Gide had taken this decision as early as the spring of 1933 for he 

told la Petite Dame, '11 m'en a parle a plusieurs reprises; assez 

obsede, il m'a mame dit tres serieusement: "J'en arrive parfois a 
souhaiter qu'une auto m'ecrase"'(266). The idea of a 'cultural' 

journey had appealed to Gide, one where filming would have been a 

major factor, but as in his dealings with communist affiliated groups 

he did not want to be 'stage-managed' and he did not want to be 

forced into a position where he would be obliged to say more than he 

was ready to say(267). 

Gide was invited to attend the Soviet Writers Congress in 

Moscow in June 1934 and Ehrenburg encouraged him to accept(268). 

Gide was not, however, tempted by the prospect of such a meeting. La 

Petite Dame writes: 

11 voit surtout la fatigue, l'accaparement, les raseurs -
11 semble avoir pris des renseignements, il dit d'une 
maniere fort drole: 'Et puis il parait qu'on peut atre en 
proie par exemple a un violiniste qui vient vous montrer 
comment on interprete Bach d'une maniere sovietique! 
alors ca, non' .(269) 

He was not interested in visiting the Soviet Union 'simplement pour 

ce congres'(270). He was more interested in an expedition to 

Turkestan, but not at that moment in time. 

It was not until August 1935 that Gide once more decided that 

he would undertake a journey to the Soviet Union, this time in the 

company of Herbart and his wife Elisabeth van Rysselberghe. This 

journey was to take place at the end of October 1935 but as the date 

approached Gide once more changed his mind. The reasons he gave la 

Petite Dame were those which had held him back before: his unwilling-
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ness to be involved in large-scale celebrations and his fear of being 

compromised politically. He decided to use the excuse of poor health 

to get out of going. Gide told her: 

Je serai oblige de prendre souvent la parole et je me 
connais, je me laisserai entrainer a depasserma pensee, 
mes paroles traduites en russe et retraduites en fran~ais 
me feront surement dire des choses que je ne pense pas, 
je ne pourrai pas rectifier et tout l'effort que je fais 
pour maintenir dans le communisme mon point de vue 
personnel sera perdu, je me sentirai compromis dans un 
sens qui n'est pas le mien, les malentendus s'epaisseront 
et m'emprisonneront.(271) 

Through Malraux, Gide learnt that Ehrenburg disapproved of his 

decision. He thought Gide had a duty to go 'tant du point de vue du 

Parti qu'au point de vue de la politique generale, que cette ,defec-

tion au moment meme de l'alliance franco-russe, l'alliance intellect-

uelle, est desastreuse'(272). Gide was obviously in a difficult 

position but his overriding concern was not to be the representative 

of France in the Soviet Union; any suggestion that this would be the 

case made him all the more resolute in his resolve not to go. 

Herbart told him that this situation would always exist, that he 

would always be greeted as an important guest and if this was Gide's 

concern he would have to give up totally the idea of going there. 

Gide admitted that he was fully aware of that possibility(273). 

Gide's interest was reawakened when he learnt that his daughter, 

Catherine, was to stay with Elisabeth van Rysselberghe and Herbart, 

then living in the Soviet Union, during the school holidays in the 

summer of 1936(274). However, when this plan did not materialise his 

interest in going there once more abated(275). 

It was on 5 May 1936 that he made the long awaited decision. La 

Petite Dame recorded the occasion in her diary: 

Oui, c'est decide, 11 ira en Russie, mais sans grand 
entrain, me semble-t-il. Il a r99u Malraux, Ehrenburg. 
11 entrevoit a travers ca qu'ils racontent qu'on lui fera 
dire ce qu'il n'aura pas dit, que deja dans ses livres et 



ses messages, on escamote la position particuliere qu'il 
prend soin de garder. On le sent plein d'hesitation: ce 
qu'il voulait dire au sujet de l'homosexualite, le 
dira-t-il? est-ce la peine? serait-il entendu?(276) 
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It is clear that Gide was still anxious about certain aspects of the 

journey but at the same time this journey would not be like the 

previous ones envisaged; it would be very much Gide's journey. 

Again la Petite Dame records: 

11 peut emmener qui il veut ••• C'est delicate Schiffrin 
s'est propose, et Gide a accepte avec J01e. ~.~ Il 
pense a Dabit, a Guilloux, a Jef Last, mais celui-ci est 
toujours malade.(277) 

In addition to Dabit, Guilloux and Last, Schiffrin and Herbart would 

make up the contingent of five friends. And Aragon and Koltsov would 

both be key figures for the arrangements for the planned journey 

through the Soviet Union. 

Gide was concerned that all formalities should be completed in 

good time and he organised his travelling companions into getting 

their visas and documents ready(278). He was also concerned that his 

companions should not be financially embarrassed(279). The original 

plan was for Dabit and Guilloux to accompany Gide to Prague where the 

Plenum of the AEAR was to be held. Malraux, Aragon, Cassou, Durtain 

and Bloch were also to accompany them to Prague. After the Plenum 

Guilloux, Dabit and Schiffrin would travel on to the Soviet Union. 

Malraux informed Guilloux of the arrangements: 

Gide part en Russie vers le 15 juin. 11 passera d'abord 
par Prague, ou aura lieu le Plenum de l'Association 
internationale. Il vous invite a profiter de son wagon, 
c'est-a-dire de son hospitalite ferroviaire a partir de 
la frontiere. Vous partiriez si vous voulez de Paris ~ 
la m~me date que lui, puisque vous etes, je crois, membre 
du bureau (et mame sans), assisteriez au Plenum et 
continueriez ensemble, avec Dabit et Schiffrin (pas 
Last).(280) 

However the plans had to be changed on two counts: firstly the Plenum 

was moved to London, and secondly Herbart returned unexpectedly from 
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Moscow with new information. Gide informed Guilloux of the changes: 

11 Y a ceci de change que nous ne partirons pas ensemble. 
Pierre Herbart est tombe du ciel au Bourget ••• pour m' 
aviser que l'on trouvait preferable a Moscou, que nous 
n'arriverons pas tous ensemble. C'est donc seul avec 
Pierre Herbart que je gagnerai l'URSS en avion sans 
doute. 

Jef Last, Schiffrin, Dabit et vous, ne me rejoindriez que 
dix ou douze jours plus tarde Ca m'aurait amuse de faire 
ce voyage aussi avec vous, mais nous aurions mieux dans 
ce qui suivra. 

Je vais passer a l'ambassade pour savoir si, decidement, 
la gratuite de transport pour gagner l'URSS vous est 
assuree a vous quatre egalement, mais ceci dans le cas 
seulement, sans doute, Oll vous embarqueriez a Londres sur 
bateau sovietique. 

Et alors nous serons a Londres en meme temps pour le 
PLmNUM! Ce qui ne laisserait pas d'etre interessant. 
(L'economie des frais de voyage balancerait sans doute a 
peu pres les frais de sejour a Londres.) Et de toute 
maniere, j'espere etre a meme d'assurer une petite 
cagnotte commune qui nous mettra tous a l'aise. Et de 
toute maniere, aussi, j'espere reprendre contact avec 
vous avant de quitter Paris.(281) 

With the news of Gorky's approaching death(282) Gide had to 

renounce his plans to attend the AEAR Congress in London. On the 10 

June la Petite Dame records: 

Aux dernieres nouvelles, Gorki serait mourant. Mais 
alors, pense Gide, le congres serait dans tous les cas 
retarde, et partir pour assister aux funerailles de Gorki 
serait une raison pour n'y pas aller du tout. Sans 
perdre de temps il rappelle Pierre par telegramme et 
decide de partir des le 11 ou le 12.(283) 

However, on the 11 June Ehrenburg telephoned Gide with the news that 

Gorky was no longer on the point of death and that the Soviet 

authorities would prefer Gide not to arrive before the 18 June and it 

also seemed that the congres might not materialise. La Petite Dame 

recorded Gide's reaction to this latest piece of news: 

'Oui, ca c'est la seule chose importante!' repond Gide 
ingenument ••• Fou rire. Et puisque le congres n'est 
plus la, menacant, du coup Gide aime beaucoup mieux ne 
pas se bousculer ••• On ne part plus que le 16.(284) 
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At dinner at Schiffrin's on 14 June(285) Gide, Guilloux, Dabit and 

Schiffrin were able to discuss the final details of the journey. Gide 

and Herbart were to leave by plane for Moscow, via Berlin, on 16 

June. Guilloux, Dabit and Schiffrin were to leave from London for 

Leningrad on the Soviet vessel which would provide them and their 

luggage with a free passage. Because of illness Last would follow on 

from London on another Soviet vessel on 27 June. On 12 June Last 

wrote to Gide, 'tu comprends que je suis assez bouleverse par ce 

retard, mais il faut obeir'(286). Finally Guilloux, Schiffrin, Dabit 

and Last all met up in London and left together on 27 June on the 

Cooperatzia, bound for Leningrad. 

For the Soviet authorities, Gide's acceptance to visit the 

Soviet Union represented an international 'scoop'. As a major 

liberal and progressive writer his action in going to the Soviet 

Union in what was beginning to be seen as a highly critical time in 

terms of human rights was viewed in both France and the Soviet Union 

as significant. In the West reports were filtering back of the show 

trials, of wholesale deportations and of executions, all of which 

undercut the appearance of a civilised regime which the Soviet Union 

had been promoting during the past eighteen years. A favourable 

account of the journey would lend credibility to the Soviet regime. 

For Gide, the journey represented the culmination of many years' 

interest in and attraction to the Soviet Union and to communism as 

well as Russian culture. 

His choice of Jacques Schiffrin, Eugene Dabit, Louis Guilloux, 

Jef Last and Pierre Herbart as travelling companions was an 

interesting one and one that promised even before the journey began 

differences of opinion given their different levels of expectation, 

Political awareness and their different areas of interest in the 
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Soviet Union. For between them they spanned a broad spectrum of 

cultural and political interest in the Soviet Union, representative 

of the broad span of interest among French intellectuals in the 

Interwar period: a personal and a professional interest in Russian 

culture; an appreciation of the impact of the Revolution and the 

Soviet Union in France, both in terms of literature and litera

ture-based organisations as well as in terms of political ideology; a 

growing concern about the rise of fascism in Europe and an attraction 

to the Soviet Union as the land of sexual freedom. Of the five, two 

were members of the communist party, Herbart and Last, while the 

other three were all sympathetic to left-wing causes in varying 

degrees of commitment; they were all involved in the literary world, 

four as authors and Schiffrin as translator and publisher; two could 

speak Russian, Schiffrin and Last, and two were homosexual, Last and 

Herbart. But what they all had in common, beyond their interest in 

the Soviet Union, was their friendship with Gide. This friendship 

may well have varied in terms of duration, strength and commitment 

but when Gide made his long awaited decision to visit the Soviet 

Union, it was these five he chose to accompany him. The questions 

that now need to be asked for each individual are as follows: Who was 

he? What was his interest in the Soviet Union? Why did Gide invite 

him? 
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CHAPTER II 

JACQUES SCHIFFRIN (1892-1949) 
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Jacques (Yacha) Schiffrin was born in Baku, Azerbaydzhan, 

Russia, on 10 April 1892 into a Russian-Jewish family. His fath er 

was both a chemist and a businessman, successful enough to be able to 

afford to send his son to Geneva to complete his education. As a 

result of his early schooling in Russia and his later studies in 

Switzerland Schiffrin became completely bilingual in Russian and 

French(1). He left Russia for Geneva before 1914 and remained there , 

studying law, for the duration of both the First World War and the 

Russian Revolution. After obtaining a doctorate he moved to Paris 

where, by 1922, he was earning his living by giving Russian lessons 

to members of Parisian societ~2) and by working for Henri Piazza, 

publisher of high quality art books. 

One aspect of Piazza's publishing enterprise was the publica

tion of high quality books of translations of Russian classic texts, 

richly illustrated by Russian illustrators. For example in 1925 he 

published Pushkin's The Golden Cockerel(3) which had been translated 

by N. Andreef and illustrated by B. Zwirykine. There were 30 coloured 

lithographs, finished in gold and silver and of these 20 were not 

bound within the text. This type of publication was aimed at the 

luxury book trade, a phenomenon of the post First World War period, 

whereby artists could effectively exhibit their work by copiously 

illustrating a generally short text, whilst purchasers could acquire 

a set of original etchings, watercolours, engravings or line drawings 

at an affordable price. 

Before 1914 there were about a dozen publishers of art books in 

France whereas after the war about one hundred were involved, 

including Grasset, Editions de la NRF, Albin Michel and Emile

Paul(4). A distinction has to be drawn between the different 

types of publication involved, whether livres de luxe, livres 



d'artiste or de peintre or livres de demi-luxe. The term livre de 

luxe was applied to any lavish production whereas a livre 
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d' artiste also known as a livre de peintre was a specific type of 

book. Here each illustration was as much an original as a print 

which was similarly produced, usually in a limited edition of about 

two hundred, and generally sold as one of a se t. Most livres 

d'artiste averaged a similarly limited edition of between two and 

three hundred copies and the prints were usually issued unbound (~ 

feuilles) and boxed to accompany the text(5). This phenomenon spread 

quickly after the war and if a book became successful 'l'edition de 

luxe illustree succede bientot a l'edition ordinaire'(6). These 

volumes were, of course, very expensive and to cater for the growing 

market a less expensive version was published, the livre de 

demi-luxe. This was similar to the livre d'artiste but here the 

illustrations were not original prints boxed separately but were 

prints bound within the text. These prints were still of a high 

quality and might, for example, be hand coloured. This practice 

continued in the Interwar period and was sometimes used by writers, 

as it was by Eugene Dabit, to launch their work on the market(7). 

In Paris, Schiffrin occupied an ambiguous position vis-a-vis 

his Russianness. To the French he was seen as a Russian presence and 

indeed, he made his living from his knowledge of Russian literature 

and language. This was, however, more the result of practical 

necessity than personal choice as his overriding interest was an 

aesthetic one, the world of high quality books. Schiffrin was 

knowledgeable about cultural aspects of pre-Revolutionary Russia but 

as he had left before 1914 and not returned there since, he had no 

first hand experience of either the First World War as it had 

affected Russia, nor of the 1917 October Revolution. Nor was he, 
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however, a White Russian, an emigre who had escaped Russia for fear 

of being attacked or killed by the Bolsheviks, or unwilling to live 

under the new socialist government. Apart from his Jewishness, which 

would not become an important factor in his life until later, his 

position could be interpreted as a neutral, essentially apolitical 

one. He had become a Russian living in Europe at the beginning of 

the 1920's by chance rather than by political choice, as he had been 

studying in Geneva when the Revolution took place. However, his 

decision to move to Paris and not to return to Russia and support the 

Revolution and the post-Revolutionary government when other Russians 

did(8) was not without political significance. Nonetheless, at this 

stage, Schiffrin's interests were not primarily political; as a 

bibliophile, his interests were centered on his keen desire to 

collect and publish books. His wife, Youra Guller, was a fellow 

Russian and as a renowned concert pianist she was a member of the 

Parisian world of culture(9). It was not long after his arrival in 

Paris that Schiffrin began publishing on his own account, using a 

large part of his wife's dowry to set up a limited company. 

The company was formed on 16 November 1923(10) with capital of 

280,000 francs, with four partners, all of whom were Russians living 

in Paris. Besides Jacques Schiffrin there was his brother Simon 

Schiffrin, born in Baku in 1894( 11), his brother-in-law Joseph 

Pouterman, born in Kichinev in 1890(12) and Alexandre Halpern, born 

in St. Petersburg in 1879( 13). The company register does not show 

how much capital was put up by each partner but it seems likely that 

the majority of the money was put up by Schiffrin as the company 

title incorporated his name. The status and trading name of the 

company is given as 'Societe Anonyme des Editions de la Pleiade', 

'J. Schiffrin' and 'La Pleiade' and its function is stated as 
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'editions et commerce du livre'. The fact that three names are given 

on the register explains why one or other of these different names is 

to be found, seemingly arbitrarily, as the publisher of volumes from 

this publishing house and why the same book can be listed in various 

bibliographies and catalogues as being published by J. Schiffrin, or 

J. Schiffrin, Editions de la Pleiade or La Pleiade(14). The company 

had premises in Paris, in the fourteenth arrondissement, on the corner 

of the boulevard Raspail and the rue Huygens, just off the boulevard 

de Montparnasse, which served as both registered office and shop for 

the sale of books(15). 

Pierre Assouline claims that the name of the company was 

'inspire du mot russe pleiada qui signifie groupe, groupe d'amis en 

l'occurrence, et non, comme le dira la legende, en reference a 

l'ecole poetique de Ronsard et de Bellay'(16). Whilst it is clear 

that this company name does not refer to the poetic school its 

meaning can usefully be further analysed. The Russian word means 

'galaxy' in the abstract sense, rather than 'group' and it is, in 

fact, the Russian version of the French term les pleiades, which 

refers to the galaxy of six or seven stars in the constellation of 

Taurus. It is evident that this is the connection that Schiffrin 

intended for on his company logo he incorporated a sailing galleon, 

reminiscent of Jason's Argo, surrounded by seven stars. Although 

details of the logo varied over the years, it always incorporated the 

galleon and the seven stars. It is much more likely, therefore, that 

the name reflected Schiffrin's high aims in wishing to publish a 

'galaxy' of high quality books rather than referring to a group of 

friends. Additionally, although there were four partners, it would 
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appear that the Editions de la Pleiade was more in the nature of a 

sole enterprise for it was clearly Schiffrin's company, with 

Pouterman as a working partner(17). 

La Dame de Pique, published in 1923 was the first publication 

of the Editions de la Pleiade and Schiffrin's financial resources 

were stretched to cover the initial heavy costs of publishing. Peggy 

Guggenheim confirms that he experienced financial problems in this 

early period: 

Schiffrin L7.~ borrowed money from me to pay his 
printing bill. He was launching his Editions de la 
Pleiade and ran short of funds. In return he gave me six 
hundred copies of his first beautiful book, La Dame de 
Pique. I went to all the bookshops of Paris to dispose 
of my six hundred volumes. I was not very successful as 
a saleswoman and soon Schiffrin, who was well on the way 
to success bought them back from me.(18) 

For this first business venture Pushkin's Russian text had been 

translated by Schiffrin and Boris de Schloezer, and Andre Gide had 

written an introduction. Although this particular volume is not 

available in the Bibliotheque Nationale, publication details( 19) make 

it clear that it is a fine example of the livre de demi-luxe for the 

very short text is copiously illustrated with nineteen illustrations 

by the Russian artist Choukhaeff. Schiffrin was obviously basing his 

first publishing venture on the techniques and high standards he had 

learnt whilst working for Henri Piazza. The aesthetic appearance of 

the book was of prime importance to Schiffrin and it was printed on 

laid paper (sur verge) and, inevitably, this emphasis on quality was 

reflected in the high price of this volume of 340 francs. Schiffrin 

used a Russian illustrator to present a Russian text to a French 

audience, which was, in fact, a relatively unusual thing to do(20). 

It was this that gave the work a definite Russian authenticity and 
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appeal for, as Vladimir Boutchik explains, 'une artiste franyaise 

chargee d'illustrer une nouvelle de Pouchkine, ne voit en Pouchkine, 

pour reprendre ses propres termes, qu'un Dumas russe'(21). 

Although Schiffrin's aim was to publish high quality, and 

hence high cost books, his own financial resources were limited. 

One way of keeping costs down was to do some or all of the translating 

himself but another, more significant way, was to publish the 

works of authors long dead so that he did not have to pay any 

copyright fees. A further way was to publish translations of Russian 

works for these were not covered by international copyright 

agreements as Russia had not signed the Berne Convention. The 

situation regarding copyright in Russia was, traditionally, a 

complicated one; in 1911 a law had been passed giving an author 

copyright for fifty years and prohibiting the translation, without 

the authorisation of the author, for works published in Russia or 

abroad by Russian citizens. However, translations of works published 

by non-Russians outside of Russia were freely allowed in Russia. 

Thus, if a foreign (i.e. non-Russian) writer wanted copyright 

protection within Russia he had to publish his works in Russia. The 

Franco-Russian treaty of 29 November 1911 guaranteed translations 

copyright for ten years, although this could be reduced to five, or 

even three years, in the case of scientific books. However the 

Bolshevik government rendered these laws null and void(22); one 

reason being that the government sought to impose financial sanctions 

against the West because of Soviet hostility in the wake of Franco

British intervention in 1919-20 on the side of the White Russians. It 

was not until 1928 that the Soviet government issued two orders 

protecting by copyright all literary and artistic works for a period 

equal to the life of the author plus fifteen years. Additionally, 
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these decrees no longer considered translation as an infringement of 

copyright and foreign works could be freely translated in Russia(23). 

As indicated in Chapter I, it was only when a foreign author actually 

visited Russia that he was able to obtain his droits d'auteur for any 

of his works that had been translated into Russian and, although the 

amount paid was generous, it had to be spent in Russia. Eugene 

Dabit, Louis Guilloux, Pierre Herbart and Jef Last as well as Gide 

would all benefit from receiving their droits d'auteur during their 

visit to the Soviet Union(24). Schiffrin sought to avoid any possible 

copyright infringement by concentrating on the Russian classics. La 

Dame de Pique, for example, had been available to the French public 

since 1843, and since then it had also appeared in several 

anthologies(25). 

As well as publishing an aesthetically pleasing edition, 

Schiffrin also wanted the French text to be an accurate translation 

of Pushkin's original Russian text. Schiffrin had met Gide in 1923 

and he realised the value of having Gide's name associated with his 

new publishing venture. For Gide was considered an authority on 

Dostoievsky, and by extension on Russian literature, after his 

lectures and the publication of Dostoievski and he would therefore be 

a respected voice to add authority to the new French translation of 

La Dame de Pique. Schiffrin could also assume that this project 

would appeal to Gide's interest in Russian classics and his interest 

in translating. However, when approached by Schiffrin, soon after 

their first meeting, and asked to collaborate on the project by 

writing an introduction, Gide could not initially see the need for a 

new translation. He thought it 'impertinent de chercher a refaire ce 
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qu'avait deja si bien fait Merimee'(26) until Schiffrin pointed out 

to him the large number of inaccuracies in the Merimee version. These 

were due, Gide writes: 

Non point a une connaissance insuffisante du russe, mais 
a un parti-pris d'enjolivement et d'elegance repondant au 
gout de l'epoque, et qui risquerait de compromettre 
Pouchkine avec le vieillissement de la mode.(27) 

In addition to adding phrases to embellish the French text, Merimee 

also omitted any phrases in the Russian text which did not seem 

elegant to his nineteenth-century French ear. It is not surprising, 

therefore, that Schiffrin's and de Schloezer's new translation, which 

kept closely to the original text, was seen by Gabriel Marcel as 

'cette pure, mais seche, mais lineaire fantaisie'(28). The style of 

writing was not the style the French reading public associated with 

Russian authors. Marcel pointed out that it was, as a result, more 

difficult to appreciate and his review illuminates the current view 

of Russian literature as something alien to French culture. For he 

writes that for 'nous aut res qui occupons une position excentrique 

par rapport au slavisme, la Russie est tout autre chose: c'est une 

note singuliere de la gamme universelle, une note a la fois pure, 

plaintive et tres legerement desaccordee'(29). Gide was aware that to 

present an authentic version of Pushkin it would be necessary to 

reeducate the readers as they had been led to believe from earlier 

translations that Pushkin's style was quite different. He was 

therefore aware that the French public might not find this work very 

'Russian'. He writes: 

En vain chercherions-nous ici ce que nous avons coutume 
de considerer specifiquement russe: desordre, penombre, 
surabondance, desarroi. Dans la plupart des oeuvres de 
Pouchkine, tout est clarte, equilibre, harmonie. ~ •• ~ 
Russe? Oui, sans doutej mais c'est qu'alors nous nous 
faisions des Russes une idee fausse.(30) 
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In his preface he immediately stressed that the new translation would 

add nothing to the 'style net et depoui11e de Pouchkine'(31). As 

Gide was considered an authority on Dostoievsky, and as Dostoievsky's 

works were better known in France than those of Pushkin, it made 

sense for Gide to explain Pushkin in terms of the better-known 

writer. Thus he emphasised that Dostoievsky admired Pushkin's work 

and considered him 'le plus national de tous 1es ecrivains russes qui 

l'ont precede'(32). At the same time, Gide continued, Dostoievsky 

felt that Pushkin was the most universal of poets and that he owed 

this universita1ity to his 'caractere profondement russe'(33) for in 

Dostoievsky's opinion 'devenir comp1etement russe - ce1a veut dire se 

sentir frere de tous 1es hommes'(34). 

Schiffrin's desire to bring the 'real Pushkin' to the notice of 

the French public and to correct the distorted view that they had of 

him through inaccurate nineteenth-century translations was sympto

matic of the rediscovery of the Russian classics in the 1920's. The 

publication of La Dame de Pique is highly significant in the three 

names it links together, Gide, de Sch10ezer and Schiffrin, to 

introduce, translate and publish a Russian text, linking as it does 

three important figures in the Parisian publishing world of the 

1920's. As outlined in Chapter I, French interest in and knowledge 

of Russian literature was haphazard and often misinformed, for one of 

the problems in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century had 

been the idiosyncratic nature of the translators' choice of text as 

well as their varying levels of competence. A contribution to the 

renewed interest in Russian literature in the Interwar period was the 

rise of a new group of translators who were more skilled and more 

professional in their approach. The pre-war translators felt their 

position threatened and they 'gardaient jalousement leur situation 
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dans leurs anciennes maisons d'editions, d'ailleurs leurs tentatives 

pour se faire confier du travail dans les maisons nouvelles 

echouerent'(35). Bossard was one of the publishing houses determined 

to put a stop to the bad practices of the past and Bossard wanted as 

his translators 'des Francais diplomes et lettres'(36). He did, in 

fact, attract some good translators like Henri Mongault, Charles 

Salomon, Jean Chuzeville, M. Dumesnil de Gramont, M. Donzel and Denis 

Roche. Roche also worked for PIon, on their Collection d'Auteurs 

Etrangers, where he translated Chekhov. Other French translators of 

the day, working for other publishers, were Brice Parain, Andre 

Beucler, Dr. Ergaz and L. Jousserandot. Brice Para in later moved to 

the Editions Gallimard where, in the 1930's, along with Bernard 

Groethuysen he carried out 'un travail tres efficace dans la selec

tion, la diffusion et la publication de la litterature allemande et 

russe'(37). 

The Russian Revolution had seen an influx of White Russians 

into Paris, some of whom made their living by translating. Although 

Boutchik claims that in general 'la comparaison avec les traducteurs 

contemporains francais n'est par toujours a leur avantage, mame s'ils 

avaient grandi et fait leurs etudes en France'(38), and this may 

indeed have been true in the case of H. Izvolkskaia, T. Landau and M. 

Lichnevski, it certainly was not true in the case of Vladimir Pozner, 

Marc Slonim and Boris de Schloezer, all of whom did much to introduce 

Russian, and later Soviet, works to the French public(39). 

As indicated in Chapter I, the early 1920's were a key date in 

the revival of interest in Russian literature. Thus, when Schiffrin 

arrived in Paris in this period it was into this atmosphere of 

interest in and excitement about Russian literature, reminiscent of 

the interest in Russia and things Russian witnessed in the 1880's. 
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Just as there had been a ready market for publications then, so it 

was in the 1920's. Schiffrin had arrived in the right place at the 

right time to exploit his own unique talents to the full. He was 

Russian, completely bilingual in French and Russian, knowledgeable 

about the Russian classics, with an aesthetic interest in high 

quality books, especially art books and he was also interested in 

setting up his own publishing house. What better way to combine his 

talents than to translate and publish Russian texts into French in 

the form of richly illustrated livres de demi-luxe, especially as he 

had experience of this specialised aspect of publishing. There is no 

doubt that Schiffrin was able to capitalise on the fact that the 

French were effectively rediscovering and reinterpreting Russian 

literature in this period. 

An analysis of the February 1922 edition of the NRF, entitled 

'Hommage a Dostoievski' serves as an indicator of the increasing 

interest in literary circles at this time towards Russian literature, 

for this edition not only contained Gide's article 'Dostoievski' but 

also several other items of note. Amongst which were 'Deux lettres 

de Dostoievsky', both addressed to Dostoievsky's brother(40). The 

earlier letter had been translated by Halperine-Kaminsky and Morice 

and had been published originally in La Vogue in 1886, although by 

1922 the original publication was no longer available; it is 

significant that a letter previously published some thirty-six years 

earlier was once again deemed newsworthy. In this letter, written 

from prison in 1854, shortly after the publication in Russia of The 

House of the Dead, Dostoievsky pleaded with his brother to write to 

him and send him money and books, in particular 'lea revues de cette 

annee et les historiens antiques (traduction francaise)'(41) and, he 

implored him, 'envoie-moi le Koran et Kant (Critique de la raison 
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pure)'(42). The later letter, written in 1869 had only just been 

published in a Russian journal where it had been noticed and 

translated by de Schloezer. Interestingly the foreward to the French 

publication of this letter states that 'le present numero etait deja 

sous presse quand le Mercure de France en a publie une traduction par 

M. Bienstock'(43), an indication of the competitiveness between the 

different publishing houses to be the first to present items of 

interest concerning Russian authors to their readers. This letter 

concerns an idea Dostoievsky had to write about a good man. Although 

he thought that this would be a difficult task given the day and age 

he lives in he states he has decided on a title for this new work: 

The Idiot. There is nothing of great moment in these letters, 

indeed, the first one in particular is highly repetitive; their value 

is as an indicator of the level of interest in Dostoievsky in 1922. 

De Schloezer's name appeared under three articles in this 

edition of the NRF, representative of the fact that his links with 

Gide extended beyond their collaboration on La Dame de Pique, for as 

well as working for Schiffrin's Editions de la Pleiade, de Schloezer 

also worked for the Editions de la NRF. His interest in and 

knowledge of Russian literature, in particular Dostoievsky, was a 

further link between him and Gide. In addition to his translation 

of the letter by Dostoievsky, he was the author of a book review of a 

work by Dmitri MerejkowskY entitled Quatorze decembre, which had been 

translated by Michel de Gramont(44). De Schloezer's accounts were 

highly informative for the French reader in placing the particular 

book in question in its Russian context. For example, in his review 

of Quatorze decembre he told the reader that in Merejkowsky there 

were two men, 'l'artiste intuitif, le createur'(45) and the other, 

'le theoricien en dogmatique, le raisonneur'(46). Whereas, de 
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Schloezer pointed out, Merejkowsky's first novel, which had been 

translated into French as Julien, l'Apostat, had been a success, this 

novel was a failure because there was no living character among his 

revolutionary decembriste characters. The author was at fault, he 

continued, in telling the reader everything and not allowing him any 

initiative. The whole text, he concluded, was far too simplistic, 

but the translator had done a good job for 'la traduction fran~aise 

est agreable a lire et correcte a part quelques erreurs 

insignifiantes'(47). 

The most significant article in this edition of the NRF was de 

Schloezer's translation of, and introduction to, Lev Shestov's 

'Dostoievsky et la lutte contre les evidences'(48), which had been 

written to commemorate the centenary of Dostoievsky's birth and had 

originally been published in the Russian journal Les Annales 

contemporaines. This article was of paramount importance in 

introducing Shestov's ideas to the French reading public and at the 

same time educating this same public as to the precise nature of 

Russian literature for, along with Gide, Shestov was the main 

publicist in France of Russian literature. It is interesting to note 

the French spelling of Shestov in this article as Schestov. This was 

because Russian names were first 'westernised' by being rendered into 

a German transcript; the French then adapted the German pronunciation 

into a French spelling, giving in this case, Schestov. It was not 

long, however, before the name was pronounced and written in 

accordance with French pronunciation and in France Lev Schestov 

became Leon Chestov. 

Shestov was living in Paris in the 1920's but his works were 

virtually unknown in France, until this article was published there 

in 1922, although some of his works had previously been translated 
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into English(49). De Schloezer's role here of interpreting and 

introducing Shestov's ideas to the French public was a vital one. He 

explained to the readers of the NRF the fundamental difference 

between French and Russian creativity: 

Le genie russe s'appuie toujours sur le fait concret, sur 
la realite vivante; il se lance ensuite dans les specula
tions les plus abstraites, les plus osees, mais pour 
revenir finalement, riche de toute la pense acquise, a 
cette mame realite, au fait, son point de depart et son 
aboutissement.(50) 

To discover and judge Russian thought fully, he continued, it was 

necessary to 's'adresser L:.~ a tous nos romanciers, a nos poetes, 

a nos critiques, a nos publicistes qui travaillent tous sur le 

vif'(51). Shestov's work, de Schloezer insisted, was not only a 

prime example of Russian thought but, he continued, 'Shestov est 

certainement l'esprit le plus originel, le plus audacieux, le plus 

profond parmi les ecrivains russes contemporains, le plus complexe 

aussi et le plus difficile a definir'(52). De Schloezer stated that 

Shestov's normal procedure was to study concrete facts, for example 

the life of a particular individual, such as Tolstoy, Dostoievsky or 

Nietzsche although 'ce n'est pas leurs idees, leur philosophie, leur 

systeme en eux-mames qui l'interessent, c'est leur personnalite 

vivante et celle de leurs heros, telles qu'elles se manifestent dans 

leurs oeuvres'(53). He did this, de Schloezer maintained, in order 

to show the reader 'toute palpitante, une realite profondement 

cachee, pour nous faire pressentir et entrevoir brusquement une 

verite obscure qui se derobait a l'etreinte de la raison'(54). 

De Schoezler's translation, which was a much abridged version 

of the original, had been carried out with Shestov's permission. In 

his introduction to the translation de Schloezer outlined the 

influences on Shestov. These, he stated, came initially from 
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Nietzsche, Dostoievsky, To1stoy and Pascal and later from the study 

of P1otinus, Saint Augustin, the medieval mystics and Luther. He 

warned the reader that Shestov's style, which appears simple, almost 

familiar, with no artifice and no trace of pedantry, which is 

extremely lucid and positions him amongst the best of Russian prose 

writers is, however, deceptively simple, for 'cette simp1icite est 

toute de surface; sous ce ton fami1ier se cache une pensee etrange

ment subti1e, toujours tendue, qui creuse et foui11e profond

ement'(55). 

In his article, 'Dostoievsky et la 1utte contre 1es evidences', 

Shestov likens Dostoievsky to one of those who has been visited 

(according to ancient legend) by the Angel of Death; this Angel, who 

is covered with eyes, comes down to man on his deathbed to separate 

his soul from his body. Sometimes he comes too early, in which case 

he leaves the man a pair of eyes and, although he is unaware that he 

has been visited, from then onwards the man sees with his new eyes. 

Not only does he see new and strange things that he had not seen 

before but the way in which he sees things also changes for he now 

sees, 'non comme voient 1es hommes, mais comme voient 1es habitants 

des 'autres mondes', c'est-a-dire, qu'e1les existent pour lui non 

"necessairement", mais "librement"'(56). This new way of looking and 

these new visions, Shestov continues, appear ridiculous, even 

fantastic and seem to have been created by a disturbed mind; one more 

step would lead to madness, not to 'la folie poetique'(57) but to the 

type of madness that leads to the asylum. According to Shestov there 

is no doubt that Dostoievsky had this double vision; the question he 

is concerned with is, when was he visited by the Angel of Death? It 

could not have been, he concludes, either on the occasion of the 

contre-ordre, when he heard his death sentence repealed as he stood 
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waiting to be executed, or afterwards when he spent many years in 

prison sentenced to hard labour, for the book written there, The 

House of the Dead, gives no evidence of this new vision. Indeed, 

Shestov writes, 'l'auteur des Souvenirs est encore plein d'espoirs 

[:.~. Un temps viendra, et la prison, les visages marques, les jurons 

ignobles, les coups, les gardiens, la salete, les chaines - tout cela 

passera et une nouvelle existence commencera, noble, elevee'(58). At 

this stage, for Dostoievsky la-bas is still a place of freedom. 

However, Sheatov continues, released and free, Dostoievaky came 

to see that this freedom was illusory and it is in Notes from the 

Underground that this turning point can be seen. Although he 

recognises that most people have only ever seen a lesson in this 

work, Shestov finds Notes from the Underground one of the moat 

extrordinary works of literature ever written for, 'des les premieres 

pages du recit, nous sentons qu'une puissance formidable, sur-

naturelle ~ •• ~ enleve l'ecrivain et l'emporte'(59). He likens 

Dostoievsky's experiences with those of Plato; for Plato, he asserts, 

also knew the souterrain but in his case he called it a grotte: 

Or il arriva a Dostoievsky dans son souterrain la meme 
chose qu'a Platon dans sa grotte: ses nouveaux yeux 
s'ouvrirent et l'homme ne decouvrit plus qu'ombres et 
fantomes la Oll 'tous' voyaient la realits; il entrevit la 
vraie, l'unique realite dans ca qui pour 'tous' 
n'existait meme pas. (60) 

Dostoievsky's response was to seek solitude to escape from this 

souterrain 'dans lequel "tous" doivent vivre, que tous considerent 

comme le seul monde reel, comme le seul monde possible, c'est-a-dire 

justifia par la raison'(61). 

Shestov finds Dostoievsky's critique of human knowledge more 

profound and authentic than Kant's: 



.Si jamais la Critique de la Raison Pure fut ecrite, il 
faut la chercher chez Dostoievsky, dans la Voix Souterraine 
et dans les grands romans qui en sont issus. Ce que nous 
a donne Kant, ce n'est pas la critique, c'est l'apologie 
de la raison pure.(62) 

This link that Shestov recognised between Dostoievsky and Kant's 
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Critique of Pure Reason was one that was recognised by Guilloux and 

incorporated by him into Le Sang noire The sheer desperation evident 

in Dostoievsky's account of the suffering and humiliation of a soul 

crushed down by les evidences has never been equalled, Shestov 

maintains; Dostoievsky's homme souterrain was' l'atre le plus 

malheureux, le plus miserable, le plus pitoyable'(63), and yet this 

state was preferable to that of 'l'homme "normal"'(64) for: 

L'homme "normal", c'est-a.-dire l'homme qui vit dans ce 
mame souterrain, et est convaincu que sa vie est la vie 
veritable, supreme, sa science la science la plus 
parfaite ~.;? cet homme-la. provoque dans la region 
souterraine un rire homerique.(65) 

Dostoievsky's fundamental thesis, Shestov maintains, evolved from 

this hatred of what was considered normal and justified by reason and 

he came to consider his main enemy as 'la conscience commune'(66) and 

for him, 'deux fois deux quatre est un principe de mort'(67). It was 

from this, Shestov concluded that 'decoule son paradoxe fantastique, 

l'homme aime la souffrance'(68). 

Shestov claims that Dostoievsky's experience was entirely in 

keeping with him having been visited by the Angel of Death for once 

visited 'il lui faut vivre desormais sans certitude, sans conviction. 

L'homme souterrain voit que ni les "oeuvres" de la raison, ni aucune 

des "oeuvres" humaines ne sont capables de le sauver' (69). And he 

concludes that it was this knowledge that freed Dostoievsky and 

allowed him to reject the evidence that others still had to live by: 

Et a. me sure qu'il en prenait conscience, cet irrationnel, 
cet inconnaissable, ce chaos, qui fait horreur a. la 
conscience ordinaire, s'epanouissait plus largement en 
lui. C'est pourquoi Dostoievsky renonce a. la certitude 



et pose comme but supreme l'ignorancej c'est pourquoi i1 
ose 'tirer la langue' aux evidences, c'est pourquoi i1 
chante le caprice, inconditionne, toujours irrationnel, 
imprevu, et c'est pourquoi il se rit de toutes les vertus 
humaines.(70) 
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De Schloezer had thus introduced a completely new interpretation of 

Dostoievsky's writings to the French public, making de VogUe's 

interpretation of some thirty-five years standing look very thin and 

superficial. The public in de VogUe's day had not been able to cope 

with Dostoievsky's texts; there.was something about them which they 

could not grasp and as a consequence, translators and publishers had 

'simplified' them to make them attainable. Shestov's reading pOinted 

the way to why they had been difficult to grasp and it offered the 

excitement of a reading where the realm of the supernatural had a 

role. His reading was an altogether more philosophical one, showing 

how Dostoievsky's writings explored man's state in relation to the 

world. But nevertheless, this new reading would also demand an 

effort from the readers. For as Bernard Martin has pointed out, 'to 

understand him readers must make heroic efforts to fathom his secret 

- they will have to live for hours, days, years in the midst of 

mutually contradictory self-evidences'(71). 

De Schloezer was quite clearly being used by the NRF to 

present a valid, Russian interpretation of Russian literature, and 

his many articles and reviews showed that he was an authority on ,both 

Russian literature and music(72). It was again de Schloezer who 

translated and wrote the introduction for Shestov's first major work 

to be published in France(73), Les Revelations de la mort, which was 

published by Plon in 1923 in their Collection d'Auteurs Etrangers, 

with which Charles du Bos was involved. Two years later, in 1925, 

les Editions du Siecle published Shestov's L'Idee du bien chez 

Tolstoi et Nietzsche, first published in Russian in 1900, which was 
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translated by T. Beresovski, Shestov and G. Bataille. From then on 

de Schloezer translated all Shestov's work published in French and 

1926 saw the publication of his translation of Shestov's La 

Philosophie de la tragedie: Dostoievsky et Nietzsche, first published 

in Russian in 1903. This publication also marked a decisive move by 

Schiffrin for this text was published by his publishing house as 

Volume III of Shestov's works, with J. Schiffrin given as the name of 

the publisher. It also marked the coming together in a business 

relationship of Schiffrin, de Schloezer and Du Bos. A year later, in 

1927, Volume IV of Shestov's works, Sur les confins de la vie: 

l'apotheose du depaysement, was published, this time with Ed. de la 

Pleiade given as the name of the publisher. In 1928 Schiffrin 

published the de Schloezer translation of Le Pouvoir des clefs 

(Potestas Clavium), first published in Russian in 1923, as Volumes V 

and VI of Shestov's works. 

Schiffrin's decision to publish Shestov was of paramount 

importance because Shestov's philosophy became an influential factor 

on French intellectuals in the 1920's. Andre Malraux confirms this 

influence: 

Vous savez, quand j'etais jeune, tout le monde lisait 
Chestov. Spengler aussi, mais surtout Chestov. [:.~ 
C'est un grand penseur. Oh, je le sens qu'il a ses 
manies qui'il impose un peu quelquefoie, maie je tiene 
ses livres pour tres importants, surtout Les Revelations 
de la mort.(74) 

His writings became an important filter through which Nietzsche, 

Tolstoy and particularly Dostoievsky were seen by French intellect-

uals. Shestov himself had discovered Nietzsche in the late 1890's 

and this had led him to question all the certainties he had 

previously held. He found marked similarities between the German 
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philosopher and the two Russian authors, Tolstoy and Dostoievsky, and 

in his own works he proceeded to analyse and compare the thought of 

these three writers. 

Shestov's reading of Tolstoy and Dostoievsky certainly 

coincided with, if indeed it did not influence, the trend evident in 

France in the Interwar period, away from Tolstoy and towards 

Dostoievsky(75). Shestov admired Tolstoy to a certain extent, finding 

him at his peak in War and Peace, for he felt that here Tolstoy was 

dealing with a basic philosophical question, man's place and destiny 

in the world. However, he claims that the underlying philosophy 

evident in this text had dropped to the level of preaching by the 

time he wrote Anna Karenina, for here, even though conventional 

morality and the 'good' are not given complete authority, those who 

have done wrong, for example Anpa who has committed adultery, must be 

punished. Shestov, in fact, felt that Tolstoy, when faced with 

injustice in the world had run away from it; while Nietzsche, he 

felt, had faced up to the injustice he had seen and he had incorpo

rated it into his philosophy. In place of morality, love of 

neighbour and compassion he had been compelled to go '''beyond good 

and evil" to amor fati, an acceptance of life as it is in reality, as 

it always was and always will be'(76). Although Shestov admired 

Nietzsche's writings, and in particular his frankness and passionate 

search for the truth, he felt that, like Tolstoy, Nietzsche also 

descended to the level of preaching with his theory of the Uber

mensch, which, Shestov felt, was the equivalent of Tolstoy's 'good'. 

It was in Dostoievsky's writings that Shestov perceived an 

altogether more courageous and honest approach in facing reality. 

Although he detected a certain ambivalence in some of his works, for 

example Shestov felt that Dostoievsky, too, descended to the level of 
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preaching in Crime and Punishment(77) for in this text Raskolnikov 

had to be punished because he has broken the rules, and in The House 

of the Dead(7S), he felt that Dostoievsky remained the firm defender 

of traditional truths and was the man of reason, hope and humanitar

ian sentiment. He felt that generally, from Notes from the 

Underground(79) onwards, Dostoievsky's horror and hatred of the world 

of reason could be seen. In The Brothers Karamazov(SO), which, it 

should be recalled, the French public only knew in the the Halperine

Kaminsky and Morice adaptation until 1923, Shestov showed that 

Dostoievsky could no longer believe in the saving power of the idea 

of 'good' or of 'love thy neighbour'. He had become aware that in 

attempting to help a fellow man one's love for him could turn to 

hatred. This realisation, Shestov claimed, led him to seek strength 

and power, the same power through strength that Nietzsche had 

proclaimed. For in these two thinkers Shestov found many similar

ities, especially in their personal encounters with the horrors and 

injustices evident in life which had led them both to La Philosophie 

de la tragedie. Shestov maintained that in The Brothers Karamazov 

Dostoievsky showed that he had accepted the horrors of life and 

indeed respected them, for in this work Dostoievsky concluded that 

the vision of social progress, of an expectation of future happiness 

cannot compensate for the suffering and torment experienced by any 

individual man. 

It was Shestov's earlier works that had the most impact in 

France. These were the ones which, as Martin points out, cleared the 

way for his later religious message by their bold attack on 

rationalism, philosophical idealism, scientism and autonomous 

morality(S1). For it is not until his later works that Shestov's 

main concern is religious as he attempts to restore men's faith in 
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the God of the Bible. It is in In Job's Balances, published in 

1929(82), that Shestov would revise his opinion of Tolstoy and come 

to see him as an even more significant philosopher than Dostoievsky 

and in Athens and Jerusalem, published in France in 1938(83) that 

Shestov would revise his view of Nietzsche seeing amor fati as a 

betrayal of Nietzsche's earlier attempts to go beyond good and evil. 

It is in this, Shestov's last work, that his life-long search brings 

him to a belief in God. Potestas Clavium is, Martin claims, the 

turning point between the earlier and later works(84). It was, 

however, Shestov's earlier claim as to the superiority of Dostoievsky 

as a philosopher that caught the attention and interest of the French 

public in the 1920's. 

Schiffrin's decision to publish Shestov was significant for it 

linked his publishing house with one of the most influential thinkers 

of the day. Shestov's relevance to the period was an aspect 

emphasised in the 1927 catalogue of the Editions de la Pleiade where 

it was stated: 

Leon Chestov, le grand penseur russe, occupe et retient 
l'attention des meilleurs esprits par la profonde 
originalite du point de vue et la constante preoccupation 
de ces problemes dernieres qui noue importent essen
tiellement aujourd'hui.(85) 

Plon had originally published Shestov, and given the interest in 

France in his works, presumably would have welcomed the opportunity 

of continuing to do so. However, by 1926 Shestov was firmly 

established as an author of Schiffrin's publishing house, with de 

Schloezer also firmly linked with this publishing house and 

recognised as Shestov's translator. This further consolidated the 

relationship between Schiffrin and de Schloezer who had been 

collaborating since 1922-23. Another important figure from the 

Parisian publishing world, Charles du Bos(86), was not without 
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influence here. His activity as a man of letters and critic extended 

well beyond his work at Plon on their Collection d'Auteurs 

Etrangers(87); he liked to interpret foreign literature and thought 

and he gave lectures on this topic(88). He had become increasingly 

frustrated by the amount of work Plon expected from him for the small 

monthly salary of 500F they paid him(89). He knew de Schloezer and 

thought highly of his translations and critical articles. In 

particular he admired his translation of Les Revelations de la mort 

and considered helping him financially(90). He also knew Shestov(91) 

and admired his writings, describing him as 'Chestov [:.;7 qui me 

stimule, me fait foisonner juste dans la mesure agreable'(92). As a 

mark of his admiration Du Bos had planned, in 1923, to write an 

article on Shestov for the NRF which he was also going to ask 

Schiffrin to place in La Revue Europeenne(93). He also planned a 

criticism of Shestov's Les Revelations de la mort and of de 

Schloezer's study of Shestov: 

Cette note je la veux tres serree, n'hesitant pas -
d'ailleurs, et Schloezer et Chestov m'en ont prie - a 
faire des critiques et des objections. f:.~ L'etude de 
Schloezer est d'une parfaite comprehension, et c'est 
d'elle que je partirais. A peu pres ainsi: Dostoievski, 
Tolstoi, Pascal, oui, cependant, c'est surtout de Chestov 
qu'ici je voudrais parler s'il n'etait si difficile 
d'ajouter a l'etude Oll Boris de Schloezer le presente.(94) 

Although this article was 'abandonnee en cours de route et jamais 

publiee'(95), as were other projects by him to write about 

Shestov(96), it is indicative of Du Bos's interest in and enthusiasm 

for Shestov's writings and supports the theory that Du Bos was 

instrumental in the publication of his works by Schiffrin. For at 

the end of 1925 Du Bos came to work for Schiffrin, responsible for 

Schiffrin's new collection, the Ecrits Intimes, and in January 1926 

Du Bos became the literary director of the Editions de la 
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Pleiade(97). Du Bos's entry into the Editions de la Pleiade would 

provide a further source of contact between Schiffrin and Gide for Du 

Bos and Gide enjoyed a well-established friendship(98). 

Throughout the 1920's Schiffrin was occupied with establishing 

his publishing company. He sought to capitalise on his own own 

expertise and skills to exploit to the full the ready market which 

was available in France and which had been fuelled by the growth of 

interest in Russian literature. In October 1923 he wrote to Gide 

asking him to participate in a further business venture: 

Cher Ma!tre, 

C'est au debut d'octobre que je devais vous ecrire et 
vous demander si vos travaux vous laissaient un peu de 
temps pour une preface a L'Eternel Mari. J'attendais 
avec impatience le moment voulu et je reviens a present 
a cette meme question a laquelle, a Pontigny, vous n'avez 
pas pu me repondre. Je ne vous redirai pas combien 
vivement je desirerais voir une preface de vous pour 
notre edition de Dostoievsky et que si cela vous etait 
impossible, je me verrais oblige de renoncer a une 
preface; je ne la voudrais de personne d'autre hormis 
vous. 

J'ignore, si vous etes, en ce moment, a Paris, mais vous 
m'obligeriez infiniment en me faisant savoir, aussi vite 
que vous pourrez, votre decision a ce sujet. 

Au cas, ou, comme je l'espere, vous voudriez agreer ma 
demande, seriez-vous aSBez aimable pour me fixer un 
rendez-vous (ou et quand vous voudrez) afin que nous 
puissions nous entendre Bur les details. 

Dans l'attente du plaisir de vous lire, je vous prie de 
croire, cher Maitre, aux sentiments de ma sympathie 
admirative.(99) 

Although Gide did not write a preface for Dostoievsky's 

L'Eternel Mari, translated by de Schloezer, this volume was a great 

SUccess as the inaugural volume of Schiffrin's first major collec-

tion, Les Auteurs Classiques Russes established in 1924(100). The 

quality of the volume and the translation were highly praised in a 

review in the NRF: 



11 convient d'abord de rendre un hommage reconnaissant a 
l'effort admirable et desinteresse que represente 
aujourd'hui l'etablissement d'un livre de cette qualite: 
par la beaute de la mise en page et de la typographie, 
par le gout exquis qu'elles trahissent, c'est vraiment 
une oeuvre d'art.(101) 

As Gabriel Marcel stated in this review the volume was of an 
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extremely high aesthetic quality. The whole collection was produced 

in the same distinctive format: each volume was slightly larger than 

usual at 14.5 cm x 20.5 cm; the cover was in a thick grey paper with 

a heavy black line making a frame within the front cover; within this 

was a further frame made by a fine black line; within this second 

frame the author and title were displayed. On the back cover 

Schiffrin's distinctive logo of a galleon and seven stars appeared in 

dark brown on the grey paper and the same logo appeared on the 

frontispiece. Each chapter opened with a drawing in dark green/grey 

and ended with a smaller drawing and the title on each page was 

underlined in the same dark green/grey colour. Two thousand, seven 

hundred and fifty copies of the earlier volumes were printed: two 

hundred were printed on Hollande van Gelder (a thick creamy paper) 

and were numbered 1 to 200. Two thousand, five hundred copies were 

printed on velin de Marais and were numbered 201 to 2,700. The 

remaining fifty copies were for private circulation(102). That the 

collection was unquestionably aesthetically pleasing is further 

confirmed in a review in Le Figaro of 15 May 1926, where it is stated 

that 'cette collection est d'un bel eclectisme et d'un bon gout de 

presentation qui font honneur a la typographie et a la bibliotheque 

fran9aise de notre temps'(103). The collection also exhibited a high 

standard of translation. De Schloezer's translation of L'Eternel 

!!!!, for example, showed up the inaccuracies of the earlier version 

by Halperine-Kaminsky. In his review Gabriel Marcel gave examples of 
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de Schloezer's improved translation and claimed that this version 

'contraste d'ailleurs a la fois par sa rigoureuse precision et pa r 

l'elegance de la forme avec la traduction anterieure, si facheusement 

approximative'(104). 

The full list of titles in this collection shows that Schiffrin 

was making full use of the lapse of copyright: all the titles are 

from the Russian classics, none are of recent Soviet works. The 

second title, also published in 1924, was Turgenev's Premier Amour, 

translated by Schiffrin and J. Monnin(105); in 1925 four further 

titles were published, Gogol's Recits de Petersburg (No. 3), 

translated by de Schloezer(106), Tolstoy's Hadji Mourad (No. 4), 

translated by J. Fontenoy(107), Pushkin's La Fille du Capitaine (No. 

5), translated by Erice Parain(108) and Leskov's Le Vagabond 

ensorcele (No. 6), translated by de Schloezer(109). Titles seven and 

eight were published in 1926: Lermentov's Un Heros de notre temps, 

translated by de Schloezer(110) and Chekhov's Une morne histoire, 

again translated by de Schloezer(111). No titles were published in 

this collection in 1927 and in 1928 the run was reduced to 1,600 

copies and just one title, Pushkin's Nouvelles (No. 9), translated by 

Schiffrin and Gide (112) appeared and in 1929 Dostoievsky's Contes 

fantastiques (No. 10), translated by de Schloezer and Schiffrin( 113). 

In 1930 a further three titles appeared: Gogol's Le Portrait, 

translated by D. Ergaz suivi de Journal d'un Fou (No. 11), translated 

by de Schloezer and Schiffrin(114), Turgenev's Nouveaux poemes en 

~rose (No. 12), where the Russian text was given facing the French 

translation by Charles Salomon. Volume 13, and the last in this 

collection, was a compilation volume of short stories entitled De 

!oUchkine a Tolstoi: Recueil de Contes et nouvelles de Pouchkine, 

Lermentov, Gogol, Dostoievsky, Leskov, Touguenev, Tchekhov et 
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Tolstoi. The emphasis on good quality paper, printing and presenta-

tion was reflected in the price of 20 francs per volume in 1924 which 

was significantly higher than for translations of other Russian 

classic texts then available(115). This was increased in 1928 to 35 

francs and again in 1930 to 40 francs. De Schloezer's contribution 

to the translating side of the venture was significantly high, 

especially as he had assumed responsibility for two new collections 

set up by the NRF after France had officially recognised the Soviet 

Union in 1924, LesClassiques russes in 1925 and Les Jeunes russes in 

1926. Schiffrin had been using Russian texts which were not covered 

by copyright for this collection and by 1926 he considered that this 

collection was drawing to a close, although in the event the 

collection was very successful and a further six titles were 

published up to 1930, by which date many of the original volumes were 

out of print(116). However, as Du Bos reports, in 1926 Schiffrin 

planned an immediate replacement for it: 

Sous un titre aussi vague que possible - peut-etre les 
. Beaux Textes - une collection qui la continue en 
l'elargissant et qui pour la presentation, le format et 
le prix de vente constitue a la fois le fond de roulement 
et le cachet central de la maison d'edition.(117) 

At the same time as running his publishing house Schiffrin had 

also been continuing his work as a translator of Russian into French. 

This activity took him into the world of films ~s well as the world 

of books and by 1925 he had already translated the subtitles of five 

Russian films into French(118). On 6 February 1925 he wrote to Gide 

informing him of the problematics of a joint venture they were 

engaged in, translating the subtitles of a Russian film for the 

producteur du cinema, Queyrel: 



LQueyre17 se resigne a ce que le petit 'laius' sur 
l'ecran [:.~ ne soit pas signe par vous. (Mais il lui 
faut un laiUs. Je vous prierai donc de m'envoyer - d'ici 
quelques jours - les quelques lignes que vous avez 
ecrites.)(119) 

Schiffrin was adamant that the correct procedure be followed for 

acknowledging the translators on the screen. He insisted that the 
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format 'Adaptation fran9aise de Andre Gide et Jacques Schiffrin' be 

used because, he writes, 'c'est une formule consacree. On ne dit 

jamais: Sous-titres de mais: Adaptation de ••• '(120). It was 

Schiffrin who was experienced in this area and he offered Gide the 

following advice to placate Queyrel which would at the same time 

enable him to carry out a satisfactory piece of work: 

LQueyre17 vous suggere de lui donner quelques lignes 
qu'il tient mordicus a reproduire en fac-simile dans ces 
programmes. J'ai eu beau lui expliquer que puisque vous 
ne signez pas le laius, il n'y avait pas lieu, etc, etc. 
11 n'en demordait pas. 'Qu'il ecrive n'importe quoi' 
repetait-il, et c'etait vraiment une belle scene de 
comedie. 'Mais que voulez-vous qu'il ecrive?' disais-je. 
'N'importe quoil' et patati et patata. Et pour finir: 
'Trouvez-nous une idee, mon cher Jacha.' Et bienl j'en 
ai trouve~ne idee, et je pense que vous ne risquez 
vraiment rien a la suivre. Jugez-en. La voila: Quelques 
mots. Comme un extrait d'une lettre, par exemple dans 
lesquels (mots - sicl) vous direz pourquoi vous avez 
consenti a traduire les sous-titres: parce qu'il s'agit 
10 d'un texte d'un grand ecrivain qui est Chtchedrine et 
20 parce que vous estimez que les sous-titres doivent 
etre ecrits en bon fran9ais ••• 

Ne croyez-vous pas que mon idee n'est pas mauvaise? Cela 
donne pleine satisfaction a notre bourreau (consideration 
nulle, il est vrai!) et il n'est peut-etre, en effet, pas 
mauvais que vous disiez le pourquoi de votre collaboration.(121) 

Schiffrin's concern about the best way to translate the title of the 

film illustrates the working relationship he and Gide enjoyed when 

collaborating on a translation. Schiffrin would translate the 

Russian into French and offer various alternatives but it would be 

for Gide to decide the final translation. Schiffrin writes: 

Nous avons oublie de mettre au point le titre. 'La 
nouve11e de la mort des deux derniers Golor1eff s'est 
vite repandu dans la contree.' 



Ce n'est pas tres bon ce: La nouvelle de la mort des 
deux. Au fait: est-ce necessaire de dire que cette 
nouvelle s'est repandue vite. Non, n'est-ce pas. Que 
pensez-vous soit de l'inversion: 'On a appris dans le 
pays (ou dans la contree) la mort des deux derniers 
Goloreff' soit 'Le pays a appris la mort ••• ' ou, comme 
cela se fait dans les titres de chapitres: 'Et le pays 
appris ••• '. J'attends votre decision a ce sujet, que je 
vous prierai de me communiquer, avec votre reponse gener
ale (au sujet des quelques roots dans les programmes).(122) 
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It was Schiffrin who had encouraged Gide to undertake this enterprise 

but unfortunately the project had not progressed as smoothly as 

anticipated. Schiffrin expressed his concern to Gide: 

J'epere que vous ne regrettez pas trop de vous etre 
embarque dans cette galere. Et si cela vous ennuie trop, 
et que vous avez envie de tout envoyer au diable, 
dites-le moi, je vous en prie, et je dirai a Queyrel tout 
ce qu'il faudral(123) 

Early 1926 was a period of intense activity and excitement at 

the offices of the Editions de la Pleiade, with new ideas and 

suggestions for new collections being mooted and Du Bos confided in 

his diary that 'd'un jour a l'autre les choses se modifient - mais 

heureusement en demeurant si vivantes et si riches'(124). His main 

concern as literary director was to ensure that the collection Ecrits 

intimes got off to a good start and in his diary he recorded the 

problems of setting up a new collection, of organising translations 

and ensuring that introductions promised by writers materialised in 

time for publication deadlines. He was also extremely concerned 

about the financial aspects of the Editions de la Pleiade. In early 

1926, referring to himself and Schiffin, he wrote: 

Nous sommes tombes d'accord qu'il fallait proceder dans 
le developpement de la maison d'une fa~on graduelle et 
prudente, je veux dire tacher de ne recourir a 
l'important appel de fonds qui la mettra sur son pied 
futur qu'alors que nous aurons des resultats solides et 
serieux a presenter qui puissent meriter encouragement et 
donner confiance.(125) 
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He approached Gide about the possible inclusion of his short text 

Numquid et tu? in this series and it was published as the first title 

in 1927(126). Du Bos was well aware of the commercial aspect of this 

collection, realising it was important that books were published 

regularly for, he claimed, 'cette collection est le grand atout de la 

Pleiade, et il faut organiser les choses de tout pres'(127). 

Schiffrin's emphasis was, as ever, on high quality volumes which were 

aesthetically pleasing. Du Bos appreciated Schiffrin's approach but 

recognised that this overriding aesthetic concern could bring with it 

its own problems: 

Ce qui importe souverainement c'est que le fait de sortir 
les livres du point de vue typographique les plus beaux 
qu'il y ait a Paris (et jamais je ne serai assez liberal 
a cet egard) n'aboutisse a faire bon marche de la notion 
du contenu.(128) 

This had been a problem regarding Gide's Numquid et tu?, for 

Schiffrin had had problems in getting it commercially accepted, for 

according to Du Bos, 'il a fallu tout son art pour faire de Numquid 

et tu?, a cause de la brievete du texte, le chef d'oeuvre de presen-

tation qu'est le livre'(129). This collection was as distinctive as 

the earlier Collection des Auteurs Russes: the book measured 14.5 cm 

by 19.5 cm; the cover was a mushroom colour with brown lettering; as 

in the previous collection there was a framed device on the cover and 

the Schiffrin logo of galleon and stars appeared on the back 

cover(130). In the case of Gide's Numquid et tu? a large print was 

used to spread the short text over fifty-five pages; to achieve this 

there were only sixteen lines of text per page with thirty-six 

characters per line(131). 

In the November 1926 catalogue of the Editions de la Pleiade this 

collection was described as follows: 



A cote du journal proprement dit, cette collection 
comprendra des pensees, des notes, des correspondances, 
en un mot, quelle que soit leur forme, tous ecrits 
penetres d'un caractere intime. Chaque volume sera 
precede d'une importante introduction due aux meilleurs 
ecrivains contemporains.(132) 
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It was envisaged that there would be a run of 2,500 copies at a cost 

of 35 francs per volume(133). But Du Bos was concerned about the 

launch of this new collection. He was concerned about Schiffrin's 

business acumen for he felt that he was not putting enough emphasis 

on a successful launching of the new publications. Interestingly he 

thought that Gide could have influenced Schiffrin to be rather more 

commercially aware and generous in launching a new work, but Gide was 

not in Paris and Du Bos confided in his diary that he did not know 

anyone else who might have been able to influence Schiffrin in this 

direction: 

Je ne vois guere qui pourrait le persauder du fait 
cependant certain que si une maison d'edition nouvelle ne 
fait pas un service de presse tres etendu, si elle ne se 
resigne pas mame a perdre un nombre appreciable 
d'exemplaires dans l'espoir du rendement futur, jamais 
elle n'entrera dans le plein courant des maisons dont on 
parle et qu'on connaft.(134) 

A total of six titles were published in this collection between 

1927-1930(135). 

At the same time as launching these collections Schiffrin was 

continuing with his translating activities and several of the works 

appearing in his collection Les Auteurs Classiques Russes had been 

translated by him, usually in conjunction with another translator; 

for example Turgenev's Premier Amour, translated with C. Monnin. 

There is no doubt that Schiffrin was an accomplished translator. Du 

Bos considered that in this text 'la traduction de Schiffrin est 

parfaite, - par ou je veux dire qu'elle constitue la glisBoire 

partout unie Oll le miracle s'accomplit'(136), and this translation 
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was also given a warm review in the NRF(137). Although Schiffrin's 

usual method of translating was to work in collaboration with someone, 

the next text he translated was carried out on his own. This was 

Pushkin's Boris Godounov in 1925(138) which he published as a high 

quality book aimed at the luxury and semi-luxury art book trade. It 

contained eighteen illustrations by V. Choukhaeff and was printed 

sur verge and retailed at 340 francs. This volume was distinctive in 

appearance, in both format, colour and style with the result that it 

looked exotic, Eastern and its style was reminiscent of a bygone age. 

It was large, measuring 24 cm by 31 cm and the cover was in a 

chocolate-brown heavy paper with a burgundy and brown decorative 

border and the title, in an Eastern-looking typography, was picked 

out in burgundy letters. Varying levels of luxe were available in 

the total number of four hundred and forty-five copies. There were: 

18 exemplaires sur Japon imperial, contenant un etat des 
illustrations en couleurs et un etat des illustrations en 
noir; 22 exemplaires sur Hollande teinte van Gelder 
contenant un etat des illustrations en noir; 390 
exemplaires sur verge a la forme des manufactures 
Blanchet Freres et Kleber; 5 sur Japon et 10 sur verge 
hors commerce.(139) 

The text is set out as a play, and occupies only 37% of the page. It 

is the illustrations which make an immediate impact: their total 

effect is 'foreign' because of the rich colours used, the two 

dimensional nature of the illustrations and the stylised use of 

framing devices. For example, the illustration on the frontispiece 

is of Boris Godounov and he is dressed in a richly decorated gold 

cloak and gold hat and there is a sumptuous red background while the 

illustration facing page 8 has a bright green framing device, 

reminiscent of a doorway into a mosque; the colours in the illustra-

tion include a red carpet, an orange and a blue robe and the floor is 

patterned with Eastern script. In addition to the full page colour 
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illustrations each 'chapter' or section starts with a decorative 

panel measuring 15 cm by 7.5 cm, similar to the decorative border on 

the cover. The colours used are brown, black and cream and the panel 

is filled in with a symetrical design based on leaves and grapes. At 

the end of each section there is generally a small drawing in the 

same colours of a mosque, a baby in swaddling clothes, a bishop's 

hat, a snake or a building. 

Gogol's Journal d'un Fou, published in 1927 furnishes a further 

example of Schiffrin's translating skills, carried out this time in 

conjunction with de Schloezer. This volume was also destined for the 

art book sector of the market, with Schiffrin classifying this 

collection as Ouvrages de grand luxe but which should be more 

properly classified as livres d'artiste and livres de demi-luxe 

depending on the version purchased. For example, Journal d'un fou 

was illustrated with twenty-one 'compositions dessinees et gravees 

sur cuivre'(140) by A. Alexeiff and the retail price ranged from 900 

F for one of the fifteen copies 'sur Japon imperial contenant un 

premier etat des gravures avec remarques, et un etat definitif'(141), 

to 600 F for one of the twenty copies 'sur Hollande van Gelder 

fabrique specialement, contenant un premier etat des gravures avec 

remarques'(142), to 300 F for one of the 216 copies 'Bur velin de la 

cuve des manufactures BFK fabrique specialement et filigrane au nom 

de l'editeur'(143). The 'remarques' were a further Bet of the 

engravings with additional drawings around the edges, on a thinner, 

more translucent paper. This set also included two which were not in 

the text. The text was set out in the same space as that allocated 

to the engravings; it occupied a space of 11 cm by 16 cm on a page 

measuring 17.5 cm by 24 cm. Within this space the text was in large 

print, with only twenty-nine characters per line and sixteen lines 
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per page. The illustrations were very finely detailed with intricate 

patterning. The text of this translation later appeared as Volume XI 

of the collection Les Auteurs Classiques Russes in 1930. In 1929 

Boris de Schloezer's translation of The Brothers Karamazov was 

published in three volumes illustrated with one hundred lithographs 

of AlexeIeff(144) while Tarrass Boulba, always one of the most 

popular French translations of a Russian classic, was the text chosen 

by the Editions de la Pleiade for a further livre de demi-luxe in 

1931, with illustrations by A. Grinevsky(145). 

Within the space of about seven years, Schiffrin had fully 

achieved his aim to become a publisher of high quality books for by 

the early 1930's the Editions de la Pleiade was well established as 

an innovative publishing house with many high quality collections to 

its name. From the initial volume, La Dame de Pique, published in 

1923 and aimed at the luxury art-book market, Schiffrin had published 

a further nine titles in this vein, including Pushkin, Eoris 

~odounov, Gogol, Le Journal d'un Fou and Dostoievsky, Les Freres 

!aramazov(146). This was an extremely successful collection, 

classified in the catalogues of the Editions de la Pleiade as 

~uvrages de luxe, and by 1929 virtually all copies of the ten titles 

had been sold(147). The publication of Russian texts in translation 

~as an extremely important aspect of the Editions de la Pleiade. It 

Was upon this that Schiffrin had founded his publishing house for he 

had originally concentrated on the Russian classics so as not to be 

involved in copyright fees. As well as taking advantage of this for 

several of the volumes in the Ouvrages de luxe series, Schiffrin had 

made it the central feature of Les Auteurs Classiques Russes. This 



had proved highly successful and was greatly admired as 'une 

collection sans pareille dans l'edition fran9aise'(148) and during 

its run from 1924 to 1930 thirteen titles were published. 
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Schiffrin was constantly looking for ideas that could be 

successfully incorporated into his overall aim of producing 

aesthetically pleasing volumes with an emphasis on high quality and 

the next major collection he established was the Ecrits Intimes in 

1927 which, under the direction of Charles du Bos, became a further 

success of the Editions de la Pleiade. For his next publishing 

venture Schiffrin adopted a method of approach he had already used 

successfully. Just as he had translated the Russian classics to 

avoid copyright payments, so he republished French works of certain 

'ecrivains classiques tombes dans le domaine public, donc libres de 

droits'(149). Titles in this collection included Stendhal, Lucien 

Leuwen, published in 1928, which Gide referred to as 'la tres belle 

edition Schiffrin'(150). This formed part of the Collection 

Classique de la Pleiade, which had been planned as early as 1926 as 

the successor to Les Auteurs Classiques Russes and which Du Bos had 

written of as 'les Beaux Textes'(151). The philosophy behind this 

collection made sound business sense for 'con9ue dans le mame esprit 

que les Classiques Russes cette collection offre a un prix tres 

accessible, des textes celebres d'une typographie et d'une presen

tation tres soignees'(152). Other titles in this collection were 

H.Heine, Les Dieux en Exil(153) and Shakespeare, Les Sonnets(154). 

In 1930 a further collection was introduced, Les Chefs 

d'Oeuvres illustres. Schiffrin had high aims with this collection 

for in an Editions de la Pleiade catalogue it was claimed that 'cette 

collection, [ •• ~ par ses qualites litteraires et artistiques, est 

appelee a devenir un des documents d'art les plus representatifs de 
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notre epoque'(155). Although there was an emphasis on high quality 

there was also a concern that the volumes would be at 'un prix 

abordable'(156). This collection again met a warm reception. Roger 

Brielle of 'Les Beaux Livres' recommended both the collection and 

Schiffrin, unreservedly: 

Et voici qu'une nouvelle serie vient enrichir la liste 
fort enviable des beaux livres de cette maison. Tout 
d'abord saluons un editeur qui a conscience que tous les 
fervents amateurs d'art ne sont pas forcement des 
millionaires ••• Voici qu'on nous offre pour une somme 
modique des oeuvres choisies au nombre des plus celebres 
monuments des lettres fran~aises et etrangeres, dans une 
edition Oll la belle ordonnance typographique est alliee 
a une illustration et a une presentation impeccables. Je 
ne saurais trop recommander les ouvrages de cette 
collection a ceux qui ont souci de leur bibliotheque.(157) 

Amongst the titles which appeared in this collection were Abbe 

Prevost, Manon Lescaut, illustrated by Grigory Gluckmann, J. Swift, 

Les Voyages de Gulliver, in two volumes and illustrated by Jacques 

Boullaire, Mme de la Fayette, La Princess de Cleves, illustrated by 

Jeanne Rosoy, Voltaire, Candide, illustrated by C. Le Breton and 

Dante, L'Enfer(158). Many others were planned but they did not all 

Come to fruition. 

In addition to these five collections the Editions de la 

Pleiade published a list of titles which they classified as Ouvrages 

hors-serie. These volumes fell into two categories: there were books 

on art and culture such as B. Berenson, Les Peintres Italiens de la 

Renaissance, which was hailed by critics as a great achievement on 

the part of the Editions de la Pleiade(159), P. Muratov, Les Icones 

!LUsses and Constant Mic, Commedia Dell'Arte(160). In addition there 

were the ouvrages de luxe de typographie pure. Paul Valery, Essai 

sur Stendhal came in this category and a work by Gide, Essai pour 

Montaigne was planned for publication in 1929, but this volume was 

not in fact published. 
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Gide had been involved in several areas of Schiffrin's 

publishing enterprise. His interests in publishing, in translating 

and in Russian literature were all interests he shared with 

Schiffrin, and an additional link between them were the business 

colleagues and friends they had in common, such as Earis de 

Schloezer and Charles du Bos. Gide's involvement with the Editions 

de la Pleiade dated back to 1923 and the inaugural volume, La 

Dame de Pique, for which he had written the preface. It had been 

Gide's Numquid et tu? which had been used to launch the collection 

Ecrits Intimes in 1927. Early on in their business relationship 

Gide and Schiffrin had worked together translating Russian film 

subtitles and Schiffrin consolidated this business relationship with 

Gide by collaborating with him on a further translating venture. 

They worked together on three short stories by Pushkin, 'Le Coup de 

pistolet', 'Le Maitre de poste' and 'Le Chasse-neige' which along 

. with the previously translated 'La Dame de Pique' were published in 

1928 as Volume IX of Les Auteurs Classiques Russes under the title 

Nouvelles with illustrations by Alexey Brodovitch. These short 

stories had already been translated into French as early as 1877 and 

1891(161) but Gide and Schiffrin were seeking to improve on these 

earlier translations. 

Gide was no newcomer to the problem of translating. He read 

German and English and took a keen interest in the English transla

tions of his works carried out by Dorothy Bussy with whom he had a 

long and close friendship(162). He had himself translated Joseph 

Conrad(163), Shakespeare(164) William Blake(165), and Rabindranath 

Tagore(166). Gide was unusual in France in viewing translating 

as an important task of the writer. In the introduction to one of 

his translations, published as Shakespeare, La Tragedie de Hamlet. 
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Prince de Danemark(167), Gide took the opportunity of attacking 

Andre Therive's contention that writers should not sacrifice their 

own work to carry out translations(168). Gide reiterated his point 

of view, evident in his Dostoievsky lectures, that French literature 

should open itself up to new influences for what was needed, he 

claimed, was writers who would 'enrichir la litterature fran-

9aise'(169). However, he continued, only a few writers were 

interested in translating and it was usually a task left to unskilled 

people; and in Gide's view, although a good translator would know the 

language he was translating, it was more important that he knew his 

own language well: 

Et j'entends par li non point seulement ~tre capable 
de l'ecrire correctement, mais en connaitre les 
subtilites, les souplesses, les ressources cachees; 
ce qui ne peut guere ~tre le fait que d'un ecrivain 
professionnel. On ne s'improvise pas traducteur.(170) 

Gide also drew attention to the financial problems of translating, for 

foreign publishers 'demandent pour la traduction de leurs auteurs de 

tels droits, qu'il ne reste presque aucune marge qui permette de 

remunerer suffisamment le traducteur'(171) and he stated that in his 

own case, his translations of works by Conrad and Tagore, which were 

still in copyright, 'ne m'ont i peu pres rien rapporte, et pourtant 

je leur ai consacre plus de temps qu'il n'en eut fallu pour ecrire un 

livre'(172). He emphasised that when a reader was faced with a 

translation he should find in it the equivalent of the original text 

expressed in his own language and not a mere literal translation: 

Je crois absurde de se cramponner au texte de trop 
pres; je le repete, ce n'est pas seulement le sens 
qu'il s'agit de rendre, il importe de ne pas traduire les 
mots, mais des phrases, et d'exprimer, sans en rien 
perdre, pensee et emotion, comme l'auteur les eut 
exprimees s'il eut ecrit directement en francais.(173) 
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It was only possible to be a successful translator, Gide maintained, 

if 'le traducteur connait admirablement les ressources de sa propre 

langue, et que s'il est capable de penetrer l'esprit et la sensi

bilite de l'auteur qu'il entreprend de traduire, jusqu'a s'identifier 

a lui'(174). Gide's interest in foreign literature, the importance 

he gave to the role of the translator, and his own involvement with 

translating did much to stimulate and fuel an interest in translated 

texts. And when, in 1929, Elie Halperine-Kaminsky republished his 

adaptation of Dostoievsky, L'Esprit souterrain(175), which he had 

originally published in 1886, he felt obliged to justify his approach 

to translating and it was, in fact, to Gide that his comments and 

criticisms were addressed. Interestingly, he did consider Gide to be 

'l'ecrivain qui a le mieux penetre l'oeuvre de Dostoievsky, mieux 

encore que bien des Russes meme'(176), even though he disagreed with 

his contention, made in Dostoievski, that de Vogue's writing had put 

the French public off Dostoievsky. He justified his and Charles 

Morice's adaptations claiming that they had translated the original 

texts 'avec quelques coupures ou resserrements de passages juges 

reellement insupportables au sens du lecteur russe lui-meme'(177). He 

admitted that they had gone further than this and, in fact, what they 

had done was 'sans doute plus condamnable encore a certains fervents 

de Dostoievsky'(178) for they had decided that L'Esprit souterrain 

was too short to form a volume on its own and so had started the text 

with another short story by Dostoievsky (La Logueuse) and had written 

a linking section to join it to L'Esprit souterrain. Halperine

Kaminsky claimed, however, that this was quite legitimate as it was 

his and Morice's adaptations that had introduced people like Gide to 

'apercevoir la haute signification de l'ouvrage'(179) and that this 

justified the republication of their text in its original form. Gide 
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and Schiffrin quite clearly represented the post-war view towards 

translating which demanded accuracy and integrity on the part of the 

translators and this view was fundamentally opposed to Halperine-

Kaminsky's pre-war outlook on translating as a process of adaptation. 

Given Gide's interest in, and positive involvement with 

translating it is not surprising that the problems of translating 

were a topic often discussed at the rue Vaneau. Gide, like other 

translators of Russian before him, knew no Russian, but in his case 

he worked in collaboration with Schiffrin, who was bilingual in 

. French and Russian. He would 'met[tr~ au point [ •• ~ la traduction 

d'une nouvelle de Pouchkine ebauchee d'abord apres un mot a mot de 

Schiffrin'(180) and he would then check over his version with 

him(181). This lack of knowledge of the original language was not 

seen as a handicap but as a positive advantage by certain members of 

Gide's circle, given that the translator was highly skilled in his 

own language. Roger Martin du Gard, for example, claimed that 'on ne 

fait de bonne traduction qu'en ignorant la langue etrangere, aide de 

quelqu'un qui vous donne la matiere brute'(182). Martin du Gard's 

attitude was reinforced when Gide read out loud to the assembled 

company the translation of 'Le Coup de pistolet' which he had carried 

out in conjunction with Schiffrin. La Petite Dame writes: 

Il lit admirablement ce texte impeccable et Martin 
triomphe et s'epanouit d'aise. 'Qu'est-ce que je vous 
disais, fait-il, qu'on traduit beaucoup mieux quand on 
n'est pas gene par un texte, quand on ignore la langue 
etrangere' .(183) 

Gide agreed with Martin du Gard although he felt that if the text 

being translated were poetic, like the Pushkin short story, or if the 

text were a very long novel, a different approach was needed(184). 
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Gide and Schiffrin continued their collaboration on translating 

Pushkin into the 1930's, an activity which Gide found enjoyable(185). 

In January 1935 their version of Pushkin's 'Le Marchand de cercueils' 

was published in the NRF(186). Later that year Schiffrin's son 

Andre was born and this caused him to write to Gide asking his 

permission to sell their manuscript: 

Vous m'avez dit un jour que vous ne voyez pas d'incon
venient a ce que j'essaye de vendre par Saucier notre 
double manuscrit du Marchand des cercue.ils. Or, en ce 
moment, etant un peu serre (gros frais d'accouchement), 
j'yai songe a cette 'operation'. J'ai donc porte ce 
petit ms. a Saucier qui pense pouvoir en tirer un millier 
de francs. Cela nous ferait 500 fr. par tete. Mais je 
ne veux rien faire sans votre permission. Qu'en 
pensez-vous? Ce n'est pas beaucoup, il me semble?(187) 

This short text was subsequently included in the volume published by 

Gallimard in 1935 under the title Recits, with the subtitle Recits 

du feu Ivan Petrovitch Belkine. It appeared in their collection Les 

Classiques russes which was visually much less impressive than 

Schiffrin's collection Les Auteurs Classiques Russes had been. 

Besides 'Le Marchand des cercueils' the only new translations for 

this volume were the 'Avis de l'editeur' and 'La Demoiselle paysanne' 

as the other short stories had already been translated by Gide and 

Schiffrin and published by Schiffrin(188). Elisabeth van 

Rysselberghe, Pierre Herbart's wife, also helped in the translation 

of at least one of the short stories(189). 

In April 1935 Gide published an explanation of his and 

Schiffrin's translations of Pushkin in the NRF(190). A friend, he 

wrote, had asked him why he and Schiffrin had not included Merimee's 

elegant and eloquent sentence from the 'Coup de pistolet': '11 fit 

feu et doubla ma balle'. Gide's answer was that it had not b~en 

included because it was not in the original text and indeed, he 

continued, Pushkin hated any excess of language. As Push kin had 
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already mentioned that the painting 'gardait trace de deux balles 

fichees l'une sur l'autre'(191) any further reference would, Gide 

maintained, be quite superfluous and to prove his point he gave the 

two versions. Merimee's translation ran 'il fit un pas vers la porte 

et, s'arretant sur le seuil,il jeta un coup d'oeil sur le tableau 

troue, et presque sans ajuster, il fit feu et doubla ma balle'(192) 

whereas Gide and Schiffrin's version returned to the text and did not 

contain the added detail, 'il allait sortir, mais s'arreta a la 

porte, se retourna vers le tableau que j'avais troue, tira presque 

sans viser, et disparut'(193). He concluded that Merimee had his own 

merits but that his and Schiffrin's intention was to provide 'une 

scrupuleuse exactitude'(194). 

Schiffrin had been fortunate in being able to use the talents 

and expertise of two experienced members of the Parisian world of 

publishing, Charles du Bos and Boris de Schloezer, in establishing 

his publishing house. The quality of his collaborators reflects 

the quality and high standards of both Schiffrin and his publishing 

venture. The impact and influence that this team had on French 

understanding and appreciation of Russian literature and thinking was 

considerable. Gide's role in Schiffrin's publishing venture was also 

significant not only from his collaboration with Schiffrin on 

translations and publications but also in his own writings he helped 

fuel the growing interest in Russian literature. 

By 1935 and the publication of Recits Gide and Schiffrin were 

well established as both business colleagues and personal friends. 

Schiffrin had known Gide since 1923 when they had attended the same 

Decade at Pontigny. These Decades had been started by the critic and 

philosopher Paul Desjardins and were held in his home, a former 

Cistercian Abbey in Pontigny and each summer, from 1905 to 1939, 
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intellectuals from all over the world would meet there and discuss 

and study topics of intellectual, spiritual and cultural interest. 

There were several such 'summer schools', each one lasting ten days. 

Schiffrin had had various business dealings with Gide since 1923 and 

the publication of La Dame de Pique, but it was not until the summer 

of 1926, when Schiffrin and his wife, Youra Guller, attended the same 

August Decade at Pontigny as Gide and La Petite Dame, that their 

business relationship began to develop into a friendship. 

At this particular Decade Gide was especially impressed by the 

piano playing of Youra Guller. He felt able to offer her constructive 

criticism and they played the piano together. La Petite Dame related 

that 'sa rencontre avec Mme Schiffrin a ete tres importante pour lui. 

Apres Pontigny, dit-il, il s'est remis au piano, jusqu'a jouer six 

heures par jour a Cuverville'(195). By January 1927 she could also 

report that 'Gide s'est lie avec les Schiffrin'(196) but the 

friendship was not yet firmly established as Gide was not altogether 

at ease with either of them: 

Son jugement sur eux semble pourtant encore suspendu. 
Malgre leur reelle attirance, il trouve leurs fa~ons avec 
lui, il ne sait comment dire, a la fois Dostolevski et 
aussi un peu semites. Schiffrin, genereux, tres grand 
seigneur dans ses procedes d'editeur, est peut-etre aussi 
tres adroit?(197) 

In 1927 the Schiffrins again attended the same Decade as Gide and la 

Petite Dame. Gide's earlier concern about Youra Guller, that 'elle 

semble partie pour la grande passion'(198) seemed confirmed by her 

response to him this year. He told la Petite Dame: 

Youra a Sll jouer un peu gros jeu pour me faire comprendre 
sa passion pour moi, et , je crois qu~ ce faisant elle a 
cesse d'etre sincere. C'est certes une curieuse creature 
et je la tiens pour une grande comedienne; il y a de la 
grande aventuriere en elle. ~ •• :7 Vous allez voir que 
d'ici tres peu de temps elle va avoir une grande 



aventure, c'est tout a fait le genre; ce ne sera pas avec 
moi et ce n'est pas sa faute! Je suis loin de toujours 
aim er la maniere dont elle joue.(199) 
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As far as Schiffrin was concerned, Gide's attitude was still one of 

caution 'partagee entre la sympathie et la defiance'(200) and this 

opinion was also shared by la Petite Dame. Gide's suspicions about 

Youra Guller proved correct and in early 1928 matters came to a head 

between Schiffrin and his wife, and they separated. This news surprised 

and saddened Dorothy Bussy for she felt that 'ils avaient l'air de former 

un couple agreable'(201). There then followed what Gide claimed was 

an embarassing period when Youra Guller tried to get involved with 

him(202). From January 1929 onwards references in Les Cahiers de la 

Petite Dame refer to Schiffrin alone and no longer to 'les 

Schiffrins' and no further details of his domestic situation are 

given. It was from this point on that Schiffrin became an habitual 

member of the rue Vaneau and a good friend of Gide's and he often 

attended the mercredis held there(203). 

As a friend of Gide, Schiffrin received help and assistance. 

For it was a general rule for Gide to translate his friendship with 

someone into the realm of practicality, either by involving the 

other person with his own publications, as in the case of Schiffrin, 

or by involving himself with the publication of the other person's 

work, as in the case of Dabit, Herbart and Last(204). The publishing 

world of Paris in the Interwar period was a small one and personal 

contact counted for much. The way in which Gide distributed his 

patronage among his friends is well illustrated by the following 

anectdote recounted by la Petite Dame: 

Ce soir, sont venues, comme il avait ete convenu, Alix 
Guillain, Groethuysen, Schiffrin et Curtius; ~.~ Gide 
annonce qu'il va lire Oedipe et du mame coup qu'il est 
heureux d'inscrire le nom de Groethuysen sur ce livre et 
que c'est a Schiffrin qu'il a l'intention d'en confier 
l'impression. Groet se fond de plaisir et de confusion, 



Schiffrin montre un grand contentement et plus tard, 
Curtius proposant de traduire Oedipe, il se trouve que 
chacun a sa part.(205) 
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Gide told la Petite Dame that when publishing Oedipe he intended to 

'boycotter de nouveau la critique, elle me degoute vraiment 

trop'(206) and consequently the first edition by Schiffrin ran to a 

mere 480 copies(207). As has been outlined, Schiffrin was always open 

to new ideas for his company and at the beginning of the 1930's he 

began to consider seriously an idea that had come to him whilst 

travelling by train. He was an avid reader and found that not only 

were books generally too short to last him a journey, but they were 

also too bulky, making his pockets misshapen. He began to formulate 

an idea for a book that would be long enough to last a long train 

journey but also of a suitable format to be carried easily(208). 

Again there was an emphasis on aesthetic appeal and high quality for 

he did not want to produce a simple paperback but rather: 

Une collection de luxe, un livre de petit format, dont la 
fabrication et l'edition serait d'une qualite irreproch
able ~.~ et qui serait imprime sur papier bible, de 
man~ere a pouvoir faire tenir des centaines et des 
centaines de pages en un faible encombrement.(209) 

Baudelaire's Oeuvres poetiques opened the collection in November 1931 

and this was the beginning of what was to become the present 

Bibliotheque de la Pleiade. Schiffrin's skill and judgement as a 

publisher can be seen by the fact that this inaugural volume is 

remarkably similar to volumes appearing in the Bibliotheque de la 

Pleiade collection, today, more than half a century later. For a 

study of Oeuvres poetiques reveals that the 663 page long text, 

printed on papier de bible is bound in a fine leather cover. Whereas 

present day volumes are in red leather, the original volumes were in 

green leather with the title and several horizontal lines picked out 

in gold on the spine. To accompany the text there was a seven page 
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introduction and seventy-six pages of notes(210). A further ten or 

so volumes were published according to the same principle(211), 

always of the same high quality and which met with Gide's constant 

approval. For example he referred to Andromaque as 'le charmant petit 

Racine que Schiffrin m'a donne'(212), and to Voltaire's Contes as 'la 

charmante edition de Schiffrin'(213). However, by the early 1930's, 

the company had begun to suffer financial problems, brought about 

Assouline claims, by the very success of the business: 

Le succes est tel qu'il provoque, comme toujours en 
pareil cas, une crise de tresorerie dans la petite 
societe. Schiffrin n'essaie meme pas d'emprunter ou de 
proceder a une augmentation de capital, il est vaincu par 
les reticences des librairies: habitues a prendre des 
livres en depot, ils se refusent pour la plupart a 
acheter ferme les Pleiades.(214) 

A close study of the appropriate entry in the Company's 

Register for the registration of the Editions de la Pleiade makes 

interesting reading for two amendments were made on 31 March 1931. In 

the column giving the nom commercial of the company, the alterna-

tives, J. Schiffrin and la Pleiade have been crossed out, leaving 

only the name Editions de la Pleiade. This concides with evidence 

that J. Schiffrin was used as the name of the publisher for the last 

time in 1930(215). The second alteration occurs in the column giving 

the capital of the company where the original figure of 280,000 

francs has been crossed out and the figure of 1060,000 inserted, 

suggesting that extra capital was injected into the company in order 

to help finance the establishment of Schiffrin's new undertaking. 

However, despite this injection of capital, the company very soon 

found itself in financial difficulties and Schiffrin experienced 

problems in getting his new collection off the ground. In this 

respect the temoignage of Alexandre Loewy, libraire in the rue de 

Seine, Paris is interesting(216). For in the early 1930's he was 
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beginning to establish himself in the world of publishing and he 

claims that he was the first person Schiffrin showed his new 

collection to but that he turned it down on the grounds that there 

was not a suitable market. He states that in theory the market was 

not ready for such a publication, that others before Schiffrin had 

had a similar idea but rejected it on the grounds that it would not 

be successful. Indeed, neither Larousse, Arman Colin, Hachette nor 

several other publishing houses were interested. Nonetheless, 

Schiffrin was not deterred and he continued with his plans to launch 

this new collection on the market. He was even willing to give up 

his editorial independance in order to keep the collection alive for 

he believed strongly in its validity. It was at this stage that Gide 

intervened to try and help his friend. For he was impressed by this 

fine, new collection and he encouraged Schiffrin to try and have it 

published elsewhere, if he could no longer publish it himself. He 

approached Gaston Gallimard, but he was not keen to take it on, 

telling Gide, 'je ne vois pas ce que vous trouvez de si remarquable 

la-dedans(217). It took Gide and Schlumberger two years of 

struggling to convince him to the contrary(218). However, Gide did 

finally manage to persaude Gallimard that it was a worthwhile project 

and by the end of 1933 a contract was signed between the Editions de 

la Pleiade and Gallimard(219). The Editions Gallimard were 

effectively buying two things: the idea of what is still known today 

as the collection Bibliotheque de la Pleiade and Schiffrin's 

expertise, for he became director of this collection. In this 

capacity he received a high percentage of the profits. 

At this point the Editions de la Pleiade ceased to exist and 

with it the collections Ouvrages de luxe, Les Auteurs Classiques 

Russes, the Ecrits Intimes, the Collection Classique de la Pleiade, 
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Les Chefs d'Oeuvre illustres, and the Ouvrages hors-serie. However, 

the fact that this one special collection, now called Bibliotheque 

de la Pleiade, was now owned by a larger, wealthier company allowed 

for certain improvements. Assouline concludes: 

Les volumes seront de meilleure qualite encore: les 
caracteres Garamond tres raffines tout en restant 
lisibles, la reliure en cuir taillee dans la peau de 
mouton; les textes, beneficiant des meilleures traduc
tions, offriront aussi un appareil critique (notes 
explicatives, index des noms, chronologie, prefaces, 
etc.) qui en fera de durables instruments de references. 
11 y en aura plus de trois cents.(220) 

It was Gide's friendship for Schiffrin and his desire to help him 

resolve his financial difficulties, as well as a belief in his work, 

that led him to persuade Gallimard to buy up Schiffrin's collection 

and with it establish the Bibliotheque de la Pleiade. Without Gide's 

help and intervention Schiffrin's whole publishing career could well 

have come to an end in 1933. The Bibliotheque de la Pleiade became a 

huge commercial success for Gallimard, a result viewed with some 

bitterness by Schiffrin in the post-1945 period. In 1949 he wrote to 

Gide: 

J'ai ecrit a Raymond pour lui demander s'il me reprenait 
a la n.r.f. - Pleiade. Reponse: Ne pouvant m'offrir une 
situation que je merite (sic!), il prefere ne rien 
m'offrir! And that is tha~ En attendant, la Pleiade 
leur a rapporte et rapporte des millions - a moi des 
nefles! le coup est regulier.(221) 

Gide also helped Schiffrin and his brother-in-law, Pouterman, on a 

more mundane level by obtaining translating work for them for 

Gallimard's collections Les Classiques russes and Lea Jeunes 

russes(222). Pouterman also found work on the NRF, introducing their 

account of the speeches at the 1934 Soviet Writers Congress. Here he 

outlined for the NRF readership the background to the Congress and 

the changes that had taken place in Soviet literary ideology, 

stressing the literary rather than the political nature of the 
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lisant, que c'est en tant qu'auteur, et non pas en tant que delegue 

d'un certain groupe litteraire, que chaque orateur parle, et qu'il 

est ecoute'(223). He also stressed that the the emphasis of the 

Congress was on Soviet literature, 'on n'oubliera pas non plus que le 

Congres, s'il a consacre plusieurs seances a l'examen de la littera-

tu re mondiale, n'en demeure 'pas moins essentiellement soviet-

ique'(224). 

Gide's friendship with Schiffrin had not, however, been without 

obstacle. In the early years of their aquaintanceship Gide had been 

suspicious of Schiffrin and there had also been the complication of 

Youra Guller's attraction to Gide. Initially Gide had not liked 

Schiffrin's seemingly superior air and had been suspicious of his 

Jewishness, for Gide's own background and upbringing had left him 

with a certain antisemitic bias in his opinions and attitudes. This 

was an attitude Schiffrin would later criticise him for, with 

particular reference to what Gide had written in his Journal about 

Jewish literature: 

'Litterature Ju~ve, d'ou toute idee de noblesse est 
exclue. C'est de la litterature avilissante'. L:.~ Les 
Russes seraient bien etonnes d'apprendre que leurs deux 
grands poetes (Pasternak et Mandestam) sont 'avilissant 
••• de la litterature juive' etc. De la litterature 
juive - c'est la Bible ('sans noblesse?' 'avilissant?') 
--- Non, en verite! Votre declaration ne me parait pas 
ni tres juste, ni tres serieuse. Qu'en dltes-voua?(225) 

Gide would later admit that 'LSchiffrinur c'eat le seul Juif pour qui 

j'aie eu de l'affection'(226). The fact that he was a Jew would 

cause Schiffrin to flee France and the Nazis in the summer of 

1941(227) along with his second wife, Simone Heymann(228) and their 
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six year old son, Andre(229). Once more it was Gide who came to 

Schiffin's aid, providing much needed financial assistance to 

facilitate their escape from France to the United States(230). 

Physically, there is no doubt that Schiffrin cut an impressive 

figure. He was described as having 'une silhouette longue et 

osseuse, le visage emacie, un regard attentif, une presence 

incontestable et surtout des mains immenses et des doigts longs que 

les femmes remarquent'(231). Alexandre Loewy's temoignage confirms 

that he cut an elegant and distinctive figure, and one that had a 

definite Russian air(232). Overall, as Assouline concludes, 

'Schiffrin en impose par sa distinction, sa culture et sa fi-

nesse'(233) and it was this impression, no doubt, that caused Gide to 

find him initially 'tres grand seigneur'(234). Du Bos found at times 

that working for him caused him a considerable amount of stress and 

because of this the Editions de la Pleiade sometimes became a . 

millstone around his neck. The cause of this, he wrote in his diary was: 

La subtile usure que constitue pour moi mon office de 
tampon entre le systeme nerveux de Schloezer et de 
Schiffrin. Seul avec J. l'autre matin, je lui ai fait 
une analyse assez deliee de la difference de leurs deux 
systemes nerveux; mais pour differents qu'ils soient, il 
est certain qu'i1s mettent le mien a une assez rude 
epreuve.(235) 

In character, Schiffrin took offense easily, a trait which was well 

recognised by friends such as Martin du Gard(236). 

However, these barriers to the friendship between Gide and 

Schiffrin were overcome and they became close friends on both a 

professional and a personal level. Their common links were forged in 

the world of publishing, in their shared interests in the Russian 

classics and in their collaboration on translating Russian texts into 

French. Schiffrin represented for Gide a source of informed opinion 

on pre-revolutionary Russian texts and on the Russian classics. He 
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not about political questions, for his interests were aesthetic 

rather than political, although his political sympathies lay to the 

left(237). Gide translated his friendship for Schiffrin into 

practical terms, helping him when his publishing venture met 

financial problems and later, when Schiffrin was establishing a 

publishing house in New York, he would again help him by authorising 

him to publish certain of his works(238). He also offered him 

advice as to whether he should return to France from the United 

States(239). 

When Gide finally decided to visit the Soviet Union in 1936, he 

was able to take with him several companions of his own choosing, 

although they would have to be approved by the Soviet authorities. 

The account la Petite Dame gives of Schiffrin's inclusion in the 

party is self-explanatory: 'Schiffrin s'est propose et Gide a 

accepte avec joie. Il parle le russe; de gauche sans etre rallie au 

communisme, il n'est suspect d'aucunce complaisance; il retourne dans 

son pays avide de voir simplement'(240). This would be a further 

way for Gide to show his friendship to Schiffrin, by providing him 

with a means of visiting his homeland which he had not seen since 

before the First World War. At the same time, the fact that 

Schiffrin spoke Russian was seen as a great advantage by Gide. 

However, Schiffrin's inclusion in the party was not immediate for the 

Soviet government objected. Although la Petite Dame had written in 

her diary that Schiffrin was de gauche, his political activities 

would appear to have been on an intellectual rather than a practical 

level as no details of any specific political actions or activities 

are entered in her diary and indeed, as has been outlined, his 

concerns were aesthetic rather than political. Nonetheless it was 
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perhaps, shortsighted of Gide to expect the Soviet authorities to 

welcome with open arms a Russian who had been living voluntarily in 

Western Europe since before the First World War. In addition, Aragon 

in his role of helping with the arrangements for the journey, 

exacerbated matters. La Petite Dame reports: 

Aragon a commis la gaffe d'ecrire officiellement que Gide 
arriverait en URSS avec Schiffrin comme interprete, ce 
dont on s'est froisse, comme d'une defiance; Pierre 
LHerbari7, lui a retabli les faits en montrant une lettre 
ou Gide lui racontait qu'il etait heureux de voyager avec 
Schiffrin, comme on le dit simplement d'un ami. Mais 
trop tarde L'attention est attiree sur Schiffrin, Russe 
de l'etranger, non communiste, etc, etc. C'est difficile 
qu'il soit invite par le gouvernement sovietique.(241) 

Gide would not accept this decision by the Soviet authorities and he 

took immediate action to rectify the situation. La Petite Dame 

further reports: 

11 vient de telephoner a Aragon pour lui faire 
comprendre la sottise qu'il y a d'empecher Schiffrin de 
l'accompagner, etant donne que tout le monde connaissait 
ce projet; ya va faire un effet deplorable. 11 insiste 
pour qu'il fasse comprendre que Schiffrin ne vient pas du 
tout comme interprete, qu'il n'est pas question qu'il 
accompagne Gide dans les receptions officielles, non plus 
que les autres du reste.(242) 

It was a matter of some urgency to sort this problem out as the 

planned trip was only a matter of weeks away. Herbart's intervention 

had come too late in the day and it was Aragon'e action, at Gide's 

request, of acting as intermediary with the Soviet authorities which 

resulted in Schiffrin being accepted as an official member of the 

tour. 

Schiffrin was delighted to be a member of the party. At the 

age of 44 he would be able to revisit his homeland which he had not 

seen for some twenty years. It is clear that Gide was aware of the 

pleasure he had given Schiffrin by including him in the party for he 

wrote to Dorothy Bussy, 'mon depart pour l'URSS se confirme. Le 
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charmant Schiffrin doit m'accompagner; c'est parfait. 11 est 

lui-meme tres enchante et tres emu - car il n'est pas retourne en 

Russie depuis l'avant-guerre'(243). As planned Schiffrin left for 

Leningrad via London on the 27 June 1936 on the Soviet vessel La 

Cooperatzia, in the company of Eugene Dabit, Louis Guilloux and Jef 

Last. 
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CHAPTER III 

EUGENE DABIT (1898-1936) 
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Alphonse Eugene Dabit was born in 1898 in Meers-les-Bains in 

the department of the Somme, into a working-class family. His mother 

was a chambermaid and his father a delivery coachman. In 1907 his 

parents moved to 'une maison ouvriere'(1) in the rue Calmels, in the 

working-class 18th arrondissement of Paris. Although his immediate 

environment was deprived and impoverished Dabi t was shel t e red from 

the more obvious effects of poverty by the love and attention he 

received from his parents, especially his mother, who would go 

without so that he would not suffer; early photographs of him, in 

the private collection of his widow, Beatrice Appia, show him dressed 

in the syle of a young middle-class boy(2). 

He did well at school, the ecole communale in the rue 

Championnet, and was awarded a first prize on his school leaving 

certificate(3). Dabit seeems to have enjoyed this period of his life 

and Maurice Pernette concludes that 'de cette periode grisatre, Dabit 

garda un souvenir heureux, le meilleur peut-etre de sa vie'(4). In 

traditional working-class fashion Dabit left school at the age of 

13(5) although his parents would have been willing to support their 

only child further in his studies. He became an apprentice to a 

craftsman in wrought iron and it was this step that marked his first 

awareness of being different from other workers. For Beatrice Appia 

relates that 'il souffrait de se sentir dans ce milieu ouvrier'(6) as 

he had been brought up by his mother 'dans un environnement fin'(7) 

and consequently he was not used to being with 'des ouvriers 

grossiers'(8). Dabit's poem 'Rue Calmels' describes his unhappiness 

during this period: 

En 1913 je devins apprenti serrurier 
Dans un atelier ou l'on faisait la journee de dix heures 
Et toujours je me rappelle 
Je faisais des corvees 
Je trainais des voitures 
Comme un apprenti serrurier 



J'avais un coeur d'enfant 
Des gestes gauches 
Dont riaient mes freres ouvriers 
c..~ 
J'aurais voulu avoir vingt ans.(9) 
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Dabit did not take an active part in political discussion with 

his fellow workers for whilst they voiced their thoughts on 

socialism, communism and anarchism 'ses illusions a lui etaient tout 

autres'(10). His way of coping with the tensions of working-class 

life, even at that early age, was by escaping into art. He would draw 

his workmates, make sketches late into the night and on Sundays visit 

the woods on the outskirts of Paris to draw and paint. 

But this period was not to last long. War broke out in 1914 

and when the firm Dabit was working for closed down in 1916 he worked 

for a while as a mechanic on the Nord-Sud metro line. He then took 

the decision to anticipate being called up into the army by enlisting 

voluntarily in December 1916, at the age of 17. He had done this so 

that he might choose which section he would go into and by so doing, 

avoid being on the front. However, once in the army he found that he 

was thrust into the full horrors of the war asa member of the 

artillery and as a radio-telephonist in the Chemin des Dames during 

the winter of 1917-1918. After the war he served as part of the army 

of occupation in the Rhineland(11) before being posted to Paris where 

he worked as a cartographer. He was demobbed in December 1919. 

His early years had been a happy, sheltered period for him, but 

his introduction to working life was an introduction to the coarser 

aspects of working-class life. This education was completed by his 

experiences in the army and in the war, especially his time at the 

front, and these experiences had a traumatic and lifelong effect on 

him, making him a pacifist above all else and they left him haunted 

by the fear of another conflict. Dabit's early life had not been 
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very different from that of any working-class youth, except that hi s 

parents were better off than many and devoted a considerable amount 

of time and care to his upbringing. But he had no special advan

tages, he left school early and he suffered the common war experi

ence. It was this that was to be a turning point in Dabit's life for 

the war focused his attention onto his expectations about life, and 

made him question the status quo. He later recall ed this change in 

him, stating, 'je me refusais a subir certaines lois, parce que je 

voulais les rejeter ou les comprendre'(12). And instead of returning 

to the civilian jobs he had begun to follow before the war, he f ound 

that he could no longer accept the life style expected of his class. 

These early experiences of Parisian working-class life and of the wa r 

would provide Dabit with much of the material for his literary 

output. 

During his time on the front, in the lulls in the fighting, 

Dabit would draw and paint and he decided that he wanted to become a 

war artist and show the full horrors of war(13). When on leave he 

would visit art galleries and when demobbed his decision to become a 

painter strengthened. Dabit recalled, 'a mon retour, je frequentais 

les cours du soir, puis des academies de peinture. J'obeissais a une 

vocation qui me tenait depuis l'enfance'(14). Although his parents 

would have preferred him to continue in the family tradition of being 

a worker, they did not discourage him in his ambition to be a 

painter, and indeed they supported him financially during his studies 

at art college. In 1922 the situation of Dabit's parents altered 

considerably when they bought the Hotel du Nord on the quai des 

Jemmapes in the 10th arrondissement of Paris. Whilst continuing his 

art studies, Dabit also took on the duties of night porter at the 

hotel. He studied at the Academie Biloul and then at the Academie de 
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la Grande Chaumiere(15), where, in 1923, he met Beatrice Appia, a 

book illustrator and artist, and in 1924 they married. For about a 

year Dabit also worked on his own in the Louvre, copying the 

paintings there. During this period Dabit met and knew many painters 

including Billette, Caillard, Klein, Loutrell and Vlaminck(16). He 

particularly admired Vlaminck's work and went to him for advice on 

his own paintings. Vlaminck recalls Dabit's lack of confidence in 

his own work, 'il attendait de moi que je le tranquillise sur ses 

inquietudes, que je le rassure, que je lui affirme qu'il devait 

continuer, ou que je lui deconseille de faire de la peinture'(17). 

According to Beatrice Appia, there was nothing unusual in Dabit, as 

an aspiring young painter, approaching an older, established artist 

for advice on his work(18). 

As well as being interested in painting, Dabit had also begun 

to develop an interest in reading, although this manifested itself in 

a haphazard, unguided manner as he worked his way through such 

realist classics as Balzac, Flaubert, Valles, Zola, Maupassant as 

well as other less significant works(19). He had also become 

interested in writing. This breakthrough occurred for him when he 

read Charles Blanchard and the Lettres de ma jeunesse by Charles-

Louis Philippe. Dabit writes: 

J'eus le sentiment de rencontrer un ami, peut-etre un 
guide, dans lequel je retrouverais mes desirs et mes 
faiblesses. Le but que je me proposais, d'ecrire, ne me 
sembla plus inaccessible. Un homme pareil a moi y avait 
atteint et m'encourageait par son exemple.(20) 

Charles-Louis Philippe and also Huysmans and Valles became the 

main-stay of his reading but while at art college he began to hear 

other authors mentioned. Dabit explains: 

On ne parlait pas que peinture, mais aussi litterature, 
j'entendia pour la premiere fois prononcer certains noma: 



Baudelaire, Rimbaud, Stendhal, Andre Gide, et on me preta 
quelques livres. J'etais heureux, curieux, avide.(21) 

Later Dabit claimed that 'toute cette evolution s'est accomplie 

simplement, sans esthetique ni systeme, et ••• d'annee en annee 

changeait mon esprit'(22). 

Despite Dabit's initial attraction towards painting, his 

decision to write was neither surprising nor sudden for he had 
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already begun to write when a soldier. At that time, Dabit states, 

'je tenais alors une sorte de journal qui n'avait d'autre but que de 

me delivrer de certaines souffrances, de mes revoltes, de mes 

haines'(23). He then went on to write poems, mainly about youth, the 

joy of spring and his experiences as a soldier. These poems have not 

been published in a volume(24) although Gide would later include one 

in his article on Dabit published in the NRF in 1936(25). 

By the beginning of 1927 Dabit had written various poems and 

also two manuscripts. He was no stranger to artistic circles as he 

had already spent eight years in his studies to become an artist, but 

he well understood his lack of literary skills and realised that to 

progress he needed help. He wanted advice on his manuscripts and 

just as he had approached Vlaminck, a painter whose work he admired, 

for advice on his paintings, so he approached Gide, the author he 

most admired, for advice on his writing. In his search for help he 

went straight to the top, to an author who was, in France, arguably 

the best known writer of his time. The following letter from Pierre 

Sermondade to Louis Ancelme taken from a short story completed by 

Dabit in December 1928 and entitled 'Pierre Sermondade'(26) would 

appear to be a copy of the original letter from Dabit to Gide asking 

for an appointment for further letters in the short story correspond 

to letters Dabit received from Gide. Pierre Sermondade writes: 



Yous ne me repondrez peut-etre jamais. Yous avez tant 
d'admirateurs. Pardonnez-moi si je vous ecris, je 
souffre trop de ma solitude. J'ai lu vos souvenirs de 
jeunesse. J'ai ecrit les miens, moi aussi, et je voudrais 
vous les soumettre. L:.~ 11 semble que votre livre me 
dit d'esperer.(27) 

In February 1927 Dabit sent Gide the manuscript of his largely 

autobiographical experiences as a happy working-class boy, 
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traumatically transposed to a war setting which he had begun to set 

down from about 1926 onwards. This manuscript was to form the basis 

of what would later become Petit-Louis. Gide's response to the 

emotive plea for help in the letter was to invite Dabit to come and 

see him(28). The description of Pierre Sermondade's first meeting 

with the renowned man of letters, Louis Ancelme, is a thinly veiled 

fictional account by Dabit of his own first meeting with Gide: 

Pierre le contemplait, emu de sa noblesse grave, sereine, 
du son de sa voix, de ses paroles pures et enivrantes qui 
temoignaient d'une intelligence souveraine. C'etait une 
revelation pour lui, celle d'un monde inacessible, helas, 
si neuf et si vaste.(29) 

On 14 March 1927 Gide again wrote to Dabit, this time voicing his 

impressions of the manuscript. The tone of the letter in regard to 

professional advice was generally polite and friendly: 

Oui! vous avez raison de ne pas chercher 8 publier ce 
livre; mais les qualites de votre recit sont exquises et 
je crois que tout autre recit de vous lea aurait qui 
pourrait attacher 8 vous le lecteur. Yous savez voir; 
vous savez raconter et votre emotion est de nature 
contagieuse. Vous ne pouvez vous en tenir 18.(30) 

But even at this early stage, Gide appears to have been warning Dabit 

that he must not expect too much from this contact for he quoted from 

the manuscript Dabit had sent him, '''Mon ami ••• nous reverrrons-nous 

jamais?" "Pourquoi donc avez-vous voulu me connaitre, puisque je ne 

pUis vous accompagner?'" (31). In this letter Gide made no mention of 

another meeting but simply stated that he would leave the manus c ript 

at the offices of the Nouvelle Revue Fran2aise, although he did add 
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that he hoped to read some more of Dabit's work in the future. Dabit 

was extremely disappointed by this luke-warm response and became 

disillusioned about the possibility of becoming a writer (32). 

Maurice Dubourg's conclusion that 'Pierre Sermondade' was probably 

written 'pour exprimer sinon la rancoeur, du moins l'amertume de 

n'avoir pas trouve chez Gide une amitie plus grande, et surtout plus 

suivie'(33) is well justified. 

Gide's recollection of their first meeting was published in the 

NRF in 1936 in what was effectively Dabit's obituary: 

11 m'avait apporte tout craintivement son premier 
manuscrit, qu'il ne mena a bien plus tard, qu'avec un 
effort considerable. C'etait celui de Petit-Louis. Tel 
qu'il etait alors, cet ecrit ne me satisfaisait guere: 
mais j'y decouvris trop de qualites pour ne point 
souhaiter que Dabit apprit ales mettre mieux en valeur. 
Je communiquai ce manuscrit encore informe a Roger Martin 
du Gard qui me semblait mieux qualifie que moi pour 
encourager et conseiller une personnalite tres proche de 
la sienne.(34) 

In this article Gide has telescoped events for he did not contact 

Martin du Gard at this stage. He did not do this until further 

correspondence had been exchanged between Dabit and himself, again 

initiated by Dabit. On 6 November 1927 Gide wrote to Dabit 

concerning a further manuscript Dabit had sent him. The tone of this 

letter praising the manuscript of what was to become Hotel du Nord is 

similar to that of the letter concerning Petit-Louis: 

A vrai dire, je ne m'explique pas tres bien ce qui vous 
empecherait de nous donner un excellent livre. Tout le 
bon y est [.. J malheureusement ce bon (qui souvent est 
de la quali te la plus fine et la plus emue) se trouve a 
cote de beaucoup d'inutile qui lasse l'interet et 
'fatigue l'estomac' du lectuer. £:.:7 Certains lecteurs, 
et en particulier les lecteurs attitres, grands 
pourvoyeurs des editeurs, risquent de se trouver arretes 
par les menues incorrections qui jurent avec votre 
calligraphie et votre souci de nettete.(35) 

No mention was made in this letter of passing this manuscript (which 

appears in fact to have been only the first part of the novel) on to 
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Martin du Gard. However, Gide did indicate the deep impression that 

the manuscript had made on him, writing 'ce que je ne vous dis 

pas, et que peut-etre vous attendez surtout de moi, c'est la 

sympathie profonde qui penetre et envahit le coeur a la lecture de 

ces pages'(36). Later that month Gide wrote to Dabit to tell him 

that he was not, perhaps, the best person to help him. He appreci-

ated Dabit's feelings of distress and solitude but, he continued: 

Je ne puis esperer trouver le temps d'echanger une 
veritable correspondance avec vous. Je ne suis plus 
d'age a me sentir toujours disponible, et je deviens de 
plus en plus avare de mon temps [:.t7 Je souffre de votre 
solitude. Et savez-vous ce que je souhaite? Permettre a 
quelque autre qui la meriterait mieux, de gouter cette 
amitie que vous m'offrez et que je ne puis que si mal 
reconnaitre.(37) 

It was at this point that Gide gave Martin du Gard the 

manuscript of Hotel du Nord ou la Detresse parisienne and asked him 

to 'take over' Dabit. Martin du Gard's interpretation of this action 

is somewhat different from Gide's. For in his diary he wrote, 'en 

realite, il ne se decidait, ni a laisser tomber ce pauvre gar90n, ni 

a lui consacrer du temps. Le "confier a Roger" simplifiait 

tout! '(38). Nonetheless, he read the manuscript, wrote to Dabit 

asking him to collect it from the NRF offices(39) and then wrote him 

a long, four-page letter with his criticisms: 

J'ai vu aussi vos defauts. 11 y en a d'enormes. (Au 
point que, telle qu'elle est la, votre oeuvre en est 
assez serieusement entachee.) Mais, si je puis ainsi 
resumer ma pensee, vous avez une force interieure de 
premier ordre, des dons exceptionnels, qui ne s'aquierent 
pas; et des defauts de surface, corrigibles; des defauts 
tres apparents mais dont le travail peut rapidement venir 
a bout. [ •• ~ Si j'etais a votre place, je ne montrerais 
a personne mon livre tel qu'il est la.(40) 

In reply Martin du Gard received 'une lettre touchante'(41) which 

prompted him to tell Gide that he viewed the prospect of helping 

Dabit with some trepidation: 



C'est difficile et assez grave, vous savez, ce que vous 
m'avez fait entreprendre la! ••• J'y pense avec un peu 
d'effroi. Et pourtant on ne peut pas ne pas tenter 
quelque chose. J'essayerai de le voir a mon prochain 
passage a Paris: et, d'ici la, correspondre avec lui. 

Lavez-vous les mains, Pilate! -- mais je suis sans 
rancune.(42) 

These early contacts between Gide and Dabit show that Gide's 

initial reaction to this aspiring writer was one of polite profes-
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sional interest and no more. His letters soon reflected an awareness 

that Dabit wanted more from him than he was either willing or able to 

give and once Dabit's demands became more pressing, he passed him on 

to someone else. This contrasts with the view that Gide immediately 

took up Dabit's cause and put him in touch with Martin du Gard, a 

view that is encouraged by Gide's own interpretation in the NRF 

article in October 1936. That this was not the case illustrates 

Dabit's perseverance and determination in initiating more contacts 

with Gide in his desire to enter that monde inaccessible, helas, si 

neuf et si vaste and to be befriended by an established author. From 

these rather inauspicious beginnings not only did Dabit become a well 

known literary figure but a friendship also developed between him and 

Gide, such that the latter would invite him to accompany him on his 

official trip to the Soviet Union in 1936 and would dedicate Retour 

de l'URSS to him. 

The help that Dabit initially sought from Gide came to him from 

Gide's friend Roger Martin du Gard who responded to Gide's request 

that he take an interest in this young boy 'sans aucune culture, mais 

certainement doue'(43). Martin du Gard visited Dabit in January 1928 

and on a personal level formed a very warm and positive impression of 

this 'artiste authentique'(44). On a professional level he concluded 

that 'en peinture, il sait son metier. (En litterature 11 a tout a 
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apprendre! 11 ecrit un fran9ais narf, par endroits pretentieux, 

plein de fautes et d'ignorances. [:.~ Je lui ai envoye ••• un 

Littre)'(45). Martin du Gard's warm personal response was just what 

Dabit needed - so far he had been working in isolation and with no 

encouragement, except for that one visit to Andre Gide over a year 

previously(46). Under Martin du Gard's encouragement, and over a 

period of 15 months, he painstakingly worked and reworked his 

manuscript of Hotel du Nord(47). Martin du Gard played a highly 

significant role in Dabit's development and he became for Dabit not 

only tutor and severe critic(48), but also a friend and, very 

importantly, a means of access into the literary world. He advised 

Dabit on both writing and reading and introduced him to a wide range 

of authors and works, from the classics of Diderot, La Fontaine, 

Montesquieu and Rousseau to more modern works by the great Russian 

and English authors, Gogol, Tolstoy, Thomas Hardy and George 

Eliot(49). At times Dabit had to call a halt to the number of books 

he was being sent as he did not have time to read them all(50). It 

was upon Martin du Gard's advice that Dabit put aside the earlier, 

more heavily autobiographical manuscript and concentrated on Hotel 

du Nord(51). 

During this period Dabit also continued to paint, supported to 

a large extent by his parents' continuing financial assistance. In 

the spring of 1928 he travelled to Morocco and Spain where he painted 

exclusively and during his stay in the Midi later that year he 

painted as well as wrote. While pursuing the dual paths of painting 

and writing Dabit became increasingly despondent about the possibil-

ity of making a living by painting: 

Dans une annee ,j'expose deux toiles aux Independants et 
c'est fini. Au Salon d'Automne, je suis refuse regulier
ement. Au Salon des Tuileries, je ne suis pas invite. 
Quant a exposer dans des Galeries, c'est chose imposs-



ible. Je vends quatre a cinq toiles dans une annee; en 
tout pour 2,000 francs (pas toujours). [:.:7 Je travaille 
depuis huit ans deja sans le plus petit resultat. Si je 
pouvais vivre comme un ouvrier, gagner regulierement 5 a 
600 francs par mois, je serais bien heureux. Mais je ne 
puis vivre de mon travail ••• je n'ai jamais gagne un 
sou. Cependant je travaille, je peine, et je ne puis 
avoir le necessaire. Mes parents doivent nous 
nourrir.(52) 
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Dabit also felt isolated from the main stream of artistic activity: 

J'ai d'ailleurs assez de camarades qui aujourd'hui font 
partie de la 'jeune peinture fran~aise', comme disent les 
critiques. Je me suis mal arrange. Je suis trop reste 
dans l'ombre et il est tout naturel que j'y demeure. 
Personne ne viendra vers moi. Je le sais bien. Je 
n'envie pas ceux qui obtiennent certains resultats. Je 
voudrais, seul, faisant mon metier de peintre, gagner ma 
vie en ouvrier.(53) 

Clearly there was a conflict in the way Dabit wanted his life to be, 

earning his living with his painting as a worker earns his living, 

and the way it actually was, with him only being able to work at 

painting because his parents gave him financial support. 

In the summer of 1928 Martin du Gard invited Dabit and Beatrice 

Appia to Le Tertre(54) where Dabit had his first taste of literary 

life. His letter to Martin du Gard written on his return to Paris, 

where he writes, 'je ne cesse de penser au Tertre, a la belle vie que 

j'avais et j'en suis malheureux. L:.~ Vous m'etes si cher et j'ai de 

la peine a vous quitter'(55), gives some indication of the importance 

of this visit for Dabit. It was also at Le Tertre that he met 

Leopold Chauveau who was to become another source of help and 

encouragement in his writing(56). 

Dabit's desire to see his work published was growing. On the 

one hand he had an inferiority complex as regards other writers: 

Je souffre de toutes mes faiblesses. Je n'ose lire la 
NRF ou des Nouvelles litteraires. De toutes parts et 
chez tous je decouvre du talent et je me Bens perdu au 
milieu de tous cas gens installes et surs d'eux. Il y a 
la de jeunes hommes mais je n'arrive pas a croire que je 
pourrais etre un jour parmi eux.(57) 



But on the other hand he had a strong belief in his work: 

Cette nouvelle, ne vaut-elle pas celle qu'on publie 
chaque jour dans d'innombrables journaux? Est-ce qu'il 
n'ya pas une certaine purete d'intention dans ce que 
j'ecris? Ensuite, ce livre de l'Hotel du Nord, est-il 
indigne d'etre imprime? Suis-je moins que tous ceux qui 
se realisent?(58) 
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When he returned to Morocco to paint in the spring of 1929 Dabit left 

the finished manuscript of Hotel du Nord with Martin du Gard. Dabit 

loved painting and he had no doubts about its value, but it had 

become increasingly clear to him that he could not actually make his 

living from it(59). At the same time he found that it could not 

express everything he wanted to say: 

J'y crois dans cette sacree peinture. J'y crois beaucoup 
et je l'aime. Que de joies elle me donne, sensuelles, 
harmonieuses. Mais ce soir Co.;; je souffre de sentir si 
proches, ses limites. (Tout au moins les limites de ma 
propre peinture.) Et tout ce qui me gonfle le coeur, mes 
desirs, mes tristesses, mes regrets et mes haines ne se 
trouvent pas a exprimer par ce moyen.(60) 

In literature, however, Dabit saw the possibility of making a 

living if only he could get his work published. Martin du Gard had 

passed the manuscript of Hotel du Nord on to Jean-Richard Bloch who 

passed it on to Jean Guehenno who was on the selection committee for 

new publications for Rieder. But this approach led nowhere: Eloch 

wrote to Dabit, telling him that he liked the book but was unable to 

help in getting it published(61), and Guehenno, after having had the 

manuscript for several months, still did not contact Dabit. It is 

not surprising that Dabit became very disillusioned(62) at this lack 

of interest from a 'left-wing' publishing company and from an author 

from a similar working-class background to himself, who, it could 

have been assumed, would have been interested in both the subject 

matter and approach of Hotel du Nord. Dabit finally made contact 

with Guehenno, who by then had had the manuscript eight months, only 
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to be told that Rieder were not willing to publish it. However, when 

Dabit finally did make contact with Guehenno he found that, despite 

the disappointment and disillusionment of the past eight months, he 

felt warm towards Guehenno and a friendship developed be tween them, 

fostered in the beginning by their similar backgrounds and facili

tated by the fact that they we re near neighbours in Belleville(63). 

It appeared that no one was willing to publish Hotel du Nord and so, 

in his determination to be published, Dabit looked into the 

possibilities of paying to have his book published, even though both 

Martin du Gard and Chauveau were totally opposed to this idea(64). 

Despite this opposition Dabit went ahead with his project, for he 

felt that with one work published, even if it had to be paid for by 

himself, his second work, the reworked autobiographical war story, 

would have more chance of being published by an established 

publisher(65). 

Dabit borrowed money for the publication and was pleased with 

the terms of the contract (66) he finally signed with Denoel, a young 

publisher with only a few books to his name by that date(67). Dabit 

asked Martin du Gard if he would write a critical review of the book 

for a journal as in Denoel's opinion, this would give the book some 

much needed publicity(68) and he also asked him if he could quote 

from him on the band around the book, using for example, 'un livre 

humain' or 'un livre emouvant'(69). Martin du Gard's reply was 

adamant: he told Dabit that he could not break his rule never to 

write a preface and he suggested that Dabit ask Guehenno instead( 70). 

Whether Martin du Gard had misunderstood Dabit's request (although 

Dabit's letter is quite unambiguous), or whether he simply did not 

want to be associated publically with this work is debatable. Dabit, 

in fact, did not want a preface and he decided to use a quotation 
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from Guehenno's Caliban parle as an epigraph. Dabit did not receive 

any help from Gide or Martin du Gard in the publication of this work. 

It was his own desire to be published and a belief in the value of 

his work that motivated him to borrow money, reject the advice of two 

writers, Martin du Gard and Chauveau, whom he admired and who had 

been his only tutors to date, and go ahead with the publication. It 

was for Dabit of overriding importance to be not an amateur writer 

but a published author who made his living from his books. 

When published by Denoel in December 1929 Hotel du Nord was an 

immediate success and it was accompanied by a 'concert d'eloges qui 

dans l'ensemble de la presse, salua sa parution'(71). There is no 

continuous story line in Hotel du Nord: the unifying feature is the 

hotel itself where the dozen or so characters depicted have a room or 

come for their meals. The novel opens with Emile and Louise 

Lecouvreur purchasing the hotel and closes with it being demolished. 

Within this framework Dabit describes a variety of working-class 

'types' who make use of the hotel meuble for reasons of cheapness and 

convenience and it was Dabit's depiction of these working-class 

characters that marked out his work for critical acclaim and 

interest. The epigraph made it clear to the reader that the subject 

matter of Hotel du Nord was not that which was normally considered 

suitable for a novel: 

L;.~ Nous ne sommes mame pas pittoresques. Nous ne 
sommes ni gentile ni touchants. Chacun de noue, pris a 
part ferait un mauvais heros du roman. 11 est banal et 
sa vie est banale. Elle n'echappe jamais a l'ordre 
commun d'une misere vulgaire.(72) 

Dabit's aim was clear: he wanted to elevate working-class people into 

characters worthy of depiction in a novel. 

Of these working-class 'types', one is Renee Levesque, who, 

like many other country girls seeking work, has come to Paris. She 
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lives in the hotel with a locksmith, Pierre Trimault, but he abandons 

her when she becomes pregnant. However, she is fortunate in being 

taken on as a maid by the Lecouvreurs but when the baby is born, he 

is sent to a nourrice in the country, where he dies, mainly of 

neglect. Renee's intention to lead an honest upright life in Paris 

is doomed to failure: she becomes a prostitute and eventually the 

tolerant hotel owners have no option but to sack her. Other 

representative types are Adrian the homosexual, Benitaud the 

political agitator, le pere Deborger a former resident who now lives 

in a workhouse, and Delphine and Julie Pellevoisi, two frustrated 

spinsters who are trying to eke out a living. Julie is a corset

maker in a workshop and Delphine works in their hotel room making 

clothes. Throughout the text there is an undercurrent of naive 

sexuality, devoid for the most part of affection, whereby the men use 

women for sexual gratification and the women · use the men to try and 

obtain material security. The overriding impression of the relation

ships between the people in the hotel is that they are totally devoid 

of respect. It is not surprising that the most sympathetic character 

in the novel is Louise, for she was based on Dabit's own mother. But 

in the main, as David O'Connell suggests, what the characters have in 

common is 'a painful sense of solitude and spiritual impoverish

ment'(73). Nonetheless Dabit was also aware of humorous aspects of 

their lives and he sought to record this as well(74). 

Dabit had seen these characters in his parents' hotel: he had 

seen their lack of education, the long hours they worked and the 

pleasures they afforded themselves. He made no effort to gloss over 

their faults, to romanticize them or to elevate them to a moral type. 

He made no excuses for them: they are promiscuous, greedy and 

selfish. Dabit reported on what he had seen and heard; his work was 
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not one of imagination but of capturing on paper what had actually 

happened. He stressed this aspect of his writing in a letter to 

Martin du Gard, writing 'le sens dans lequel je suis capable de creer 

est limite - un peu comme chez Ch. L. Philippe. Le sujet, les even-

ements n'auront rien d'extraordinaire. ~.~ Je ne puis travailler 

que directement sur nature'(75}. Transposing direct observation of 

his environment into a fictional form was a technique that Dabit was 

to use in all his novels and to that extent his novels can be claimed 

to be autobiographical. 

Dabit's first novel made him a well-known literary figure, 

placed him at the centre of a literary debate and guaranteed him an 

income for the next three years. He had accepted that his publishing 

venture might cost him money but in the event he was pleased to find 

that 'cette histoire avec laquelle je craignais de depenser de 

l'argent, m'en rapportera, m'en rapporte deja'(76). Interest was 

shown in him by publishers, critics and other authors. Chapters from 

Hotel du Nord were published in newspapers and an offer to publish a 

chapter from Dabit's future war story was made by La Revue 

Europeenne(77). After the years of disillusionment and despondency, 

Dabit felt encouraged. Nevertheless, he viewed the outcome with some 

surprise. He writes 

Tout de mame, quel1e etrange aventure. J'obtiens tout ce 
que jamais je n'ai obtenu en peinture. Me voici, sans 
nul doute, peintre de dimanche. Aucun regret, vraiment; 
i1 me semble que je m'evade, que je commence seulement a 
exister: je vois des tresors autour de moi, la 
possibilite pour mon esprit d'etre libre.(78) 

Successful publication had enabled Dabit to make the important first 

steps into the literary world, but once inside, he was not sure if 

this was the lifestyle he wanted to adopt: 

J'ai vu aussi, par curiosite, interet, quelques tres 
jeunes litterateurs. lIs fondent une revue, etc ••• Quel 
singulier milieu. On donne des 'papiers' a droite et a 



gauche, on parle de X" de X. Qu'est-ce qui se vend? 
interesse? Une profession. Tout cela est assez vivant, 
mais je tiens a autre chose.(79) 
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It was with some doubts that Dabit sent Gide a copy of Hotel du Nord 

confiding to Martin du Gard 'je ne pense pas qu'il ait le temps de le 

lire, malgre toute son amitie'(SO). However, Gide's negative 

attitude to the early manuscript of Hotel du Nord gave way to praise 

when, later, he recalled its publication: 

Hotel du Nord, tel qu'il sortait enfin de cette 
conjugaison d'efforts me parut une oeuvre remarquable. 
Que l'on m'entende bien: le livre n'est nullement le 
resultat d'une collaboration. Il est de Dabit seul; mais 
je crois, que sans le conseil et l'appui constant de 
Martin du Gard, sans les encouragements de Chauveau, il 
n'eut pas ete ce qu'il est enfin devenu. Son succes fut 
considerable.(S1 ) 

By June 1930 Dabit's literary career had taken off; Hotel du Nord had 

been translated into German and English and he was being asked for 

articles(S2). This success encouraged Dabit to take further steps 

into the literary world. He sent out many complimentary copies of 

his first novel to writers he admired, and he took this opportunity 

to make contact with Louis Guilloux(S3). He had originally heard 

from Guilloux through their mutual friend Guehenno and Dabit felt 

drawn to this young Breton writer from a background as humble as his 

own. He not only admired Guilloux's first novel but he felt that 

their work had certain affinities. He wrote to Guilloux of his own 

first novel, 'c'est l'histoire d'un hotel comme vous avez ecrit 

l'histoire de cette Maison du Pleuple'(S4). In this letter Dabit 

also expressed his enthusiasm for Guilloux's work: 

C'est avec joie que je vous ai lu. Rien ne pouvait me 
plaire davantage. Votre livre a un accent si pur. Vous 
avez su faire vivre cette idee, lui donner un caractere 
presque religieux ••• j'ai senti, compris profondement 
votre livre ••• je suis, par surcroit, tres sensible au 
ton de votre livre, a l'art dont il temoigne: pur, uni, 
fait de sacrifices, de nuances; d'un ton si juste, 
toujours.(S5) 
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In a further letter Dabit told Guilloux how keen he was to meet him, 

'je tiens a vous voir, a vous parler, a ce que vous me donniez votre 

confiance et si vous voulez bien, un jour votre amitie'(86). 

Guilloux's response was warm and from then onwards Dabit and Guilloux 

corresponded regularly, where they discussed the problems of being 

associated with political groups, and a friendship developed between 

them, fuelled in the early stages at least by Dabit's efforts and 

commitment(87). This early contact laid the foundations for a fuller 

friendship between the two writers in 1935 when Guilloux invited 

Dabit to stay with him in Saint-Brieuc(88). Not only· did Dabit and 

Guilloux have a mutual friend in Guehenno but they had a further 

mutual friend in Max Jacob whom Dabit had known since the early 

1920's(89). 

Between July 1929 and September 1930 Dabit reworked the 

highly autobiographical first manuscript that he had sent to Gide in 

February 1927. Although Martin du Gard offered advice and helped 

Dabit to correct this text, it was on a much smaller scale than with 

the first novel. It was Chauveau who was the main mentor for 

Petit-Louis and Dabit greatly appreciated his help whereby he 

corrected every chapter, every page, almost every sentence, even if 

at times he found Chauveau's strictness somewhat excessive(90). After 

the success of Hotel du Nord Dabit had many offers when he came to 

publish Petit-Louis(91) in 1930. Martin du Gard had contacted 

Gaston Gallimard on his behalf, and taking Martin du Gard's 

advice(92), Dabit chose to accept Gallimard's contract which would 

give him a monthly income of 1,500 francs over a period of three 

years(93). This contract delighted Dabit for not only would it give 

him financial security and independence for the first time in his 

life but it would also give him the prestige of being published by 



Gallimard alongside Martin du Gard and Gide. This point was 

emphasised by Martin du Gard: 

Je crois aussi, sans me vanter, que mon appui, en sus de 
celui de Gide peut vous etre utile a la NRF tout le long 
de votre carriere. Gallimard vous traite:-non seulement 
comme un jeune ecrivain d'avenir, mais comme un ami de M. 
du G.: et vous serez bientot 'un ami de la maison' .(94) 

Dabit agreed with him that the bourgeois publishing house of 

Gallimard was the best choice: 

Denoel promet des merveilles mais il ne tient, ne peut 
tenir ses promesses. Chez Rieder, il y a comme vous 
dites ce cote 'Braillon' et aussi 'de gauche' qui aussi 
peut me desservir. Chez Grasset ce sera autre chose. Et 
chez PIon. Enfin la NRF, malgre le mal qu'on en peut 
dire, vaut bien touteS-Ces maisons. On m'offre une fois 
pour toutes quelque chose de solide, et je sais bien 
qu'on s'interessera a moi amicalement.(95) 

From then until his death in 1936 he was a most prolific writer, 
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producing almost a book a year and leaving several manuscripts which 

were published posthumously(96); he also contributed articles and 

book reviews to many leading journals(97) and he wrote the preface to 

a collection of workers' writings(98). 

Petit-Louis is a first-person narrative outlining the experi-

ences of a young Parisian working-class boy. It opens with war being 

declared and describes Petit-Louis's life at school and then his 

rather more brutal contact with other men at work. This, his growing 

awareness of life in working-class Paris, and his awakening sexual 

desires leaves him feeling distressed and bitter. In the second part 

of the text he has enlisted voluntarily in the army (so as not to be 

conscripted into the artillery) and his experience and abhorrence of 

war are depicted, including his attempt to escape from the front by 

feigning madness. Not only is Petit-Louis' response to war shown, 

but also that of his mother and father; the task of fitting back into 

civilian life once the war is over is also illustrated and Louis 



looks forward once more to life within the safe confines of his 

family: 

Moi aussi, bientot, je rentrerai du travail. Je mangerai 
ma soupe tandis que maman m'interrogera sur ma journee. 
Je sais quel effort m'attend, mais ce monde sans 
surprises, le mien, je desire ardemment y rester. Je le 
retrouve avec amour et j'en comprend la grandeur. 
J'accepterai n'importe quelle besogne. Et le soir je 
lirai.(99) 
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As in Hotel du Nord there is an undercurrent of sexuality, once more 

centred around prostitutes and brothels and this sexuality is again 

perceived by a naive and immature character. For Petit-Louis helps 

out in a brothel as a waiter during his periods of leave from the 

front and he views this new world as marvellous and exciting, and the 

women as dazzling creatures, to such an extent that he asks his 

mother to come and work in the brothel as a cleaning woman. The 

autobiographical nature of this novel should not be overemphasised 

for although the physical surroundings and the events appear to be 

those which Dabit himself had directly observed, Petit-Louis is a 

novel and not an autobiography. The original manuscript may have 

been heavily autobiographical but under Martin du Gard's and 

Chauveau's tutelage it had been extensively reworked. For example, 

Dabit did not include his own attempted suicide when a soldier(100) 

and his decision when demobbed was in no way the same as that he gave 

Petit-Louis. For whereas Dabit stated 'j'etais incapable de reprendre 

mon existence d'autrefois'(101), Petit-Louis wanted nothing more than 

to slot back into the society he had temporarily left. Petit-Louis 

was 'l'histoire d'une adolescence et, avec elle, celle d'un milieu 

Ouvrier ou l'on trouve une poesie discrete que l'on ne la soupconne 

pas'(102) but beyond that it was an attempt by Dabit to rid himself of 

the haunting spectre of war and of his traumatic feelings about the 

war years. 
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Dabit dedicated Petit-Louis to Martin du Gard, an action whi ch 

did not meet with the latter's wholehearted approval for he did not 

want to be connected professionally with a text which might have 

major faults. He had not read the final manuscript before it went for 

publication and he felt that Dabit had raced ahead with the 

publication in order to be considered for the prix Goncourt(103) and 

consequently he must have been apprehensive about the literary style 

and quality. However, once he had read the published book his 

response warmed considerably and he could write to Dabit: 

Votre livre est excellent. Oserais-je avouer que je le 
reconnais a peine? ~.:7 C'est une vraie reussite, 
infiniment superieure a celle de l'Hotel du Nord. Je 
vous remercie maintenant, en toute connaissance de cause, 
d'avoir mis mon nom sur la premiere page. J'en suis tres 
fier et tres touche.( 104) 

Gide's response to the original manuscript in 1927 had, with 

good reason, been cautious, but when it was published in 1930 he, 

too, felt able to write to Dabit in an enthusiastic vein: 

Je viens de relire Petit-Louis. Moins surprenant et 
marquant, sans doute qu'H~tel du Nord, mais que je suis 
pret a preferer pourtant parce qu'on vit avec vous 
davantage. J'aime le son de votre voix, Dabit: il me 
semble, lorsque je vous lis, que je n'en connais de plus 
sincere.( 105) 

On a personal level Gide's response to Dabit also warmed signifi-

cantly as he made a name for himself as a writer and he started to 

make positive gestures towards him: 

Ah! je voudrais vous dire ••• Venez donc un matin, rue 
Vaneau. Je rent re a Paris demain. Ce serait une 
extraordinaire malchance, si vous ne me trouviez pas. 
L:.~ Je vous attends de tout mon coeur.(106) 

A measure of Dabit's success can be gauged by the fact that he 

was considered sufficiently newsworthy to be interviewed by Frederic 

Lefevre for his 'Une heure avec ••• ' series in Les Nouvelles 

Litteraires in December 1930. Lefevre questioned Dabit on his 
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aims and in particular on whether Hotel du Nord was, as many had 

claimed, un roman populiste. Dabit's answers must be viewed with 

some circumspection as he suddenly found himself a famous figure wi th 

the possibility of a literary career ahead of him and consequently he 

played down the importance he attached to painting. He told Lefevre 

that 'certes, la peinture m'avait enrichi et donne des joies 

profondes et reelles'(107) but, instead of finding in art the 

possibili ties of emancipation and action he had hoped, he found tha t 

'cet art ne s'adressait qu'a un cercle d'amateurs ou d'inities et 

que par consequent, en m'y livrant, il m'etait impossible de servir 

et de me meler activement aux hommes'(108). Whereas it was writing, 

he stated, that would enable him to 's'adresse[r7 directement a un 

vaste public, non plus seulement a des inities, mais a tous les 

milieux'(109). However, he maintained, his desire to be published 

had nothing to do with getting a message across: his aim was to 

describe the incidents he had witnessed in his parents' hotel and to 

capture on paper the tragic, but also the often humorous lives of the 

inhabitants of the hotel. Dabit stated that he had accepted Martin 

du Gard's advice to work on Hotel du Nord in order to acquire the 

literary skills and tools he would need for coping with the 

autobiogaphical subject matter of the war story. He told Lefevre 

tha t while arranging for the publication of Hotel du Nord he had 

already started working on this war story and he felt that he had 

already progressed well beyond his first novel(110). It is worth 

noting that even at this early stage of his career, Dabit was anxious 

to be viewed as a craftsman, as an ouvrier, and not as a propagandist 

for a particular ideology for he stated that his concern was not to 

serve literature or art but to develop techniques and methods which 

would give his thought more precision and power(111). However, 
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Hotel du Nord was published just at a time when populism was being 

established as a viable, alternative literary school(112) and Dabit's 

depiction of reality in a working-class setting, his depiction of ~ 

peuple or les petites gens, made it inevitable that he be called a 

populist writer. For many, Dabit's reputation begins and ends with 

Hotel du Nord and he is neatly classified as a populist author. 

It is only in recent years that some steps towards a re-

evaluation of his work have taken place with the main thrust of 

recent criticism being to see him as a temoin. David O'Connell, for 

example, has stressed the working-class, rather than the populist, 

nature of Dabit's life and subject matter(113) while Pierre Bardel 

has recently revised his earlier reading of Dabit. Bardel writes: 

Je pense avoir fait la part trop au 'tragique' dans son 
oeuvre: tel que je le comprends aujourd'hui, Dabit est 
surtout un temoin et un moraliste, et, plus encore 
peut-etre, un ecrivain tres personnel, quasi confiden
tiel. £:.~ L'etiquette de 'populiste' (ou de 'proletar
ien'), sous laquelle on le classe ordinairement, ne me 
para1t rend re nullement compte de son originalite 
d'ecrivain.(114) 

Pierre Robert has made a thorough study of Dabit's life and works, 

including extensive coverage of his period as a painter, for his 

recent thesis entitled Eugene Dabit, peintre romancier et temoin 

(1898-1936): themes, techniques et references romanesques, 

franyaises et etrangeres. After a detailed analysis of Dabit's 

novels Robert concludes: 

Romancier original, Dabit depasse l'etiquette populiste 
qui est restee accolee a son nom. Plus encore, il est un 
des temoins privilegies de son temps, en depit de l'oubli 
relatif ou est tombe son oeuvre.(115) 

But for many, Dabit's literary reputation begins and ends with 

these two earliest novels, for these in particular are the ones 

claimed as populist or proletarian by various factions. However, it 

should be remembered that the writing of these novels predates the 
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founding of le populisme(116), a point that Lefevre took up in his 

interview with Dabit. Dabit explained his reasons for writing about 

the people in the hotel as follows: 'j'eprouvais le besoin de les 

faire revivre, simplement, sans souci d'aucun pittoresque, sans souci 

d'apitoyer ni d'emouvoir'(117). Lefevre found in this the reason why 

the populists should have claimed Dabit as one of theirs, even though 

he realised that Dabit himself refused to be labelled. Dabit 

attempted to clarify his position: 

Cette ecole s'interesse aux humbles, illustre leur 
par des livres, sinceres sans doute et documentes. 
il s'agit la d'un travail litteraire auquel manque 

vie 
Mais 

l'etat 
de grace que donnent l'amour et une comprehension 
veritable. Pour moi, je ne cherche point a apporter de 
ce monde des images curieuses ou sentimentales.(118) 

He felt that to talk of class literature was not the way to approach the 

question and yet, he stated, 'c'est bien en fonction de ma classe que 

je sens'(119). And he felt he had a duty to depict these people: 

Cette foule, on se doit de s'en faire connaitre les 
efforts et les souffrances; on se doit de la servir selon 
ses moyens. Ces hommes qui sont a la fois le bien et 
le mal, la force et le nombre, on les utilise, on leur 
donne la paix, on la leur enleve. lls acceptent tout. 
Ils se revoltent quelquefois, trouvent de nouveaux 
maitres. Jusqu'ici eternellement trompes, confiants. 
Quelques-uns sortent du troupeau et possedent l'instinct 
de la beaute.(120) 

Throughout the interview Dabit refused, however, to limit the role of 

literature and culture. Although he had spoken of serving the people 

according to one's own capabilities and had stated that 'nUl monde ne 

merite mieux l'amour que celui-la, ouvrier et paysan l7.~. On 

voudrait ~.~ en dire la force future et la beaute'(121), he 

stressed that the actual skill of writing was extremely important 

'non pour faire uniquement oeuvre d'art, mais pour s'exprimer avec 

plus de nettete et de puissance'(122). He maintained that proletar-

ian literature should take as an example Martin du Gard's Les 
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Thibault and attempt to do for the world of the working class wh a t he 

had done for the world of the middle class. According to Dabit, in 

this way proletarian writing would be 'autre chose qu'un refus et une 

rebellion: elle peut se soucier des oeuvres du passe, de l'art meme, 

sans aucun risque de perdre de vue son principal objet'(123). The 

influence of literature, he claimed, extended beyond the exposition 

of social problems and he also stressed the enriching effects of 

reading, stating that 'La Mort d'Ivan Illitch, par exemple, m'a 

donne une impression accablante de grandeur et d'effrayante clarte. 

11 Y a la un pouvoir magique, une divination surnaturelle, qui 

peuvent eussi aider l'homme a guerir'(124). In this interview Debit 

seemed to be indicating that art can help man to come to tenns with 

life, although not necessarily on a political level. Dabit did not 

believe in help being imposed upon the working class and he told 

Lefevre, 'je n'ei pas foi dans ces entreprises d'universites 

populaires, catholiques, protestantes, ou des intellectuels vont 

vers le peuple'(125). And indeed, Dabit's stated aims in writing are 

more global than is generally allowed: 

Je sais combien est folIe notre existence. Maison ne 
peut deserter. ['.. J Le seul choix que j' ai fait, et qui 
est definitif, est celui d'ecrire. 11 ne m'aidera pas a 
echapper, il m'enfoncera au contraire dans la foule 
mouvante des hommes.(126) 

Nonetheless, Dabit found himself taken up by the populist 

school, an action justified by Leon Lemonnier in an interview with 

Lefevre(127) when he stated that Hotel du Nord was obviously a 

populist novel 'puisque l'auteur y decrit les moeurs du peuple dans 

un hotel meuble'(128). Given the wide definition of what constituted 

populist writing, it is not surprising that Dabit was claimed by 

Lemonnier to be a populist author. Lefevre, however, put forward 

Dabit's objections to accepting this label, namely that he saw 
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populism as a bourgeois institution and he did not want to be 

recruited into a movement that would deprive him of his freedom(129). 

Soon after the publication of Hotel du Nord, Dabit wrote to 

Lemonnier to thank him for his comments on the book. But, Dabit 

assured him, 'il ne s'agisait point de populisme, je n'y songeais 

guere lorsque j'ai ecrit cet ouvrage'(130), although he agreed that 

they were near to each other in subject matter for 'ce monde auquel 

vous vous consacrez est le mien, je ne pense pas le quitter 

jamais'(131). In a discussion with Lefevre and Nino Frank in 1930 he 

voiced his doubts about populism: 

Je regarde le populisme avec un peu d'anxiete. Aucun 
ecrivain n'a songe a s'interdire les personnages 
populaires. Mais pourquoi nos romans, aujourd'hui, n'en 
auraient-ils pas d'autres. L7.~ 

Ce qui me depla!t dans le populisme, c'est qu'il semble 
aller au peuple par curiosite, non par amour. Les 
ouvriers deviennent, aux yeux de l'ecrivain, une peuplade 
primitive.(132) 

Dabit would seem to be quite adamant that he was not a populist 

author. However, he did make use of this movement to establish 

himself and he did find it a useful way of marketing himself in the 

beginning. In fact, Martin du Gard told Dabit that his 'legende 

touchante d'apprenti-serrurier'(133) had become a source of 

irritation to critics and readers and could well be turning them 

against him. Whilst recognising this problem Dabit felt that it 

could be overcome: 

A l'origine, Denoel et moi avons fourni lea elements 
d'une legende touchante. Maintenant elle est connue de 
tous; avec le 'populisme' ce sera un poids qu'il me 
faudra tra1ner. Mais tant pis, il n'y a qu'a travailler 
et c'est le bon moyen de se debarrasser de ce 
fardeau.(134) 

However, his action in May 1931 of accepting the first prix du roman 

populiste for Hotel du Nord certainly made his position vis a vis 
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populism highly ambiguous. Acceptance of such a prize would, of 

course, give him publicity and this was an important consideration 

for Dabit who was still a relative newcomer to the literary world. 

He was ambi tious and anxious to be accepted as a wri ter. He had 

already tried for other literary prizes but had been unsuccess-

ful(135) and now here was a new literary school, concerned with the 

same subject matter as himself, offering him publicity and 5,000 

francs if he accepted their prize(136). Martin du Gard saw the 

dangers for Dabit if he accepted: 

C'est un peu embetant qu'on vous colle ainsi une eti
quette au dos, et puisse-t-elle ne pas etre trop indile
bile ••• A vous de vous en debarrasser, par la suite, 
avant qu'elle ne couvre trop hermetiquement votre oeuvre 
aux yeux de la foule.(137) 

Dabit acknowledged the dangers but felt that the advantages of such a 

prize outweighed the disadvantages. 'Quant a l'histoire de ce Prix 

populiste, ce que j'ecrirai me permettra, je pense, de me debarrasser 

de cette etiquette. Je le traine un peu comme Hotel du Nord'(138), 

he told Martin du Gard. Dabit used the populist movement to further 

his own career, but ultimately this action was detrimental to him as 

he was unable to rid himself of the label populiste. And there were 

those", for example Henry Poulaille, the leader of the proletarian 

movement, who felt that Dabit should have refused the prize as 

acceptance was seen as the acceptance of a bourgeois institution and 

hence a betrayal of his class. He was in any event rather disap-

proved of by Poulaille who thought him something of a dilettante(139). 

Dabit further complicated the issue by signing the Proletarian 

Manifesto a year later, in June 1932(140). He had been attracted by 

proletarian literature for it seemed to lay the same emphasis as he 

did on the importance of revealing to the reader the details and the 

problems of working-class life and it seemed to offer a viable 
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alternative to bourgeois literature. In a letter to Poulaille he 

wrote, 'c'est quelque chose de plein, de solide, de serieux et sur

tout un temoignage tres important et qui vient juste a temps'(141). 

Dabit did not escape attacks in the communist press because of his 

adherence to this movement, for those who remained with the 

proletarian movement after Kharkov were seen as having turned their 

backs on communism(142). Dabit did not, in fact, remain with this 

group for long and even before he signed the mainfesto he was already 

beginning to have doubts about committing himself and in his diary on 

19 January 1932 he wrote 'mon desir d'individualite cadre mal avec 

tous ces systemes'(143). 

Dabit's third novel Villa Oasis ou les Faux Bourgeois was 

published by Gallimard in May 1932. He had been planning and writing 

this novel since June 1930(144) and once again he had had Martin du 

Gard's help in correcting the manuscript(145). The novel is in three 

parts entitled 'Helene', 'Irma' and 'Julien'. Julien and Irma Monge 

are part owners of an hotel meuble in Paris (with prostitutes forming 

a large proportion of the clientele). Irma has not seen her daughter 

Helene since leaving her with her father in Italy some nineteen years 

previously and the novel opens with Helene arriving in Paris to start 

a new life with her mother and her oncle Julien. The novelty of 

having a daughter to take out and buy clothes for quickly wanes for 

Irma and she and Julien soon find Helene's presence a source of 

irritation and inconvenience. Matters are exacerbated when Helene 

becomes ill, a fact which she had done her best to hide from them. 

She is sent to hospital too late and she returns to the flat where 

she dies of tuberculosis, but not before witnessing Irma's affair 

with JUlien's best friend. Irma is full of remorse at Helene's death 

and this acts as the spur for them to sell their share of the hotel 
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life as rentiers. 

However, life in the villa is not how they had envisaged it. 
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They quickly tire of both the tedium of the life style and of each 

other. Their friends' visits soon become rare and as Julien is 

increasingly drawn back to Paris Irma finds herself more and more 

alone. One night she decides that she, too, will return to Paris and 

find Julien, but as she is leaving she stumbles in the garden and 

falls into their lake and is drowned. She had insisted on this lake 

being built because it symbolised for her her status as a well-to-do 

rentiere; ironically it is this very symbol that causes her premature 

death at the age of 39. Irma's death brings home to Julien that he 

is an outsider in the village and that people there are only 

interested in his money. He decides to sell up and move back to 

Paris but before he can do so he dies of a heart attack. 

As a gesture of thanks for all his help and advice Dabit 

dedicated this novel to Leopold Chauveau. The small group Dabit had 

established around him gave him the support and encouragement he 

needed and were a very important feature of his life. Dedicating 

books to members of the group, or having prefaces writen by them, was 

not only a way of thanking them, as was the act of dedicating Hotel 

du Nord to Docteur G. H. Moll van Charente(146), but it was also a 

way of reinforcing links between them. He asked Gide if he would 

write a preface for it but he refused, kindly but firmly, on the 

grounds that he had taken the decision not to write prefaces for 

living authors and that, although he would like to do this for Dabit, 

he was therefore unable to(147). This was not the first time Dabit 

had asked Gide for a preface. He had previously asked him for one 

for the German translation of Hotel du Nord, but Gide had, not replied 
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to this request and in February 1932 Dabit had again written to Gide 

asking him if he would consider writing a preface for the German 

translation of Petit-Louis(148). After the publication of Villa 

Oasis Gide wrote to Dabit and indicated that he regretted the 

unwritten preface for this text and he told Dabit that, had he written 

it, it would have been written with 'beaucoup de louanges et beaucoup 

d'emotion'(149). He was full of praise for Villa Oasis, sensing 'une 

angoisse abominable'(150) between the lines and he concluded that in 

this novel there was 'plus de "portee" que dans les deux autres (une 

portee que, a mon avis, il n'etait pas bien necessaire d'accentuer 

dans votre sous-titre), et matiere a d'amples reflexions'(151). 

Although Gide considered it Dabit's best novel(152) Martin du Gard 

was critical of it and he told Dabit that 'ce qui manque a la Villa 

Oasis c'est une conception architecturale, une structure, sobre, 

harmonieuse et solide, qui lui assure la stabilite L;.~. Toutes 

les pages sont belles et le livre n'est pas reussi'(153). 

Dabit had introduced a new social group into his novel, that of 

the 'commeryants enrichis'(154) who had been poor in their youth but 

had become intoxicated by their new found wealth. Dabit wanted to 

describe these characters with all their faults; 'ce n'est pas 

l'histoire de ce 'milieu' que je veux peindre, mais des personnages 

egoistes, avares, lourds, peureux, cupides, etc ••• '(155), he wrote. 

This was to upset proletarian tenets because he did not hesitate to 

'montrer que des proletaires enrichis peuvent etre tout aussi 

repugnants que certains nantis depuis leur enfance'(156). 

Dabit's choice of epigraph from Dostoievsky's Le Bourgeois de 

Paris(157) reinforced the point that money was the motivating force 

for his characters: 

Ce qu'il faut maintenant c'est amasser de l'argent et 
acquerir le plus d'objets possibles, ce n'est qu'alors 



que l'on peut compter sur quelque estime. Et c'est la 
condition necessaire, non seulement du respect des 
autres, mais aussi du respect de soi-meme. 

This contrasts nicely with the populists' view of money that 
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'l'argent n'est plus, comme au temps de Balzac, le signe du triomphe 

et la couronne du vainqueur. Il est pour tous ce qu'il fut toujours 

dans le peuple: le premier element necessaire a la subsistance'(158). 

Dabit's next publication, Faubourgs de Paris, published in 

February 1932, consisted of four semi-autobiographical essays, 

'Dix-huitieme Arrondissement', 'L'Ecole', 'Dix-neuvieme Arrondiss-

ement' and 'Grande Banlieue sud' in which he describes the life of 

the working-class population of Paris. Some of them had already 

appeared in various reviews(159). Dabit considered that this work 

was a preliminary step in writing a more comprehensive text which he 

planned to call Capitale and where, he writes: 

Je tenterai la, avec des moyens differents, ce que j'ai 
tente pour l'Hotel du Nord. J'ecrirai par exemple une 
histoire de Paris de 1900 a 1940, a travers differents 
quartiers, differents milieux. [;.~ Rien d'autre que 
des gens que je puis connattre.(160). 

Dabit's intention was obviously on a grand scale for he took as his 

inspiration for this work Baudelaire's Tableaux parisiens and he used 

a quotation from it for his epigraph(161). As a mark of friendship 

and respect he dedicated this text to Guehenno, whom he had known for 

nearly three years and whom he knew would apprec ia te the poli tical 

message in it. For, apart from their common background they had a 

similar approach to political questions and Dabit was particularly 

drawn to Guehenno's political ideas, including that of integral 

pacifism, and he told Martin du Gard, 'si j'etais dans la necessite 

de choisir, je me rangerais du cote de Jean Guehenno'(162). Martin du 

Gard saw in Faubourgs de Paris a sens social which he considered the 
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most important element of the text for 'quand on a tourne la derniere 

page, on se sent entre les mains, sans s'en etre aper~u, un terrible 

document contre le regime capitaliste'(163). 

By the time of the publication of both Villa Oasis and 

Faubourgs de Paris Dabit was thinking of himself in terms of being a 

revolutionary writer for he wrote to Martin du Gard 'que j'ecrive des 

oeuvres revolutionnaires, impossible d'en ecrire d'autres'(164). He 

did not, however, want to be limited by political dogma for he asked, 

'les ecrire en fonction du parti communiste, dont les opinions, comme 

celles de tout parti, evoluent, ou cela peut-il me mener?'(165). 

Although he had stated that he was anxious not to be committed in 

literary or political terms this could well have been because the 

groups he had been involved with up until that time, populism and the 

proletarian movement, had not satisfied him politically or artistic-

ally. He was drawn to a left- wing ideology which neither of these 

groupings had offered, despite their use of the working class as the 

subject matter for their works. In April 1932 Dabit considered 

whether to join the pro-communist Association des Ecrivains et des 

Artistes Revolutionnaires(166), which boasted a large number of 

disillusioned proletarian writers hoping to find a wider audi-

ence(167). A letter to Martin du Gard demonstrates that Dabit well 

understood the choice facing writers in the 1930's and the signifi-

cance of jOining the AEAR: 

On me harcele de divers cotes pour que je fasse partie de 
l'Association des ecrivains Revolutionnaires, qui est, en 
somme, contr~lee par le parti Communiste. Et la aussi, 
je ne suis pas sans inquietudes. Pret a adherer sur 
plusieurs points £:.~ et sur d'autres, non. J'attendrai 
encore. Je crains qu'on ne se Boucle plus d'etiquettes, 
de doctrines, que des oeuvres. J'ai assiste a plusieurs 
de ces debats. Exclusions! Surenchere, etc ••• D'un 
autre cote on me donne les temoignages de confiance, mais 
sans doute parce qu'on souhaite mon adhesion: et ensuite, 
si je ne suis pas dans la ligne, on m'exclura.(168) 
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Despite these drawbacks, Dabit concluded, he really had no choice 

for, he stated 'Notre temps empeche de rester tranquillement a 
l'ecart'(169). 

It was not until several months later, October 1932 that 

Dabit mentioned the AEAR in his diary when he wrote 'revoir Nizan, 

parler avec lui de l'Association des ecrivains revolutionnaires'(170) 

and a few weeks later he decided to join and he recorded the event: 

Je me rends Faubourg Montmartre, a l'AEAR, avec la pensee 
d'y voir Nizan. 11 n'y est pas, j'y trouve Friedmann, 
qui vient d'adherer a l'Association. L:.~ Je decide 
d'aller voir Vaillant-Couturier. Nous voici en presence. 
Impression excellente. 11 me fournit les eclairissements 
que je souhaitais. Je lui donne ma signature.(171) 

Dabit felt that he would be able to make a contribution to the AEAR 

if he were allowed to operate in his own way. On the one hand he 

wanted to be involved in an active left-wing group but on the other 

he did not want to be stifled by rules and regulations to the 

detriment of his work as for him, commitment meant writing(172). 

His impressions of the first AEAR meeting he attended were, on the 

whole, positive: 

Discussions assez confuses, puis precises, traitant de 
sujets immediats comme: reportages sur l'enfance et la 
tuberculose, lotissements, etc ••• Des que je sens sous 
mes pieds un terrain solide, humain je reprends 
confiance. Je ne demande pas mieux que de m'engager: 
c'est ma voie naturelle que je suis: je sens que je puis 
faire un travail utile: et en fonction mame de mes 
besoins d'artiste, de createur pour tout dire, qui ne 
sont pas autres que mes besoins d'homme. ~ •• ~ Si ma voix 
peut atre quelque peu entendue deja, que j'en use: et la 
faire entendre plus, c'est possible, je le crois: avec 
plus de force. Mon 'talent', lui aussi, ne peut se 
developper et s'enrichir qu'en fonction de l'humain.(173) 

Dabit became involved in many AEAR sponsored activities: he took part 

in the Commission de liaison ouvriere sessions for workers, he 

attended and chaired meetings(174) where he often met Gide. Both 

Dabit and Gide spoke at the meeting organised by the AEAR against the 
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fascist terror in Germany on 21 March 1933 in the Salle du Grand 

Orient. Dabit's speech was predictable given his hatred of war and 

his belief in individuality: 

Camarades, Je ne saurais rien dire que vous ne sachiez, 
ou que vous n'ayez entendu. Mais je voudrais pouvoir 
dire un peu, comme si j'etais en ce moment perdu dans 
votre foule, ce que sent et souhaite chacun de vous. Oui, 
que tous nous en avons assez de ces menaces de guerre et 
de dictature, de cette existence a la petite semaine qui 
est notre, de ces marchandages imperialistes, et que nous 
nous refusons a accepter l'avenir de misere et de mort 
que nous preparent des hommes infames. Dire aussi que 
nous combattons tout regime nationaliste, allemand, 
fran~ais et que pour vaincre le fascisme present ou a 
venir, nous savons qu'il n'y a pas de salut que dans la 
formation d'un front unique du proletariat. Enfin, que 
nous esperons que les intellectuels et les artistes qui se 
souviennent qu'ils sont des hommes et non pas les 
serviteurs d'un caste, de l'art, ou de la culture, seront 
avec nous, comme quelques-uns deja, pour defendre la mame 
cause, et leurs camarades allemands prisonniers.(175) 

Shortly after Dabit joined the AEAR, it launched a literary 

competion in the pages of L'Humanite on 12 November 1932(176). Two 

years later some of the entries were published as Des Ouvriers 

ecrivent with a preface by Dabit. He admired what they had written: 

Ils ne se soucient pas de servir l'esprit, de glorifier 
l'art, et bien peu de conter agreablement quelque 
histoire ~.;7 11s ont repondu avec le desir de porter 
temoignage sur leurs miseres et de faire entendre une 
commune esperance.(177) 

These writers were not planning a literary career, Dabit stressed, 

and many of them would not write again but others would take up the 

pen again and: 

LJls7 denonceront les mames oppressions, les mames 
dangers, appelleront avec autant de force le mame avenir 
et clameront fraternellement leur foi en un homme 
meilleur. C'est cela seul qu'il faut chercher dans ce 
recueil, comme un aveu, un cri fremissant, sincere, 
genereux; et le lisant, rejeter toute preoccupation 
d'ordre d'esthetique.(178) 

They were not asking for indulgence or pity; their class comrades 

would be interested in their writings but perhaps, Dabit hoped, 



interest would also come from those who knew practically nothing 

about their lives, from: 

Des artistes et des intellectuels trop penches sur leurs 
problemes, des bourgeois enfermes dans leur bonheur, de 
tous ceux enfin qui connaissent qu'a travers des romans 
pitoyablement realistes, des aventures pittoresques, des 
reportages mensongeres et faciles, des films et des 
couples faubouriens.(179) 
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To be connected with such a work would have been judged a revolution-

ary act as is shown by Ramon Fernandez's plea to the middle-class 

readers of Marianne that 'ces ouvriers, en outre, sont des revolution-

naires, des gens qui 'en ont assez'. Je prie les lecteurs bourgeois 

de ne point se laisser choquer par l'esprit de certaines de ces 

pages'(180). 

Dabit reworked Hotel du Nord in a dramatised form as Au pont 

tournant. Although it was not published in his lifetime(181) he 

considered that it was possibly his best work(182); he read it to the 

theatrical section of the AEAR and intended it to be performed by 

them(183). In the play he wanted to stress the social message 'sans 

histoire de populisme (quoique cette etiquette m'attende) faire vivre 

au theatre des personnages qui n'y paraissent pas souvent, ou 

deformes par des conventions ou un mauvais realisme'(184). 

Dabit considered his activity in the AEAR a necessary if a not 

altogether satisfying, step in his development for in December 1933 

he wrote that 'l'hiver dernier je m'etais lance dans ce tourbillon. 

Si je ne l'avais pas fait, j'en aurais aujourd'hui le desir, je me 

reprocherai de ne pas m'y perdre'(185). He had, however, been 

unsatisfied by this activity and when awarded the Bourse Blumenthal 

which amounted to 20 000 francs(186) he took the opportunity to use 

some of the money to spend several months in Minorca in the summer of 

1933. He was extremely pleased to be one of the three boursiers 
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selected from two hundred candidates both for financial reasons and 

also, as he wrote to Martin du Gard, 'au point de vue litteraire, la 

bourse a ete attribuee deja a J. RiViere, Chamson, Prevost, Guilloux, 

etc. et je suis heureux de leur succeder'(187). From Minorca he 

could look back over his political activities of the past year and 

write, 'je suis las, un peu, de cet hiver. Tout ce travail de 

l'AEAR, reunions, etc ••• et ces mille soucis de fascisme et de 

guerre'(188). It is clear that in Spain he found peace of mind for 

he wrote, 'la vie que je me ne me permet de penser a mon travail mieux 

qu'a Paris. Je suis delivre d'un certain nombre d'obligations, de 

manifestations, que du reste je ne veux retrouver ainsi cet 

hiver'(189). Despite his decision not to be politically active on 

his return to Paris in November 1933, Dabit soon found himself once 

more involved in such activities. He told Martin du Gard, 'me 

revoici dans la Grande Foire, comme vous dites. Mais, cette annee, je 

suis bien decide a ne pas m'y perdre, plus, m'y embourber'(190). 

It has been claimed that Dabit decided to commit himself to art 

from 1933 onwards(191), but this does not take into account his 

continued presence at AEAR meetings and lectures(192). For he 

appears to have remained active, perhaps despite himself, within this 

pro-communist organisation right up until the time of his journey to 

the Soviet Union. Indeed, immediately prior to this journey both he 

and Guilloux attended the plenum of the AEAR held in London. 

In March 1934 Dabit's fifth work, Un Mort tout neuf, was 

published, which was a further example of his fiction being based on 

autobiographical experience. An unusual feature of this work is that 

the events take place within a precise time scale, during the days 

immediately following the death and leading up to the funeral of 

Albert Singer. Paula, Albert's mistress whom he was planning to 
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marry, brings the news of his death to his sister, Lucienne Drieulet, 

who runs a bar with her husband. The family and friends are 

contacted and Albert's death serves to bring together for a short 

time these basically different people before they then return to 

their separate ways(193). An authorial intervention asks whether 

this need be so, 'mais on pourrait peut-etre aller la main dans la 

main, tous les hommes? etre lies fraternellement par la vie, 

puisqu'on est lie obligatoirement par la mort?'(194). All except 

Paula agree to meet again but the reader is aware that the next time 

will probably be at the next funeral. Money is a central feature of 

their concern over Albert's death: how much he left and Paula's 

annoyance that he had died before signing his money over to her. 

Dabit's view of the futility of their lives is evident in his 

choice of epigraph from Montaigne which describes how people scurry 

about their daily lives giving no thought to death until suddenly it 

is upon them: 

11s vont, ils viennent, ils trottent, ils dansent; de 
mort, nulles nouvelles: tout cela est beau; mais aussi, 
quand elle arrive ou a eulx ou a leurs femmes, enfants et 
amis, les surprenant en dessoude et a descouvert, quels 
tourments, quels cris, quelle rage et quel desepoir les 
accablent?(195) 

Similar themes and the same geographical setting as in earlier works 

are evident: just as the Montbert Hotel which Irma and Julien Monge 

had part owned was situated in Montmartre, next to the Folies-

Bergeres, near the Place de Clichy, so action here takes place in the 

Place de Clichy, forcing a connection with other fiction, also 

precisely situated in Montmartre, and in particular with Celine's 

Voyage au bout de la nuit. Celine and Dabit were in fact friends and 

Celine was a regular visitor to the Hotel du Nord(196). There is an 

atmosphere of sordidness about Paula and Albert's sexual relationships, 
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while a unifying theme (this ti~e the death of Albert) provides the 

framework for a series of character portraits. It is a further 

account of members of the Parisian working class and those who have 

climbed out of it. They are shown once again to be 'small-minded, 

unimaginative, vigilantly amoral and anticlerical'(197). 

With each publication Dabit's reputation was growing and he 

told Martin du Gard that 'Un Mort tout neuf me vaut une critique 

assez importante et tres favorable. Peut-etre la meilleure que j'aie 

jamais eue. Beaucoup pensent comme vous: c'est mon meilleur 

livre'(198). Dabit had established himself as a well-known liter~ry 

figure but alongside his novels he was also involved in other projects. 

For example, although nothing came of it in his lifetime, a plan was 

formulated to turn Hotel du Nord into a film(199) and he was involved 

in writing 'Notes' for various journals (which he often found time 

consuming and not very well paid)(200). Financial considerations 

were always an important factor for Dabit, especially once he had 

made the decision to stop painting completely to concentrate on 

earning his living from writing. The bourse Blumenthal had financed 

him during 1933 but by the summer of 1934 he was once more experienc

ing financial worries(201). Nevertheless he was able to spend the 

summer in Minorca and he sought to help finance this by writing an 

article on Spain. He did not, however, want to write for a 

newspaper, although he was willing to write for a bourgeois literary 

journal, Marianne, but here his offer was rejected(202). 

It was in the peaceful and pre-industrial setting of Minorca 

that Dabit felt most at ease and it was this that represented for him 

the ideal way of life. His experience in Minorca provided the 

background to the three short stories, 'Les Compagnons de l'Andro

mede', 'Un Matin de pache' and 'Les Deux Maries' which make up L'Ile, 



published towards the end of 1934. Each is about the life of the 

fishermen on Ferreal, a Balearic island in the mediterranean. The 

setting of L'Ile is far removed from that of Dabit's earlier works 

but his concerns remain centred on the aspirations and morality of 

the working class. 

However, unlike characters in his earlier novels the main 

characters in this work do not aspire to rise out of their class. 
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They represent solidarity within their class and a desire to work 

together for the common good. Dabit hoped that some places like 

Ferreal would be preserved from progress and the politics that always 

seemed to ensue. There is a clear opposition between good and bad in 

these short stories, between for example, the bad type of foreman, 

represented by Palau, and the ideal type of foreman, represented by 

Portalis, who works with his men rather than against them. The 

compagnons de l'Andromede are a team of fishermen who are out of 

work. Quintana, a rich bourgeois from Ferreal has bought an old 

cargo boat, the Andromede, and wants it broken up into scrap metal 

which he will then transport back to the mainland and sell at a 

profit. The men are fearful of mechanisation for it might deprive 

them of a job, but Portalis, who is more sophisticated and worldly

wise, for he has come over from the mainland, shows them how 

mechanical aids will help them in their work. The men work together 

to help Papa Anton after he suffers an injury during the work. These 

characters are not in any way revolutionaries; Portalis does teach 

them the Internationale, but the main thrust of this story is the need 

for an awareness of brotherhood and teamwork. 

The second short story entitled 'Un Matin de peche' is only 

nineteen pages long. In it Dabit recounts the unexpected events of 

an early morning fishing trip by Sebastien, Ferrer and 25 year old 
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Claudio, for Claudio collapses from the fumes from the faulty engine 

and appears to be on the point of death, causing Sebastien anJ Ferrer 

to turn the boat back to Ferreal so that he can be helped by a 

doctor. The emphasis is on both the beauty of the sea in the early 

morning and the camaraderie between the three men, and by extension 

between all the fishermen in Ferreal. For, although Sebastien is in 

charge, he exerts his authority 'pas avec des ordres, des cris. Non, 

toujours avec des mots simples, ceux d'un camarade qui a le plus 

d'experience, le plus de responsabilite, puisque patron de la 

barque'(203). 

The third short story, 'Les Deux Maries', traces the transition 

of Arguimbau from shoemaker to fully fledged fisherman. This has 

been viewed by David Orlando as the liberation of the individual from 

the bonds of materialism, for working as a fisherman Arguimbau was 

able to enjoy and appreciate the beauty of nature and the sense of 

communion between men who work not only for themselves but for their 

mutual benefit; and furthermore it has been argued that this 

awakening on an individual level is a necessary step before it can 

occur on a collective, political level(204). This may well be the 

case for the male protagonist but it does not take into account the 

discontent experienced by Arguimbau's wife, Anita, when he becomes a 

fisherman. She had preferred their life together when he had been a 

shoemaker; they had been poorer but they had had a more regular 

existence in that he had been at home in the evenings and at night. 

She would like him to take up his old job even though he is happier 

in his new work for she finds it hard to accept the loneliness of 

being a fisherman's wife and she does not want to become hardened to 

it like the other, older wives. After a severe storm one night Anita 

is fearful that Arguimbau might perish at sea and her relief is 
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immense when he returns safely and their love seems rekindled. Anita 

stops questioning Arguibau and she seems to him and to the other 

women to have accepted her new life. She feels that their sex life 

is some kind of recompense but she is not altogether reconciled to 

being a fisherman's wife although Arguibau is happy and fulfilled. 

The epigraph and dedication of this text reflect this dilemma for 

Dabit takes as his epigraph a quotation from Baudelaire's Les Fleurs 

du mal, 'homme libre, toujours tu cheriras la mer!' and he dedicated 

the text to V.B., Vera, the Hungarian woman he met and fell in love 

with in 1931. 

Dabit asked Martin du Gard to correct the manuscript of L'Ile 

but when he had read it Martin du Gard replied: 

11 n'est plus question de griffonages en marge, comme 
jadis. L:.~ Vous avez maintenant votre ecriture a vous, 
et je ne saurais y toucher. L:.~ Vous y marquez un grand 
pas de plus dans votre profession.(205) 

Gide also admired this work. His response to Dabit became 

noticeably warmer as he became more impressed by his work. In 1934 he 

wrote to him: 

11 me tardait de vous dire tout le plaisir que j'ai pris 
a votre livre. Vous prenez le lecteur par la main, si 
simplement et d'une maniere si amicale qu'on voudrait ne 
plus vous quitter. Que j'aime le ton de vos recits! Quel 
bon vent de camaraderie y circule! C'est au patient 
apprentissage du metier de pecheur que va ma preference. 
[:.~ je veux du moins que vous sentiez mon affection 
bien profonde et fidele. Au revoir. Je voudrais ne pas 
m'embarquer avant de vous avoir revu.(206) 

In June 1935 Dabit delayed his now annual departure for Minorca 

so that he could attend the Congres International des Ecrivains pour 

la Defense de la Culture(207). During the summer he worked on the 

manuscript of Etrangeres, a book he had been thinking about for 

three years, ever since he lived through the events on which it was 

based. Dabit had planned the book to be in two part: the first to be 
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set in Carpiagne (a fictional version of Cassis where he had met 

Vera) and the second in Paris, in the rue de Vanves (a fictional 

version of the rue de l'Ouest where Vera had her studio). Only the 

first section was published, and this posthumously, as Le Mal de 

vivre(208). The two themes of this text are 'simplement: comment 

vivre'(209) and 'amour, qui ne sera pas detache de la vie'(210). 

Dabit hoped that this work would mark a new step for him(211), 

for not only was the subject matter far removed from a depiction of 

working-class characters but Dabit also wanted to write a more 

subjective novel. He felt that to date his novels, for example Un 

Mort tout neuf and L'11e had been objective and he had, to a certain 

extent been absent from them. Now, he writes, 'je dirai: JE'(212). 

He intended this novel to be subjective and emotional for he wanted 

to write it with: 

La purete. Mais avec la Flamme. Et, plus encore, la 
passion, le desordre, la vraie tristesse. Je me repete: 
un amour, mais dans cette atmosphere des temps presents; 
un amour avec le sens du tragique et des destinees 
collectives.(213) 

The narrative of Le Mal de vivre reflected the personal decisions 

Dabit was facing. The narrator, a painter, had come to Carpiagne to 

make a decision about his personal life: to choose between Renee and 

Fran90ise. Life with Renee offered 'une existence hasardeuse, 

parfois difficile, mais libre'(214) whereas with Fran90ise he would 

have 'une vie sure mais pesante, payee du don de chacun de mes jours. 

C'etaient deux conceptions qui s'opposaient, entre lesquelles je 

devais choisir'(215). But while in Carpiagne the narrator fell in 

love with a Hungarian painter, Sari, and this changed his whole 

outlook on life. From being depressed and having no interest in life 
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he felt rejuvenated and refreshed. The published section ends with 

Sari and the narrator making love, in a scene reminiscent of those 

described between Arguimbau and Anita in 'Les Deux Maries'. 

The sixth text published in Dabit's lifetime was La Zone Verte 

and it was published in October 1935. By now, Gide's feelings 

towards Dabit had warmed considerably. When asked in 1932 to write a 

preface for Villa Oasis he had refused, but in 1935, when asked by 

Dabit if he could dedicate La Zone Verte to him he not only agreed 

and but also approved of the dedication(216). Dabit must have felt 

extremely happy and proud when La Zone Verte was published, some 

seven years after his first meeting with Gide, and it contained the 

following dedication: 

A ANDRE GIDE 
qui, certain jour de fevrier 1927 
simplement m'accorda son attention 

et me fit confiance. 

La Zone verte was a text that Dabit had been planning for some time 

and it was, he claimed, 'le resultat d'une dizaine d'annees d'exper-

ience t:.~ reflexions sur le theme Paris-Nature etc'(217). He 

justified his choice of subject matter, stating 'je ne me suis pas 

jete la-dessus par hasard, mais pousse par une necesite inter-

ieure'(218). It opens with Leguen, an unemployed former sign-writer, 

walking from Paris into the countryside in order to gather lily-of-

the-valley to sell in Paris on the first of May. He arrives in 

BOismont, takes a room in the cafe owned by Berges and his wife 

Marthe and gratefully accepts Berges offer to stay on and paint the 

cafe and while there Leuguen feels sympathetic towards Marthe and her 

problems living with Berges, and is attracted to her. Boismont is 

not the idyllic village in the country that it seems at first glancej 

a new housing estate called 'Bel Air' is being built and Leguen meets 
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some of the workers there. At the annual fete a fire breaks out in 

the cafe, an uproar ensues, Berges becomes violent and to subdue him 

Leguen hits him. Berges subsequently orders Leguen to leave the cafe 

and he decides to return to Paris on his own. His attraction towards 

Marthe had developed to the point where he had already asked her to 

leave with him, and although she was tempted, she refused to go as 

she had been abandonned by a man she went away with some fifteen 

years previously. Leguen returns to Paris, but a year later he 

returns to Boismont, this time on a bicycle, to see how Marthe is 

coping with her life with Berges. However he finds the bar closed 

and learns that Berges had committed suicide (hanging himself in a 

care in Paris), Marthe had been unable to carry on on her own, had 

been declared a bankrupt and she had left for Paris. Learning this, 

Leguen cycles back and Paris swallows him up. 

This work explored the differences between rural and urban life 

and Dabit's original title for it was Paradis perdu. There is a 

general feeling of nostalgia for the countryside as Leguen muses, 

son pere, son grand-pare avaient ate des "parigots"; mais dans leur 

famille, a l'origine, il y avait eu necessairement un paysan; un 

homme qui vivait dans la forat, un homme sauvage'(219). However, 

when evening comes Paris seems the more attractive place to be and 

the workers on the housing site are nostalgic for Paris and it 

materialises that they are only in the country because they cannot 

find work in Paris. One of the workers, Negrel, sums up the general 

attitude with his conclusion that 'tu existes la-bas ["..J. lci, 

des que tombe le soir [:.J tu sens comme la mort autour de 

toi'(220). O'Connell's conclusion seems well justified: 

By the end of the book, neither group will have much to 
recommend itself, for both are spiritually impoverished. 
Although D.;! it is the city worker, Dabit feels, who is 
better off L:.~. The great city, at the very least, 



furnishes entertainment and distraction for boredom.(221) 
Train de vies was the last work to be published in Dabit's 

lifetime, in June 1936(222). It is made up of an introduction, 

twelve short stories and 'Temoignage', a short essay Dabi t had 
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originally written for the special edition of Europe on the occasion 

of the twentieth anniversary of the outbreak of the 1914-1918 war. 

Most of the short stories had already appeared in journals and some 

are highly reminiscent of scenes and characters in Dabit's first 

published work, Hotel du Nord. It would appear that his literary 

career had come full circle for the introduction to Train de vies 

could equally well apply to his earlier works: 

Je n'ai pas tant eu le desir de conter des histoires 
merveilleuses ou romanesques, mais surtout d'apporter des 
temoignages sur des vies anonymes. J'ai eu le desir 
d'exprimer fidelement ces vies, non d'en faire des 
histoires bonnes a amuser, ou inquieter, ou emouvoir 
quelque lecteur.(223) 

Even at this stage of his career Dabit was still trying to dis-

associate his work from that of the populist school where, he writes, 

'bien malgre moi on m'a case, alors que je n'ai pas plus le souci 

d'appartenir a ce groupe qu'a un autre dont les preoccupations 

litteraires pourraient se montrer pl.us ambitieuses'(224). 

Dabit's career spanned a period that saw intense literary and 

political activity: he was involved successively in the populist 

movement, the proletarian movement, the AEAR and the communist party 

and he knew many of the leading writers of the period. Dabit was 

caught up in the inevitable mix of politics and literature tha t was 

de rigueur in the 1930's. Any discussion of his literature must 

therefore take account of both his political leanings and also the 

political demands put upon writers connected with the communist party 

as they sought prestige from the fellow-travellers. Dabit never 

became a member of the communist party although this was the party he 
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sympathised with up until his death. Beatrice Appia describes the 

inevitability of Dabit's left-wing sympathies: 

La necessite de prendre une position politique s'impose. 
Faire partie de ceux qui, de toutes leurs forces, 
s'insurgent contre la guerre, c'etait egalement, 
croyait-il, proteger son existence et son travail. 

Ne du peuple, Dabit ne pouvait que prendre le parti du 
peuple. L'ideal communiste dans ce qu'il a de grand, 
d'innovateur, lui plaisait.(225) 

The AEAR was the literary group most closely associated with the 

communist party and it was within this grouping that Dabit felt more 

at ease than he had done with those associated with populism or 

proletarian literature. 

Dabit saw capitalism as both the cause of the misery and 

poverty of the working class and as one of the major threats to peace 

as he felt that, inevitably, it led to war. Anti-capitalism and a 

strong feeling of his own class roots were the two main strands which 

led him to sympathise with communism. He was also strongly opposed 

to any form of violence and this divided him from extreme left-

wingers who felt that the use of violence was justified in the cause 

of the revolution(226). Although he tended to agree with the 

underlying philosophy of communism, he did not like the way the party 

was organised and he did not approve of all the members(227). 

Dabit understood that violence was a language that was easily 

recognisable(228) but it was a language he refused to speak and this 

was to lead to a fierce argument between him and Jef Last whom he 

first met in London in July 1936, immediately prior to their 

departure for Leningrad. Whilst in the Soviet Union, news reached 

them of the outbreak of the Spanish Civil War. Gide recalls Dabit's 

reaction to this news: 

Sa voix etait tree douce, preeque baeee ces derniers 
temps, elle ne s'elevait que lorsqu'il parlait du Front 
Populaire d'Espagne, dont le sort lui tenait affreusement 



a coeur. Chaque jour il ecoutait anxieusement Jef Last 
nous traduire les nouvelles de la situation telles que 
les donnait Pravda. Notre inquietude se heurtait alors 
a son optimisme. Il n'admettait pas qu'on put emettre l e 
moindre doute sur le succes final des gouvernemen-
taux.( 229) 

Pierre Herbart reports that Dabit told Last that he wanted nothing 
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more to do with war, for he had, he claimed, been had by war once and 

he was not going to be had another time. Last replied that he would 

prefer to see his children killed fighting in a war rather than see 

them as fascists. Dabit's response was adamant. He shouted at Last, 

'tais-toi! Rien au monde n'est plus precieux que la vie, rien 

entends-tu! Et puis je n'y crois plus; je ne crois plus a rien. On 

nous a trompes, bernes'(230). 

This hatred of war had a dominant place in Dabit's life and 

seems to have always haunted him and shortly before his death he 

wrote, 'je n'ai cesse de me dresser contre ce passe; ma vie entiere 

en a ete marque, empoisonnee je puis le dire'(231). As he felt that 

the social order in France would necessarily lead to war there was a 

high degree of hopelessness in his personal philosophy. He thought 

that revolution was inevitable for, he writes' je vois vivre ce 

cancer sur le corps d'une ville. Tout est pourriture et pauvrete, 

desordre et imprevoyance, soumission -- mais revolte future'(232) and 

he felt that revolution was the only way that the working class could 

change the despair of their lives, 'une revolution, une vraie en 

France, c'est cela qu'on peut de toutes nos forces souhaiter'(233). 

But he could not himself condone violence. His response was an 

intellectual commitment which was translated into practical activity 

by writing and not by intervention in direct political action. For 

example, after the 1934 February riots he did not get involved in any 

action, and he explained his position to Martin du Gard: 



J'ai vu, et retrouve, la laideur, la sottise, l'incoher
ence des plus noirs jours de guerre. [ •• ~ Ah! certes, 
comme le monde se peuple de partisans. Avec leurs 
symboles, leurs mots d'ordre, leurs haines. Tout 9a leur 
cotitera la vie - et pour rien, des idees gonflees, des 
mots creux. Ces mots, je les ai vus grossis, c'etaient 
comme durant l'autre guerre.(234) 

His response was to write(235). He was intensely aware that 
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first and foremost he was a writer and to some extent, especially in 

his early days as a writer, he felt that he could best serve through 

his writing. This led him into conflict with those who felt he was 

not sufficiently committed and who accused him of being a cow-

ard(236). But at the same time Dabit was concerned not to do 

anything that might hamper the communist cause. In December 1933 he 

wrote to Martin du Gard: 

Vous lisez, sans doute, les articles de Guehenno, le 
dernier, par exemple, sur Juares? Je pense trop comme 
lui f:.~. Et cette histoire de Victor Serge? Oh la la! 
Enfin, sur toutes ces questions, je me tais. 11 est 
evident qu'il ne faut, en rien, donner des armes a ceux 
qui sont bassement et ferocement ennemis de l'URSS et des 
vraies sources socialistes.(237) 

Dabit felt that he could not devote himself to these and similar 

problems for they would cause him to be devore ••• ,.. .. [. J et sans nul 

profit'(238). He agreed with Martin du Gard's stance and told him, 

'je repete avec vous: romancier je suis, romancier je reste. Et je 

crois que nous pouvons, ainsi, fa ire de l'excellent travail'(239). 

Writing became an essential part of his life, usurping the 

place painting had once held and causing him to write, 'mon seul 

metier est maintenant d'ecrire'(240). He was totally taken up with 

being a writer and felt that he must write every day(241). It was, 

though, a constant struggle for him(242) and Beatrice Appia claims 

that 'la litterature lui coutait enormement. 11 y travaillait 

quatorze heures par jour "en ouvrier"'(243). The subject matter was 

of vi tal importance ,to Dabi t. His novels and short stories were not 
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the work of the imagination but of recounting as literature scenes 

and characters he had known or lived through(244). The fact that 

Dabit had been brought up in a working-class environment meant 

therefore that his subject matter would be working-class people. 

This was not a deliberate, political choice on his part but was a 

question of necessity for him. Indeed, as his own life experience 

widened, so did his subject matter, such that the text he was working 

on immediately prior to his death was a reworking of his own personal 

problems, how to equate love for a woman or women with a career as an 

artist. A distinction can be made, however, between his novels and 

short stories for the latter were firmly based in working-class life 

and institutions. These were undoubtedly more political in nature as 

the often pathetic working-class characters are described with 

sympathy and they exposed to bourgeois readers the life and 

difficulties facing this, in literary terms, less well-known sector 

of the community. 

Dabit well understood that his readership was middle class. For 

when Nino Frank told him that he was surprised that Dabit did not 

mention in Hotel du Nord the reading habits of its clients, Dabit 

replied that 'c'est qu'ils en font peu chez eux, on trouve parfois 

des volumes de Zola, plus souvent des romans d'aventure et des romans 

policiers'(245). Martin du Gard strongly disapproved of the populist 

movement and he was equally adamant that Dabit was not a populist 

author. He had consistently stressed to him the dangers of being 

associated with this group and he placed Dabit firmly within the 

context of 'bourgeois' literature(246). He had no doubts that 

Dabit's readership was middle class, and of Faubourgs de Paris he wrote: 

Je ne crois pas qu'un ouvrier, un bellevillois, y prenne 
grand interet. D'ailleurs votre succes, des l'Hotel du 
Nord, a ete fait par des 'bourgeois', les litterateurs et 
les autres: et vous avez reussi bien plutot parce que 



vous etes, pour le 'bourgeois', une sorte de guide a 
travers un milieu populaire qu'ils ignoraient, que parce 
que vous avez imprime l'ame populaire, que parce que vous 
etes l'homme du peuple qui s'adresse au public et lui 
parle sa langue, ses sentiments, ses souffrances, ses 
joies. [:.:7 Vous presentez les choses, non pour le 
peuple, mais pour les 'bourgeois', ceux qui lisent, cette 
classe aisee qui a des loisirs. Votre langue est la 
leur.(247) 

Dabit did not see this as being problematic: 

Oui, d'une certaine fayon, j'ecris pour des bourgeois. 
Mais, pour l'instant, ceux-la seuls - 011 presque - ont 
les moyens, le temps de lire. Et bien sur que je leur 
sers de guide a travers un milieu populaire qu'ils 
ignoraient. ~.~ Mais je pense que ya changera et, deja, 
dans des milieux ouvriers ••• (248) 

In Au pont tournant a discussion about literature takes place. Le 
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pare Chessin complains that writers do not write for the people, they 

only write for an elite and all that the ordinary man is given is 

serials in the newspapers, the cinema, in fact 'de la foutaise'(249). 

Writers, he claims, discuss philosophical questions like, "What is 

man?" "Why is he unhappy?" without seeing that the man in the street is 

suffering. He continues: 

Mais enfin, on serait heureux de se reconnattre dans des 
bouquins, de voir qu'on a songe a nous, simplement sans 
arriare-pensees. Mais pour 9a, faudrait nous connattre 
••• oh! pas en type qui vient mijoter une etude ou une 
enquete. Faudrait qu'un des notres, plusieurs, parlent 
de l'existence que nous menons ••• Moi, je sens ce qu'il 
faudrait dire: mes joies aussi bien que mes peines, nos 
deceptions, nos malheurs, nos esperances, tout!(250) 

Having a middle-class audience would pose certain problems for Dabit, 

namely gaining their interest in this apparently uninteresting 

subject matter(251). One way of doing this was by being affiliated 

to a literary or political movement which was gaining momentum and 

holding the interest of the reading public and Dabit, of course, 

found that such considerations formed part of the aims of the AEAR. 

The communist party followed his publications with interest. 

Although Petit-Louis was heavily criticised by communist crit-
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ics(252), in general the communist party was sympathetic towards 

giving him a good press. After Dabit's death Paul Nizan sought to 

establish him as a staunch fellow-traveller and consequently he 

interpreted his work as showing a development from a simple concern 

to 'decrire avec le plus de verite possible' to 'une litterature de 

problemes'(253). Nizan saw Villa Oasis and Un Mort tout neuf as 'des 

denonciations des valeurs bourgeoises, de cette vie bourgeoise qui 

n'est guere qu'une de mort'(254). Dabit, he claimed, 'se mettait a 

parler des bonnes et mauvaises solutions a la question de la vie 

humaine'(255). Further, Nizan maintained that the ideas that Dabit 

expressed in the preface to Des Ouvriers ecrivent were at the heart 

of his literary ambition for here he spoke and wrote in the name of 

workers. 

John Flower claims that despite Dabit's working-class back

ground and lack of literary training, certain aspects of his works 

give the 'impression that Dabit was moving towards becoming, or at 

least had ambitions to be, a professional, or in Poulaille's terms, a 

bourgeois writer'(256). Dabit may not have had a literary training 

as such, but he certainly received considerable help and advice from 

established writers, especially from Martin du Gard. He would surely 

not have taken Flower's comments as criticism, for his aim was, 

indeed, to try to move towards being an established writer himself, 

like those he so much admired, especially Gide. He had, for example, 

readily and gratefully accepted the offer of the bourgeois publishing 

house of Gallimard to publish Petit-Louis when he could have opted 

for a more 'left-wing' publisher. His aim was to be accepted into 

the world of the professional writer. He was aware of his own humble 

background and had nothing but gratitude for Gide's interest in him. 

Indeed, Beatrice Appia claims that 'Dabit l'admirait comme un 
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collegien balbutiant, etait emu de sentir la bonte de Gide pour lui 

si miteux, si petit, si quelconque, lui qui sortait d'un milieu 

ouvrier'(257). Dabit found that by writing about the working class 

in a new, sympathetic way, by his own youthful charm and use of his 

'legende touchante d'apprenti serrurier' he had gained access to the 

literary world. Undoubtedly he did play on his working-class origins 

and also made use of his parents' Hotel du Nord 'pour soigner sa 

legende'(258). He gradually moved away from his class by birth and 

found more stimulation in the literary world. Beatrice Appia goes as 

far as to say that once he became an established writer 'il se 

foutait de sa classe'(259). Martin du Gard's assessment is less 

severe but nonetheless he felt that Dabit played his part rather too 

well. After he had read 'La Grande Banlieue' Martin du Gard wrote to 

Dabit, 'j'ai ete aussi un peu agace par l'ostentation que vous mettez 

i faire le "gar90n de cafe" et i jouer si visiblement le brave 

proletaire'(260) and he complained that Dabit was too selective in 

his choice of subject matter, 'vous ne retenez de votre vie que les 

details qui font de vous un pauvre here, et avec quel soin vous 

passez sous silence tous les moments que vous avez eu de vie aisee et 

de loisirs d'artiste'(261). For him Dabit remained 'un sur-raffine 

et un sur-averti'(262). 

Dabit's interest in writing was not, however, based exclusively 

on subject matter. Indeed the whole question of style was extremely 

important to him. His concern about literature, about the style 

adopted by different authors, about the actual craft of writing can 

be recognised from the correspondance he exchanged with Martin du 

Gard. It was with Martin du Gard that Dabit first discussed his 

ideas on literature and how he saw his own literary output. He was 

for Dabit a trusted confidant, for as Dabit told him, 'il n'y a 
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guere qu'a vous que je puisse librement me confier - mes autres 

relations litteraires, c'est autre chose'(263). But more importantly 

than this, Martin du Gard was a tutor to Dabit in the craft of 

writing. Through his approach to Gide Dabit had been put in touch 

with a well-respected and highly-skilled writer who took great care 

and attention to help and advise Dabit. Dabit had indeed been very 

fortunate in receiving this help for without it it is highly unlikely 

that his first manuscript would ever have been accepted for 

publica tion. 

Dabit's Journal intime is a useful source of information for 

his ideas on the role of the writer in society and how he saw himself 

within the context of the literary scene. It was the example of Gide 

that led him to make the decision to keep a diary in November 

1931(264) and despite such entries as 'je veux que personne ne jette 

un regard sur ce carnet. Ce n'est ainsi que je pourrai me confier a 

lui totalement' (265) it seems highly likely from the following en try 

that he wrote with a possible reader in mind: 'ce jeu de l'ecriture, 

ce soin de tenir un journal! Si sincere qu'on puisse etre, si 

soucieux de verite, ne pense-t-on pas a un lecteur futur - plus 

tard'(266). Dabit expressed his admiration for the style of other 

writers, in particular Rousseau, Montaigne, Baudelaire, 

Stendhal(267), Proust and Gide. He, too, was attracted to writing 

about his past: 

Ce passe, il sommeille en moi. Aussi bien, si je le 
voulais, il pourrait etre, s'etaler sur ce papier. 
C'est ainsi qu'on ecrit A la recherche du temps perdu 
ou certains de ces "romans-fleuves"; un Voyage au bout de 
la nuit, de cet strange ami qu'est pour moi Celine. 
Cette forme de roman c'est comme une tentation.(26S) 

The living writer whom Dabit most admired and wanted to emulate was Andre 

Gide. Many times in his diary he returned to his admiration for Gide, 
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although he was anxious to affirm that he was not a disciple of Gide 

with statements such as, 'pour moi, Gide m'est toujours un 

encouragement, un exemple, une joie. Et, veritablement, on ne peut 

dire que j'en suis le disciple'(269). However, his admiration for 

Gide did border on that of a disciple. Dabit writes: 

Depuis que j'ecris L~on journa17, l'art et l'esprit de 
Gide me sont precieux. Tout ce qui est lui. Ce n'est 
pas devotion, admiration. L'attention et l'affection 
profonde qui m'ont pousse et tenu pres de lui, sont 
en moi sentiments naturels. Je ne suis cependant, dans 
ma vie ni dans mes livres, en rien son disciple. J'ai 
trouve en lui un artiste, un intellectuel, qui 
toutefois n'a pas cesse d'etre homme, l'est plus et 
mieux aujourd'hui. Je ne m'aurais pour guide, comme je 
le choisirais, lui! Et combien il me donne confiance sur 
la route que je dois suivre! Comme il l'eclaire.(270) 

Dabit saw an affinity between Gide's work and his own; in November 

1935 he wrote to him, praising Les Nouvelles Nourritures: 

Si riche, si divers qu'il soit, je ne cesse pas de le 
trouver naturel. Sans doute parce que la voix que j'y 
entends est celle que je cherche et aime trouver dans la 
vie. Je n'ai pas ecrit pour autre chose que mieux 
l'entendre. C'est ce souci qui m'a jete vers vous.(271) 

But the author Dabit had come to see as the example he most 

wished to follow was Baudelaire. His aim was to establish himself as 

an art critic, but he found it very difficult to become accepted as a 

regular columnist(272). He felt he had excellent qualifications as 

he had been a painter for ten years and could speak of art as well as 

any art critic(273). His inspiration of Baudelaire for Faubourgs de 

Paris was echoed by his inspiration of Baudelaire as art critic and 

it is clear that Dabit looked to emulate him for he wrote, 'peut-

etre, quelque jour, pourrai-je gagner ma vie comme "critique d'art". 

Il y a "une place a prendre". Et, si je me souviens des critiques de 

Baudelaire, dans l'Art romantique ••• '(274). In January 1935 he 

planned to join the Association de la Presse Artistique: 

Afin de devenir un 'critique d'art' bien en regIe, et, 
avec l'espoir - qui sait - de pouvoir tenir un jour 



r~guliirement une chronique dans un journal? Le meilleur 
moyen, pour moi, de gagner ma vie, et de ne rien attendre 
- ou peu - de ma litt~rature. [ •• t? Et l'exemple de 
Baudelaire m'encourage.(275) 
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Dabit saw a place for himself in the field of art criticism. During 

the summer of 1935 he had been working on the manuscript of Les 

Mattres de la pe in tu re espagnole and he was able to write of it, 

'j'ai eu un grand plaisir a l'~crire: et j'y prends position contre 

toute une critique - par trop litteraire, ou bien universitaire - qui 

detourne la peinture de son vrai chemin'(276). Although this was 

published posthumously, in 1937(277) it appears to have been in a 

state ready for publication before his death. In the preface Dabit 

explains that his aim is to write an introduction to Spanish painting 

and that he will concentrate on two of the great masters, El Greco 

and Valasquez, and will leave aside Goya as he is more contemporary. 

He justifies his decision to write about painting by the fact that he 

has himself been a painter and so understands the subject matter. He 

claims that most academics who write about painting (except 

Baudelaire who writes 'avec justesse et bonheur'(278)) do not know 

what they are writing about. By 1935 Dabit had come full circle from 

his beginnings as a painter and his belief in the value of painting 

for he hopes that this book will inspire in his readers a love of 

painting. He writes, 'je souhaiterais aussi contribuer a rend re a 
la peinture sa vraie place, qui n'est pas moins haute que celle 

qu'occupe la litterature parmi les creations spirituelles de 

l'homme'(279). Dabit claims that his interest in El Greco is centred 

on form but, nevertheless, from his writing it appears that content 

does hold an interest for him. Dabit writes, 'Le Greco, eut-il vecu 

aujourd'hui, i1 eut peint de la vie quotidienne, des joueurs de 
,.. 

cartes ou des paysans, et il ne les eut pas moins idealises. Si peu 
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importe le sujet -- l'image'(280). A subject matter, indeed, tha t i s 

close to Dabit's own heart. Of Valasquez's he writes that his 

compositions 'ne le montrent pas desireux d'exprimer des sentiments, 

des drames. Son ambition s' est bornee a ex primer la vie avec les 

seuls moyens de peintre'(281). And he concludes that his works 

'degagent la chaleur rayonnante de la vie, et de ce rayonnement le 

spectateur ressentira plus ou moins de chaleur'(282). This work is 

useful in helping to provide an insight into what Dabit thought was 

the role and function of an artist, and what, by extension, were his 

own aims in painting and writing. For in Dabit's opinion 'un grand 

artiste, c'est celui qui pose son empreinte sur les choses, les 

etres, sur son temps; et qui brise la moule que lui offre son 

epoque'(283). It is evident that Dabit's aesthetic aims lay here, 

but ultimately, instead of his being able to break the mould the 

Interwar period offered up to him, he was in fact moulded by the 

prevailing intellectual climate. Dabit was essentially an artist. 

'Le cas d'Eugene Dabit ne fut pas celui d'un ecrivain qui fait aussi 

de la peinture, mais celui d'un peintre qui, ayant quitte le pinceau 

pour la plume, s'est mis a decrire la realite avec des mots'(284), 

Charles Vildrac wrote on the occasion of a posthumous exhibition of 

Dabit's paintings. His interests were aesthetic as he triad to 

capture reality in his painting and writing. As indicated, his 

growing aim was to combine both these areas of aesthetic interest and 

emulate the art criticisms of Baudelaire. 

He had an awareness and knowledge of his social milieu and the 

deprivation of the working class and he depicted this in his works. 

Dabit was not, however, naturally inclined towards taking an active 

part in politics which led Borne to claim that he was not a political 

animal. Guilloux, for example, wrote that Dabit 'n'avait pas la tete 
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politique' but added the qualifying 'moi non plus. Il aimait la vie, 

il aimait ecrire et peindre, il aimait les femmes'(285). However, 

Guilloux was active politically, yet he saw fit to define himself 

alongside Dabit as not having 'la tete politique'. Dabit may not 

have been political in the sense of being an active party member, or 

a keen debater of political ideas, but for Dabit politics was not 

something added on to life, it was the very substance of his life. 

His politics were a deep concern for the lot of his fellow men and a 

hatred of war and violence. These may well be somewhat simplistic 

political views but Dabit held them sincerely and along with his 

artistic goals they formed the basis of his life. Max Jacob writes: 

Peut-etre, parmi tant de projets non executes qui 
allaient et venaient entre ses tempes, peut-etre a-t-il 
r~ve d'etre un manifestant politique mais il aimait trop 
son repos pour s'embraser dans les desordres de 
l'Etat.(286) 

This is an important key to understanding Dabit. He may well have 

wanted to be involved more actively in political matters but he could 

not bring himself to consider that this type of action was more 

important than his creative work. Whilst wishing to emulate 

Guehenno, he recognised that he would not be able to follow him, 

he writes, 'je n'ai pas la foi qu'il peut avoir, je ne puis 

croire ••• '(287). He was encouraged in this line of thought by 

Guilloux, who in his correspondence with him, made him question 

role as an artist. For example, Dabit replied to him: 

Vous dites: sommes-nos des ideologues ou des artistes ou 
des romanciers? Combien, en effet, serait limitee notre 
oeuvre (et fausse) si no us avions souci de servir. ~ ••• J 
Mais nous ne sommes engages que vis a vis de nous
memes.(288) 

for, 

his 

Nonetheless he was a sympathiser to the communist cause although, in 

his desire to retain artistic freedom and integrity, he never became 

a member of the PCF. He was, however, considered by many to be a 
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communist, or at the very least a staunch fellow-traveller. Nizan's 

review of his literary output had taken that line and as late as 1960 

Celine referred to this when he spoke of his friendship with Dabit, 

'j'connaissais Dabit ••• c'etait un tres gentil gar~on ••• Lui, vous 

savez qu'il etait communiste'(289). It is true that Dabit did not 

view the rising might of the Red Army with anything other than horror 

for he was above all an ardent pacifist. 

There was undoubtedly a conflict between Dabit's own preferred 

lifestyle and that which would be considered more appropriate for a 

committed communist sympathiser. For Dabit was above all an 

individualist. He refused to be dictated to, whether in terms of his 

work or political thought. He did not want to be tied down by rules 

and regulations. He claimed that he was outside of systems and that 

freedom was a necessary requisite to being a writer. His novels, 

however, are implicitly political by their subject matter, by the 

importance given to non-romanticised members of the working class as 

the characters in a work of fiction. Dabit's experience and 

understanding of the ambiguities and conflicts inherent in trying to 

come to terms with the kind of contribution he could make in helping 

change the existing social order and improving the lot of the working 

class was translated into his fiction. There is ambiguity in his use 

of the working class as fictional characters in the bourgeois medium 

of novels and short stories in literary reviews. Initially he wished 

to help them and make their situation better understood but at the 

same time he saw their faults and criticised them. He showed an 

understanding of the complexities of the working class and he felt 

what amounted to almost a feeling of responsibility to make known 

their way of life: he showed a class resigned in its fate which will 

not, or cannot, help itself. He, in his turn, was not offering a 
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solution - the only possibility he could envisage for change was for 

them to stage a violent revolution. But at the same time he could 

not bring himself to support violence in any form. His concern with 

style and form and his admiration for established authors became more 

dominant than a desire to express working-class problems and this can 

be seen as a further conflict between his aesthetic concerns and his 

political concerns. He disliked the bourgeoisie intellectually and 

yet he found himself drawn more and more to writers and left-wing 

intellectuals and more and more removed in terms of life style from 

his own working-class roots as his literary career developed. 

It is these ambiguities that enrich his work and make it more 

than reportage of the problems facing the working class in the first 

part of the twentieth century, although in the main it is only the 

'working class' element of his work that is emphasised by critics. 

This is what the populists did in an attempt to add importance to 

their newly formed movement and encourage recruits. That Dabit 

allowed this to happen, and even encouraged it by the acceptance of 

the prix du populisme, is probably one reason why his work has 

continued to be classified along with the all but forgotten school of 

populism. He was anxious to become an established and published 

author and he thought he would be able to 'manage' the label of 

populist, but as time as shown, the movement was stronger than him. 

If he had been able to make his living from painting he would not 

have had to worry about the political connotations of his work, about 

being a populist or a proletarian artist. 

For such a writer (and painter) to be associated with the 

communist party (although not a member) and to be actively involved 

in the AEAR indicates how closely political issues were linked with 

literature in the 1930's. Despite his protestations that he did not 
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want to be tied to a group or limited to a political party, Dabit was 

carried along on the tide of activity in the AEAR by other members of 

his literary circle. Interest in the Soviet Union was not the sole 

reserve of deeply committed communists. Dabit's interest in the 

Soviet Union was not one fuelled by a love of post-revolutionary art 

or literature, nor was it nurtured by a love of Russian classics. It 

was an interest that he shared with other left-wing writers and which 

had been fed and nurtured by the communist party and the AEAR. 

When Gide invited Dabit to accompany him on his journey to the 

Soviet Union, Dabit must have viewed the invitation as concrete proof 

of Gide's friendship. Dabit constantly sought reassurance from Gide 

about this friendship and indeed, Gide was aware that he was not as 

giving of his time as Dabit would have liked(290). The fact of the 

matter was that this invitation delighted Dabit, although his 

acceptance and joy was tinged with a certain degree of caution, for 

he insisted that Gide make it clear to the Soviet authorities that 

both he and Guilloux had been invited by Gide, and had not invited 

themselves(291). 

Rudolph Maurer dismisses any political intention on the part of 

Dabit in accepting this invitation and instead places complete 

emphasis on a hedonistic intent. In his obviously sarcastic analysis 

of Dabit's reasons for going to the Soviet Union he concludes: 

S'il accepta l'invitation de Gide, ce ne fut pas pour 
aller voir les resultats du Plan quinquennal en Union 
sovietique -- et encore mains les exploits de l'armee 
rouge --, mais plutot pour y rencontrer des foules (et 
des femmes), et pour s'y perdre dans des plaines, pour 
contempler la mer.(292) 

It is clear that this analysis is not justified: Dabit was a keen 

traveller and besides his enforced time abroad as a soldier in 

Germany in the occupation army, he had visited Morocco, Spain, 
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England, Czechoslovakia and Hungary. He was constantly planning and 

looking forward to further trips. The journey to the Soviet Union 

was one trip, albeit an important one for him, among many he made or 

planned, including one to the United States(293). An entry in 

Journal intime in March 1936 states 'le plus tot possible, partir 

pour l'Espagne. Puis en septembre, octobre, voyage en URSS. Et au 

debut de 1937, depart pour l'Indo-Chine'(294). He felt a need to 

travel, whether to the Soviet Union or elsewhere: 

Voyage en URSS? Qui un jour peut-atre; avant ou apres un 
nouveau voyage en Espagne. Mon soif d'une autre vie, ou 
je boirais. Toujours l'inconnu. C'est a la fois besoin 
et folie. Mais je ne saurais resister a ce desir.(295) 

He did not travel in order to gather facts and figures about another 

country but the trips abroad refreshed him and rekindled in him the 

creative urge. From Kehl, Czechoslovakia, early in 1936 he wrote, 'la 

vie partout la mame, a peu de details pres ••• [ce voyagi7 a 9a de 

bon qu'il me fait sentir, mieux encore ce que je puis atre, aimer, 

comprendre ce qu'il me faut pour vivre'(296) and for him 'les 

voyages, c'est sur moi-mame qu'ils m'eclairent'(297). 

Dabit most certainly did want to 'rencontrer des foules'; but 

this should be viewed as a positive aspect of the foreign journey and 

not as Maurer suggests a ne.gative one. As already shown, Dabit felt 

a profound sympathy for le peuple, indeed he claimed that his early 

books and paintings were an attempt to reach out and speak to them. 

Beatrice Appia also stresses this aspect when she talks of 'Dabit, 

qui croyait a la bonte des foules, a la generosite de cette revo-

lution'(298). For 'rencontrer les foules' one should read 'rencon-

trer le peuple'. If, however, by 'rencontrer des foules' Maurer 

meant receive adulation, there may indeed have been an element of 

this in the journey for Dabit. But to claim as Maurer does that this 
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was one of Dabit's main reasons in going to the Soviet Union, that it 

took precedence over, or indeed stood in opposition to any political 

intent, is really to distort what was only one aspect of Dabit's life. 

Maurer claims that there was no political intent in Dabit's 

journey to the Soviet Union. Indeed Dabit himself readily admits 

that 'quant a parler de l'URSS en professionel, avec chiffres, 

exemples, comparaisons, je ne le puis, ne le veux. D'autres que moi 

s'en chargent, ou s'en chargeront'(299). But this did not mean he 

was not interested in the country. Dabit writes, ce n'est pas que, 

par des moyens qui me sont propres, je ne puisse porter quelques 

jugements serieux sur ce pays, sur l'intelligence de ses chefs, sur 

l'effort de ses habitants'(300). He was not a statistician, a mere 

observer of facts - he was a writer who would respond to the atmos

phere of a country. When he travelled Dabit wanted to soak up the 

atmosphere of the country and he was most happy when this atmosphere 

was peaceful, beautiful and simple. Probably, he stated, he would 

write little directly about this journey but the experience would be 

enriching for him as a writer because 'les pays ne se decrivent pas; 

que les sensations, les emotions restent personnelles et ne peuvent, 

si besoin est, qu'enrichir -- et lentement, mysterieusement, -- un 

romancier'(301). 

The timid young man who had approached Andre Gide in 1927 to 

ask him to read a naively written autobiographical account of a 

working-class boyhood was, in 1936, invited by him to tour the Soviet 

Union where he would be an honoured guest and where he would meet 

leading cultural figures. Gide's choice of Dabit as a member of his 

party contained, no doubt, an element of recognition for his loyal 

and active friendship as well as a token of his own friendship 

towards Dabit. Furthermore Gide would also have been aware that 
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Dabit was an author the Soviets would be sympathetic towards(302). 

Gide recalled that Dabit accepted the invitation 'avec quelle joie, 

quel enthousiasme'(303). Louis Le Sidaner explains that 'la 

perspective de ce voyage, visiblement, l'enchantait. 11 se rejouis

sait d'avance a la pensee qu'il allait pouvoir augmenter son exper

ience humaine'(304). Guilloux also confirms Dabit's joy at the 

invitation, writing, 'Dabit etait transporte de joie. Dans un mot de 

lui datant de l'epoque, il y a cette phrase: "Nous qui rlvions a de 

grands voyages, nous ne pensions pas a celui-la"'(305). As planned, 

Dabit attended the plenum of the AEAR in London before leaving with 

Guilloux, Schiffrin and Last for Leningrad. 
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Louis Guilloux was born in Saint-Brieuc, Brittany, on 15 Janua ry 

1899 into a working class family. Although his father was a 

craftsman, a shoemender, he constantly had to struggle to provide a 

living to support his wife, his two daughters, Marie and Charlotte, 

and son Louis(1). His father was an active militant socia list, the 

secretary of the local group and in 1909, when Louis was 10, he s tood 

as a candidate representing the Groupe Socialiste Unifie of Sa in t -

Brieuc in the election for town councillors, a signatory to their 

manifesto calling for class solidarity against the bourgeoisi e(2). As 

soon as he was old enough to be of practical help the young Louis was 

involved in these activities, including the distribution of 

semi-illicit leaflets and manifestos(3). Guilloux described his 

partic ipa tion, 

J'etais aussi charge de preparer les convocations pour la 
prochaine reunion de la section du Parti socialiste 
(SFIO, Section fran~aise de l'Internationale ouvriere) et 
de les porter chez les camarades. Le dimanche matin de 
bonne heure j'allais a la poste prendre le paquet de 
journaux qu'envoyaient regulierement les camarades de 
Nantes, Le Travailleur de l'Ouest. Un peu plus tard j e 
les apportais rue Madeleine a la Bourse du Travail.(4) . 

These early experiences, and his father's efforts to improve the lot 

of the working class were to have a profound effect on Guilloux. 

Indeed as Edouard Prigent has pointed out 'toute sa vie L. Guilloux 

restera profondement marque par lui ~son per~'(5). 

Guilloux's father had left school at 11 to learn his father's 

trade of shoemender(6). In the normal course of events it would have 

been expected that Guilloux would take this same path and become in 

his turn a shoemender and in all liklihood be involved with socia list 

activities at a local level. However, a childhood illness which 

affected his hand, 'une belle carie des os'(7), and which took 18 

months of painful treatment to cure, meant that not only would he 
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never be a soldier (much to his mother's relief), but also, in his 

father's words 'il ne pourra non plus jamais faire un ouvrier'(8). As 

this path was blocked it became important that he acquire some other 

skill to enable him to earn his own living, as a clerk, 'comme les 

gens qui travaillent a la mairie ••• OU a la prefecture, dans les 

bureaux'(9). He worked well at school and his teacher M. Lefevre, 

insisted that he have a good education, for he was capable of 

obtaining his certificat d'etudes, and that afterwards he stay on at 

school rather than go straight into an apprenticeship(10). , When 

Guilloux was about twelve, M. Lefavre futher suggested that he sit 

the examination to win a scholarship to the lycee. This move, which 

would not have occurred had it not been for the childhood infirmity 

and the help and encouragement of M. Lefevre, was seen as desirable 

and as an opportunity for improvement by Guilloux's parents. Guilloux 

would later recall that 'son pare voudrait qu'il soit ingenieur ••• 

ingenieur des ponts et chausees'(11). However Guilloux felt that by 

accepting this change he was moving away from his old friends for 

most of them were already apprentices and labourers. He wrote, 'oui, 

j'etais un enfant privilegie, mais ce privilege faisait aussi que je 

ne rencontrais plus jamais que par hasard certains de mes camarades 

de l'ecole Baratoux'(12). This was not an uncommon problem for 

intellectuals from the working class who effectively moved out of 

their own background into the world of the bourgeoisie as they became 

more educated. , It was a problem Guilloux shared with Jean Guehenno, 

a fellow Breton who likewise came from a very poor home and with whom 

he would later develop a close friendship, both on a personal and a 

professional level. 
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At school Guilloux was one of four eleves-boursiers out of 

three hundred pupils but initially he did not find this position too 

irksome. Indeed, he wrote, 'la segregation sociale existait quand 

meme, mais pas au point Oll on la ressent quand on a pris conscience 

des choses'(13). The lycee opened Guilloux's eyes to a wider world 

than Saint-Brieuc. He learnt English and dreamt of making friends 

and visiting London. He would visit the port and he imagined 

travelling to distant places: 'c'est a Londres que j'aurais voulu 

aller d'abord. Londres n'etait-il pas l'un des plus grands ports du 

monde, le plus grand peut-etre ••• La grande cite de Londres qui 

regnait sur un empire repandu a travers le monde entier'(14). But 

Russia too attracted him: 

Cette immense Russie que l'on pouvait aussi atteindre par 
la mer du Nord et la Baltique, le navire ayant mis le cap 
sur Saint Petersbourg. Mon ancle Charles ne venait-il 
pas de faire ce voyage en l'honneur de l'amitie franco
russe, ne m'avait-il parle comme d'un des plus beaux 
spectacles qu'il eut jamais vu dans le monde de la baie 
de Cronstadt?(15) 

If his first dream of becoming a sailor and sailing away to faraway 

places could not be realised then, Guillaux resolved, 'je me ferais 

"reporter"'(16). 

In his desire to speak English he would accost English looking 

visitors in the streets of Saint-Brieuc and in this way, during 

Easter 1913, he met Mr Will Henry Winter, a meeting which Guilloux 

valued, describing it as a 'rencontre qui allait avoir pour moi de si 

grandes consequences'(17). Uncle Will, as he came to call him, was 

chief reporter for the Somerset County Gazette and lived in Taunton 

and the next summer he made one of Guilloux's early dreams come true; 

he invited him to spend two months with him, both in Taunton and 

London and sent him money for his passage on the Devonia, the 

passenger ship Guilloux often used to watch at dock in Saint-Brieuc. 
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By the time of this journey Guilloux's life had already begun to 

develop along lines different from those of his former working class 

school friends; now, at the age of 15, he was given the unexpected 

opportunity of broadening his own range of experiences even further, 

by physically travelling outside the narrow confines of his small 

Brittany town. The journey became all the more memorable and exciting 

by the fact that only two weeks after he left for England on 13 July 

1914, war was declared. Thus his first visit abroad coincided with 

preparations for war, although at that stage nobody, 'pas plus 

l'oncle Will que les autres'(18) thought it would last. 

Back in Saint-Brieuc Guilloux found that the war did not seem 

initially to affect the town or its inhabitants. He wrote that 'pour 

noue, si loin a l'arriere, la vie se paseait comme elle e'etait 

toujoure passee, surtout pour lee enfants, et les jeunes adolescents 

dont j'etais'(19). At that stage German had not yet been removed 

from the school curriculum and during his German lessons Guilloux 

came to love both the language and the country through the efforts of 

his German teacher, who also acted as interpreter for the German 

prisoners in town. Guilloux wrote that M. Rouel, the teacher, 'aim-

ait l'Allemagne. 11 nous la faisait aimer. Jamais nous n'entendions 

de sa bouche le moindre mot de haine contre I' ennemi'(20). 

In 1916 Guilloux decided that he no longer wanted to be a 

'scholarship boy' and he persuaded the headmaster to take him on as a 

surveillant d'internat, whilst agreeing that he would continue to 

attend classes and would sit the baccalaureate This was, Guilloux 

felt, an important decision for it marked his entry into the adult 

world: 

Ce dont j'etais le plus satisfait c'etait en pensant que 
desormais j'allais gagner ma vie. Je ne serais plus a la 
charge de mon pare. Non qu'il m'eut jamais fait sentir 
que je l'etais, non que je l'eusse moi-meme senti, mais 



c'etait un fait cependant, que j'etais le bourgeois de la 
famille.(21) 
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Gradually Saint-Brieuc began to change as the war impinged on 

the town and its inhabitants and it had the unexpected result of 

making life less restricted for the students there. Guilloux 

described the benefits of these changes: 

Le quai de Legue etait couvert de soldats et au lycee 
tout etait change parce que les dortoirs etaient 
transformes en hopitaux et qu'alors les ex-internes 
logeaient en ville, ce qui etait une transformationn des 
habitudes, on se retrouvait dans la rue, on allait dans 
la chambre des copains, etc. C'etait une grande 
nouveaute et cela a eu beaucoup d'importance.(22) 

The war brought Saint-Brieuc up into the twentieth century. Instead 

of being an isolated provincial town it now appeared as 'quelque 

grand port cosmopolite'(23) for the town filled up with foreigners, 

with German prisoners of war, with Hungarian and Czechoslovakian 

civil prisoners, 'undesirables', who lived in the prison but came 

into the town to work. After 1917 it was the Russians who particu-

larly impressed Guilloux: 

De grands moujiks blonds, 11 en etait arrive tout un 
regiment et nous avions appris qu'il s'agissait de 
troupes qui jusqu'alors combattaient sur le front de 
Champagne mais qui, considerees comme suspectes depuis la 
chute du tsar, en avaient ete retirees et dispersees a 
l'arriere ou on les retenait, en attendant la suite des 
evenements. Ces soldats russes circulaient librement en 
ville et souvent, le soir, ils se reunissaient par 
groupes de dix, de vingt, et ils chantaient.(24) 

By 1917 Guilloux's experiences had already had a profound 

effect on him. He was deeply aware of the fate of the socialist 

ideal held by his father and fellow artisans; he was acutely 

conscious of the stigma attached to the poverty of his upbringing and 

finally, he had found abhorrent the response of the middle-class 

Saint-Brieuc society to war. But in contrast to this, he had himself 

begun to move out of his working-class background into a more 
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intellectual milieu. Initially he found intellectual companionship 

from books, but, by 1917, his experiences expanded and this became a 

period of opening out and learning for Gui lloux. In pa rticulqr his 

philosophy teacher Georges Pal ante become both a friend and an 

important influence on him. Not unusually for a lyc8e philosophy 

teacher, Palante had national status as an intellectual, due in his 

case to contributions on philosophy in the Mercure de France and to 

his published works on the philosophy of individualism(25). This 

influence was such that Guilloux would later base his arguably most 

memorable character, Cripure in Le Sang noir, on him(26). Th is was 

also a period when Guilloux became an avid reader, reading a mixture 

of styles and periods. He was, he stated, open to everything: 

Allant des Confessions de Jean-Jacques aux pieces 
d'1bsen, d'Octave Mirbeau a Jean-Christophe, de Kipling 
- La lumiere qui s'eteint au Mystere du poete de 
Fogassaro et par-dessus tout ~ Tolstoi dont on pouvait se 
procurer certains ouvrages pour quelques sous.(27) 

He was particularly impressed by Romain Rolland's Jean-Christophe 

which he found 'merveilleux. Cela m'enchantait'(28). He acknowl-

edged the influence Rolland exerted over him in an interview with 

Frederic Lefevre: 'je lui dois les moments les plus purs et les plus 

hauts de mon adolescence'(29). From a weekly paper, La Feuille 

litteraire, he learnt not only of Balzac but also that: 

11 existait de par le monde de grands 8crivains et 
conteurs dont personne encore ne m'avait jamais parIs, 
tels que Knut Hamsun, ou Jonas Lip, des Scandinaves et, 
surtout Maxime Gorki dont j'avais lu le coeur battant, 
Les Vagabonds. La Feuille littsraire etait notre Livre 
de Poche, le grand instrument de notre 'culture', le 
reste etant laisss au hasard des circonstances, des 
rencontres.(30) 

The rencontres which Guilloux made at his time were, however, often 

decisive. He developed important friendships, often with Parisians 

who were now in Saint-Brieuc; from one friend he learnt of 
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Apollinaire and from another, Waldemar George(31), he learnt of 

Dostoievsky. It was in the summer of 1917 that Guilloux met for the 

first time Jean Grenier(32) who was to become a life-long friend. 

Although they met by chance, in the local library, they had a mutual 

friend in Saint-Brieuc in Max Jacob, poet and founder of the ecole 

fantaisiste(33). Grenier's and Guilloux's friendship was initially 

founded on their mutual love of reading. Grenier later analysed 

Guilloux's fkichel'~ reading habits: 

Michel s'interessait avant tout aux hommes qui avaient 
essays de secouer le joug social ou a ceux qui staient 
revenus franchement a la pure et simple Nature, lasses de 
ces derisoires institutions qui maintiennent l'homme dans 
des chatnes dont l'utilite est impossible a comprendre, 
et la nocivite, certaine. Les grands esprits dont il se 
reclamait s'appelaient aussi bien Tolstoi que WaIt 
Whitman.(34) 

Given Guilloux's background and upbringing this attraction towards 

literature with a social message was not surprising. What was more 

unusual was his pronounced interest in style which Grenier also 

stressed in his analysis: 

Michel aimait encore d'autres livres que ceux des 
revendicateurs et des protestaires. C'etaient des livres 
'bien ecrits'. 11 devait ce gout a la disposition 
precoce et frappante a l'elegance du style et au 
raffinement de la langue.(35) 

Grenier's analysis of Guilloux's reading habits, albeit with 

the benefit of hindsight, points the way to Guilloux's later 

development as a writer, when he would likewise in his own writings 

be drawn between these two poles of social concern and literary 

excellence. His early readings as an adolescent had had a profound 

effect on him and in particular he had been moved by the breadth of 

works by authors like Dickens, Tolstoy and Dostoievsky. In 

comparison he felt that many French novels, with certain notable 

exceptions such as those by Flaubert and Proust, were too 'narrow', 
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too concerned with exploring one theme only(36). Given the rebirth 

of interest in France in the 1920's in Russian literature neither 

Guilloux's attraction to Tolstoy and Dostoievsky nor the profound 

effect they had on him was unusual for the period. Prigent has 

claimed that since Guilloux's first reading of Dostoievsky 

'l'ecrivain russe a profondement marque aussi bien son esprit que son 

art. C'est un des artistes auxquels tout sa vie il restera profonde

ment marque'(37). His discovery of Tolstoy went back to when he was 

thirteen(38) and he knew and loved many of his works before he had 

himself begun to write, such as Master and the Man(39), The Death of 

Ivan Ilyitch(40), What is Art?(41) and The Journal of Leo 

Tolstoy(42). His knowledge and experience of Russian authors went 

further than this, however. The reading of Gorky was for Guilloux an 

emotional experience, for not only did he read his works le coeur 

battant but also, he writes, 'des la lecture des Vagabonds, je 

m'etais pris d'un grand amour pour Gorki'(43). In Gorky he found an 

author with whom he could empathise for, Guilloux writes, 'Gorki 

n'est pas devenu un ecrivain pour etre un ecrivain. Ce dont il 

parle, c'est du peuple russe, de sa misere et de ses espoirs et de 

ses desespoirs'(44). Gorky responded to a need in him which was not 

met elsewhere. Guilloux told Lefevre, 'a l'inverse de mes 

professeurs, Gorki me parlait de choses que je connaissais'(45). 

In August 1917, Guilloux had his first job outside of the 

school as secretary to Augustin Hamon, federal secretary of the Parti 

Socialiste Unifie, and as tutor to his three daughters(46). As 

secretary Guilloux aided Hamon on the preparation of his book Les 

Lexons de la guerre mondiale(47). Despite his initial enthusiasm for 

the job(48) based to a large extent on his conception of Hamon as 

someone well versed in anarcho-syndicalism and as a representative of 
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Socialism, he was soon disillusioned and after only two months he 

left(49). The war was still on, Guilloux did not have his 

baccalaureat and he needed to support himself. He passed an 

examination to join the clerical side of the army but he soon left 

this post. Then followed a short spell as a sales representative for 

a food company but again this was not a success. Guilloux's horizons 

were firmly set on Paris and in October 1918 he went there and 

managed to get a rather menial job on La Revue Mondiale on the 

strength of an introduction from a friend(51). But this first foray 

into the Parisian publishing world did not last long and by February 

1919 he was back in Saint-Brieuc. A further spell as clerk in the 

local army offices was followed by a second move to Paris in October 

1919 where he worked for the next school year as a surveillant at the 

ecole Gerson. In July 1920 he returned to Saint-Brieuc and the army 

offices. 

It was nearly a year before Guilloux made his third attempt in 

May 1921 to establish himself in Paris. As he had discovered, it was 

extremely difficult for an unknown outsider to become established, 

but determined to succeed this time, he made use of every possible 

contact and recommendation to gain an entry into the world of 

journalism, and finally he was offered the job of writing the achos 

for Excelsior(52). Financially this was a very difficult period for 

him and he gratefully accepted any part-time assignments as well as 

writing short stories which he tried to sell to reviews. He later 

recalled the pressures of this period: 'me trouvant a Paris battant 

le pave du roi, j'ecrivis ••• ces contes dont je n'ai jamais eu lieu 

d'etre bien fier, que je baclais a la va-vite pour gagner ma vie ••• 

ces achos que j'allais porter a l'Excelsior'(53). Gradually his 

short stories and other articles were accepted and published in 



L'Intransigeant, Le Peuple and Le Petit Journal(54) as well as in 

small left-wing magazines and trade union papers(55). Guilloux's 

break came when he was offered the part-time job of translator of 

English newspapers at L'Intransigeant, one of the most progressive 
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newspapers of the time. Guilloux recognised the importance for him 

of this job when he wrote, 'trois heures de travail paye par jour 9a 

suffit a faire un homme independant'(56). Prigent has stressed the 

importance of this period for Guilloux: 

Le journalisme le prend. L'Intran l'emploie ••• humbles 
articles, humbles chroniques, mais aussi, surtout un 
travail de traducteur d'anglais, traductions d'articles, 
de livres bientot, tout cela qui peu a peu instruit, 
initie, documente, cree des relations et des amities.(57) 

Although these early years in Paris offered Guilloux little 

financial security, they were extremely valuable in terms of the 

friendships he made and developed, particularly with Andre Chamson, 

Henri Petit and his friend from Saint-Brieuc days, Jean Grenier. They 

formed themselves into a group of young independent writers, a 

movement they called vorticisme(58) and which took as its inspiration 

the group of writers including Georges Duhamel, Charles Vildrac and 

Rene Arcos who lived and worked together in an abbey at Creteil in 

the pre-war period and who called themselves L'Abbaye(59). The quest 

for a 'natural', simple life where Guilloux and his fellow writers 

would find a form of communion with nature can be seen as a direct 

link back to Guilloux's childhood experiences in Saint-Brieuc and his 

admiration for what he saw as the independence and yet solidarity of 

the artisan class. It was an attempt to transpose a rural mode of 

life onto a Parisian experience. He wrote of this period: 

11 fallait avoir le courage d'agir, de renoncer a nos 
montres comme avait su le faire le cher Jean-Jacques ••• 
Nous nous ferions laboureurs, nous apprendrions a tisser 
la toile, nous nous ferions potiers. Nous redeviendrons 
des artisans. Quelle exaltation a la pensee que, par une 
decision si facile - il n'etait que de la prendre - nous 
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ete celui de nos peres et que nous avions ete les 
premiers a rompre, l'ordre qu'exige le travail quotidien. 
Cet ordre mame, ou l'homme est lie a la semence et a 
l'outil, le plus fecond pour l'esprit. 

Ma grande ambition, que je partageais du reste avec les 
amis que j'avais alors au Quartier latin, etaient de 
recommencer L'Abbaye, notre grand modele. Qu'est-ce que 
c'etait l'Abbaye? Un grand reve, celui d'un certain 
nombre de nos aines qui y avaient echoue, nous le 
savions, mais ou nous reussirions, nous, et pour notre 
vie entiere. Une recherche de l'absolu.(60) 
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Chamson has confirmed this idealistic approach amongst the memb ers of 

their group: 'nous n'avions pas un sou mais nous avions une alle-

gresse a vivre qui tenait moins a la litterature qu'au besoin de 

communiquer avec les autres hommes et leur apporter quelque 

chose' (61). 

In July and August 1923 Guilloux made his second journey 

abroad; this time he went with Grenier to Italy via Zurich, 

Innsbruck, Salzburg and Vienna(62) and his love of Germany from 

schoolboy days was further enhanced. He had always been attracted by 

the prospect of travelling and the reality confirmed him in this 

view: 'oui, oui, voyager est toujours bien. On devrait toujours 

voyager, toujours vouloir aller ailleurs. Ca ne sert a rien, mais 

enfin ••• On s'instruit, n'est-ce pas, et, une fois rentre chez soi, 

on a de quoi penser'(63). 

The next few years were a period of consolida hon for Guilloux 

and, on a personal level, he married in 1924(64). However, this 

happiness was severely jeopardised the following year when Palante 

committed suicide on 5 August 1925. Guilloux found it extremely 

difficult to come to terms with Palante's death, especially as they 

had been estranged since 1921(65). On a professional level he 

further established himself as a journalist in Paris(66), whilst 

working on his first novel. 
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1927 was a decisive year for him for this was the year when he 

made the decision that writing 'est devenu mon metier'(67) and in 

this year his first novel La Maison de Peuple was published by 

Grasset(68). Through Chamson Guilloux had become friendly with 

Daniel Halevy and it was Halevy whom Guilloux approached with his 

manuscript. At that time Halevy was setting up a new collection for 

Grasset called 'Les Ecrits'. He had conceived the idea for the new 

collection and it was to be managed by Guehenno, who was also an 

editor of Europe. Halevy passed the manuscript on to Guehenno who 

immediately accepted it for publication; he was moved by this account 

of the group of worker-artisans and their struggles to organise 

themselves into an effective political force in a small Brittany town 

at the beginning of the century. He was moved by their constant 

struggles against poverty and he saw in the description of their way 

of life many similarities with his own humble background in 

Brittany(69). In addition to his personal involvement with La 

Maison du Peuple Guehenno also felt that it fitted well with the 

ideology behind 'Les Ecrits' for this series had as its aim the 

publication of a variety of young writers who all had, according to 

Guehenno, the same preoccupation, 'le mame so in de la dignite humaine 

••• Nous voulons tous que l'homme gagne'(70). At their first meeting 

at Halevy's house Guilloux and Guehenno felt an immediate warmth 

towards each other and they felt they were 'de vieux amis deja'(71). 

This friendship, nourished by a common perception of revolution and 

writing, was to last for many years. 

La Maison du Peuple owes much to Guilloux 's childhood 

experiences. The central figure, Fran90is Quere, a shoemender, is 

largely based on the character of Guilloux's own father and the novel 

is dedicated both to members of his family and to the people involved 
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in the former section socialiste de Saint-Brieuc. In so doing 

Guilloux recognised the importance of the very localised and, ind e ed, 

small scale actions of men of his father's generation in the 

pre-First World war period. In La Maison du Peuple he was dealing 

with a way of life that no longer existed in France; the hopes of 

socialism as expressed by the protagonists in the book had been swe pt 

away by the advent of the First World War and their aspirations 

towards an undefined better future, la cit~ future, which would be 

constucted after la r~volution, had not been realised; and artisans 

had been increasingly replaced by cheaper industrialised processes. 

In treating such an historical topic Guilloux was presenting a 

fictionalised version of the particular aspirations of a particul a r 

group at a particular point in time. His account justified their 

actions, made sense of their lives and indeed, as Gaby Marcon has 

pointed out: 

Le livre n'est pas un miroir de la realite historique, 
mais un miroir de l'id~ologie socialiste du debut du 
siecle. Pas l'ideologie du Parti, ni celle de la 
doctrine codifiee des programmes et des statuts, mais 
celle ressentie par Guilloux, ~ la fois vague et confuse, 
tenant plus au my the que de la strategie politique. Une 
ideologie basee sur l'espoir d'un monde ideal sans 
pauvrete, sans oppression, peupl~ par des hommes comme 
Quer~, Lautie et les autres.(72) 

His characters may well live in poverty but they are members of the 

elite of the working class, for they are artisans. John King has 

shown the halfway position they occupy in the social structure where 

they are 'at one and the same time their own master and at the mercy 

of the bourgeoisie'(73). The men value their independence and 

individualism and as such find themselves in sympathy with the 

anarchist tradition, which gathered support in France towards the end 

of the nineteenth centur~74). Their pacifist, anarchist tendencies 

can be seen in their action of distributing the tracts in the 
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barracks telling the soldiers not to fight against their fe llow 

soldiers in the south. They learn, however, that they need to work 

together to achieve their political aim of having socialist t own 

councillors elected, and later of building a maison du peuple. 

Jaures's assasination which is announced near the end of the book 

portends the failure of their own efforts and indeed of soc ialism 

for it is his ideas of socialism tha t have influenced their thinking. 

Indeed, as Walter Redfern writes, 'Jaures articulated wha t the se men 

haltingly realize'(75). They learn that they must assume a c ommon 

identity and in order to educate the members of their own c lass they 

decide to build a maison du peuple, symbolically with their own 

hands. Here they would be their own masters: 

Chez nous, nous serons libres. Nous ne devrions rien a 
personne. Nous ferons des conferences pour les ouvriers, 
pour les enfants des ouvriers. Pour combattre la 
bourgeoisie, il faut etre instruit comme elle • . C'est 
par la que nous commencerqns la r~volution.(76) 

This concept clearly follows on from the socialist tradition of the 

bourses du travail which, originally a kind of labour exchange, han 

been developed by Fernand Pelloutier into centres for educating union 

members in 'l'oeuvre r~volutionnaire Lqu~7 doit etre de lib~rer l es 

hommes, non seulement de touts 8utorite, mais encore de toute 

institution qui n'a pas essentiellement pour but le developpement de 

la production'(77). The message from La Maison du Peuple is clea r, 

the way forward for the oppressed working class is through their own 

actions inspired by anarcho-syndicalism and by the 'poetic socialism' 

of Jaures. 

This book, by a relatively unknown young writer from Bri tt a ny 

made an immediate impact on the literary world. It was a great 

success, it brought him fame and it won him the Bourse Blumenthal 

which amounted to a considerable sum of money in those da ys, 20 , 000 
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francs. It also earned him a contract with Grasset for novels and 

translations. It was nine years since Guilloux had first come to 

Paris wi th only his youth and his idealism to r ecommen.l him. During 

this time he had retained his idealism and belief in the ordin~ry man 

and in his power to act and change the social situation in whi ~ h he 

found himself to some other, non-defined, 'better' future. He had 

had to struggle to establish himself within the publishing world of 

Paris and by 1927 he had had articles and book reviews published in 

many journals including Europe(78). He had built up a circle of 

literary friends including Andre and Clara Malraux(79), Gabriel 

Marcel, Julien Green and Julien Benda(80) as well as Guehenno, 

Halevy, Chamson and others in the 'vorticisme' group. At 28 he was 

well established, the holder of a valuable prize and the author of a 

highly acclaimed first novel. 

Given the subject matter of La Maison du Peuple it is not 

surprising that Guilloux was taken up by the various political and 

1 i terary fac tions which were then prominent. The left wing press 

immediately claimed him as a class writer: 

Si lIon entend par 'ecrivains proletariens' dans nos pays 
occidentaux . les ecrivains qui puisent leur inspiration 
dans la vie meme du proletariat, dont la litterature 
rapporte - avec plus ou moins de sens de la revolte - a 
la classe ouvriere, il faut alors classer Louis Guilloux 
comme ecrivain proletarien aux cotes d'Henry Poulaille, 
de Lucien Bourgeois et de Jean Tousseul.(81) 

Nor was it surprising that he was claimed some two years later as an 

example of a populist author by Leon Lemonnier for Guilloux easily 

fitted the wide criteria of populism. Lemonnier justified this cla im 

by the simple statement that 'dans La Maison du Peuple, Louis 

Guilloux a retrace avec une force nerveuse, les luttes d'un brave 

cordonnier breton'(82). Guilloux refuted any connection with this 
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'bourgeois' movement(83) as he made clear, politely but firmly, in a 

letter to Lemonnier: 

Notre ami Tigne est vraiment bien aimable de vous avoir 
fait lire ma Maison du Peuple, et je vous remercie de ce 
que vous m'en dites. Mais le populisme? Le mot m' 
inqiate, et je ne suis pas bien sur de comprendre ce 
qu'il veut dire. S'agit-il de grouper des ecrivains qui 
s'efforcent de peindre la vie du 'peuple', mais qui ne 
sont pas lus par le peuple, ou de grouper des ecrivains 
qui veulent d'abord, s'adresser au peuple? Je me rend 
parfaitement compte de ce que ma question a de [ .7 et 
d'incomplet. Il n'est d'ailleurs pas sur que cette 
seconde sorte d'ecrivains existe aujourd'hui en France 
-Il n'est pas sur non plus si elle ait son utilite.(84) 

Guilloux's next literary venture reinforces and strengthens the 

impression gained from La Maison du Peuple that he was at the very 

least, sympathetic to the aims and ideas of anarchism for it was an 

edition of certain of Pierre-Joseph Proudhon's letters, carried out 

in conjunction with Halevy(85). Indeed, Proudhon has been called 'le 

pare de l'anarchie'(86) and Jean Maitron has concluded: 

L'oeuvre proudhonnienne est dominae par les deux 
principes ••• de l'Anarchie, principe nagatif, lutte 
contre l'Autorita sous sa triple forme politique, 
aconomique et morale, principe positif, lutte pour la 
liberte et pour le Bien-~tre.(87) 

Guilloux would later incorporate many of Proudhon's ideas into the 

character of Raymond in Dossier confidentiel(88) and Camille Fouras 

in Angalina(89). 

Shortly after this, in December 1929, Eugane Dabit published 

L'Hotel du Nord and, as indicated in Chapter Ill, he took this 

opportunity to make contact with Guilloux and send him a copy and a 

friendship developed between the two writers, fostered by their 

common backgrounds and their mutual friends, Jean Guehenno and Max 

Jacob(90). 1930 saw the publication of Guilloux's second novel, 

Dossier confidentiel(91) and as a gesture of friendship he dedicated 

it to 'Monsieur et Madame Daniel Halevy'. This novel should have 
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dispelled any doubts about Guilloux's literary intentions, in no way 

could it be classed as a populist or proletarian novel. La Maison 

du Peuple may will have been' la revelation de la vie ouvriere '( 92) 

but Dossier confidentiel marked a definite turning away from working 

class fiction. The main part of the text begins in an unsurprising 

way as Raymond recounts his by no means untypical reactions as a 

sensitive and intelligent adolescent at the outbreak of the First 

World war. But what soon marks him out is his heightened sensitivity 

and the strength of his revulsion not only to the horrors of the war 

but also to the society in which he lives. He makes the decision 

that he will reject the bourgeois way of life and will return to a 

simpler one. This style of life has certain similarities with both 

the Abbaye and Guilloux's conception of vorticisme as well as with 

Proudhon's ideas on anarcho-syndicalism, in particular on the 

corrupting influence of mone~93). Raymond formulates his decision: 

Puisque je ne puis vivre avec le monde ••• ni me tuer 
je vivrai, mais hors du monde. Je refuserai de 
participer aux injustices des hommes. Je me batirai 
moi-meme ma maison, je gratterai moi-meme la terre qui me 
nourrira.(94) 

This is the turning point in the narrative for Raymond's pursuit of 

this ideal becomes obsessive until it is finally thwarted when he is 

accidentally involved in the death of another man. Although the 

first person 'dossier' by Raymond closes with this accident, Guilloux 

has added an extra dimension to the novel by including an eleven-page 

epilogue, compiled by an unnamed narrator consisting of further 

details of the accident and of Raymond's adamant claim that he wa s 

responsible for the man's death. 

Aspects of Guilloux's political thinking can be extrapolated 

from this text: his belief in the corrupting effect of war, his 

attraction towards a revolutionary form of action and a posited 
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solution in a return to life close to nature. This is also 

underlined by factors in Guilloux's own biography, his experiences in 

Saint-Brieuc in wartime, his later experiences in Paris and his 

involvement in both vorticisme and, as evidenced by his editing of 

Proudhon's letters, his interest in anarchism. It is interesting to 

note that at this stage actual revolutionary action is rejected by 

Raymond for a more individual form of personal happiness. 

It is clear that Guilloux was involved here in a literary 

experiment. He used material from his own background, experiences of 

war, school and his aspirations for a new society as material for a 

stylistic exercise. Guilloux made it clear that he did not believe 

that art should be used to serve a political, or any other ideology 

in both an article and in a review of Dabit's Hotel du Nord in Monde 

in January and May 1930(95) and an article on Poulaille in Europe in 

1930(96). However, there was a confusion in the minds of many, if the 

subject matter concerned the rejection of war or of society or dealt 

with the working class the novel was usually seen as politically 

ideological. This was to be a problem that would dog Guilloux 

whenever he tried to put into practice his aim of widening the Bcope 

of French literature to be more like that of England and RUBsia 

whilst at the same time basing the 'plot' on well observed incidents 

and events of his own working class background. Experimentation can 

be seen in two aspects of Dossier confidentiel. One is the element of 

fantastique which was picked out by both Benjamin Cremieux and by 

Dabit. Cremieux praised the novel for showing how young people could 

become fanatical about political ideas: 

Le fantastique qui joue pourtant un role si important 
dans la vie d'aujourd'hui, qui jette les apprentis aux 
jeunesses communistes, qui garnit les salles des meetings 
de propagande ou rassemble les manifestants au mur des 



Federes, ce fantastique-la n'a guere que M Guilloux comme 
celebrant.( 97) 

And Dabit asked, 'vous souvenez-vous des Enfants terribles de J. 
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Cocteau? J'entrais, en vous lisant, dans un monde merveilleux, mais 

ne doutais point de sa realite?'(98). But a more obvious aspect is 

what Mary Green has called 'a Dostoievskian experiment'(99). She 

claims that Guilloux begins 'to adapt his craft to this more complex 

subject matter, making extensive use of imagery and experimenting 

with themes and techniques suggested by L:.~ Dostoievsky'(100). 

Indeed the obsessive nature of Raymond's behaviour and his increasing 

isolation from 'normal life' do recall Raskolnikov in Crime and 

Punishment(101) while the idea of plotting a crime and then claiming 

responsibility for it provide even further links. But it is the 

ending which provides the most striking comparison with the ending of 

The Brothers Karamazov(102) for just as Mitya is visited by a saintly 

figure while in prison, so Raymond is visited by the kindly and 

enigmatic M. Coudray. He appears to try and offer Raymond spiritual 

advice but the work closes on a pessimistic note with Raymond's final 

entry being: 'je lui pose enfin la question qui me brule le coeur, 

"l'innocence est-elle un don?" 11 me regarde avec deux yeux pleins 

de larmes. "Peut-Itre, me dit-il, ates-vous incapable d'aimer - je 

dis peu t-et re ••• '" ( 1 03 ) • As the fi rst comple te versi on of Les 

Freres Karamazov had only been published seven years previously(104) 

Guilloux would have been aware of the controversy surrounding 

Halperine-Kaminsky's previous adaptation of the ending. Just as 

Halperine-Kaminsky had made these alterations, removing an element of 

mysticism, to make the text more acceptable to a nineteenth century 
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French reader, so Guilloux was now making use of the original version 

and incorporating these specifically Russian elements to give his 

twentieth century French text an extra Russian dimension. 

That Guilloux was experimenting in Dossier confidentiel is 

clear enough, and it is also evident that he adopted certain 

techniques from Dostoievsky. However, it would be an unfair 

assessment of Guilloux's own literary skills to limit the experimen

tation to a copying of Dostoievskian techniques. Guilloux's diary 

entries for the period show a concern about the act of writing and an 

attempt to resolve his thinking on style, such as 'le style n'est 

peut-etre qu'une superstition. 11 ne s'agit que de dire les choses 

avec force'(105). And already in 1930 he was beginning to plan a 

major future work, which would not be published until 1936 as Le 

Sang noir: 'mon futur roman, j'en vois deja les grandes lignes, les 

grands moments et les scenes principales, bien que loin d'etre en 

etat de m'y mettre. L'ensemble tendra a un personnage issu de 

Palante'(106). 

Given Guilloux's interest in experimentation, it is not 

surprising that, in the main, people did not know what to make of 

Dossier confidentiel after the apparent simplicity of La Maison du 

Peuple(107). The general consensus was that the first part, up to 

the death of the uncle, was moving(108) but that the second part was 

unsuccessful as the reader became alienated by Raymond's obsessive 

behaviour(109). Indeed, Guilloux admitted in an interview with 

Lefevre in 1935 that he was dissatisfied with the ending(110). 

In 1931 Guilloux published his third novel Compagnons(111) 

which was in the line of La Maison du Peuple in terms of milieu and 

atmosphere. Dabit was asked by Guehenno to review it for Europe and 

he sent Guilloux a copy of this review prior to publication(112). 
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Guilloux reported to Dabit tha t he was pleased with the review( 1 13 ). 

Dabit's article provides a useful summary of this short t ext: 

Dans une ville de Bretagne, Dagorne , Fortune Le Brix, 
Jean Kernevel, avaient fonde apres la guerre une pe tit e 
entreprise de 'platreries, chaux et ciments'. Kernevel, 
qui avait du sens, du poids, menait l' a ffaire; Dagorne, 
trop jeune, manquait d'autorite pour traiter avec le 
client; quant a Le Brix, 'Question boulot, disait-il, 
tout ce qu'on voudra.Mais question ecriture, macache!' 

11s avaient une bonne reputation, ils gagnaient largem en t 
leur vie. C'etaient de bons ouvriers, serieux, calmes, 
plus proches du campagnard que de l'homme de l'usine, 
toujours prets a retaper les vieux murs d'une ferme, a 
recrepir ceux d'une maison, et quelquefois a travailler 
en ville chez le bourgeois. Pour eux, toutes les 
besognes etaient bonnes, ils ne rechignaient jamais 
devant l'ouvrage. 

La femme de Dagorne allait avoir un quatrieme enfant; 
mais son homme lui rapportait de grosses semaines. Bien 
que Le Brix courut le dimanche les auberges, Marie etait 
heureuse, elle aussi. Quant a Kernevel, il etait 
celibataire. Un homme de cinquante ans, grand, bien 
bati, mais malade de coeur; son visage avait cet air de 
gravite des hommes qui se savent frappes a mort. 
Seulement, il ne s'ecoutait pas. Un samedi soir, dans un 
chantier, il sentit ses jambes le quitter, une faiblesse 
le gagner, et il s'assit sur des madriers, la tete dans 
les mains. Le Brix le trouve la; il l' aide a se mettre 
debout, a regagner la ville. A l'entree du pays, 
Kernevel occupait une chambre. 11 se coucha en 
soufflant. Le Brix partit, inquiet pour la vie du 
bonhcmme, inquiet pour leur entreprise. 

Le dimanche il revint, i1 apportait du bouillon, des 
oranges. Kernevel pensa que lorsque son pare etait a la 
mort, on lui apportait aussi des oranges. 'Est-ce que j e 
serais plus malade que je ne crois?' se dit-il. L'apres
midi, Le Brix alla voir Dagorne qui habitait un bourg, 
sur la route de Paris. Et il raconta la nouvelle. 

Une semaine passa. 

Chaque matin, svant de partir pour le chantier, Le Brix 
entrait chez Kernevel;et ils allaient le voir plus 
souvent. Un matin il delira. La crise passee, il se 
laissa convaincre; bon, i1 partirait pour l'hopita1. Dans 
la voiture qui l'emportait, il dit a Le Brix, 'Tu 
prendras ma montre, ma bicyclette, ma truelle fine. Mes 
effets de travail, tu les donneras a Dagorne'. Et il se 
tut. 



Le lendemain, quand Le Brix et Dagorne se presenterent a 
l'hopital pour avoir des nouvelles, on leur apprit que 
Jean Kernevel etait mort dans la nuit.(114) 
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In his article Dabit goes on to reite rate for the wi der public wha t 

Guilloux had already told him, that Guilloux was first and foremost a 

writer, not a propagandist: 

Louis Guilloux ne se soucie pas de persuader, de precher, 
il n'exige du lecteur ni la compassion ni la revolte. 
Mais on ne saurait l'accuser de detachement, d' 
indifference. Son attitude est celle d'un homme et d 'un 
ecrivain qui sait comprendre, sentir, se donner sans 
tricheries, sans marchandages ••• et ne reclame des 
aut res hommes qu'un peu de l'amour genereux qu'il confie 
a ses livres.(115) 

Nevertheless, the aspects which Dabit has stressed in his review a r e 

the 'populist' elements of the work, that it is about the peuple. He 

writes of Guilloux's love for the men, 'avec tant de sollicitude, de 

sympathie, de discretion, Louis Guilloux anime chaque page, la 

gonfle, la prolonge'(116). He does not, for example, mention any 

political slant to their united activity. 

This novel seemed the natural successor to La Maison du Peuplej 

the intervening Dossier confidentiel could be ignored and Guilloux 

could once more be used by the populists as a proponent of their 

literary theories. Again Lemonnier included Guilloux in his next 

text, Populisme, in 1931, justifying his inclusion as follows: 

Le gout de la justice, la revolte gene reuse contre 
l'inegalite des classes peuvent mener un ecrivain a 
rechercher le peuple. C'est le cas, par example, de 
Louis Guilloux. Plus occupe de politique que de 
litterature, ayant en horreur toutes les contraintes, 
meme celles d'un parti trop discipline, son oeuvre de 
socialiste revolutionnaire l'apousse a ecrire cette La 
Maison du Peuple qui est l'un des meilleurs livres que
l'on ait consacres a la vie des petites gens dans les 
villes.(117) 

A similar statement by Lemonnier in a preface to a book by Celine 

Lh~tte brought a quick response from Guilloux: 

Me permettez-vous de vous dire, a ce propos, qu'il n' est 
pas exact que je sois plus occupe de politique que de 



litterature? Je n'appartiens a aucun parti, et ne veux 
appartenir a aucun. L'action exige une audace que je 
n'ai pas, et puis, dans le fond, l'action est trop facile 
- Je ne suis pas un homme de groupe - et, vous le savez, 
je ne suis pas non plus un homme d'ecoles. 

Dans mon livre, La Maison du Peufle, j'ai tents de 
peindre des hommes en fonction dune certaine idee de 
l'amour. Rien de plus. Vous verrez que j'ai tente la 
mame chose dans Compagnons.(118) 

Lemonnier's meaning is not immediately clear when he states 

that Guilloux was plus occupe de politique que de litterature for 
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Guilloux had consistently claimed that he was not a partisan of any 

party. Moreover, he had been adamant that to be committed to a 

.particular ideology, political or literary, was both limiting and 

damaging for a writer. In January 1929 Guilloux had written in Monde 

of 'la prison stroite des partis, qu'il s'agisse des partis bourgeois 

ou des partis marxistes'(119) and in so dOing had shown his distrust 

of either populism or communism. Guilloux could not accept that the 

only way to represent working-class concerns was by following a 

particular dogma, marxist or otherwise; this, he felt, was to ignore 

all those working towards a revolutionary future in a less formalised 

way: 

La litterature proletarienne est-elle necessairement 
marxiste, dogmatique, sans liberte? Et tous ceux qui, 
etant hommes du peuple, et l'aimant ••• travaillant pour 
lui, maia en dehors de tout dogme marxistea ou autre, 
doivent-ils s'attendre, ceux-la a se voir toujours 
traites par les communistes comme des trattrea et des 
'bourgeois' - a voir mise en doute la sincerite de leurs 
espoirs revolutionnaires.(120) 

Guilloux was aware that this attitude was not one tolerated by the 

protagonists of the various groupings and he had himself previously 

received a warning from the marxist critic Henri Bru in Clarte: 'mais 

que l'ecrivain qu'il est devenu aujourd'hui prenne garde ••• Que 

Louis Guilloux, veritable ecrivain proletarien, sache rester fidele 

a ses origines, a sa classe'(121). Guilloux was certain that 



li terary dogma was as damaging as political dogma to a writer's 

creative output and in his review of Dabit's Hotel du Nord he gave 

the following advice: 

Il ne s'agit nullement d'etre un auteur proletarian ou 
autre. Un homme comme M. Eugene Dabit doit a tout ce 
qu'il est de laisser les etiquettes sur les bocaux de 
.pharmaciens pour quoi elles sont fai tes, et de rechercher 
tout seul sa verite, meme si cette verite doit contrariar 
ceux qu'il aime le plus et l'empoisonner lui-meme.(122) 

Lemonnier would undoubtedly have been annoyed by this compari-
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son(123). Guilloux's position at this stage should have been clear, 

it was possible to be a revolutionary without being a marxist and the 

way to remain true to one's class was by remaining true to one's art. 

This position, however, needs further refinement for at this 

early stage of his career Guilloux already saw a dichotomy between 

wri ting and action, between the intellectual and revolutionary 

action: 

Que les intellectuels et le peuple soient separes, cela 
n'est que trop vrai ••• La revolution se fait sans nous 
et meme contre nous. Elle ne tient pas compte de nos 
livres, de nos problemes, de nos discours, et elle a 
raison. La vraie foi revolutionnaire ne bavarde pas, ne 
cherche a convaincre personne, elle agit ••• Ce qui 
revient a dire que les efforts des 'intellectuels' en 
faveur de la revolution me paraissent a peu pres sans 
portee et sans effets.(124) 

Guilloux's ideas on the intellectual and revolution were an obvious 

refutation of committed literature for his concept ran counter to the 

whole idea of literature as political instrument which was the 

underlying principle of many of the political-literary groupings of 

the late 1920's and early 1930's. Paradoxically it is at this stage 

of his career, when his writings can be most closely linked with the 

tradition of working-class literature that Guilloux makes his 

strongest statements about the non-compatibility of writing and 

action. For him at this period, an intellectual cannot, and indeed, 
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should not be a revolutionary. It is from this standpoint that he 

claims not to be occupe de politique, not to have a 'tete 

politique'(125). However, it is evident that Guilloux was concerned 

with 'Politics' both in his concern to be a temoin of his early 

working class experiences and in his growing concern about the role 

of the writer in society. This latter aspect was one that would 

engage him considerably, later in his career. In addition, in his 

terms, not to be occupied with politics did not mean that he took no 

part in political activity but rather that he felt free to act where 

and as he thought appropriate and worthwhile. It was, for example, a 

political action to have articles published in Poulaille's Nouvel Age 

although it is interesting to note here that from the beginning 

Poulaille attempted to maintain an independence. Paul Loffler 

comments on this stance: 

Des le premier numero, Poulaille recut des missives de 
L'Union Internationale des Ecrivains Revolutionnaires, 
par le truchement de son president, qui lui suggere une 
ligne de conduite. Ce que Poulaille et aussi Remy ont 
refuse. Ils n'etaient pas hostiles aux Soviets, mais i1s 
refusaient 'd'accepter leur mots d'ordre' .(126) 

This independent attitude no doubt encouraged Guilloux to publish in 

this review which was 'un vaste carrefour ou se rencontrait la 

1itterature internationale'(127). 

Guilloux's awareness of the danger of the position he had 

adopted is clear from a letter to Guehenno where he expressed his 

admiration for Conversion a l'humain(128). Gui110ux had long admired 

Guehenno's work and his gesture of dedicating Compagnons to him was 

significant for it was a public statement of his belief in Guehenno's 

writing and was also a personal hommage. In a letter dated March 

1931 Guilloux wrote, 'la position que tu prends - position dangereuae 

- est la seule digne. La seule possible, parce qu'elle est la seule 
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vraie. Mais je le repete, elle est tres dangereuse'(129). He 

admired Guehenno because he did not adhere to a party line but tried 

to come to the truth of a situation. But such a position, and by 

inference one that Guilloux would take, was fraught with problems. 

Guilloux makes this clear, 'je crois que ce livre est tel qu'on ne 

peut que te persecuter. C'est le sort de tous ceux qui, contre la 

confusion, toujours et a tous egards si utiles aux partis, ont voulu 

la clarte'(130). Further clarification of Guilloux's agreement with 

Guehenno's ideas on revolution can be found in this letter for he 

tells Guehenno, 'il y a aussi le danger a dire que les communistes 

n'ont pas le monopole de la revolution, que la revolution n'est pas 

ce qu'on croit, mais quelque chose de plus difficile, de moins 

immediat'(131). It seems from this that by 1931 Guilloux had 

progressed from his previous idea that intellectuals and revolution-

ary action were mutually exclusive. But it is equally obvious that 

for Guilloux revolution does not necessarily mean the working classes 

rising up against the bourgeoisie in bloody battle. The concept of 

revolution is at the heart of much of Guilloux's work and one that 

will be explored at length in Le Sang noire 

The second half of this letter develops into a discussion of 

the concept of culture. That the letter should explore both 

revolution and culture is no coincidence. Again it represents the 

dual interests, or indeed the schism, in Gui11oux's mind between 

thought and action. Concerning culture Gui11oux's explanation is 

unequivocal: 

La culture n'est peut-etre que l'amour de la verite et 
l'incapacite de hair. Mais pour aimer et defendre la 
verite, pour chasser la haine de son coeur, i1 n'est pas 
toujours necessaire de conna~tre P1aton et Jesus-Christ. 
Je ne pousserai pas le paradoxe jusqu'a pretendre que le 
contra ire vai11e mieux. Je dis seu1ement que toute vraie 
culture est naive. Naive, c'est-a-dire profonde, comme 
est profond tout ce qui natt de coeur sans la comp1icite 



de l'orgeuil, comme est profond tout ce qui participe du 
sentiment de la communion des hommes, tous ensevelis dans 
la meme nuit. Le mot 'culture' ne peut avoir pour moi 
d'autre sens que celui d'experience.(132) 

Guilloux's inclination towards the 'common man' r a ther than the 
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'intellectual' is explained. He writes that' le monde tire sa force 

de sa naIvete, et c'est pourquoi les 'intellectuels' forment une 

race si triste, si etrange et si douloureuse. Pauvres gens! lIs 

sont sans abri et sans racines'(133). 

Despite the unambiguity of such statements Guilloux was 

considered by many as an exponent of the school of proletarian 

literature and was regularly invited to speak at lectures and debates 

on this topic. On Saturday 24 October 1931 he took part in a l ec ture 

organised by the amis de 'Monde' on proletarian literature. Je9.n 

Duval's diary entry for 25 October 1931 shows Guilloux's debuts in 

this world, how his 'inexperience 1'empechait de rien mettre en 

forme, comme i1 s'etait dix fois repete qu'il n'etait pas un par1eur, 

il n'osait pas suivre une idee jusqu'au point ou elle entraine 

l'auditeur dans l'elan de sa course'(134). Despite this Duval 

reports that Guilloux made a good impression and that his political 

solidarity was evident: 

11 etait tres gene et emu. C'est un pe tit homme aux 
jambes tendues, qui se campe tout droit, la tete haute 
et fievreuse, avec cet air de cranerie, d'inquietude et 
d'excitation, ou se reconnalt le compagnon, le gars qui a 
beaucoup trime, traverse beaucoup de hasards, et souvent 
halete dans l'effort de raccorder ses pensees. Sous 
cette claquante voilure, un calme, une lumiere repandue, 
un grand bercement de bonte ••• Ma i s que l'accent etait 
juste et pur.(135) 

In the eyes of the proletarian movement Guilloux may well have been 

the embodiment of a proletarian writer although, in his speech, he 

declared quite categorically that the role of a writer was t o 

understand the dreams and aspirations of ' mankind and to recount them, 
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it was not to adhere to a political ideology. Duval's account makes 

this clear: 

Il a dit qu'il ne se voulait, pour sa part, ni romancier 
populiste, ni romancier proletarien. Qu'un homme venu du 
peuple, s'il etait un artiste, devait se garder de toute 
complaisance; qu'il ne fallait pas que la lamentation de 
la misere devtnt un theme; que la tache de l'ecrivain 
n'etait d'ailleurs pas d'illustrer une these politique; 
qu'en depit de l'evidente necessite de poursuivre 
l'action selon la tactique de la lutte des classes, le 
livre n'avait dans cette lutte pas d'objectif a 
conquerir; ni l'artiste d'autre devoir que de connaitre 
l'homme, de l'atteindre en ses profondeurs, et de conter 
ses plus grands reves.(136) 

Given the nature of the meeting it is not surprising that Guilloux's 

speech met with a hostile reception; Guehenno found it necessary to 

spring to his defence. The question of proletarian literature must 

have presented Guilloux with a dilemma for his writing was often 

closely allied to this approach and yet he did not believe that art 

should be used for propaganda purposes. Loffler has analysed 

Guilloux's position vis a vis proletarian literature and has 

concluded that 'il avait toutes les dispositions pour etre un 

ecrivain proletarien. Ses origines et ses premiers ecrits en etaient 

le gage'(137) but that he remained an 'indecis'(138), a compagnon de 

route. As with the populists, Guilloux's work could be interpreted 

by the proletarian writers in accordance with their own ideology by 

looking at the subject matter but ignoring the way in which this 

subject matter was treated stylistically. 

On 5 December of that year a manifesto entitled 'L'Ecrivain et 

la revolution' was published in Barbusse's Monde. This was followed 

on 7 December 1931 by a debate at the grand Orient in which Guilloux 

participated, along with Barbusse, Chamson, Poulaille, Lemonnier and 

Lefevre(139). However, as Loffler recounts, the debate did not 

resolve anything: 



Apres ce debat qui avait comme but d'eclaircir la 
situation, de donner une definition claire de la lit
terature proletarienne, tout devenait encore plus confus. 
Chacun parlait un langage different, on n'arrivait meme 
pas a savoir qu'etait le proletariat.(140) 
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Guilloux's interests were, however, firmly centred on writing 

and experimentation. By 1932 he had become a prolific writer and he 

published his fifth book Hymenee(141) which had previously been 

serialised in the NRF from January to April 1932(142). To be 

published in the leading literary review of the time, especially 

en-tete, as the first instalment was, was a break-through for 

Guilloux. It also demonstrated that a literary entrepreneur like 

Jean Paulhan considered Guilloux an up and coming author and wanted 

to have him associated with the review. It was also symptomatic of 

the way Gallimard would poach authors from other publishers and 

indeed, this early publication in the NRF looked forward to the day 

when Guilloux would go over to Gallimard from Grasset. 

Hymenee is a third-person narrative about Maurice Lacroix, a 22 

year old railway clerk living in a small Brittany town. His dreams 

of escaping to Paris from the boredom of his life are thwarted when 

Berthe, his maitresse, tells him she is pregnant and he agrees to 

marry her. When, some time after the wedding, Berthe admits that 

there is no baby and that she had known this before the wedding, 

Maurice remembers other examples of female trickery and he resolves 

to leave. However, he comes to the realisation that there is nowhere 

to go and no one to help him: 'ni les copains, ni les parents ne 

pouvaient rien pour lui. Deux fois, dans la meme soiree, il 

apprenait qu'il devrait vivre seul, se debrouiller tout seul avec sa 

douleur. Le temps Oll il etait protege etait fini'(143). 

This novel further establishes the pattern set in Guilloux's 

earlier works - while some seem to work towards a form of political 
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statement, others are more an experiment with form or the working out 

of a specific idea. Here the overriding impression is one of 

sadness, that life does not have much to offer the working class and 

even the chimera of love and marriage, apparent in a man's youth, are 

dispelled by marriage and the coming of children. Guilloux offers no 

solution. He exposes the tricks and superficiality of the lower 

bourgeoisie and indicates that the only unselfish love is that of 

Maurice's aged and poor parents for him, but even this love is shown 

ultimately not to be of any help. This theme of the disillusion 

inherent in love recurs in Guilloux's work; it could, indeed, be 

argued that it is at the very heart of Le Sang noire 

Somewhat surprisingly this rather slight novel was favourably 

reviewed, although Guilloux himself later stated, 'je n'attache 

aucunce importance a cet ouvrage'(144). The text was apparently 

non-political and it treated a specific emotion with a humble clerk 

as the main protagonist. Such criteria would easily gain it a place 

on the populist bookshelves. Jean Paulhan, writing under the 

pseudonym of Jean Guerin, claimed 'il y a de la grandeur dans ce 

recit simple, efface, presque invisible'(145) while Jean Charpentier 

praised Guilloux's objectivity in his analysis of the 'sentiment le 

plus vif, en France, du haut en bas de l'echelle sociale ••• l'amour

propre'(146). Dabit, however, recognised its faults and wrote to 

Guilloux to give him his opinion. He told him, 'il ne m'a pas donne 

une joie complete ••• ~le~ moyens ••• tous, n'etaient pas 

parfaitement au point, peut-etre, ou pas assez fort ••• Au fond, 

Guilloux, vous etiez prisonnier de vos personnages'(147). 

In 1933 Guilloux published Le Lecteur ecrit in Gallimard'e 

collection 'Les Documents Bleus'. It wae complied from letters which 

had been sent to a journalist working on a well known bourgeois 
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newspaper in response to his weekly column(148). Ten of the one 

hundred and ten letters in the book were also published in the NRF in 

1933(149), further establishing Guilloux's position there. In his 

introduction in the NRF he explained that the publication of the 

letters 'peuvent contribuer ••• a jeter un peu de lumiere sur 

certains besoins profonds de l'homme, sur une simple present

ation'(150). The letters make sad reading, they show the difficul

ties 'ordinary people' have in coping with the problems of life: 

marriage and infidelity, the law, problems of accommodation and 

employment. Guilloux lets the people speak for themselves, offering 

no explanation or comment except for a short quotation from each 

letter as way of a title. Grenier saw them as 'des documents de 

premiere main sur l'humanite'(151) and the overall impression, he 

claimed, was one of 'la sottise'(152) which was made up from 'la 

naIvete ••• une grande etroitesse d'esprit ••• un amour-propre et une 

vanite incurables'(153). He went on to make the link between 

Guilloux's and Guehenno's outlook. He claimed that Guilloux had not 

merely collected these letters together for psychological interest 

but that they showed he shared Guehenno's belief that 'la vie 

quotidienne des hommes mediocres est bien plus heroique que celles 

des heros ••• Les hommes ne peuvent supporter la condition qui leur 

est faite, mais ils la supportent tout de meme'(154). The publica

tion of these letters can also be seen as a practical manifestation 

of Guilloux's belief in la culture naIve and in the role of the 

artist. For Guilloux believed that what was needed in both life and 

art was 'le contact immediat et direct avec la vie non sophistiquee, 

laquelle, dans notre monde a l'envers, ne peut etre que la vie qui 

souffre dans la misere, l'oppression, les tenebres et toutes les 

indigences'(155). The letters, in fact, give a fascinating aper2u of 
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cultural concerns in France, and to cite just one example, of the 

urgent need to increase the population of France after the decimation 

of the First World War. 

Guilloux was extremely interested in the wider political scene 

as his diary entries consistently show. For example, he summarised 

the events of 1933 as follows: 

Au debut de l'annee, le Reichstag avait brule. Les 
hitleriens fourraient dans des camps dont nous entendions 
parler pour la premiere fois des centaines et des 
milliers de gens qu'ils allaient torturer en attendant de 
les faire mourir. Les chomeurs se comptaient par 
millions en Amerique, en Angleterre, en A11emagne maie en 
Allemagne i1s devaient bientot rejoindre les formations 
hit1eriennes. En Angleterre et en France ils parcour
aient les routes al1ant vers Londres et vers Paris en 
brandissant de larges panneaux sur lesquels s'inscriv
aient leurs revendications du travail et du pain. On les 
recevait a coups de matraque. Et pendant ce temps-la au 
Bresil on jetait le cafe a la mer tandis qu'aux 
Etats-Unis et au Canada on chauffait les locomotives avec 
du ble.(156) 

This was also the year when he knew he had something of worth 

to communicate to a readership. He writes, 'le moment n'etait pas 

encore venu de me mettre a mon ouvrage, mals je savais qu'il allait 

venir et que le premier pas que je ferais repondrait de tous les pas 

suivants ••• Je voyais les choses. Comment les montrer?'(157). The 

problem as Guilloux saw it was not whether he was going to write, but 

how and what. Everything he saw and heard seemed relevant. He 

writes, 'je savais, sans le savoir, et sans m'y appliquer, qu'il 

s'agissait avant tout d'elever les choses a leur valeur de signes, 

mais comment faire?'(158). He knew that this work would be set in 

1917 and he read newspapers and journals of the period to fill in his 

knowledge of the background and he also knew that 'l'ensemble tendra 

a un personnage issue de Palante'(159). But, he writes, 'il me 

fallait decouvrir un ordre. Transformer le chaos en ordre'(160). 
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Guilloux was also trying t.o co e to terms with his role as & 

writer in society. He felt that there was an inherent conflict he r e 

for he states categorically that 'le travail veut le cloitre, mais 

nous vivons dans le monde'(161). His problem was to reconcile these 

two aspects of life. On the one hand he had become increasingly 

interested in style, the meaning of language, the depiction of time, 

and on the other hand he was a member of the society in which he 

lived and he felt he could not ignore its problems. He writes: 

Or, qu'on le veuille ou non, tout artiste se veut unique, 
et meme irrempla~able. Au fond de lui-meme, son grand 
desir est de se soustraire au temps, et par consequent a 
l'histoire. Il se trouve que cela est impOSSible, qu'on 
n'a pas besoin de lui demander de s'engager, qu'il l'est 
de fait, puisqu'il vit dans une societe et dans un temps 
donne, et que, meme s'il le voulait, il ne peut se 
retirer que sous peine de se separer, et que tel n'est 
pas son but, puisque, d'autre part, ce qu'il veut aussi 
au trefonds de lui-meme, c'est rejoindre les hommes, leur 
dire quelque chose, leur proposer un certain partage(162). 

By early 1934 Guilloux resolved this personal dilemma. He opted for 

involvement, or as he put it, he decided to 'accepter de nouvelles 

"distractions"'(163). His account of this decision is as follows; 

Un camarade venant de Paris vint me surprendre en plein 
travail pour me demander d'accepter la charge de respons
able departemental pour le Secours rouge, ce que j' 
acceptai tout de suite. A cette epoque-la, les refugies 
venant d'Allemagne arrivaient deja tres nombreux en 
France, mais apres la commune d'Oviedo, d'autres refugies 
politiques n'allaient pas tarder a paraltre. Le camarade 
envoye de Paris souhaitait tres fort mon acceptation, en 
raison surtout du fait que je n' appartenais a aucun 
parti, aussi parce que etant ecrivain, il etait probable 
que cette qualite faciliterait bien des choses aupres des 
autorites.( 164) 

Guilloux was already involved in another distraction - he was 

working with Ives Flouriot, an SNCF employee and member of the 

communist party, in creating a Comite des chomeurs(165). 

Guilloux found 1934 equally as depressing as 1933 in political 

terms: 



[Le} 6 fevrier ••• fut [la dat~ de la tentative 
fasciste, place de la Concorde, et, a la fin de cette 
mame annee, l'insurrection des Asturies, Oviedo et 
Barcelone. En mame temps que les 'actualites' au cinema 
nous montraient en grande abondance d'horribles images de 
la guerre en Chine. Tel etait notre monde a cette 
epoque-la, l'air qu'on respirait n'etait pas trop lager. 
La rue se bariolait partout des 'permanances' des divers 
partis se preparant a la guerre civile: Croix-de-Feu, 
communistes et jeunesses communistes, socialistes (SFIO) 
et jeunesse socialistes, doriotistes, pivertistes, 
francistes, jeunesse patriotes, et les infames ligueurs 
d'Action fran~aise auxquels le sinistre Maurras 
conseillait de recourir aux couteaux de cuisine.(166) 
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These years were immensely important ones for Guilloux as is shown in 

Les Batailles perdues(167) which is set totally in this period and in 

Le Jeu de patience(168) where the 1930's are one of the several 

interwoven time levels. 

1934 was spent by Guilloux mainly in involvement at the 

practical level of helping refugees and the unemployed. He had to 

shelve his preparation of Le Sang noir, the complex and major work he 

was undertaking, in order to concentrate upon these activities. He 

did, however, manage to complete and publish a much simpler work, 

Angelina(169), which followed in the line of La Maison du Peuple. 

This novel fills in the background to the narrator's mother in La 

Maison du Peuple(170), and shows her impoverished upbringing by her 

father, le pere Esprit, and her mother, Anne-Marie, and in so doing 

it makes a strong statement about the oppression of the working 

class. Angelina is useful 'background' to La Maison du Peuple and 

together these two works make up what Guilloux has called his 

'hommage au passe'(171). Guilloux's early experiences of working 

class life were a subject matter that exerted a strong influence over 

him and one that he would return to again in Le Pain des raves. In 

the two earlier novels Guilloux can be seen to a certain extent in 

the role of temoin; but the use of the same material in the later Le 
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Pain des raves brings into question the function of this material. 

If, as King has pointed out, Guilloux 'was to go to great pains to 

avoid having his literary ambitions wholly dictated to him by an 

accident of birth'(172), the question must be asked why did he so 

consistently use material that could be directly related back to his 

own working-class background? It would appear that this was the 

material with which Guilloux was happy to work; it was material he 

knew and could manipulate. In each of the novels where it is used it 

is viewed from a different angle and it is related by narrators with 

different levels of sophistication in both viewing and telling. Its 

use also points to the basic dilemma throughout Guilloux's early 

literary career: his desire to be both a writer concerned with the 

art of writing and to be a writer authentic to his own roots. 

While Angelina complements La Maison du Peuple, in no way can 

it be seen as a rival to it in terms of success or artistic 

achievement(173) which may well have been the result of Guilloux's 

greater personal involvement in practical political activities during 

its gestation. Its does not break new ground, the same themes are 

treated as in previous works: the impoverished life of the working 

class, the awakening among them of a political sense and the problems 

of marriage, although there is more analysis of the options open to 

them and a more militant line is advocated. Le pare Esprit is a 

vocal mouthpiece for the way the working class has been duped in the 

past. Revolution had taken place in France, in the name of the poor, 

but, he asks, 'cette revolution, qui servait-elle? Pas les pauvres. 

Le peuple est toujours la dupe des revolutions'(174). As in La 

Maison du Peuple Guilloux does not specify how life would be after a 

successful revolution, rather it can be deduced from the text that 

people would live in a state of personal happiness, where they would 
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not be ashamed of their situation. As le pare Esprit points out, 

what he wants is not riches but, he states, 'je veux vivre avec 

dignite, qu'on me traite en homme, non en esclave'(175). Guilloux, 

in line with anarchist thinking, is not advocating a better form of 

government, but rather a situation where people can live freely, as 

shown by Angelina's final wish at the close of the novel that 'le 

petit qu'elle porte en elle ne soit pas un esclave'(176). The main 

political thrust of the novel comes from the rather wild but romantic 

figure of Camille Fouras, who comes to work in Henri Esprit's 

workshop, mainly with the purpose of politicising the young men. His 

advice to them is reminiscent of Proudhon's advocation of the 

abolition of private property. He exhorts the men, 'l'abolition de 

la propriete privee. Le pouvoir aux ouvriers. Le socialisme'(177). 

He revises the history they had learnt at school and he fosters in 

Henri the idea of class warfare: 

11 n'y a pas d'entente avec les bourgeois. Entre eux et 
nous, c'est une lutte a mort ••• lIs ont eu des siecles 
pour faire un monde. Et qu'est-ce qu'ils ont fait? 
Nous, nous n'avons que nos mains pour nous nourrir et 
pour essayer d'en batir un monde, un vrai ••• La main qui 
saisit l'outil, il faudra aussi, sais-tu bien, qu'elle 
apprenne a saisir le fusil.(178) 

Henri is brought to a level of political consciousness where he 

wants to act, both by Fouras's teaching and also by an incident where 

it is brought home to him that he ie poor and therefore, in the eyes 

of the middle class, of no value. But then, as King has shown, 'the 

only real act in the course of a sustained unequal and passive 

resistance to death, poverty and illness - namely Henri's political 

agitation - brings in its wake disaster and the gradual ' disintegra-

tion of the family'(179). Guilloux does not idealise the working 

class in the depiction of these events; in fact, many are shown as 
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cruel and uncaring, as in the reception of Angelina as an apprentice by 

the women in the workshop. 

By the beginning of 1935 Guilloux was well underway with the 

writing of Le Sang noire He was so involved with this work tha t he 

had little time to do anything else. He wrote to Guehenno in th i s 

vein on 13 Janaury 1935: 

Le fait est que le roman a pris une telle extension, et 
sur moi un tel empire que ~a tourne a l'obsession et a la 
manie mais encore une fois, je suis saisi dans un certain 
univers et n'en puis sortir pour le moment.(180) 

Indeed the work was all consuming. Guilloux continued, 'mon travail 

pour le moment, ne me contraint pas seulement a ne rien ecrire hors 

du roman, mais aussi a ne rien lire'(181). And yet Guilloux she lved 

this important work to take on once more certain distractions. The 

first Spanish refugees arrived in Saint-Brieuc and as responsable 

departemental for the Secours rouge he was responsible for their 

well-being( 182) ,. which even involved him in putting several of them 

up in his own study, thus putting a stop on a practical level to his 

continuing with his novel(183). He also agreed to take on a further 

responsibility, that of the secretaryship of the Congres mondial des 

Ecrivains antifascistes pour la Defence de la Culture which opened in 

Paris on 21 June 1935(184). Amongst the twenty-five French authors 

who arranged it were Dabit, Gide and Guilloux. Although to date no 

written record has been found of Guilloux and Gide meeting at this 

congress it is evident that they would have had the opportunity here 

of making each other's aquaintance. 

Just four days before the congress was due to open the 

organisation did not seem very well advanced according to Simone 

Tery: 

Je ne sais si vous vous rendez compte, expliquait (Louis 
Guillou~ avec bonne humeur, on m'a donne comme bureau 
une piece mansardee cite du Paradise 11 n'y a pas de 



telephone, pas de secretaire, pas de machine a ecrire! 
Pas le moindre dossier ni la plus petite fiche! Seulement 
une table de bois blanc et un escabeau ••• 

Alors chacun se mit a ecrire des noms et des adresses sur 
des bouts de papier, sur des envelopes qu'on passait a 
Guilloux. 11 les enfouissait en bouchon dans ses 
poches.(185) 
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Guilloux made a particular note in his diary of the presence at 

the congres of Leonide Leonov(186) and of Mikhail Koltsov whose role 

in the organisation of the congres was, Guilloux writes 'primor-

dial'(187) while another major figure behind the congres, Ilya 

Ehrenburg, was a friend of Guilloux's(188). He later wrote an 

ironical account of this congres in Les Batailles perdues(189). 

In October 1935 Guilloux published Le Sang noir(190), the major 

work that had occupied his thoughts for so many years. This was his 

first novel to be published by Gallimard and he explained this move 

from Grasset as follows, 'parce que Grasset ne s'occupait plus 

beaucoup de moi ••• et Gallimard aimait bien faucher ses auteurs a 

Grasset, alors i1 me faisait des conditions meilleurs'(191). The 

foundations of this move had already been laid with the previous 

publication in the NRF of both Hymenee and extracts from Le Lecteur 

ecrit and also with the publication of this latter work in 

Gallimard's 'Les Documents Bleus' collection. This move to Gallimard 

not only brought Guilloux into the professional arena of Gide but 

also brought him into a working relationship with his close friend of 

many years standing, Andre Malraux. Guilloux had first become 

friendly with Malraux in 1927, the same year in which Malraux had 

become directeur artistique at Gallimard(192). 

The publication of Le Sang noir was an immensely important 

event for it made Guilloux's reputation as a 'world-class' writer. He 

had previously been known as a novelist specialising in working-class 
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topics despite his attempts to stress other aspects of his work. He 

was also known for his involvement in practical affairs such as 

helping refugees and acting as secretary for the 1935 congres anti he 

was on friendly terms with many left-wing writers. But with the 

publication of Le Sang noir he was recognised as an author of a 

startling new work which broke new ground and which was readily 

compared with Caline's Voyage au bout de la nuit. 

Le Sang noir was an immediate success in the literary world and 

Dabi t expressed the view of many when he wro te to Guilloux, 'ce que 

je souhaite, c'est que tu aies le prix Goncourt. Mais 9a ne tient a 

moi, ni a toi, ni meme halas, seulement a ton livre'(193). The prize 

went elsewhere(194) but as in the case of the 1932 prix Goncourt when 

Caline's novel came second to Guy Mazeline's Les Loups, Guilloux's 

supporters claimed that this gave it greater credibility. Robert 

Brasillach in the Action fran2aise commented sarcastically on this: 

Aujourd'hui, des placards de publicita nous avertissent 
en lettres enormes que M. Guilloux 'n'a pas eu le prix 
Goncourt', on veut dire par la que son livre etait 
beaucoup trop beau pour une recompense officielle.( 195) 

Max Jacob, fellow Breton and close friend of Guilloux, was genuinely 

of that opinion. He wrote to Guilloux, 'tu n' as pas le prix 

Goncourt, tu aurais le prix Dostoievsky. Goncourt ne peut couronner 

ce qui depasse son bras'(196). Here Max Jacob has highlighted one of 

the outstanding features of the novel and it is significant that the 

founder of the ecole fantaisiste should have complimented Guilloux on 

the Dostoievskian features of his novel. Although in his earlier 

Dossier confidentiel Guilloux's attempts to imitate the techniques of 

Dostoievsky had not been wholly successful his interest in Russian 

authors had continued unabated for his diaries and other writings 

record an informed interest in them and in particular in their 
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theories on writing and the role of art. From the quotations he 

cites it is evident that Guilloux found in them confirmation of an 

approach which he himself was coming to formulate. For example , the 

quotation from Tolstoy's The Journal of Leo Tolstoy is reminiscent of 

his own refusal of engagement in writing: 'l'art ne peut rien donne r 

que lorsqu'il est conscient'(197). Whilst definite Dostoievskian 

features and an interest in Tolstoy were not unusual for the period, 

what was more unusual was Guilloux's interest in Gorky and in 

particular his interest in Gogol. A quotation from Gogol in his 

diary leads Guilloux on to a discussion of his own ideas on the need 

to transform events into signs: 

Dans Gogol, 'Creer des personnages' comme on dit, serait 
en soi une activite absurde si ces personnages n'etaient 
des signes, les moyens d'un langage metaphorique. S'il 
n'ya pas de metaphore, il n'y a pas d'art, il n'y a rien 
que l'ecriture. C'est pourquoi il est si dangereux de 
pens er que le plus grand art est celui qui rend le mieux 
compte de la realite. 11 n'y a pas de realite directement 
transposable dans l'art. Ce qui ne veut pas dire que 
l'art ne puisse pas se proposer pour objet de restituer 
la realite mais a la condition de la 
recompenser.(198) 

In Le Sang noir the depiction of events is, on one level, seemi~gly 

realist but, like Dostoievsky, Guilloux then proceeds to the 

'super-realist' level with the introduction of fantastic characte rs 

like the Cloporte. The main characters are slightly bizarre in some 

way or other, and act as types, representing varying approaches to 

life rather than as 'fully rounded' figures. This ties in completely 

with the quotation concerning Gogol in Guilloux's diary quoted above. 

It could, in fact, be a definition of what Guilloux is doing in Le 

Sang noir, creating characters who are signs of a metaphorical 

language which is used to mediate between reality and art. A further 

direct link with Gogol is the use of the troIka in Le Sang noire All 

day long it ferries people about for the sum of forty sous and it is 
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finally used to carry Cripure's body to the school. The reader is 

forced to ask himself what this purely Russian phenomenon is doing in 

this small Brittany town. When Kaminsky utters 'd es ames 

mortes'(199) at the sight of Moka and Cripure the link is made, for 

in Gogol's novel of the same name, Russia is likened to a trol ka 

rushing headlong out of control. The trolka thus further establ i she s 

the connection with Gogol's conception of a nightmare world out of 

control. 

The core of this 'Russianness' in Le Sang noir is to be found 

in the explicit speech given by Kaminsky: 

Dans la ligne gEmerale, dans le fond social, dans la 
psychologie, eh bien, nous sommes ici en pleine Russie 
imperiale, mes chers amis. Votre petite bourgeoisie 
chretienne, crest la bourgeoisie de Tolstol. Et vos 
paysans sont de vrais moujiks ••• Les plus beaux 
personnages, disons par exemple de Tcheckhov, je les ai 
retrouves ici trait pour trait a un samovar pres Tout 
de mame, il leur manque ce grain de folie que possedent 
jusqu'aux personnages les plus vils de Gogol ••• Je 
comprends mieux Gogol et les autres depuis que les 
Bolcheviks ont triomphe. La revolution fait sauter tous 
les couvercles et met tout en lumiere. Hum -- Oui, ~a 
pourrait etre ici Minsk, ou Rostov, ou Novgorod, ou 
Yaro slav.( 200) 

The further refenee here to another Russian author, Chekhov, places 

Guilloux's writing within the tradition of the description of life in 

the provinces. Guilloux is doing for the French twentieth century 

provinces what both Flaubert had done for nineteenth century France 

and what Chekhov had done for the nineteenth century Russian 

provinces, making them worthy not only of being elevated to the 

subject matter of a novel, but using them, a microcosm of society, to 

represent the macrocosm. 

A 'Russianness' is evident in Le Sang noir not only stylis-

tically but also in terms of subject matter. The fact that i tis set 

in 1917, the year of the Russian Revolution is significant. Indeed 



the Revolution is used by Kaminsky as the key to understanding the 

nineteenth century Gogol. In an interview Guilloux explained the 

importance of the historical setting: 

Si j'ai situe cela en 1917, c'est d'abord parce que 
l'annee est celle de la revolution russe ••• 1917 est 
aussi l'annee de tres grands changements a tous egards, 
non seulement dans la guerre proprement dit, mais dans 
les moeurs, dans les habitudes. On sent cela tres bien 
en France meme ••• C'est vraiment l'epoque de la cassure. 
Le XIXe pour moi, va jusqu'a 14-17. C'est a partir de 17 
que vraiment nous sommes entres dans une ere nouvelle.(201) 
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This historical setting accounts for the presence in the town of the 

Russian soldiers. This presence evokes a 'Russiannness' for their 

voices are heard several times a day singing in unison, like a choir 

in a classical play: 

Dehors, 1es soldats russes chantaient toujours, mais 
1eurs chants avaient pris plus d'amp1eur et Cripure 
ecoutait, comme si ces chants splendides et 
indechiffrables avaient ete pour lui plus que des chants, 
comme s'ils avaient contenu quelque mysterieuse allusion 
au drame de sa vie et de sa mort.(202) 

The optimism in the soldiers' voices and their youth and vigour 

symbolise the new society being forged in Russia and contrast with 

the deceit and pessimism implicit in the old French society apparent 

in this small provincial town. 

Whilst Guilloux had carefully researched the historical 

background to Le Sang noir, his ambition was not to be 'un romancier 

historien'(203). In an interview he told Pel1etier that he wanted to 

'tenir compte de ce qui se passe dans le coeur et l'esprit des hommes 

au moment Oll ils vivent'(204). It is significant that in Le Sang 

~ Guil10ux has broken away from material centred on his early 

working-class background to consider the problems of intellectuals. 

It is also significant that the historical setting is that of the 

ere nouvelle for during 1935 Guilloux was formulating the problems 
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facing a writer in depicting un homme proletaire in a modern setting. 

In a letter to Guehenno he wrote: 

Et puis, le difficile, pour nous, ca n'est pas de peindre 
un homme proletaire en lutte pour sa dignite et pour son 
pain, quand cet homme, c'est notre pare ou nous-mame. La 
n'est pas le difficile, car il se refere forcement au 
passe, a un passe extremement precis, celui d'avant la 
guerre. Mais la OU nous nous cassons les dents, ou nous 
ne savons plus, ou nous sommes tout a fait perdu, c'est 
quand nous pensons a l'homme proletaire dans la guerre et 
depuis, devant la Revolution et le pacifisme. Voila le 
difficile, et voila ce qu'il faudrait faire, allant a la 
decouverte. 11 nous faudrait retrouver dans la vie 
l'equivalent de ce qui a ete une fois la fratcheur d'une 
image employee pour la premiere fois.(205) 

The figure of Lucien Bourcier thus takes on full significance. For 

he is the one person in the novel to attempt to find a solution 

outside the decadence and corruption of his own society. He has seen 

through the lies of society and the horrors of war and has come to 

realise that there are only two options open to him: 'mais il fallait 

rester, accepter et mourir avec eux, ou refuser, partir, et 

travailler a tout changer y compris cela'(206). He decides to leave 

France and go to Russia. His plan is to leave on the Devonshire for 

England from where he will make his way via Sweden to Russia. In an 

interview Guilloux explained Lucien's role: 

Lucien represente celui qui, refusant ce monde de sang, 
ce monde de rapacite et de desordre qui etait le monde de 
la guerre, et decouvrant l'espoir qui naissait en Russie, 
veut rejoindre un monde qui va - au lieu de se detruire -
tacher de se constuire.(207) 

It is pertinent to look at Lucien's reasons for opting for Russia for 

in the novel he represents the disillusioned intellectual for whom 

France no longer offers any hope and yet who cannot believe what 

Cripure has told him, namely that 'l'humanite allait sombrer noyee 

dans le sang'(208). He did not opt for Russia for political reasons, 

because of a belief in the communist ideology but because it was only 

there that there seemed any hope of finding 'le prix infini de la 
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vie, le respect de la vie, l'amour veritable et fraternel'(209). For 

Lucien action was required. He states, 'la question n'etait pas de 

savoir quel etait le sens de cette vie, la vraie question etait de 

savoir que pouvons-nous faire de la vie'(210). He was certain that 

action was possible and the result would be 'une immense revolution 

••• qui aurait pour effet que toute pensee deviendrait libre'(211). 

There had been revolutions before but they had been restricted. Now, 

however, Lucien was convinced that one had taken place which would be 

successful: 'toutes les revolutions jusqu'a present s'etaient faites 

a l'interieur d'un cercle. 11 s'agissait maintenant de briser le 

cercle, de poser un commencement, et c'etait ce que venaient de faire 

les ouvriers et les paysans en Russie'(212). 

Guilloux planned a sequel to Le Sang noir to be called Le Ble 

which would describe Lucien's experiences in Russia and would show 

the positive aspects of revolution there and the subsequent 

rebuilding of society(213). Thus, in the general pessimism and 

tragedy of Le Sang noir one thin line of hope is offered by the 

possibilities of a 'better' life unleashed by the 1917 Revolution. An 

entry in Guilloux's Carnets adds weight to this argument for he 

writes: 

11 est vrai qu'un grand peuple, a l'Est, proclamant qu'il 
n'est pas de Sauveur supreme, ni Dieu, ni Cesar, ni 
tribun, avait reus si cette effraction dans la nuit qui a 
beaucoup d'entre noue apparaiesait comme le seu1 espoir. 
Le proletariat avait conquis le pouvoir et i1 l'avait 
conserve. Raison pour 1aque11e nous pensions ne devoir 
jamais rien faire contre ce pouvoir-la, mame s'i1 lui 
arrivait de se tromper - raison pour laque1le travai11ant 
comme je le pouvais a mon ouvrage, j'y introduisais un 
personnage qui des l'annee 1917 gagnait la Russie ou i1 
allait travailler avec ce grand peup1e herolque a la 
construction de 'l'homme nouveau'.(214) 

This quotation is telling, it indicates that Lucien was a later 

addition to Le Sang noir, that he was not in the original plan. 
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Indeed there is no mention of him in the frequent references Guilloux 

makes to this work in his writings from 1930 onwards. Although his 

going to Russia offers a thin line of hope out of the pessimism o f 

Le Sang noir, two points should be born in mind, firstly Le Sang noir 

is not a polemical novel, and secondly the line of hope is by no 

means unambiguous. Lucien's flight from France is described in terms 

of an exile, of a leaving rather than of an arriving somewhere. It 

is France that offers no hope, rather than Russia that offers hope. 

Indeed, Lucien has no facts or details on which to build his hope for 

the future. He has made what amounts to a leap of faith, believing 

that a better, but undefined future will exist. As such his 

political thinking is no more developed than that of the protagonists 

in Guilloux's early novels who also looked to a better future, to an 

undefined cite future. To consider Le Sang noir as a straightforward 

polemical novel advocating the communist sytem rather than the 

tradi tion of French humanist thinking would be not only to simplify 

the work but also to misinterpret it. The 'Russianness' or indeed, 

the 'pro-Sovietness' is ~ aspect of the work, but not the whole 

work. Lucien is a figure, 'une utilite'(215), used to place Cripure 

historically(216). Nevertheless, he represents the possibility of a 

choice open to intellectuals and his choice is ultimately to act. Nor 

is it gratuitous that Lucien is described as an attractive, thought

ful character in contrast to the grotesque figure and debased philos

ophy of Cripure. Lucien's response to the 1917 revolution is the 

response of someone of the 1930's rather than of 1917. This too is 

indicated in the quotation where Guilloux writes that in Russia the 

proletariat had won and retained power and this was sufficient reason 

not to do anything against that government meme s'il lui arrivait de 

se tromper. Le Sang noir was written by Guilloux during the 1930's, 
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at a period when French intellectuals were increasingly attrac t ed 

towards the Soviet Union and yet, paradoxically when more information 

on repressive aspects of the Soviet regime were becoming av ai l abl e in 

the West. Guilloux was finnly situated within this spectrum of 

French interest in the Soviet Union and as his various memoirs show, 

he saw the Soviet Union as offering a viable alternative to the 

problems France and Europe were facing in the 1930's. As such Lucien 

can be seen as a model of someone who goes to Russia before Guilloux. 

It can further be argued that Lucien is, in fact, a model of how 

Guilloux would want to act. Lucien stands in the same rela tionship 

to Cripure as Guilloux did to Palante, both are ultimately estranged 

from their former philosophy teacher. Lucien's means of escape from 

France mirror exactly Guilloux's boyhood dreams of leaving for 

England on the Devonia. Given the importance of names in Le Sang 

noir, for example those of Cripure and MaIa(217), Lucien Bourcie r's 

name cannot be gratuitous. It provides a further link between him 

and Guilloux at the time when Guilloux was himself a boursier. As 

previously indicated Guilloux's first step into the adult world had 

been to give up his scholarship and earn his own living. However, 

Lucien is ultimately merely 'une ebauche'(218) in Le Sang noir for 

GuilloQxintended to develop him as a character in the sequel. 

It was Le Sang noir that propelled Guilloux into Gide's area of 

interest. Although Gide knew Guilloux through his publications in 

the NRF and his participation in the 1935 congres as well as through 

their mutual friends, and although they had met on several occa

sions(219), they had not, until this date, come into close contac t. 

Gide was impressed with this novel and wrote Guilloux a letter full 

of praise for it. Guilloux recalled Gide's warm and positive 

response: 



A la NRF, descendant l'escalier, je croise Gide, qui me 
prend par le bras, m'entraine et me dit, 'Alors, Cripure, 
c'est Palante? Je vous en prie, rassurez-moi. Le mal 
qu'on peut faire sans le savoir!' 

Je le 'rassure' de mon mieux. La-dessus, il me parle de 
Sang noir avec de grands eloges et me tend une lettre 
qu'il allait m'envoyer. 'J'en avais fait une autre, bien 
plus longue, mais je n'ai pas ose la mettre a la 
poste' .(220) 

This unexpected link between Gide and Palante was due to the fact 
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that Gide had used a quotation from one of Palante's columns in the 

Mercure de France as epigraph to Les Caves du Vatican: 'pour ma part, 

mon choix est fait, j'ai opte pour l'atheisme social'. Palante had 

told Guilloux that Gide 'a fait 9a pour se foutre de ma fiole'(221). 

Guilloux later had the opportunity of asking Gide why he had used 

this quotation and Gide's reply was that '9a allait si bien a mon 

personnage! '(222). He further told Guilloux that Palante had been 

very annoyed and had sent him 'une tres longue lettre de 

reproches'(223). When he learnt this Guilloux understood Gide's 

insistence on knowing whether Cripure was Palante. 

The letter Gide gave Guilloux expressed his admiration for the 

novel in no uncertain terms: 

Mon cher Louis Guilloux, 

Combien je suis heureux de pouvoir tant aimer votre livre 
et de sentir ma sympathie pour vous, qui a toujours ete 
tres vive, se doubler et fortifier d'une si haute estime 
et, risquons le mot rare, d'admiration. Si fort prevenu 
en faveur de san~ noir par ceux de mes amis qui sont 
deja les votreset dont le nombre va vite croitre) ce 
serait deja beau de n'etre pas de9u. 

Mais il Y a dans Sang noir, non a tel ou tel endroit 
precis du livre, mais ~pars et constant, de quoi me ravir 
tout particulierement, un certain sens de la vie, comique 
en tant que realitej un sens qui vous permet de, (qui 
vous invite a) donner aux evenements presentes plus ou 
moins de transparence ou d'opacite suivant que vous les 
eclairez de face ou de revers; un sens que je voudrais 
appeler proprement, en depit des Goncourt, le sens 
artiste. Il n'y a pas d'art, a mon gre, sans 
fantastique. Disons mieux (et cela revient au mame) , ce 



qui me plait dans Sang noir c'est qu'i1 offre de quoi 
perdre pied. 

Qu'i1 me plait aussi d'y sentir que vous ne vous en 
tiendrez point la --- N'importe! C'est un fameux morce au 
- J'arrete de vous applaudir pour vous serrer la main 
bien fort.(224) 
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It is interesting to note from this letter that Gide was prevenu en 

faveur of Le Sang noir by mutual frinds, and the strongest contender 

for the role of intermediary was certainly Ma1raux. A further point 

of interest is that what particularly impressed Gide in the novel was 

the element of fantastique; this was, indeed, the element which had 

consistently marked out Guilloux's literary achievements and made it 

impossible to pin down his works to strictly realist definitions. 

Gide's attraction to and admiration for Guilloux is further 

shown by his taking over the presidency of the public debate 

organised in honour of Guilloux by the Maison de la Culture in the 

salle Poissoniere, entitled 'Defense du Roman fran~ais - ce que 

signifie Le Sang noir'(225). The extent to which Gui110ux was now 

considered a world-class figure can be gauged by the many eminent 

writers who attended and took pa rt along with Gide, among whom Jean 

Guehenno, Andre Chamson, Andre Ma1raux, Jean Cassou, Louis Aragon, 

Eugene Dabit, Edouard Dujardin, Leopold Chauveau, Pierre Paref, 

Simone Tery, and the Soviet poet Bezemiensky( 226). Mme van 

Rysse1berghe accompanied Gide and Dabit to this meeting which was a 

sellout. L'Humanite's report runs, 'la sa11e Poissoniere etait trop 

petite pour contenir la fou1e qui se pressait a cette important8 

reunion'(227). La Petite Dames's assessment of the evening as 

'soiree cordia1e, abondante, reussie en somme'(228) is born out by 

other reports(229). One of the highlights of the evening was 

readings from the novel by Gide where 'il pretait a chacun des 
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personnages une voix particuliere, une prononciation comique. On les 

voyait. C'etait du cinema'(230). 

In his speech Guilloux explained what he had been trying to do 

in Le Sang noir but then opened it out into his conception of the 

role of the artist in 1935(231). He started by quoting Flaubert ( or 

was it in fact Proust, he asked) who had said 'l'observation est une 

qualite secondaire en litterature'(232), and he went on to say that 

if Dickens observes and describes someone he sees in the street 

'c'est parce que ce personnage declenche en lui une serie d'images 

propres a nourrir son obsession'(233). For, claimed Guilloux, 'le 

romancier est un obsede. Son art consiste a traduire son obsession 

en images'(234). He believed that 'on ecrit pour transmettre ••• on 

lit pour se confronter'(235). To criticisms that he had received 

that Le Sang noir lacked objectivity he replied that this was not 

surprising since 'c'est une oeuvre de passion, il faut l'accepter 

comme telle'(236) and he ridiculed criticism levied at it by the 

populists. He had been accused, he said, of being unfair in his 

depiction of the bourgeoisie. However, he claimed that 'ce qu'on 

reclame de nous, au nom de l'objectivite, c'est apres tout de 

justifier ce que nous ne pouvons pas justifier, de consentir a tout ce 

que precisement nous reprouvons'(237). He stressed his view of the 

writer, 'le romancier n'est pas un Dieu. 11 ne cree pas son 

univers,il ne l'invente pas, il le decouvre'(238). He went on to 

outline the problems facing a writer in the 1930's: 

La situation de l'ecrivain moderne est tragique, en ce 
sens qu'il ne peut que s'opposer. Nulle oeuvre valable 
n'existe et n'existera qu'a ce prix, mais c'est un grand 
malheur que de devoir toujours dire non alors que nous 
voudrions pouvoir dire oui. La joie de nous est pas 
etrangere, mais nous pensons qu'il ne saurait etre 
question de dire la joie tant que nous ne l'avons pas 
conquise. Nous vivons dans un temps ou le desespoir 
serait en effet total s'il n'y avait en vue la revolution. ( 239) 



It was, he claimed, possible for man to change his condition: 

La vie nous est donnee une fois pour toutes, c'est 
entendu, mais ce qui n'est pas donne une fois pour tout es 
c'est l'homme. Le mensonge consiste a vouloir lui faire 
croire que sa douleur est fatale, que c'est sa condition 
impossible a changer. Mais nous savons, nous, que c'est 
un mensonge.(240) 

But what, Guilloux asked, had all that to do with writing a novel. 

His reply was adamant: 'tout. La guerre, la revolution sont 
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devenues notre destin ••• Notre devoir est bien de savoir.ce que nous 

pensons'(241). He was optimistic about the future: 

L'homme n'est pas a se mepriser, il a a se conquerir. 
Nous sommes, nous, optimistea, au point de croire que les 
tares humaines lea plus accablantes, la cruaute, la betise 
meme sont des choses avec quoi nous pourrons en finir un 
jour. Et que notre optimisme soit ou non volontaire, 
cela ne regarde apres tout que nous.(242) 

To make his point Guilloux quoted from Lawrence: 

Il dit dans une lettre, 'qu'il ne faut pas faire la 
revolution pour donner le pouvoir a une classe, mais pour 
donner une chance a la vie'. Que n'ajoute-il que cette 
chance a la vie, seul le proletariat est en mesure de 
nous l'offrir.(243) 

And to conclude his speech Guilloux stressed that what mattered was 

action and he repeated Lucien's conclusion from Le Sang noir, 'la 

question n'est pas de savoir quel est le sens de cette vie, la seule 

question c'est de savoir qu'est-ce que nous pouvons en faire'(244). 

In so doing Guilloux was paraphrasing Marx who in Theses on Feuerbach 

wrote, 'the Philosophers have only interpreted the world in various 

ways; the point is to change it'(245). Guilloux's speech wa,s 

summarised by la Petite Dame as being 'interessant et profondement 

sympathique'(246). 

Several of the authors present spoke in support of Guilloux 

including Aragon(247) and Dabit(248). Dabit's speech, which la 

Petite Dame found 'charmante, de simplicite, de chaleur'(249) was 

definitely a speech of solidarity, with Dabit using the tu form to 
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address Guilloux as a sign of comradeship(250). In the speech he 

reiterated much of what he had previously told Guilloux in a long 

letter(251) but omitting the few reservations he had expresseu about 

Le Sang noi~252). A particular area he stressed was the anti-war 

element, claiming that Guilloux depicted the war in 'une lumiere 

atroce aussi nue que celle qui eclaire Le Feu'(253) and that 'dans 

Le Sang noir il s'agit d'une revolte totale, du refus d'un monde qui 

fut le notre, qui aujourd'hui est encore le notre'(254). 

It would be useful at this point, when Guilloux was hailed as a 

world class writer, and prior to being invited by Gide to accom~ny 

him on his journey to the Soviet Union to attempt a political and 

literary assessment of his development to date. His childhood 

experiences had led him to see socialism as the only means of hope 

for the oppressed working class and also to see these hopes firmly 

demolished by the advent of the First World War. But this early 

pro-socialist attitude did not lead him, as it did for many in the 

interwar period, along the path of communism. His own experiences of 

working-class life had been those of a child; as an adult he had 

maintained roots in the place of his birth but he mixed in the main 

with intellectuals and writers, both there and in Paris. Although 

Guilloux's political sympathies can generally be discerned as being 

of the broad left, there are strong indications that he was, at 

certain stages, attracted to a much more fundamental outlook, that of 

anarchism. 

His interest in anarchism has been outlined, the editing of 

Proudhon's letters, the use of several of his literary creations as 

the mouthpiece of anarchist ideology, from Raymond through Camille 

Fourras and culminating in Lucien Bourcier. For Lucien's hope for a 

better future in the Soviet Union seems tinged with 'poetic 
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socialism'. It is unspecified, it is an emotional commitment to the 

possiblity of a better future. What is important, is that at the 

time of writing Guilloux felt able to include such a figure, both in 

opposition to the debased ideology of Cri pure and as someone who was 

capable of looking to the future wi th hope. Lucien expresses this in 

an idealised way: 

11 Y avait sur cette place ••• assez de vie pure et nobl e 
pour construire tout un monde • ••• Elle etait la tout 
prete a jaillir, toute chaude dans la profondeur des 
coeurs non corrompus, des volontes pour l'instant 
endormies mais qui se reveilleraient un jour et pour 
toujours, dans les gestes delicats et fraternels des 
hommes partageant le pain. • •• 11 n'y avait de l'espoir 
qu'en eux, en leur jeune force, en leur fraicheur • ••• 
L'humanite n'avait pas dit son dernier mote ••• Non. 
Non. L'humanite balbutiait a peine.(255) 

His attitude to using arms echoes the words of Camille Fourras: 'et 

s'il etait vrai que cela ne pouvait commencer que par la violence, on 

emploierait la violence. La violence dont les autres usaient pour 

des fins de mort, on pouvait en user pour des fins de vie'(256). 

A movement can be discerned in Guilloux's attitude towards the 

intellectual and action. In his earlier writings it is clear that he 

feels the intellectual could not, and indeed, should not, be involved 

in action, revolutionary or otherwise. But in the speech at the 

Salle Poisonniere his position is quite different, the inte llectual, 

the writert must act. As he told the assembled audience, 'la guerre, 

la revolution sont devenus notre destin'(257). Despite the growing 

tensions of Europe in the mid 1930's Guilloux was still optimistic 

about the future, drawing on a possible future revolution for 

inspiration to tell his audience, 'le desespoir serait total s' .il n'y 

avait en vue la revolution'(258). For Guilloux to finish his speech 

with Lucien's conclusion that it was action rather than thought that 
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was needed represents a considerable shift in his position from his 

contribution to Monde in 1929(259). 

Nevertheless, it is not possible to state categorically that 

Guilloux was an anarchist for, as has been evident, he did not 

believe in one explicit ideology to the exclusion of all others. He 

was aware of man's human nature, of his failings as well as his 

virtues. As his depiction of the working clss showed, he could not 

believe that poverty necessarily equalled virtue. In an interview 

with Pelletier, Guilloux told him, 'je ne veux pas user d'une espece 

de manicheisme social ••• ou les proletaires seraient des gens 

parfaits et les autres d'affreux oppresseurs. 11 est vrai que ce 

sont d'affreux oppresseurs, mais il n'est pas vrai que les prole

taires soient des gens parfaits'(260). However, his sympathies were 

with this class and, as reported in the Revue Internationale de la 

Gauche, 'il n'a jamais participe a la vie politique partisane. Mais 

dans son oeuvre et par son action, il s'est toujours montre solidaire 

de la classe ouvriere'(261). Given his independent approach to 

politics it is not surprising that Guilloux did not join the 

communist party, although on several occasions his path crossed 

theirs; for example, in helping with the Secours Rouge International 

at Saint-Brieuc for this was an 'organisation de masse animee par des 

militants communistes'(262). Although there were initially only six 

or seven militant communists in this organisation in Saint-Brieuc, 

with the coming of the Front populaire it expanded noticeabl~263). 

Similarly, his reproduction in his diary of the tract calling on 

workers to unite shows his solidarity not only with Romain Rolland 

and Henri Barbusse, but also with the PCF, for it was the Communist 

Party who directed the CGTU, who had published the tract(264). He 

frequently mentions the agricultural crisis of 1933(265) and the 
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ensuing ventes-saisies. He took part in activities to prevent these 

ventes-saisies taking place in 1933-34 alongside peasant trade 

unionists belonging to the CGPT, which was the equivalent of the 

CGTU. In this union there were both socialists and the first 

militant communists such as Fran~ois Marzin(266). 

Guilloux's diaries show an informed interest in political 

activity in France, in Europe, in the Soviet Union and in the rest of 

the world. He was not fettered in his view of the world by a 

predominant ideology, he was searching for a personal ideal. France 

in 1936 seemed to him to offer no future for the working man, or 

indeed for the intellectual. Neither did the rest of Europe. A 

possibility of a solution did, however, appear to Guilloux to come 

from the Soviet Union where, despite problems, the proletariat were 

in power and were attempting some form of egalitarian society. 

Amidst this general gloom and pessimism the coming of the 

Popular Front excited and gladdened Guilloux. He was optimistic 

about its possibilities: 

Ce n'etait pas octobre '17. C'etait un mouvement de 
fonds extremement solide, tres fort et tres joyeux. Les 
gens dansaient dans la rue, on allait voir les types dans 
les magasins, les copains aux usines etc • ••• Tout ~a se 
passait dans une tres grande humeur et sans violence pour 
ainsi dire. Non, ce n'etait pas Octobre et la Prise du 
Palais d'Hiver, ~a ne ressemblait pas. Mais on sentait, 
on pensait qu'il n'y aurait pas besoin de ~a, que les 
choses se faisaient, qu'elles etaient a moitie 
faites.(267) 

For Guilloux the Popular Front was of immense importance and would 

later form the basis of Les Batailles perdues(268). As King has 

pointed out, the crucial and unique quality of this short period in 

French history lay for Guilloux in the fact that for a brief moment 

the working class expressed itself spontaneously by occupying 

the factories; they had taken the initiative from the political 
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parties(269). It seemed, indeed, like Guilloux's earlier dreams 

of revolution come true. 

Guilloux had consistently adopted an anti-war stance. In La 

Maison du Peuple the outbreak of the First World War not only brought 

to an abrupt halt the activities of the men in building their maison 

du peuple but it also stopped the advance of socialism. In Angelina 

it was denounced in no uncertain terms. Through the mouthpiece of le 

pare Esprit Guilloux spoke out against war: 'ou sont les pires 

criminels, ceux qui declarent la guerre ou ceux qui le font? Aussi 

coupables les uns que les autres. Les peuples devraient refuser de 

se dechirer entre eux et tourner leurs armes contre leurs gouverne-

ments'(270). Many of his diary entries and anecdotes related in 

Histoires de brigands(271) illustrate this anti-war stance. In Le 

Sang noir the reality of life for young soldiers at the front is 

shown as bloody and brutal whilst the civilian population at home 

still worships the myth of patriotic war. In his own life he had 

campaigned actively against war(272). As previously mentioned, his 

diary entry for July 1932 expressed his solidarity with Barbusse and 

Holland in their attempts to uni te the working class in to ac tion 

against what they, and the CGTU, saw as an imminent threat of war 

against the Soviet Union. Guilloux quoted their propaganda tract 

calling on workers, intellectuals and peasants of whatever political 

affiliation to unite together and attend the Congres ouvrier et 

paysan contre la guerre(273) to be held in Tours on 7 August 1932. He 

allowed the document to speak for itself: 

Seule l'action internationale du Proletariat qui l'a 
deja fait reculer peut arreter la guerrre. 

Au milieu de ce tragique etat des choses, qui rend les 
jours ou nous vivons comparables a ceux de juillet 1914, 
un devoir s'impose pour chacun et pour tous, comprendre 
l'imminence du cataclysme, pousser le cri d'alarme qui 
alerte les travailleurs quels qu'ils soient et surtout 



chercher et trouver les moyens effectifs pour arreter 
l'attentat de l'imperialisme contre le pays sans crise, 
l'URSS contre les travailleurs • ••• 

Ouvriers! Paysans! Alerte! Voici la guerre, vous ne 
pouvez pas rester inactifs.(274) 
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On the literary front, Guilloux had served his apprenticeship; 

he had been a journalist, a writer of short stories(275), he had been 

claimed as the author of populist works and he had come close to 

being classified as a proletarian writer. It is notable that during 

this period of apprenticeship there had often been evident in his 

works an extra element which Gide, among others, termed le 

fantastique, and which helped them defy classification. Writing was 

the main preoccupation in Guilloux's life. In his fifties he looked 

back and concluded, 'l'art est toujours la chose qui a compte d'abord 

pour moi. Numero un. Mame avant l'amour, et de 10in'(276). His 

diaries show a continuing concern for style, for wanting to transform 

what he has seen and experienced in order to communicate with his 

reader. Guil1oux's commitment to writing is clear from a letter he 

wrote to Grenier in which he stated, 'j'aime mon travail. Le monde 

est peut-etre absurde, on le dit, mais vou1oir le peindre et 

l'interpreter ne l'est pas. C'est peut-etre meme la seu1e maniere de 

s'equilibrer a l'absurde'(277). 

It is often the 'working-class' elements of Gui1loux's work 

that are featured in critical material on him, but it is important 

to place this 'phase' of his creative writing in context so as not 

to give it overemphasis. For this 'phase', in fact, only spanned 

seven years and encompassed three books, La Maison du Peup1e, 

Compagnons and Angelina. As early as his second novel, Dossier 

confidentiel it was clear that Guilloux was intent on being more than 

a temoin of his class. His interests were centred on evolving a 
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personal aesthetics, taking in part as its inspiration the breadth of 

the great nineteenth century Russian authors. This did not mean tha t 

he abandonned his background; he continued to feel a deep sympathy 

for the people he had known in his childhood and these childhood 

experiences were the material he often used in his later works. But 

as his aesthetic concerns expanded, so his use of this material 

changed. As Guilloux moved out of the class of his birth and into 

the intellectual and literary world he did not attempt to deny this 

move, nor to be ashamed of his past. He felt that by being true to 

himself as an artist, he was being true to his background. A further 

conflict that engaged him was that of being a writer and yet being a 

member of society. He felt that the two were mutually exclusive and 

yet he felt drawn to both these poles of activity. As has been shown 

the necessity to act and be a committed member of society grew in 

Guilloux during the 1930's. Ironically it was at the period when he 

was working on his outstanding and most original novel that he was at 

the peak of his political activity. 

His last publication before the journey to the Soviet Union is 

an often neglected work, Histoires de brigands, and yet it is a 

highly significant work in that it encompasses all of Guilloux's 

preoccupations at that time, both political and literary. On one 

level it can be viewed as a sequel to Le Lecteur ecrit, where instead 

of publishing letters received by a newspaper Guilloux published 

anecdotes he had seen or heard. Guilloux's preface reinforces the 

idea that these are true accounts: 'les 'histoires' qui constituent 

le present recueil ne sont pas des histoires 'observees' au sens ou 

observer suppose une premeditation. Je ne les ai pas cherchees, je 

les ai trouvees'(278). The range of topics in Histoires de brigands 

is wide, but the general impression is of the sadness inherent in the 
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lives of the working class and lower middle class. The protagonists 

are often shown as being proud and there is a definite anti-war 

stance. However, just as to think of Le Sang noir as a straight 

forward polemical novel is to simplify and misinterpret it, so to 

consider this collection of anecdotes as straight reportage is to 

misconstrue Guilloux's intentions. There may even have been an 

attempt to dissemble by Guilloux for the publishing company of this 

work, Editions Sociales Internationales, was the domain of left-wing 

publications. Thus, a text from their stable would be assumed to be 

'left-wing' whereas if Histoires de brigands had been published by 

Gallimard it might have been read from a more literary viewpoint. 

However, the title of this work opens up the ambiguity, did Guilloux 

mean 'Brigands' stories'or did he take the other meaning of this 

phrase (des histoires invraisemblables, des mensonges) and mean 'Tall 

stories'? 

Guilloux points the way to his concerns in the preface, for 

after his claim that these are all anecdotes that he has 'found' he 

widens the literary base of the collection by quoting Flaubert, in a 

manner reminiscent of his speech at the Salle Poissoniere. He 

writes, 'l'observation, ecrit Flaubert, est une qualite bien 

secondaire en litterature'(279), thereby warning the reader that his 

intentions are not those of reporting reality. This is confirmed 

later in the preface where he writes of the importance of the 

author's role: 'tout depend de l'obsession dans laquelle on est, du 

rapport dans lequel on se sent avec le social'(280). This again is 

reminiscent of earlier statements of the role of the writer. 

In Histoires de brigands Guilloux makes use of what could be 

classified as 'left-wing material' for the purpose of literary 

experimentation and excellence. He is being both true to his 
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personal development as a writer and using material sympathetic to 

the class where his sympathies lie. The success of these anecdotes, 

and what makes them memorable is Guilloux's concern for style. 

They show unambiguously where his interests lie and seem, indeed, to 

predate Haymond Queneau's Exercices de style(281) by some eleven 

years as the following extract from 'Croquis' shows: 

Sur ses genoux que recouvrait un impermeable anglais, il 
tenait un paquet de livres et de journaux. Ses mains 
etaient nerveuses, d'une excessive blancheur, mais sans 
distinction, bien que des doigts fussent longs, les 
ongles nets et bien faits. Ses poignets, maigres et 
blancs comme les mains, etaient a peine ombres d'un leger 
duvet, et se perdaient dans des manchettes top larges, 
mais soigneusement empesees, a l'interieur desquelles des 
initiales etaient inscrites a l'encre violette, comme je 
le vis quand le personnage se mit a lire et a se laisser 
aller a son tic, qui etait de se pincer doucement le nez 
entre le pouce et l'index et, ensuite, de se flairer les 
doigts.(282) 

The second and last paragraph goes on to describe this tic in more 

detail. In this collection of 'tall stories' Guilloux has fused his 

dual interests into an original and stimulating work. 

It was after the publication of Le Sang noir that Gide began to 

cultivate Guilloux's friendship. A month after the debate at the 

Salle Poissoniere Gide invited him to his apartment for the first 

time when he also offered Guilloux the opportunity of accompanying 

him on his forthcoming journey to the Soviet Union. Both in terms of 

literary awareness and political awareness Guilloux was drawn to the 

Soviet Union and it is not surprising that he accepted, even though 

he had some reservations. His diary entry reflects this: 

Passe la soiree chez Gide. Il m'invite i l'accompagner 
en UHSS. Le projet me tente beaucoup mais --- j'accepte 
cependant. Il reste encore bien du temps avant que nous 
nous mettions en route Je ne puis pas dire que je me 
sens, avec lui, tres a mon aise.(283) 

Nevertheless he readily accepted the invitation. He writes, 'en tout 

cas, j'avais accepte avec une tres grande joie. 11 avait besoin 
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'd'entraineurs' disait-il. 11 m'avait choisi comme 'entraineur avec 

le pauvre Jacques Schiffrin ••• et Eugene Dabit'(284). Although 

Guilloux had certain reservations about Gide, Gide had no such doubts 

about Guilloux. He wrote to their mutual friend Malraux, 'une 

excellent depeche de Guilloux me fait part de sa joie. 11 accepte 

avec enthousiasme. J'en suis ravi et de cette excellente occasion de 

resserrer les liens d'une sympathie deja vive'(285). 

Rudolf Maurer has suggested that in inviting Guilloux, 'peut

etre Gide ••• avait-il espere trouver en lui un second Dabit'(286). 

This sarcastic comment does not, however, ring true. Gide could have 

invited a proven left-wing proletarian writer, for example Marc 

Bernard(287), and such a writer would, undoubtedly, have been very 

grateful for the chance of visiting the Soviet Union as an official 

guest. Guilloux, however, was of an independent frame of mind whilst 

being in sympathy with left-wing causes. Despite the fact that Gide 

did not know him well, he would have been in no doubt about this. 

Indeed, this could have been one of the pointers in Guilloux's favour 

for by January 1936, when Gide actually invited him, Gide was no 

longer in the first flush of enthusiasm for communism and the Soviet 

Union. It is quite likely that he saw in Guilloux a like-minded 

objective observer. It is clear from both his actions and his 

correspondence that he was impressed by Guilloux as a person and as a 

writer and that he was anxious to make his aquaintance more fully. As 

Andre Calas has concluded, it was 'la douceur de Guilloux,sa 

probite intellectuelle, autant que sa foi politique [qui? plurent a 

Andre Gide'(288). 

Gide made a significant gesture to Guilloux by inviting him to 

stay at his apartment before the start of the journey. He told 

Guilloux, 'je rentrerai dans les premiers jours de juin rue Vaneau 
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ou je pourrai vous heberger, si cela peut vous rendre service. Bien 

volontiers et sans gene aucune'(289). Guilloux's reply left no doubt 

about his enthusiasm for the journey and it also indicated that his 

way of life, spent travelling between Brittany and Paris was 

beginning to tell on both him and his wife(290): 

Cher Andre Gide, 

J'ai mon passeport, et je suis en regle avec l'Ambassade, 
ayant renvoye a M. Solkoline les questionnaires re~us de 
Chevasson. 

Ce matin j'ai eu un mot de M. Sokoline m'invitant a 
passer a l'ambassade. 11 ne reste donc plus qu'a 
prec1ser les dates - Je suis pret, fort joyeusement, et 
plein d'attente - le voyage sera une grande affaire a bien 
des egards, et il y a deja de grands remous interieurs 
qui ne sont pas, pour moi, sans interet! J'attendais, 
pour vous ecrire que toutes les affaires de papiers 
fussent reglees. 

Combien j'aurais ete heureux de commencer le compagnon
nage avec vous des la rue Vaneau! Votre invitation a m' 
heberger m'a fait un plaisir bien sensible, et je suis 
desole de ne pouvoir l'accepter - Mais dans les quelques 
jours qui restent avant le depart, il va me falloir a 
m'occuper de choses difficiles qui concernent ma 
femme(qui ne se porte pas tres bien) et elle m' 
accompagnera a Paris, pour aller faire au Ministere de 
l'Education National des demarches bien ~acerboire~. 
Vous savez de quel poids pase sur nous la province, et 
quel salut nous attendons, ma femme et moi, d'une 
nomination pour elle a Paris. Or, ce serait une grande 
joie pour moi, et pour elle, si cette chose pouvait etre 
reglee avant notre depart. Il va donc falloir etre 
ensemble a Paris, aller dans lesbureaux ministeriels, 
enfin ce qu'on appelle se remuer. Et voila pourquoi i1 
me faut renoncer a une invitation qui me touche tant -
pardonnez-moi. 

Avez-vous de bonnes nouvelles de Jef Last? Ce serait en 
effet bien dommage qu'il ne vint pas. Cher Andre Gide, je 
veux encore une fois vous dire toute ma joie - et mon 
affection. Louis Guilloux 

Je viens de tomber par hasard sur le Voyage en Russie de 
Theophile Gautier. J'ai lu quelques pages de ce livre 
dont l'etonnante platitude me laisse confondu.(291) 

Guilloux began the first stage of the journey, to London to 

attend the literary congress, alone. He writes, 'A Londres se tanait 
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le deuxieme congres mondial des ecrivains antifascistes ••• J'etais 

deja a Londres quand arriva Schiffrin, puis quelques jours apres, 

Dabit'(292). He set off for the Soviet Union as an objective but 

enthusiastic observer. He was extremely interested in verifying for 

himself the progress made by the proletarian government there, keen 

to find out about the grands remous interieurs, and looking forward 

to gathering material for the sequel to Le Sang noir(293). He would 

have the opportunity to experience at first hand the high level of 

importance given to literature and art which he had heard about(294) 

and he would be visiting the country whose literature had had such a 

profound effect on him. Of the other companions Dabit was an old 

friend, he had met and liked 'le charmant et drole Schiffrin(295). 

His attitude to Gide was, however, cautious; he would have been 

flattered by the attention he received from him and grateful for the 

invitation, but in his own relationship with him there was no element 

of subserviency or unbridled admiration for 'l'oncle Gide'(296). 
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CHAPTER V 

JEF LAST (1898-1972) 
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Josephus Carel Franciscus Last, Jef Last, was born on 2 May 

1898 in the Hague, the Netherlands, into a middle-class family(1). 

His father was a strict Lutheran, rigid in his f aith, whose fam i ly 

origins were in Germany. After serving as an officer in the Navy he 

had become a high-ranking civil servant, an inspector of works. 

Last's mother had been born in the Dutch East Indies and although 

catholic by birth she no longer practised he r religion. She had 

found it difficult to adapt to the formal way of life in the 

Netherlands and had remained nostalgic about life in the Dutch 

colony. She had a less strict and serious approach to life than her 

authoritarian husband(2). 

In the domestic disputes that arose between his parents, Last's 

sympathies were always on the side of his mother and it was her 

influence that caused Last to gain a sense of solidarity with the 

proletariat, the colonial and the underdog(3). These views were 

abhorrent to his father who was a reactionary; he had fought in the 

Dutch war against dissidents in Indonesia and he was 'convaincu du 

droit qu'avaient les Hollandais de coloniser les peuples indo

nesiens'(4). Last's early childhood was lonely 8S the family was 

obliged to move frequently because of his father's job and Last had 

little contact with other boys. In addition his early schooling was 

elitist as he was sent to a non-catholic school which catered for the 

children of affluent families. The usual form of schooling in 

central Holland at that time was in catholic schools but Last ' s only 

POint of contact with such pupils was in fights on the way home from 

school(5). 

Whilst at secondary school and thanks to the influence of his 

teacher, Last became interested in certain nineteenth-century Dutch 

authors and in particular in the works of Multatuli for he found 
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hi mself drawn to the ideas expressed in them(6). His father spoke 

sarcastically of 'the reds', was against art, claimed that artists 

were good for nothing and considered that Multatuli was a revolution

ary and that he should be either imprisoned in an asylum or shot(7). 

At this stage Last also became interested in the political ideas of 

Oscar Wilde as expressed in The Soul of Man under Socialism. He 

later recalled that 'cette oeuvre fit sur moi une telle impression 

que je crois pouvoir dire qu'elle a determine mon destin'(8). ~~en 

at this early age Last's political and literary tastes were 

diametrically opposed to those of his father. 

Last had joined the boy scout movement when he was 12 and in 

1914, at the age of 16, he took part in a boy scout trip to England. 

From their base in the Black Country the boyscouts visited Liverpool 

and it was here that Last was confronted for the first time in his 

life with real poverty as experienced by the working class. This 

experience had a profound effect on him and he determined to 

translate his feeling of shock into a positive attempt to alleviate 

their plight(9). In 1918 he joined the Dutch Socialist Party (SDAP) 

which, with some justification, was seen by the Dutch middle classes 

and inevitably by Last's father, as a revolutionary party. It was at 

this stage that Last was introduced to the writings of Goethe and 

Nietische by the secretary of the SDAP. Last had a natural aptitude 

for languages and he studied Chinese at the University of Leyden but 

in 1918 he was forced to stop his studies when the disagreements 

between him and his father developed into a full-scale conflict over 

his political activities and his father refused any further financial 

support. Although he did not complete his planned course of studies 

Last obtained a Diploma in Chinese which authorised him to be a 

Chinese interpreter(10). 1919 marked a decisive turning point in 
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Last's life as he effected the transition from being a student to 

supporting himself and 'durant dix ans, il fut ouvrier et participa 

activement aux luttes de la classe ouvriere'(11). Last had made a 

conscious decision to move outside of the accepted sphere of activity 

of a member of the middle class and to join in the life and activity 

of the working class: he went to sea, working on both fishing boats 

and in the merchant navy as well as joining the navy for his military 

service(12) and he subsequently worked as a foreman in an artificial 

silk factory but was sacked after taking part in a strike(13). He 

then emigrated to the United states where he held various manual 

jobs, such as factory hand, gardener and taxi driver(14) while 

following courses in his free time at Columbia University(15). 

Last returned to Holland in the summer of 1924 and the next 

year saw him working as a film projectionist/driver/speaker for the 

mobile unit of the film department of the Institute for Workers' 

Education which was an organ of the SDAP(16). The idea behind this 

department was that film· should not just be used by the Institute for 

entertainment but that it should have some political, or at least 

educational function. The mobile unit went out on tours around 

Holland to show films to the 'Social Democratic Family' i.e. the 

party, the trade unions, the womens' groups, the youth movement. Film 

was a new medium, and as the films were silent .a speaker was required 

to explain to the audience what was happening. This wa.s also Last's 

role. He had to read the captions of the silent films and provide a 

running commentary for the audience. Last discovered that he had a 

natural flair as a story teller and he became very popular with the 

aUdiences for he could bring the silent film to life and he could 

work them up into a state of enthusiasm. There were several 

programmes: the Development Programme with films .about fishing and 
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about the campaign against alcoholism, the Industrial Programme, 

including a film about Phillips, a Propaganda Programme, with films 

about the leaders of the SDAP, about the youth organisation and the 

international Whitsun event of 1926(17), the worker Olympiads in 

Frankfurt in 1925 and a Didactic Programme which showed educational 

films compiled by the head of the Schools Cinema. In the second 

season, 1926-1927 recreational films were added ' and Last compiled a 

separate Art Programme including Soviet films such as The Battleship 

Potemkin. The success of the Film Department is shown by the fact 

that in 1927 60,000 people attended the screenings. Last was also 

writing on film at the time but Bert Hogenkamp concludes that his 

writings were not particularly political but took the line that film 

was educational(18). 

However Last left the SDAP over a disagreement about attitudes 

towards colonial problems. Hls early feelings of solidarity with the 

Oppressed colonial had been strengthened as a result of his travels 

and his personal involvement with the working class and by 1926 he 

found the socialist policy regarding the colonial problem too weak. 

In this year he broke with the SDAP and took the next step in his 

Political development. He did not, however, immediately join the 

Communist party and writes, 'as a matter of fact, I went over to 

Communism not straight from the Social Democratic Party, but through 

the Schnidt Movement and the Anarchist-Trotskyist School of 

Sneevliet'(19). He joined a committee protesting against the arrest 

of certain Indonesian students who had been claiming independence for 

IndoneSia and it was as secretary of this committee that he came to 

know revolutionary socialists(20). His first writings were the 

result of this political involvement for after the 1927 Indonesian 

revolt he wrote protest songs about the use of the whip as a method 
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of controlling Indonesians as well as a collection of poems 

protesting against Dutch concentration camps in Indonesia(21). This 

period in Last's career has not been well researched but it is 

known that in this period before he joined the communist party he was 

involved with the revolutionary left movement in Holland, in 

particular with the Association for Popular Education(22) and as a 

speaker at their regular Sunday morning screenings where he used his 

skills and experience to comment on and explain the many Soviet films 

they showed(23). 

In 1927 Last discussed with the communist film director, Joris · 

Ivens, the possibility of making a film for the International 

Transport Federation(24). The result was Branding LWave~7, based on 

a short text by Last, made during 1928 and premiered on 9 February 

1929. In 1930 Last published the short text as Branding(25). The 

film was directed by Ivens and Mannus Franken wrote the scenario, 

based on Last's text, while Last played the main role. His co-actors 

were Co Sieger and Hein Block. This silent film is basically a love 

story which plays out the theme of the struggles inherent in life for 

the opening caption reads: 'Waves are the eternal struggle between 

earth and sea. As it is with the sea, so it is with people'(26). C. 

J. Greshoff's analysis is well-justified: 

Ici commence a apparaitre clairement certaines qualites 
litteraires de Last, dont une tres grande puissance 
evocatrice. Sans decrire, mais en donnant simplement les 
elements d'une description (le livre est encore tres 
marque par l' expressionisme allemand), Last sai t faire 
voir, il rend presents, avec une grande intensi te . 
visuelle, moins les personnages que leurs gestes et le 
decor: le village des pecheurs, la mer, les dunes.(27) 

Branding tells the story of the unrequited love of a poor fisherman 

who loses his fianyee to a wealthy neighbour. It opens with the 

sailor arriving on his boat into the poor fishing vitlage and the 
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everyday, early morning scenes of village life are displayed 

movingly. The narrative follows a traditional plot of handsome young 

man and pretty young girl being in love and enjoying themselves on 

their outings to the fair and to the sand-dunes but money becomes a 

problem between them. The sailor is penniless, he cannot find work 

and the girl succumbs to the advances of the wealthy, but ageing 

neighbour. The film ends with the sailor sailing away on a fishing 

boat to the caption: 'You must make a clean ship with your past. The 

power of the land is broken. Only the sea can break the bonds'(28). 

As Martin Mooij and Aad Put state, 'the technical aspect of the film 

is Simple, and there may be many kinds of technical faults, but 

nontheless the film is sublime'(29). 

This marked the end of one stage in Last's development for his 

next work, Marianne(30), published in 1930, had a certain success in 

the Netherlands as a soCial novel. Last showed Marianne as 

representing the incarnation of the spirit of the revolution and in 

writing the text he had the two aims: 'difendre le gar90n populaire 

de la masse qui a des pouvoirs secrets dans son ame et chercher a 

enlever a ce concept de rivolution son caractere abstrait et concre

tise'(31). This text marked Last's entry into the world of committed 

literature where he saw literature as serving politics and more 

particularly he saw 'l'art comme une arme dans la lutte des 

classes' (32) • 

Last's sympathy for the Soviet Union had been growing, fuelled 

by the many Soviet films he had been 'commenting' and it was this 

sympathy for the Soviet Union that brought him to the communist 

partY(33). In 1930 he was invited by a popular illustrated weekly, 

Het Leven LLifi?, to go on a ten-day Intourist journey to the Soviet 



Union to report back for their readers on the situation there(34). 

Last writes: 

I had read practically everything that had been written 
by the opposition, and on my very first visit to Russia, 
in 1930, was made to realize that much of their criticism 
was justified. L:.~ Already then, I had conversations 
with students who revealed to me an entirely different 
side of life from that which is usually shown to 
tourists.(35) 
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The negative aspect of this retrospective view by Last of his first 

impressions of the Soviet Union must be viewed with some caution as 

in 1931, shortly after his return from this visit, he joined the 

Communist Party(36). He explained his reasons for jOining: 

Entirely of my own free will, and without expecting or 
obtaining any advantages I had become a member of the 
Dutch Communist Party. In the Sneevliet group I had 
found the same barren negations which had always 
prevented Trotsky from exercising an influence upon the 
masses. I had come to realize that no mass movement can 
be built up on mere criticism which is allied to 
opportunist action. I realized that to discredit the 
revolution itself by denying its results and by depriving 
the working class of future hope was to throwaway the 
child with the bath water.(37) 

Last was attraced to communism and the Soviet Union for several 

reasons: economic, political, religious, sexual and cultural. He 

claimed that communism was the only viable alternative 'because 

capitalism has adulterated and corrupted whatever was originally good 

in men'(38) and he stressed the importance of the Russian Revolution 

which, 'far from being a failure, was a tremendous historical 

stepping-stone on the road to socialism, the importance of which it 

would be impossible to overestimate'(39). Last claimed that the 

capitalist system did not allow 'a planned control of the forces of 

production'(40) whereas 'to the Soviet Union belongs the imperishable 

honour of having carried out the first five year plan ever launched. 

[:.t7 For the first time in history a State was able to overcome the 
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fatal iron cycle of crisis following upon crisis'(41) and he believed 

that communism promised an end to unemployment. He writes: 

Only those who have felt in their bones the deteriorating 
effects of unemployment, not only on the physical but 
also and more particularly on the moral plane, can fully 
grasp the superiority of socialist methods of production 
which have made an end to unemployment.(42) 

Last also praised the agricultural policy of the Soviet Union and he 

claimed that 'with all the successes and setbacks of collectivisa-

tion, £the Soviet agricultural policy] is the most heroic experience 

in history and an object lesson for the future'(43). 

Politically, Last was attracted to what he saw as the 

egalitarian nature of the Soviet system whereby the State would 

gradually be eliminated and replaced by a classless society: 

The theory that some are born to lead and others born to 
serve was destroyed in Russia by the practice of the 
revolution. In those days, Lenin, Trotsky, and Stalin 
were merely the instruments for carrying out the will of 
the masses. They were carried forward by these masses 
because they consciously set out to interpret and carry 
out the latter's wishes.(44) 

He agreed with the Marxist definition that the State was an 

institution based upon power and violence and controlled by a ruling 

class for the purpose of repressing the other classes and he 

recognised that the means to achieve the classless society was the 

dictatorship of the proletariat. This was not, however, he claimed, 

intended as a real dictatorship but as a means of depriving those 

people who lived by exploitation of the working class of their 

political powers. Last explains: 

The dictatorship of the proletariat is democratic in the 
sense that it is a centralized democracy: in other words, 
all decisions are debated and taken at the base. The 
executive merely carries out these decisions while all 
sections are compelled to submit to these decisions once 
they have been laid down.(45) 
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Last felt that 'the essential factor which differentiates the Soviet 

system from fascism as well as from Bourgeois Democracy Lls that! the 

masses are not governed by representation, they govern themselves. 

They do not require a father or redeemer to clear up their little 

affairs for them while they remain under tutelage [:.t7 and by 

shouldering responsibility are able to ripen to maturity'(46). A 

further aspect of communism which appealed to Last was that 'the 

Soviet Union proved for the first time in the history of mankind that 

a whole people can live without the mysticism of the Church'(47). 

His strict and repressive Lutheran upbringing was a major contribut-

ing factor in his anti-religious stance. He writes: 

I consider the Church the most dangerous instrument of 
reaction upon earth. In my view the escape to God is the 
same escape from oneself which carries us into the arms 
of the 'leader'. [: •• ] 

I do not believe in a personal God, but I believe it is 
necessary to revere godliness upon earth, as it reveals 
itself in beauty, justice, freedom, truth, and love. 
These conceptions are indeed eternal, and Marxism does no 
more than explain and interpret their various shapes and 
permutations.(48). 

In outlining the development of Christianity from Judaism Last 

concluded that 'the new god was a jealous god, who demanded that all 

the lusts of the flesh should be sublimated to the spirit'(49). He 

writes: 

The whole course of Christian civilization has been a 
perpetual struggle against the flesh and the sexual 

"instincts: a war against the forces of nature has lasted 
for centuries and could only be won by magnifying man's 
sense of sin into a neurosis. While it would be foolish 
to deny to what cultural and spiritual heights this 
sublimation has occasionally led, it is painfully clear 
that this condemnation of the sexual instinct L:.~ has 
pOisoned the very root from which we draw our lives.(50) 

This theme of repressed sexuality is one that Last will return to 

many times in his novels(51). Like Gide, he saw in communism a new 

possibility for sexual freedom. He explains that 'at a time when 
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Kollontai wrote Free Love, Lthe Soviet Union? proved als.o that a very 

considerable degree of sexual freedom constitutes no danger to 

society as a whole'(52). The emancipation of women in the Soviet 

Union, in that they were free to have abortions, was taken by him as 

a great step forward in sexual freedom. On the one hand communism 

and the Soviet Union seemed to Last to offer the possibility to be 

true to oneself in the sense that sexual freedom was permitted, but 

on the other hand he did not feel able himself to find his own 

personal sexual freedom in communism. He had been aware of his 

homosexual tendencies since adolescence(53) and he was equally aware 

that this was considered sinful and abhorrent by the Dutch church and 

the majority of the Dutch population. To conform to Dutch society he 

married and sublimated his homosexuality in, paradoxically, 

communism. In 1935 Last wrote: 

For ten years I have been able to sublimate the · 
homosexual component of my inclinations to such an extent 
that I thought I had vanquished it. I achieved this by 
the sense of communion I felt from my lectures. In every 
hall I selected a · few young men whose faces attracted me 
and I addressed myself more specifically to them. Often 
my greatest happiness was when [:.~ the face of one of 
those seemingly clumsy fellows started glowing and I could 
see the mounting enthusiasm in his eyes. Of course this 
could only happen so long as I believed in my message.(54) 

Last felt that the Soviet Union had undoubtedly improved the 

cultural life of the Russian worker for 'not only was illiteracy 

abolished, but the Soviet Union contrived to awaken throughout the 

masses a profound and live interest in the arts and sciences such as 

is to be found nowhere else'(55). He claimed that 'the Russian 

revolution is a triumphant proof of the power of the masses to create 

cultural values'(56). 

It was not therefore surprising that Last wanted to join the 

communist party. However, to join meant being accepted by the party 
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as a suitable member. Last's credentials were based on his many 

publications supporting the proletariat(57), his newspaper accounts 

of life in the Soviet Union(58), his activity within the Association 

for Popular Education, and most importantly on Linksrichten LSteer 

towards the left? He and another poet founded this writers' 

collective in 1932 with the aim of helping workers express themselves 

in writing; the collective published revolutionary books and also a 

revie~59). Direct inspiration for this came from the current 

literary directives in the Soviet Union which had been expressed at 

the Second International Conference of Revolutionary and Proletarian 

Writers in Kharkov in November 1930(60). 

In 1932 Last made his second visit to the Soviet Union and this 

time he remained there for nine months. This visit brought him into 

contact with both Soviet writers and pro-Soviet French writers who 

were visiting the Soviet Union, for he was working as part of the 

brigade d'ecrivains and it was through this activity that he met 

Louis Aragon who wrote about his experiences in the Soviet Union in 

Hourra l'Qural(61). In this collection of poems: 

11 s'agit a l'origine de rendre compte. du travail 
accompli dans l'Oural par la 'brigade d'ecrivains' 
comprenant le Hongrois Barta, le Hollandais Jef Last, 
l'Americain de langue yiddish et EIsa, durant le sejour 
de 1932-1933.(62) 

Last was en~hralled with the Soviet Union in 1932. He writes, 'si 

moi j'ai appris a connaitre et a aimer l'URSS, c'est parce que, en 

1932, j'etais encore un auteur peu connu, de sorte qu'on ne s'occu-
~ 

pait presque pas de moi et que je pouvais aller ou je voulais'(63). 

He got to know Moscow well during his stay and he was impressed by 

the city, its architecture and its many parks(64). He made friends 

with revolutionary writers he had met in the writers' club and at the 

Office of the International(65). Although many of his writer 
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friends lived in poverty in slums, as did Last himse1f(66), he used 

to enjoy their 'endless discussions while drinking tea without 

sugar'(67). In Moscow Last also got to know and 'felt in sympathy 

with'(68) Victor Serge, although, in retrospect, he felt that Serge 

had tried to set him against the regime(69). In view of the fact 

that Last also had acquaintances among the revolutionary left(70) 

this would seem neither surprising nor unwelcome on Last's part • Last 

was in Moscow in 1932 at the time of the First Plenum of the 

Orgcommittee (29 October -3 November 1932). He had friends among the 

revolutionary writers and given his own interest in the political use 

of literature, he would have been well aware of these current 

literary debates, especially as he could understand and speak (to a 

limited degree) Russian(71) and consequently would have had 

first-hand knowledge of the debate. During 1932 Barbusse, who, then 

aged 55, was still considered the literary representative of the 

French Communist party, was "an official guest in the Soviet Union(72) 

and Last witnessed the enthusiastic welcome he was given. He writes: 

In 1932 I was present at the reception for Barbusse. All 
foreign writers who were staying in Moscow at that time 
received a note asking them to show their 'spontaneous 
presence at the station'. The word 'spontaneous' was not 
too bad because most of us really did want to go 
spontaneously to see him. When we left the -station, the 
square in front of the station was packed out with 
thousands of people to receive Barbusse by singing the 
Internationale. Seldom have I seen anybody as touched 
and from that moment onwards I completely lost all my 
critical sense.(73) 

In Moscow, in October 1932 Last attended the Congres de 

l'Internationale Communiste(74) and was also involved in the meetings 

that took place to discuss new directives for literature. In 

particular there is evidence that he attended lectures of the Verband 

Deutscher Schriftsteller LQerman Writers' Unio.w(75) and it would 

seem reasonable to conclude that he attended other meetings as well. 
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Both plenum and congress seemed to overlap and Borland concludes that 

'since the plenum coincided with the fifteenth anniversary of the 

October Revolution, the results summed up there were also the results 

of the development of Soviet literature for the previous fifteen 

years'(76). At the German Writers' Union meeting Last disagreed with 

Willy Bredel's speech where he claimed that the proletarian 

revolution was ready for export at any moment. Last writes: 

But I had noticed from my travels through Germany and 
from my conversations with out of work itinerants that 
the party had no hold on this new 'class' which had not 
existed in Marx's scheme. In the discussion I voiced my 
doubts about whether or not our propaganda was psycholog
ically suitable to get those masses on to our side and I 
said that the export of a fascist 'putsch' was more 
likely than the export of the proletarian revolution.(77) 

This attitude brought Last to the notice of the Komintern and the 

next day he had to appear in the office of Knorin who showered him 

with facts and figures to show how wrong he was. He also demanded an 

autocritique from Last, that he should publicly admit at the next 

meeting that he had been guilty of defeatism. Last states that he 

did not make this public statement as he had only been back in 

Holland for a fortnight when Hitler was elected in Germany and this 

had such a profound effect on him that he felt unable to speak in 

meetings(78). Other sources, however, claim that 'pour la premiere 

et derniere fois de sa vie il s'est retracte'(79). It is possible 

that in his retrospective account of this incident Last allowed 

himself the luxury of a certain amount of poetic licence in present-

ing his own case. Nonetheless he was still a regular contributor to 

newspapers and journals on Soviet issues(80). 

Last's sympathies had always been with the oppressed youth of 

Germany and he viewed the rising strength of fascism with horror. In 

January 1933 Hitler was made chancellor and one of his first targets 
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were the comm~nists for 'la mise hors la loi des organisations 

communistes est le premier article du programme "nazzi'" (81). The 

well-known facts of what followed are worth rehearsing for Last's 

special involvement in them: on 27 February 1933 the Reichstag in 

Berlin was set on fire and a Dutch hitch-hiker, Marinus van der 

Lubbe, was accused as he had been found on the premises, partially 

unclothed, and it was claimed that his shirt had been used to start 

the fire. A controversy soon raged over who had initiated the fire. 

The line taken by the nazis was that it was the communists and this 

then allowed Hitler to introduce a harsh decree against them which 

strengthened his own position only two weeks before the elections. 

The communists, however, claimed that the fire had been set up by the 

nazis in order for them to be able to accuse the communists and so 

take measures against them(S2). Last explains how he became involved 

in this affair: 

Shortly after the Reichstag fire and after I had 
retreated from politics L:.~ I was asked to appear at 
the Party office. Schalker en Struik asked me whether it 
was true or not that I knew Van der Lubbe personally. I 
answered that I had heard a lot about him [ •• ~ when I 
was visiting Freek van Leuwen. Struik then asked me to 
get in touch with Richard Katz who had orders from Moscow 
to prepare a counter trial in London. L:.~ Katz already 
knew that Freek van Leeuwen was a hanger-on and a 
homosexual. 'If, with the cooperation of van Leeuwen, we 
can prove that Van der Lubbe was a homosexual and that 
because of this he could have got in touch with the Rohm 
group', he said, 'then we will win the case. In the 
United States they are ve~y puritanical and so the Nazi's 
will be very compromised by this. There will be no. 
better way to hit Hitler any harder than this'. 

I put Katz in touch with Freek who was sent to London and 
there under very strong pressure from his party friends 
he made a very ambiguous statement.(S3) 

Last and Freek van Leeuwen did what was asked of them by the Party 

and took sides against Van der Lubbe as they thought this was their 

duty but, Last maintains, 'shortly afterwards we discovered how badly 
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they had cheated us'(84). In early 1933, however, allegiance to the 

party was seen by Last as being of paramount importance. This is, 

indeed, the only explanation that makes sense of Last's otherwise 

confusing account of the communist party plot to prove that Van der 

Lubbe was a homosexual and hence could be discredited. The automatic 

link between homosexuality and being a discredit to the party must 

have been difficult for Last to accept and could well have been one 

of the reasons that led him to go on and research the Van der Lubbe 

affair for five years(85). At that time his own repressed homo-

sexual tendencies were a well-kept secret and the party had no reason 

to believe that he was other than a heterosexual married man and 

father of a family(86). 

His enforced involvement in this incident made Last all the 

more determined to retreat from party matters and he returned ' to the 

island of Urk where, before being called to the party office, he had 

been researching an assignment for the newspaper De Groene Amster-

dammer about the building of a dyke across the Zuiderzee which would 

allow polderland to be reclaimed from the sea. Ironically, it was 

during his stay on the island in 1933 that Last became involved in a 

homosexual relationship. He writes: 

Love at first sight for a fisherman of Urk struck me with 
the force of thunder. Not for twenty years had I known 
such an irresistible passion. The result was my novel 
Zuiderzee which, in reality, was more inspired by my 
young fisherman friend than by the problems of the 
reclamation.(87) 

~uiderzee is ostensibly the story of the building of the dyke which, 

when completed in 1933, cut off the Zuiderzee and of how its 

construction affected the villagers of the island of Urk, all of 

which is authenticated by Last by the inclusion of many facts and 

, figures. The decision to go ahead with the long-shelved project was 
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made for economic gain for the investors but there was no economic 

gain for the fishermen of Urk who effectively lost their livelihood 

once it had been built. The majority of the engineers working on the 

project are shown to be unscrupulous while the work force is 

exploited. But at the centre of the story is the friendship between 

two young fishermen, Toine and Auke, and their growing awareness of 

their homosexual tendencies and their attraction to each other, such 

that Auke eventually rejects his fian~ee, Boukja, so that he may be 

f~ee to be with Toine. 

Once the dyke is built, Toine and Auke can. no longer find work 

on the island so they decide to go over to the mainland to try to 

earn their living. But it is no easier there for them and hungry and 

with no money, Toine finds that the only work available is to sell 

himself as a prostitute to a wealthy man. He tries to go through 

with this so that he will be able to buy food for Auke and himself 

but at the last moment he runs back to the boat where he and Auke are 

staying. They decide their only chance is to go back to the island 

and as the sea is frozen over they will skate there. The condition 

of the ice deteriorates and Toine stumbles on a crack, 'il frappe la 

glace de tout son poids, les bras en avant. Un craquement ••• un cri 

••• un cri encore ••• puis le silence'(sa). Auke dives into the hole 

and manages to haul Toine's body out of the icy water but again the 

ice cracks and Toine's body falls back into the water. Whilst trying 

to save Toine Auke thinks of his rejected fian~ee, Boukja, of them 

making love in the hay and of her death by drowning. When he finally 

manages to make his way back to the island a storm has broken out and 

the defence wall protecting the dyke has collapsed, allowing the sea 

to penetrate into the reclaimed land, causing immense floods and 

damage. Some claimed that the floods had actually been caused by the 
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building of the dyke and Last closes his novel with a report from a 

newspaper with a message from the minister warning that 'tous ceux, 

donc, qui, s'appliquant la semer la mefiance et la suspicion, 

mineraient son autorite, seront consideres comme nuisibles aux 

interets du pays et combattus comme tels, avec fermete et rigueur 

••• '(89). Zuiderzee is a pessimistic book; Last has shown 'cette 

population de pecheurs, puritains inflexibles et rigides, que la 

construction de la digue va condamner la la ruine'(90) and their 

inability to fight against the system. Their religion is oppressive 

and dominates their lives. Toine's father, for example, believes 

implicitly in an all powerful God and tries to inculcate these 

beliefs into Toine. He tells him that 'il ne sied pas a l'homme de 

se plaindre des decisions divines. Le sage fait comme Job et se 

COuvre la bouche avec sa main, car les desseins de l'Eternel sont 

insondables. 11 est le bon berger'(91). When Toine asks his father 

whether it can be God's will to cause accidents that leave young 

Children fatherless, his father becomes very angry and chastises him: 

Ecoute bien fils. Je te donne un dernier avertissement. 
£:.~ Les syndicats et autres organisations diaboliques, 
finis aussi. Et pour toujours, entends-tu, pour 
toujours. Veille a ce que je n'aie pas a le repeter. Et 
finie aussi la mascarade des genoux nus, debraille comme 
un paren, pour ton fameux football. faut biffer tout 9a. 
Compris? Va te laver et t'habiller convenablement. Passe 
a l'atelier et apprends ta le~on de catechisme.(92) 

There is no possibility for sexual freedom within the confines of 

this repressive religion and Auke is left with the conclusion that 

'a la face · de Dieu, Auke le sai t, il a peche ••• ' ( 93) • Toine, 

likewise, is torn by doubt: 

Sodome et Gomorrhe, toujours le juste chatiment pour vos 
peches! Qui croire? Le livre et ce qu'il dit, ou celui 
qui affirme que tout fut prevu par un Dieu essentiel
lement bon? S'il en est sinai, pourquoi ce dieu l's-t-il 
cree lui, Toine, tel qu'il est? Comment le savoir, quand 
on ne peut mame pas expliquer ce qui vous tourmente.(94) 
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The inhabitants of the island form 'une espece de communaute de 

XVII e siecle, conservee sous un globe de verre'(95), ill-equipped to 

deal with the political alternatives in Europe in the 1930's: 

capitalism, fascism and communism. Of these, and despite its faults, 

only communism is seen as offering a viable alternative to the 

repressive religion which is holding up development in the island, as 

De Rook, the communist town councillor tells Toine: 

La foi dans l'avenir, mon gar~on, la confiance en notre 
propre force, la certitude que nous tous, travailleurs, 
nous saurons remettre le convoi dans la bonne voie, quand 
le pouvoir sera entre nos mains, comme l'ont fait nos 
camarades en URSS.(96) 

But before he can come to terms with politics, Toine must come to 

terms with his sexuality as being acceptable and not a disease with 

which he might infect other people. 

Last's own preoccupations in 1933 are clearly evident in 

Zuiderzee: the conflict in him over his strict religious upbringing 

and his growing awareness that his own personal freedom was to be 

found in what he had been taught was a sin. His concern and love for 

the exploited proletariat unable to fight the power of capitalism ~s 

clear, although his view of the fishermen of Urk is not a romantic-

ised one. Indeed, he shows them at their worst, drinking, fighting, 

and mobbing their ex-foreman once the dyke has been built. It is 

interesting to note that Toine does not actually initiate communist 

action nor does he join a communist group although that would seem to 

be where his political development was leading him. Indeed, his one 

Political action in inciting the men to demonstrate .over an incident 

when a boat had been caught fishing illegally, comes to nothing. He 

leads the men out of the hall but by the time they arrive in front of 

the burgermaster's house only a handful are left and 'd'un geste fou, 

Toine enfonce son chapeau sur ses yeux et prend sa course, et cette 
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course est une fuite. Loin derriere lui il entend les rires et les 

brocards qui l'accompagnent'(97). For Last, a concern about sexual 

freedom was taking precedence over a concern for political freedom 

for the fist time. 

In 1934 Last went to the Soviet Union for the third time for he 

was the Dutch representative at the Premier Congres des Ecrivains 

sovietiques held in Moscow between 17 August and 1 September(98). He 

felt that people were better off materially than in 1932 but he felt 

that less serious discussion took place, both in private homes and in 

the conference hall(99). However, Last confirmed that the authori

ties put on a magnificent display for the conference hall was 

beautifully decorated and the delgates were offered fruit and flowers 

by parad.es of pioneers and women from the kolkhozes( 100). But in his 

retrospective account of the conference Last expressed disappointment 

at the speeches, claiming that 'there were no discussions and the 

Speeches by Radek and Bucharin were no less than a death sentence _for 

eVerything that had been . fought for in Linksrichten and Links

!ront'(101). In this account he also maintained that because of his 

disappointment he did not report on the conference in Holland(102) 

although Mooij and Put claim that 'apres son retour il parle dans de 

nombreuses reunions de son experience - a l'interieur et a 
l'-exterieur'(103). Once again Last allowed himself a degree of poetiC 

licence in his account of his dealings with the communist party. 

It was at the meeting in Paris, at the Salle Pleyel, on 23 

October 1934 held to report on this congres that Last met Andre Gide 

for the first time. The meeting was chaired by Andre Gide and its 

main speakers, who had been present at the Moscow Congress, were Ilya 

Ehrenburg, Andre Malraux and Vladimir Pozner. The secondary speakers 

listed on the official programme were Paul Vaillant-Couturier, the 
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General Secretary of the AEAR, Pierre Bochot, a worker-writer of the 

AEAR and Jef Last, described for the French audience as an ecrivain 

hollondais(104). 

In his account of their first meeting in Mijn Vriend Andre 

Gide(105) Last writes that he knew little of Gide's work at that 

time: in fact he only knew his Retour de l'enfant prodigue in the 

Rilke translation(106) and his Voyage au Congo. Because of the 

anti-colonial stance in Voyage au Congo Last thought Gide might be 

interested in his edited version of A. de Kom's book Wij Slaven van 

~urinam and through his intervention he hoped it might be possible to 

have it published in a French translation(107). With this in view 

Last approached Gide during the interval and requested a half-hour 

meeting with him during the next few days. Gide's response was 

polite and friendly but negative; he was too busy finishing an 

important work and he could not see anybody at the moment. Last 

explained that he had to return to Holland in three days time at 

which, according to Last, Gide shrugged his shoulders and replied, 

'Wha t a pity, but ••• ' ( 108). 

After the interval Last spoke. He put his experience of 

Speaking to large cinema audiences and involving them in the plots of 

silent films to good use, for both his speech and the manner of 

delivery made a powerful and emotional impression. La Petite Dame 

recorded her favourable first impression as 'Jef Last, marin 

hOllandais, ecrivain, emballant, savoureux, ironique, a travers un 

francais impossible' ( 109). Last accounted for the success of his 

speech with the public and the critics by the fact that it was in 

Complete contrast with the fomal speeches that had gone before for 

the discourse of the previous speakers had followed what he called a 
~ 

compulsorily schematic and conventional attack on capitalism and 
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their indignation had been abstract, fundamental and statisti-

cal(110). They looked at the life of the proletariat, he claimed, 

through their study windows which were heavily hung with Marxist 

curtains whereas, he maintained, his speech was informal, made up of 

personal anecdotes about his experiences in helping the German 

TippelbrUder escape and dealt with the destiny of the youth of 

Germany. Last told the assembly that these anti-fascists were not 

welcome in democratic countries like Holland or Belgium for they did 

not have the necessary papers and work permits; often the refugees 

would despair at being constantly sent back and forth over the Dutch 

and Belgian borders and would finally commit suicide. Unlike social-

ists, Jews or communists who had organisations to help them, the 

anti-fascists had no help and were considered as tramps. However, 

supported by the German Communist Party some illegal German emigrants 

were helped to make the journey from Holland, through Belgium to 

France and Last had just delivered one such political refugee to 

Paris. He maintained that he did not idealise these men but loved 

them; he did not so much pity them their plight as envy them their 

primitive spontaneity, their simpliCity and their vital 'beast of 

, prey' quality. He stated that he enjoyed their company and felt more 

comfortable with them than with intellectuals, the respectable middle 

class or the workers-aristocracy. 

When he heard his speech, Gide was immed ia tely a ttrac ted to 

Last and to what he had to say. 'Une irresistible elan de sympathie 

nous a precipites ,tout aussitot l'un vers l'autre'(111) he wrote. And 

it was Gide who initiated their further contact, for at the end of 
, 

the meeting he approached Last and invited him fora half-hour 

appOintment the next day( 112). Their discussions spread beyond the 

allotted time span and Last was invited to stay for lunch where he 
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met Pierre Herbart and Mme van Rysselberghe. There were immediate 

points of contact between Gide, Last and Herbart and their conversa-

tion ranged over a wide number of topics which were at the forefront 

of their preoccupations in 1934. 

Anti-colonialism was one common point of interest. The Far 

East was of particular concern for Last had campaigned on behalf of 

the Indonesians and Herbart, as a result of visiting Indochina in 

1930-1931, had denounced colonialism(113). In his speech Last had 

shown himself to be politically active and fully aware of the 

problems facing the German youth who were opposed to fascism; as 

outlined in Chapter I, the German situation was an area of great 

concern for Gide(114). Last was able to give them further informa-

tion about Van der Lubbe who had been executed in January 1934(115) 

and he told them he had been a close friend of his and that he had 

many documents concerning him that he planned to publish(116). La 

Petite Dame recorded that the description Last gave of him was of 
, 
une figure etonnante n'ayant rien de commun avec le pauvre abruti 

qu'on nous a montre aux assises'(117). 

A vital area of interest, and the reason Gide and Last 

originally met, was their common interest in the Soviet Union. Gide 

explained that Last 'rentrait de son troisieme voyage en URSS, 

enthousiastecomme je l'etais moi-mame dans le temps'(118). Last was 

able to tell them about his experiences there and Gide and Herbart, 

who were both planning to visit the Soviet Union, could question 'ce 

sympathique Jef Last'(119) on topics of personal interest to them. 

Last told them of the changes he had noticed since his previous 

visits in 1930 and 1932. His best memories were of 1932 for at that 

time: 

Alors que toutes les conditions materielles de la vie 
etaient si atrocement dures, il avait ete frappe de la 



sorte de/'oie exaltee qui soulevait les etres; il y 
regnait •• ~ une entiere liberte de moeurs, dans tous 
les genres.(120) 

He told them that in 1934 he had been surprised by the new law 

against homosexuality and by 'une certaine severite de pudeur qui 
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tenait a s'etablir la!'(121). Gide and Herbart were anxious to hear 

of details of the new law which, as they understood it, increased the 

punishment for homosexual acts to eight years imprisonment(122). In 

her diary la Petite Dame concluded, from information supplied by 

Last, that " ils [the Soviet authoritie~semblent considerer que 

l'homosexualite est due uniquement au lOisir, au snobisme, au cote 

blase, vicieux de la societe bourgeoise'(123). 

This information must have been somewhat disappointing to Gide, 

for, as outlined in Chapter I, as early as November 1931 he had seen 

the Soviet Union as the champion of sexual freedom and he considered 

that homosexuality would not only be tolerated but even encouraged; 

for Gide the question of sexual freedom within the communist system 

was a vital one for he felt it was a necessary requirement for 

personal and aitistic freedom(124). Indeed, Martin du Gard concluded 

that in this respect Gide felt that: 

11 a un role, une mission a remplir; et que son talent, 
l'autorite qu'il s'est acquise, doivent, avant tout, 

. servir a lutter contre les prejugies de la morale 
conformiste, pour soustraire les homosexuels a l'inique 
condamnation qui pese sur eux.(125) 

Gide was most impressed by Last and he invited him to stay with him 

whenever he came to Paris. Instead of staying in a hotel Last could 

have a room on the top floor of his apartment(126). Gide's 

estimation of Last can be gauged by the fact that Last was the only 

person, outside of Gide's immediate family, to whom this privilege 

was granted on a regular basis(127). 
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The basis of a firm friendship had been established between the 

35 year old ex-sailor, writer, political activist, communist party 

member and the 65 year old French man of letters and compagnon de 

route. The friendship was, however, based on misunderstandings on 

both sides: Last saw Gide as a pro-communist author interested solely 

in social problems and consequently as someone interested in 

publishing his friend's social document. Last's knowledge of Gide's 

literary output was negligible and Gide, in turn, had neither heard 

of Last nor of any of his works (which indeed were only available in 

Dutch at that date) prior to their meeting in the salle Pleyel. In 

fact, literature did not play a role in their initial friendship. 

Gide saw Last as a representative of the proletariat and in this 

respect la Petite Dame's initial description of him as a marin is 

indicative of the way Last was viewed at the rue Vaneau. For Last 

had not been a sailor for many years and indeed, he had been 

establishing himself as a writer and political activist since the 

period he had spent as a 'worker'. Both these views did, of course, 

have elements of truth in them, but they were far from being the 

whole picture of either Gide or Last. Last confirms that what Gide 

found attractive in him was his simplicity and the ease with which he 

could be friends with members of the proletariat for it was just this 

kind of contact that Gide was missing in his own circle of 

friends( 128). Gide, in fact, liked to perpetuate the ide.a that Last 

was a member of the working class which was not a difficult thing to 

do, for as Greshoff states, 'il affectait le genre proletarien'(129). 

The friendship was undoubtedly based on a common interest in 

communism and anti-fascism and in this area Last could provide Gide 

with the fruits of his personal experiences for whereas Gide's 

approach to these questions was intellectual, Last's was one of 
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practical activity. But most importantly, as Greshoff concludes, 'la 

base intellectuelle de leur amitie fut l'interet que tous deux 

portaient au probleme de l'homosexualite'(130). This question was of 

fundamental importance in their friendship, particularly for Last who 

found within the friendship the possibility for his own emotional 

development. 

On his return to Holland Last began to correspond with Gide, 

writing to him several times during November and December(131). At 

the same time he set about reading Gide's works which Gide had 

arranged for the NRF to send him, namely Si le grain ne meurt, 

Corydon and Pages de journal. On 18 December 1934 Last wrote to Gide 

and told him that he had translated some of his Pages de journal for 

the Dutch newspaper of the Amis de l'Union sovietique(132). Last's 

early letters to Gide are reminiscent of those Dabit wrote to Gide in 

1927 for Last included many such phrases as: 'votre oeuvre est pour 

moi comme une fenetre ouvrant sur le soleil dans la chambre humide de 

mon pays'(133) and 'le jour Oll j'ai fait votre connaissance restera 

un des meilleurs de ma ,vie'(134). He was, however, somewhat taken 

aback by the strength of his reactions and he wrote to Gide': 

Je me dis que je suis un auteur tres connu dans mon pays, 
orateur et politicien, un homme de trente-cinq ans, 
marie avec trois enfants, et j'ai envie de vous ecrire 
comme si j'etais etudiant et vous le maitre de la sagesse 
Bolland que j'admirais alors.(135) 

Last put Gide's friendship to immediate practical use; he 

distributed money which Gide had given him(136), he asked Rene Crevel 

to give Gide a copy of A. de Kom's book and two months later he tried 

to get this publishing venture of the ground by sending Gide the name 

and address of a possible translator(137). He also asked Gide to 

help sort out an annoying problem; a young German, Horst le Jeune, 

, had had his documents taken away by the French police for what Last 
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describes as 'le crime de m'avoir aide a transporter mon bagage'(138) 

and he asked Gide if he could deal with this before he returned to 

Paris. It was in December 1934 that Gide became acquainted for the 

first time with Last's literary work for this was when Last sent him 

the first ten chapters of his novel Zuiderzee which he had had 

translated into German. On 1 January 1935 Last replied to Gide's 

first letter. He told him that he had just read Souvenirs de la Cour 

d'Assises(139) and that he was sickened by the lack of feeling of 

judges, and by the barbarity of laws. This led on to a discussion of 

the law against homosexuality in the Soviet Union and Last sought to 

invOlve Gide in a campaign against this law 

Certainement 'la justice' dans nos pays bourgeois est la 
pire des crimes. Sur ce terrain tout de mame dans 
l'Union Sovietique on a fait des progres enormes. 
L'education qui a remplace la punition y est, il ne peut 
plus humaine. C'est pourquoi moi, qui etais toujours si 
heureux et si fier de cela, eprouve la nouvelle loi 
contre la pederastie la-bas, comme une regression 
hideuse, abominable et stupide. J'enferme dans cette 
lettre un article de Klaus Mann sur cette loi qui me 
parait tres au point, et extr~mement courageux. Je crois 
que nous lui devons, dans l'interet de l'Union Sovietique 
elle-mame, de suivre son exemple. Je t~cherai d'avoir un 
article sur ce sujet dans un des grands journaux litte
raires hollondais, mais je suis convaincu qu'un article 
de vous serait d'une bien autre influence.(140) 

In February 1935 Gide invited Last to accompany him on a journey 

through Spain to Morocco in March and April of that year(141). · This 

journey was to a certain extent seen as a holiday and Gide told 

Claude Mauriac in an interview in 1951: 

Un jour, alors que je l'emmenais en voyage pour essayer 
de le distraire, nous traversions les Pyrenees et il 
s'emerveillait de la moindre cascade, de la beaute des 
cimes neigeuses. J'etais stupefait. Marin, n'avait-il 
pas fait plusieurs fois le tour du monde? 'Certes, me 
repondait-il ••• Mais, a fond de cale, et avec defense 
de debarque~ aux escales ••• !(142) 

However, there was also a more serious aspect. Gide appreciated the 

di~ficulties Last was facing in Holland and he wanted to help him 
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with his work. In March 1935 he wrote to Martin du Gard, 'nous 

partons l'un et l'autre, non en touristes, certes; maisavec un 

urgent besoin de travail, et pour fuir, lui Amsterdam, moi Paris - et 

tous les emmerdements et emberlificotements quotidiens'(143). A 

further important aspect of the journey was that Gide hoped Last 

would find in Morocco the possibility of achieving sexual freedom. 

Last had been aware of his repressed homosexuality for some time, and 

this knowledge had been heightened by his love affair with the 

fisherman of Urk in 1933 In Gide he had found someone who understood 

the problems he was facing. Last writes: 

Etant tous deux, comme Wilde, des pederastes maries, avec 
des epouses tris aimis, malgri notre fatale attraction 
pour les jeunes garvons, et nous sent ant toujours menaces 
d'un sort pareil a celui de Wilde, on comprendra ' que nous 
avons beaucoup parle de celui-ci.(144) , 

Gide had found his sexual liberation on a trip to North Africa in 

1895 when he had met Oscar Wilde and Bosie. Basil Kingstone 

reports that 'Gide a fait pour Last ce que Oscar Wilde avait fait 

pour lui en 1895'(145). 

Last recognised the fundamental importance of the journey to 

Morocco for him: 

The trip to Morocco was for me a literary turning point. 
I also experienced that a child could be born from a 
friendship between two men, but that this child would be 
a spiritual child. 'Books are also children' is what I 
make Leeghwater say in my Lee hwater maakt de meren lee 
LLeeghwater empties the lakes. Already before I got to 
know Gide, my disappointment about the party and my 
acquaintance with the Urk fisherman had resurrected the 
homosexual components in my character, which I had sur
pressed for ten years. My feeling of li bera tion sounds 
through in my Bevrijde Eros LLiberated EroV but really, 
it is not until my Een Huis zonder Vensters [House 
without Window~ that it can be seen that I have 
forgotten to be ashamed of it(146) 

To illustrate his point Last quotes the following sequence from Een 
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Popular Front: 

'L am abnormal, like my father', says Jean Dujardin and 
his brother Paul answers him, 'Since your father was an 
abnormally good captain, they made him captain of the 
France' • 

'You are playing with words 

'Not at all, I am just returning to the words their 
meaning which they have lost through counterfeiting. 
Against the presumption of mediocrity we have to maintain 
that these were abnormal: Leonardo, Angelo, Rembrandt, 
Shakespeare - all of whom left something great to the 
world. What normal people leave on their departure is a 
vacuum. ' 

Jean says, 'My friendship for that boy is not natural' 
and Paul replies, 'How can something be not natural if it 
is like that in your nature?'(147) 

'In " Een Huiszonder Vensters , Last writes, the seemingly 
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healthy, communist heterosexual Paul opposes the homosexual Jean, in 

whom the decadence of the bourgeoisie can be seen'(148). But he 

maintains that the division between the two is not as clear cut as it 

seems and he agrees with Menno ter Braak's conclusion that 'every 

Paul Dujardin hides a more helpless, bourgeois Jean Dujardin'(149). 

Last states that he had, under Gide's influence come to doubt and 

that in each subsequent book that he wrote 'Jean wins more ground 

from Paul' ( 150) • 

Last found that the life in Morocco suited him and even after 

Gide returned to Paris he stayed on. Gide writes: 

Un mois plus tard, je repassai par Tolede. J'etais seul, 
ayant laisse Jef Last a Fez ou il travaillait a 
merveille, dans cet etat reconquis de lyrisme joyeux, 
propice a la creation poetique et que nous ne pouvions plus 
connattre non plus Jef Last a Amsterdam, que moi-mame a 
Paris, assieges l'un et l'autre par des sollicitations 
pressantes et souvent indiscretes.(151) . 
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Last wrote to Gide from Fez in enthusiastic terms, extolling the 

benefits of being there and telling him, 'je travaille beaucoup et je 

suis tres content de ce que je viens d'ecrire'(152). Later he told 

him, 'au Maroc, j'ai ete plus heureux que je ne savais, y penser est 

une ivresse et mame quand j'aurai perdu tout, ces souvenirs me 

resteront'(153) and almost a year later Last wrote, 'ah! tu ne sauras 

jamais ce que le Maroc a ete pour moi'(154). On 25 April 1935 Last 

sent Gide some poems he had written in French in Fez. He told Gide, 

's'ils n'ont aucun valeur litteraires ils seront tout de mame temoins 

du bonheur et des sensations nouvelles que j'ai eprouv9 grace a 
toi'(155). 

The three weeks spent together in Morocco firmly established 

the friendship between the two men as Gide informed Martin du Gard, 

writing, 'mon estime et mon affection pour lui ont grandi de jour en 

jour; des que vous le connaitrez un peu vous comprendrez qu'il soit 

aujourd'hui l'un de mes meilleurs amis'(156). From this date on, 

they addressed each other as tu, which would have been a perfectly 

natural thing for Last to do, and even a necessary way of talking to 

a fellow sympathisant, but to Gide, it must have seemed rather 

strange. On a personal level Last found sexual liberation in Morocco 

as is witnessed by the euphoric poems he wrote of this time. He told 

Gide that he had written a series of Morrocan poems . which he thought 

. were better than anything he had written before. However, he told 

Gide: 

Malheureusement ils sont sipaederastes qu'il est 
improbable qu'on les publiera et si on les publie cela 
devient encore pire. En ecrivant du prose c'est la mame 
chose, rien ne me reussit excepte des histoires d'amour 
paederaste.(157) . 
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It was this sexual liberation that enabled him to achieve the high 

state of happiness of which he writes, which in turn resulted in his 

renewed interest in writing. 

The flow of help and advice between the two men was not, 

however, purely one-sided. Last confirms that he could provide Gide 

with useful first-hand experience of the life of the proletariat: 

Il etait entendu qu'a Fez je l'aiderais a ecrire sa 
piece, Hobert ou l'Interet general. La piece avait ete 
con9ue comme une sorte de cad eau pour l'Union Sovietique 
qU'il voulait offrir a son arrivee dans ce pays. Chaque 
jour, il me promettait d'en lire une scene ou deux, et 
chaque jour, sous un pretexte ou un autre, cette lecture 
etait remise. Lorsque enfin il me lut la piece -
s'interrompant constamment avec des 'Ca, je veux encore 
changer' et des 'Je sais fort bien que ceci ne vaut pas 
grand'chose' - je fus consterne. A mon avis cela ne 
valait rien, sauf peut-etre quelques bavardages de cures 
et de douairieres qui etaient assez bien venus. Les 
ouvriers par contre, le patron et surtout le delegue 
syndical n'etaient que des caricatures. Pas seulement 
les dialogues, mais l'idee meme de la piece trahissait 
une ignorance absolue de la vie reelle de ces milieux.(158) 

Gide was pleased with the advice he received from Last, telling 

Martin du Gard that 'd'apres les excellents conseils de Jef Last 

(mais que n'ai-je pas les votres!) je remanie et ameliore conside-

rablement ma piece et commence a esperer d'en faire quelque chose de 

presentable, et de representable'(159). 

Last returned to Amsterdam before continuing on to Paris to 

attend the Congres International des Ecrivains pour la Defense de la 

,£ul ture in June 1935( 1 60). Last was keen tq attend for he told Gide, 

'1 ... e congres a pour moi une grande importance'(161). As arranged 

during his previous visit, he stayed at rue Vaneau whilst attending 

the congress. Last would have had ample opportunity to meet Louis 

GUilloux and Eugene Dabi t at this congres for they were b'oth heavily 

involved with it. Last spoke at the congres and according to the 

fOllowing account of his speech his contribution was anecdotal and 



based on personal experience rather than a discussion of abstract 

concepts: 

Jef Last, l'ecrivain hollandais, prend la parole et il 
commence son intervention avec cette anecdote significa
tive: 'Ou vas-tu?' me demand'a un ouvrier de notre rue, en 
me voyant aller a la gare. 'A Paris pour le Congres des 
Ecrivains.' 'Qu'est-ce que vous allez foutre la-dedans?' 
'Defendre la culture.' II me regard a un moment, comme 
s'il ne comprenait pas, puis, tout a coup il leva le 
poing. 'Eh bien, defends-la bien, la vieille.' Les 
maitres de la Hollande ne sont pas du mame avis. lls 
interdisent a la TSF la diffusion de poemes des 
classiques hollandais, mame des parties de Faust, des 
discours d'Einstein, des poemes de Henriette Roland Holst 
etc. Dans les musees on expulse des tableaux de Horst 
Strempel, Harmen Meurs et de quelques surrealistes. On 
fait bon acceuil a R. StrauBs qui s'est rallie au 
gouvernement hitlerien mais on refuse le visa aux 
artistes et ecrivain progressifs. Jef Last salue la 
fondation recente d'une 'Societe d'artistes pour la 
defense de la culture'. Pour defendre la culture, il 
faut, avant tout, dit-il, gagner les jeunes.(162) 

Last became one of the Dutch members of the Association lnter-
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~ationale des Ecrivains pour la Defense de la culture along with M.J. 

Brusse and Nico Rost who was secretary of the Dutch section(163). 

This brought Last into even closer contact with both Gide and 

Guilloux for they were both members of the French section, with Gide 

also one of the presidium of twelve(164). 

Although he had some doubts about the system Last still 

believed in communism and he writes 'in those days nobody doubted my 

allegiance to the party'(165). There was no reason why his 

allegiance should have been doubted for he continued to . put in many 

hours of work for the party. For example, he told Gide, 'le parti 

m'a donne beaucoup de travail, j'ai fait plusieurs discours et 

j'assistais au congres comme adviseur dans la question de la 

j eunesse'(166). The fact that he joined the Association Inter

~ationale des Ecrivains pour la Defense de la Culture shows his 

Continuing belief in the influence of the committed writer on the 
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society in which he lives. But what Last did not like was the 

political scheming that went on and which capitalised on the presence 

of eminent writers. He writes: 

The writers' conference in the Mutualite was nothing less 
than a nightmare for me. Gide took part in the confer
ence and both sides were battling with the most 
pedestrian scheming. A combination of Plisner, Breton, 
Poulaille and other non-communist or Trotskyist writers 
were trying to make the Victor Serge issue the focal 
point of the discussion. Ehrenburg, in particular, 
opposed this, using the most dishonest means and with 
unsurpassed rudeness.(167) 

Last claims that Gide tried to maintain a detached position because 

of his impending journey to the Soviet Union: 

The talks about Gide's trip to Russia were already at an 
advanced stage, and Gide, who wanted to make his own 
judgement on the spot, did not want to jeopardise this by 
taking a stand based upon the contradictory statements of 
both sides.(168) 

Last's next project was to go to Ethiopia to report for certain 

Belgian and Dutch newspapers on the war there(169). It was at this 

stage that Gide introduced Last to Roger Martin du Gard in the hope 

that he would give him an introduction to his son-in-law Marcel 

Coppet, who was the governor of Djibouti, but who was about to return 

to France. Gide wrote to Martin du Gard: 

I1 est sans doute bien inuti1e que je vous 'recommande' 
Jaf Last. Vous savez que c' est avec lui que je viene de 
vivre plus d'un mois, l'emmenant au Maroc pour lui 
permettre de travailler, car la vie lui devenait 
impossible a Amsterdam, pour de multiples raisons qu'il 
vous i 'nteresserai t beaucoup de conna! tre, et qu' i1 vous 
dira si vous savez le mettre en confiance.(170) 

Gide was certain that the two men would get on well together and he 

told Martin du Gard, 'je ne puis croire que, d'autre part,vous 

n'ayez grand plaisir et profit a causer avec Jef Last, si exquis, si 

intelligent et ... chaleureux'(171). Martin du Gard's response to 

Gide's request was not wholehearted: 

Si je comprends bien, vous desirez que ce Jef Last et 
mOi, nous nous rencontrions? Bene ••• Mai~ encore 



eussiez-vous bien pu avoir la precaution de me dire 
quelque chose de lui, pour que je ne sois pas devant lui 
comme un Martien chu du firmament.(172) 
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And once they had met his reaction still lacked warmth for he wrote 

to Gide, 'il m'a semble, en derniere heure, que j'aga9ais un peu 

votre ami Jef Last, et que la sympathie (ou le degre de sympathie) 

n'etait pas des deux cotes le meme. Est-ce pure imagination??'(173). 

At Gide's request, Martin du Gard had befriended Dabit and had helped 

him considerably in his writing and he had also become a close friend 

of Pierre Herbart but the same degree of intimacy did not exist in 

his relationship with Last. He may well have been wary of this young 

communist activist who seemed to exert such a hold over Gide for 

every time Gide mentioned him in his correspondence it was in glowing 

terms. For example Gide wrote to Martin du Gard, 'je me suis 

fraternellement attache a lui. Le temps (plus d'un mois) passe avec 

lui (Paris, Espagne et Maroc) a ete sans ombres et m'a permis de 

l'estimer toujours plus'(174). 

However, instead of going directly to Nice ' to meet Coppet, Last 

returned to Amsterdam 'ou il doit obtenir des credits comme corre-

Bpondant attitre de journaux d'Amsterdam'(175). Gide also helped Last 

finanCially in his proposed trip to Ethiopia by advancing him 4 OOOF 

for a cautionnement, for of the advances Last was to receive from 

the newspapers he was representing (3 OOOF from the Belgian 

newspaper, het Laatste Nieuws, and 1 OOOF from the Dutch newspaper, 

~e Haagsche Post) he would have little left once he had paid his 

travelling expenses of 3 OOOF(176). Payment of this cautionnement was 

a SOurce of irritation to Last and he hoped that if he could get a 

Contract to cover the story for Marianne, it would be waived. For 

he told Gide that 'un redacteur de Marianne pourrait aller a 

l'Ambassade pour protester contre cette garantie qui empeche d'une 
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certaine maniere la liberte d'ecrire ce qu'on veut'(177). In the 

event the project to go to Ethiopia did not materialise due to lack 

of funds because the newspapers dropped him on the grounds of his 

communism( 178) • 

It was very shortly after this, in late August or early 

September 1935 that Gide invited Last to accompany him to the Soviet 

Union on a journey planned for October that year. Last's response 

left Gide in no doubts about his enthusiasm: 

Ton projet de visiter l'union Sovietique m'a montre un 
point de lumiere. Pour t'accompagner la-bas je ne 
sentirais aucune hesi ta tion; la, je ne serais pas 
seulement ton ami et ton compagnon, mais, d'un point de 
vue pratique, je pourrais t'etre enormement utile. Je 
parle la langue, donc tu sera is beau coup plus independant 
des guides, je connais Moscou mieux que Paris, et j'y . 
connais des choses qu'on ne montre pas de coutume, je 
connais la bureaucratie et leurs chemins.(179) 

In addition Last told Gide, 'd'ailleurs j'ai de l'argent a moi sur 

la banque a Moscou'(180), presumably money he still had from his 

!rOits d'auteur and expenses paid when he was an official delegate in 

the Soviet Union. He also gave Gide advice on where to go and what 

to see at that time of year. The thought of a journey together to 

the Soviet Union filled Last with pleasure for he wrote to Gide, 'ah! 

cher Andre, je te montrerai la-bas des choses qui feront ton coeur 

sauter de bonheur'(181). Gide reported this information to Martin du 

Gard in a letter dated 12 September 1935, telling him, 'Jef Last doit 

m'accompagner. Il sait le russe et connalt Moscou suffisamment pour 

qUe nous puissions nous passer de gUide-interprete, ,et se promet de 

me montrer un tas de choses qu'on ne laisse pas voir d'ordinaire'(182). 

Last wrote to Gide at least four times in September in response 

. to this invitation; he sent an undated letter and letters on the 10, . 

11 and 17 of September. Each of these letters was full of 

enthusiasm for the journey and each emphasised the special help Last 
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would be to Gide as he knew the country and the language. An 

interesting point was made by Last in one of these letters where he 

told Gide that the party 'approuve que je t'accompagne en USSR'(183). 

However, between 17 and 25 September Gide informed Last that the 

journey was off and Last replied in response to this information. 

The reasons Gide gave Last for cancelling the trip were the same as 

those he had given la Petite Dame(184). Last responded positively to 

Gide's decision and Gide informed la Petite Dame, 'Jef Last, qui 

devait m'accompagner, trouve ma resolution fort sage'(185). Indeed 

in his letter to Gide Last appeared to alter position completely for 

he now told him how justified his reasons were for not going: 

J'ai senti tous les dangers aussitot quand je recevais 
ta premiere lettre, mais je croyais deloyal, envers 
l'URSS, le parti et toi-mame, de t'avertir. Je me suis 
dit qu'il serait peut-atre possible d'eviter ces dangers 
si j'etais avec toi, et qu'en tout cas il vaudrait mieux 
discuter ces choses ensemble que d'ecrire.(186) 

It was only now that Last informed Gide of the dangers of being an 

official guest in the Soviet Union: 

11 est absolument vrai que si tu vas en URSS officiel
lement, en homme celebre, on t'utilisera de la maniere la 
plus stupide, que de cette maniere tu perdras complete-

'ment ton influence sur la jeunesse et les intellectuels 
d'ici, que tu risqueras ta sante et que tu ne verras 
rien de l'URSS telle qu'elle est. J'ai vu cela quand 
Barbusse visitait Moscou en 1932, j'ai ete moi-mame 
victime de cette maniere de reception du temps du congres 
en 1934. Ce ne serait qu'une serie de receptions, de 
discours, de promenades en automobile,entoure d' autor
ites, d'interviews par lesquesl tu serais compromis, et 
d'eloges qu'on tirerait de toi par l'une mauiere ou 
l' autre pour lis. gloire du regime. Tu ne pourrais pas 
ecrire sur ce que tu avais vu ou vecu, mais sur les 
donnees qu'on te fournirait.(187) 

The reason for this, Last told Gide, was that whilst the Russians 

were admirable, 'ils sont des psychologues deplorables qui com-

promettent leurs intentions les meilleures parl'americanisation de 

leurs manieres de propagande'(188). 
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Nonetheless, Last wanted Gide to visit the Soviet Union and he 

naively believed that it would be possible for Gide to see it under 

conditions that would show it in its best light, even though his own 

experience of official visits told him this was never the case. He 

also hoped that Gide would be able to experience what he had himself 

experienced during his previous visits, especially that of 1932. 

Last's enthusiasm and optimism show through in his reply to Gide: 

Mais de l'autre cote si tu pouvais voyager en URSS pour 
ainsi dire incognito, si on te laissait te promener en 
toute libert~, de maniere que tu pourrais t'amuser un 
jour dans le parc de culture et de repos, parler avec les 
ouvriers et les enfants, visiter leurs clubs quand ils ne 
t'attendaient pas, tu verrais tant de bonheur et tant de 
beaute que tu te sentirais plus jeune que jamais et que 
tu rentrerais en France ayant vu quelque chose de 
l'avenir de l'humanite. Alors, je suis convaincu que tu 
saurais ecrire des choses mille fois meilleures que les 
eloges des hates de l'URSS ou des journalistes quasi 
objec tifs.( 189) 

It is clear that Last's concern was centred on how Gide would be 

received in the Soviet Union and how this would influence his 

judgement. He still believed that there were good things to be 

eXperienced there, writing that' tout depend de cela, si on veut te 

montrer des choses, ou si on te laisse entrer dans et participer a la 

Vie de la jeune Russie ou tu trouverais parmi les comsomols toute 

cette ferveur que tu as tant aimee'(190). And it was here that Last 

felt he could have repaid Gide's friendship and generosity by acting 

as a guide to this aspect of Soviet life for he adds, 'j'ai tant 

profite de toi que j'etais tout a fait heureux d'enfin pouvoir te 

servir en t'accompagnant vers l'URSS'(191). But he did wonder 

whether he would have been powerful enough to protect Gide(192). For 

Last the 'determining factor whether Gide should go or not was the 

degree of freedom he would be allowed: 

Si on te garantissait que tu auras les facilites pour te 
promener librement, sans programme fixe, sans receptions 
officielles, comme un simple etranger ami de l'URSS, je 



te conseillerais en tout cas d'y aller, et je crois mame 
que tu te guerirais plus vite en Crimee qu's Paris. Mais 
si on te fait venir pour des buts de propagande, ou meme 
si on ne te permet pas de te proteger contre la curios
ite des journalistes, l'amabilite chaleureuse des hommes 
de lettres et des autorites, si on ne te garantit pas 
solennellement ta liberte complete, ce ne serait rien de 
moins qu'un crime, envers la position unique que tu tiens 
en Europe, que d'y aller. Je dis cela non seulement dans 
ton propre interet, mais aussi dans l'interet bien 
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compris de l'URSS et de la cause du communisme du monde.(193) 

It was not Last who had decided Gide to postpone his visit; Gide had 

already made his decision when he wrote to Last but Last provided him 

with reassurances, based on personal experience, that he had made the 

right decision. For in matters of communism and the Soviet way of 

life it was Last who had the superior position as it was he who could 

.advise as he had already visi ted the Soviet Union three times. 

In matters of literature the roles were completely reversed. 

Last's knowledge of French literature had been extremely limited 

before he met Gide. He had read a few works by Corneille and Racine, 

Some poems by Ronsard and certain plays by MOliere, but he did not 

have a high opinion of any of these works. He thought Corneille was a 

reactionary writer (fraseur), Moliere a witty footman and Racine as 

beautiful and boring as Vondel(194). He also stated that he was not 

very keen on Balzac or Stendhal, and he found Valery too difficult, 

while Richepin, Rostand, Loti and Ana tole France were his favourite 

authors and he considered that Romain Rolland and Georges Duhamel 

were among the best French writers(195). Gide however, introduced 

him to the classics of Greek, Latin and French literature and taught 

him to appreciate style(196). Last had read some works in common 

with Gide,works by Dostoievsky, Browning, Ibsen, Goethe and Whitman 

but he soon avoided discussing literature with Gide because of his 

greater knowledge(197). They used to argue about literature and Last 

would justify the fact that he knew less by claiming that he was 
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kept too busy with his political and journalistic activities since, 

unlike Gide, he had to earn his living(198). The only literary area 

that Last was an authority on was Chinese culture for Gide knew 

nothing about this topic. 

Gide recommended Last to read the work of the worker-writers in 

the Poulaille circle, even though 'he had not read it all him

self'(199). But Last found that these writers described the life of 

the worker objectively; he felt that in many cases the reader could 

feel how strongly they hated their own environment and would like to 

escape from it. He concluded that the passion in their books was the 

passion of rancour rather than of love(200). Although Gide thought 

Last would enjoy examples of proletarian literature from the wri ters 

around Poulaille, Last claimed that it was these very works that made 

him turn away from proletarian literature for he found them extremely 

boring and banal(201). He told Gide that Poulaille's Le Pain 

~uotidien and Moussinac's Manifestation interdite were 'des 

caricatures d'une litterature revolutionnaire. On en a honte'(202). 

Whatever their differences about French or foreign literature, 

When it came to a discussion of his own work, Last accepted and 

welcomed Gide's point of view, although he did not readily accept 

cri ticism from others. For when in December 1934 Last had sent Gide 

the first ten chapters of Zuiderzee translated into German, he 

responded angri~y to criticisms by Groethuysen( 203). It was not until 

September 1935 that Gide was able to read the complete text and 

consequently form an opinion of Last's literary ability. Gide's 

comments to Last prompted him to reply, 'ce que tu ecris sur mon 

livre me fait plus de plaisir que je ne puis dire' (204) and Gide's 

offer to help Last revise the translation of the text met with a 
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mixture of pleasure and embarrassment that once again it would be Gide 

giving the help. He wrote to Gide: 

Ce que .tu me propose est tellement magnifique et gemsreux 
que j'ai honte de l'accepter. Tu sais que je te 
considere comme le maitre de la prose, et etre ton sIeve 
dans ce sens, travailler avec toi et apprendre en 
travaillant est presque un reve.(205) 

Gide's letter to Last has been lost; according to Last he returned it 

to Gide in the hope that he would use it as the preface to the French 

translation of Zuiderzee(206) for Gide had arranged for it to be 

published by Gallimard, but Gide did not use the letter, since, he 

claimed, it would give the impression that he was recommending the 

nOvel because of its subject matter rather than because it was a work 

~f art(207). Last, however, later recalled part of Gide's criticisms: 

Gide wrote something like the following: 'the heavy and 
muddy style can be excused because of the subject and it 
does create a certain atmosphere but I am very much 
against the large number of figures and exact details 
which bring your novel down to the level of journalism 
for the main part'. He was also concerned about the 
sharply contrasting sketch I had drawn 'but I fear that 
is a question of principle with you and one that we 
cannot discuss', He found the secondary characters too 
schematic: 'you are only really at your ease in the skin 
of Teun or Auke'. However, he found my portrayal of the 
fishermen from Urk very successful.(208) 

Despite these criticisms Gide recommended the book for publication 

and the main reason for this was, Last writes: 

The relationship between Teun and Auke. His oplnlon was 
that German homosexual literature was too sentimental 
whereas in French literature homosexuality could not be 
imagined without some idea of criminality. Teun, 
however, was the sort of homosexual he would call a 
'normal homosexual' and a typ~ which, according to him, 
had been far too neglected since doctors who wrote 
scientific reports on this subject only treated the 
morbid cases.(209) 

Last suggested a painter called Eckmann as translator of the German 

text into French but Gide found his translation unacceptable as it 



was full of Belgian phrases(210). La Petite Dame also reported on 

the poor translation, stating that 'la traduction, pour savoureuse 

qu'elle soit, doit etre a peu pres recrite'(211). 
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It was because of this that Gide offered to work with Last on 

the French translation and he accepted the offer of hospitality from 

the Bussy's to stay at Roquebrune, although he was slightly concerned 

whether Last would feel at ease there, but it would be impossible to 

Work at it in Paris(212). Last arrived in Paris on 1 November 1935 

to a warm welcome for la Petite Dame recorded that 'il est si 

sympathique que c'est comme s'il avait toujours ete la et qu'il 

ajoute a notre amitie'(213). Schiffrin was invited to dinner on 2 

November (214) so, if they had not met before, Last and Schiffrin had 

the occasion to meet here. On 5 November Last and Gide left for 

Roquebrune where Gide worked with Last on Zuiderzee but he was not 

able to complete the translation and it was handed over to a 

translator(215). 

During this stay at Roquebrune Dorothy Bussy felt that Gide was 

no longer the same as she had known him, or rather that the degree of 

intimacy in their friendship had decreased. She had thought he might 

be converted to catholicism one day instead of which, she writes, 'il 

s'est converti au communisme, et cela l'absorbe aussi totalement que 

n'importe quel converti de fraiche date'(216). And although she 

found this conversion preferable to catholicism she felt tlmt she was 

excluded from this new area of activity: 'ses interets, ses 

conversations quotidiennes, l'atmosphere dans laquelle il vit sont 

des choses ou je ne peux pas entrer. Il me semble qu'elles le 

conduisent parmi ses inferieurs'(217). She wondered whether her 

feelings were in fact caused by jealousy for she felt her place in 

Gide's friendship had been taken over: 'je sens qu'a present je ne 
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peux plus rien lui donner, qu'il ne se soucie plus de partager ses 

preoccupations avec moi. Que c'est J. L. qui peut les partager et 

pas moi'(218). Last and Gide returned to Paris in early December. On 

4 December 1935 the first meeting of the Association Internationale 

des Ecrivains pour la difense de la Culture took place in the palais 

de la Mutualiti with Gide as president. The subject was the 

Italian-Ethiopian war and amongst the speakers was Last, whose speech 

la Petite Dame considered excellent(219). Other speakers were 

Malraux, Benda, Cassou, Chamson and Guehenno. 

1935 had been a key year for Jef Last. As it drew to a close 

he could reflect on the strength of the friendship that had developed 

between him and Gide over a period of little more than fourteen 

months since they had first met at the salle Pleyel on 23 October 

1934. He was now a firmly established member of Gide's intimate 

Circle, invited to stay at the rue Van eau apartment whenever he was 

in Paris and he had been introduced to many of Gide's friends, 

although this type of friendship was not viewed with equanimity by 

all Gide's older friends. As well as Martin du Gard's lack of warmth 

towards Last, and Dorothy Bussy's concern, Jean Schlumberger also 

wrote of 'ces nouveau venus, les "camardes" qui faisaient le siege de 

la rue Vaneau et l'emplissaient de tutoiements'(220). This would 

confirm Last's own conclusion that he remained an 'outsider in the 

eyes of [Gide'~ family and friends'(221). But this did not worry him 

unduly for he concluded, 'the foundation of our friendship must have 

been very strong for it existed without friction or interruption for 

twenty years right up until his death'(222). Gide had been of 

enormous help help to Last on both an emotional and a professional 

level and Last was aware and grateful for this help. 
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It was their common interest in the Soviet Union and communism 

that had brought the two men together. Last was about the nearest 

Gide came to a militant communist, and yet this involvement was 

displaced for Last could lecture Gide on communism, but instead of 

Gide becoming further involved himself in communism, his influence 

was marked on Last's emotional and literary development. And indeed, 

during 1935 the emphasis of Last's interest gradually moved from 

politics to literature. He became increasingly unhappy about the use 

of literary conferences for political intrigue and he began to have 

doubts about the way the communist system was operating in the Soviet 

Union. His affinities were with the ordinary man, the worker and not 

with political leaders. Nevertheless, he still believed that the 

communist system was the only viable alternative to capitalism and he 

felt that there was much to learn from the Soviet experience. 

Although he did become less involved in party work during 1935 this 

did not mean that his work on behalf of the party stopped altogether. 

For he continued with 'une conference apres l'autre (la plupart non 

paye, pour des organisations sympathisantes) L;.~ et des arti

cles' (223) and his continued presence at poli tico-li terary confer-

ences illustrates the strength and pull of such meetings for 

POlitically aware writers, whether committed communists or fellow

travellers. Last was still involved in political activity and 

debate; for example in December 1935 he spoke on the Italian

Ethiopian war but, in general terms, over the year his literary 

interests and activity developed. Last found that his Dutch audience 

Could not accept this change in him and in 1935 he wrote: 

For years it has been customary in Holland to consider me 
as a purblind, fanatical partisan of Stalinism. This 
view is so prevalent as to make people overlook the 
unmistakable critical comments in many of my articles, 
and in my book Een Huis zonderVensters.(224) 
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As a direct consequence of the trip to Morocco he had written De 

Bevrijde Eros 'and Een Huis zonder Vensters and he also had the 

promise of the publication of Zuiderzee in a French translation by 

the NRF. Last recognised Gide's help and influence in this area and 

he later analysed the impact Gid~'s friendship had on his writing: 

Because I got to know Gide, a break occurred in my work, 
and because of this I no longer conformed to the image 
and the criticism which the public had formed about me. 
The label of Communist no longer fitted, although one 
could not, as with Gide, stick over it a new label of 
Renegade. The interest of the Netherlands public for my 
books quickly declined when they changed from being 
propaganda literature to literature. Of course this is 
not pleasant for any writer. ~ But in the last instance 
the judgement of Gide meant more to me than criticism of 
the Netherlands and I know that he thought I advanced as 
a human being and as a writer. In any case, because Gide 
became my friend, my work gained in depth and honesty. 
And this happened to all artists who were influenced by 
Gide.(225) 

Last felt that to some extent he later repaid this literary debt to 

Gide by translating many of his works into Dutch(226). Although in 

this extract Last considered that the label of communist no longer 

fitted him it should be remembered that this account was written 

retrospectively and when he had left the communist party. There is 

no doubt that in 1935 (and indeed later) he was considered by both 

the party and the 'public to be a communist. And in his portrait of 

. Last, published in 1938, Gide described him .as being a 'communiste, . 

authentiquement, par amour'(227). 

The extent and strength of the friendship between these two men 

must have surprised many, even the two men them.selves, for they were 

very different in age, social background and experience. ~ere is no 

: dOubt that Gide thought highly of Last and was impressed by ,his 

concern about social questions, his enthusiasm and his commi ttment ·to 

Communism. Gide was, according to Klaus Mann, 'particularly sensible 

to the popular wit, and to the almost savage vitality, of the husky 
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rebel from Amsterdam'(228). In an interview with Claude Mauriac Gide 

stated: 

Dans ma tentative vers le communisme j'etais en grande 
partie mene par le desir de ne pas decevoir des etres que 
j'admirais. Jef Last, tres particulierement qui, du 
moment mame Oll je l'aper9us, dans une reunion publique, 
me devint si extraordinairement sympathique ••• Quel 
gar90n etonnant! ~.t7 Quel devouement! Quelle flamme! 
Quelle generosite!(229) 

The timing of their meeting was an important aspect in the cementing 

of their friendship for Gide was, at that period, extremely 

interested in communism, indeed to the exclusion of his own creative 

writing, and as such he was open to new experiences and friendships 

engendered by this all-consuming interest. 

What appealed to Gide in Last was his unpretentious manner and 

the easy contact he had with members of the working class for he 

claimed that 'Jef Last n'a rien d'un "intellectuel"; je veux dire 

qu'il reste, mame en pensant, profondement entre dans la vie, 

toujours en contact avec les etres - et je ne connais pas de contact 

plus chaleureux, plus emu que le sien'(230). Gide was interested in 

those outside his immediate circle but he had no means of getting to 

know them personally. Last recognised the important role he had to 

play here: 

Gide was personally interested in the young worker, the 
young coloured person, the young criminal. L;.;? He 
feels it is a great injustice to be locked up inside 
one's own limits, one's own personality and class. He is 
vehemently interested in everything which is ,different. 
Co.;J But even if he went out with poachers to set ' 
traps, as he describes in L'Immoraliste, in his heart he 
would always remain the landlord. He could sympathise 
with the workers, but not enough to want them around the 
house, and in any case, the worker would not feel at ease 
with him. He could be interested in the proletarian boy, 
but he was too intellectual to stay fascinated once a 
c~rtain curiosity had been satisfied.(231) 

Last was the perfect go-between for he had many friends among the 

proletariat, 'among anglers, farmers, workers and builders'(232). 



Last writes that Gide found it remarkable that he liked to be with 

them and them with him despite the fact that there was neither a 

sexual nor a political relationship between them. Last concludes: 

He tried, as it were, to experience these friendships 
with me, through me, without wasting any of his own time 
which in any case, he was not prepared to sacrifice. He 
could never hear enough about them, and he often sent me 
off to get to know individuals who interested him.(233) 
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Also, Last concludes that Gide liked to imagine that he had at least 

one proletarian friend in him for although he knew everything about 

his bourgeois background, he often denied any knowledge of this to 

his friends and liked to perpetuate the ideas that Last was a member 

of the proletariat(234). Indeed in his article 'Jef Last' this is 

the aspect that Gide emphasised by laying stress on the way Last 

dressed: 'Jef parait toujours emprunte dans un costume bourgeois, 

mais sur lui tous les vetements des gens de mer, des ouvriers, 

chandail, blouse, vareuse, prennent une extraordinaire ele-

gance'(235). Gide also recounted in this portrait various anectdotes 

which are somewhat unflattering, as he tells of Last's clumsiness in 

staining his clothes. Their inclusion can only be understood if they 

are seen as manifestations of Last's proletarian background. On the 

other hand, Last maintains, he did not embarrass Gide: 

My jumpers and my manners were luckily presentable enough for 
me not to be out of place in his home, and apparently my 
intellect was sufficient to be able to talk about other 
things besides proletarian topics of conversation.(236) 

Last accepted the role he played in Gide's life in Paris and appears 

to have been grateful for the opportunity of playing any role at all. 

For Last writes, 'I was quite aware that I was an echappoire for him, 

and that he could use me to escape far from friends and family to a 

pleasant outhouse, but that this was not the real country es-

tate'(237). Last maintains that he was happier living in this 
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'outhouse' than he would have been in the 'villa' and that it was 

more worthwhile to have ten per cent of Gide than ninety per cent of 

most other people and he concludes, 'I gave what I could and I was 

always grateful for what I received, which was much more than I had 

given'(238). 

Kingstone concludes that Last and Gide shared a deep friendship 

which was based to a major extent on their common interest in 'la 

question sociale'(239). His intepretation of their friendship does 

not place much emphasis on the question of homosexuality for he 

maintains that 'l'homosexualite n'est pas le facteur le plus 

important dans cette amitie'(240). Undoubtedly Gide and Last had in 

common a passionate interest in communism but it must be argued that 

their friendship would not have developed to the extent that it did 

if this had been the only basis of their friendship. What cemented 

it was the pleasure they took in each other's company, their 

attraction to each other and, most importantly, an understanding of 

the problems each faced • . The relationship was not one-sided for both 

learnt from each other in different areas. Kingstone acknowledges 

that they were both homosexual but he continues, 'ils n'avaient pas 

le gout l'un pour l'autre, cependant, puisque Gide aimait les 

adolescents et que Last avait un penchant pour les jeunes 

hommes'(241)~ This may well have been the case(242) but, according 

to Last, different interpretations were placed on his relationship 

with Gide, especially in Holland(243). Last's long introductory 

chapter · in Mijn Vriend Andre Gide deals at length with the question 

of Gide's homosexuality, and it is this, Last claims, which is the 

key to understanding Gide's work. There is no doubt that the 

question of homosexuality was an extremely important factor in their 
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friendship, if indeed, it were not the base intellectuelle de leur 

ami tie. 

What is clear in this respect is that Gide acted as a 

liberating force for Last: this liberation was of such fundamental 

importance to Last's personal development that he returned again and 

again to this topic in his reminiscences about Gide(244). This is 

easily understood if it is remembered that up until meeting Gide, 

Last had, for the most part, sublimated his homosexual tendencies in 

political activity, had been aware that in Holland homosexual acts 

were criminal and were considered a sin. In meeting Gide and in 

becoming a 'confident privilegie pour toute la partie de sa vi a dont 

le public ne voulait rien savoir'(245) Last must have felt he had 

entered a new and liberating world. Gide also helped Last to come to 

terms with being a married man as well as a homosexual and 'Last 

affirme avec passion qu'il est possible de batir, dans un mariage 

comme le sien, un rapport fonde sur la confiance mu t uelle'(246). Last 

could contribute to Gide's fund of knowledge on the international 

situation facing homosexuals by telling him how they were considered 

and treated in the Soviet Union. For example, when staying at the 

rue Vaneau during December 1935 Last told the inhabitants the 

inform~tion he had received from a friend who had just returned from 

Rus~ia and it is indicative of their level of interest in this topic · 

that la Petite Dame should record in her diary this latest informa

tion: 

Last raconte qu'il tient de son ami que c'est surtout 
Gorki qui sevit contre la p~ dirastie, arguant habilement 
que c'est uniquement un vice petit-bourgeois, engendre 
par l'esprit d'economie, la peur des passions et des 
enfants.(247) 

Last seemed an obvious choice as travelling companion: all the 

reasons which had justified his presence on the earlier projected 



journey came into play again and as Greshoof conclusion shows, his 

political credentials alone would have been sufficient: 

Last itait aussi, surtout daris les annies 30, br aucoup 
plus profondiment et plus riellement engagi dans l'action 
politique de son temps que ne l e fut aucun icrivai n de 
l'epoque. (". • .] Last n'etait pas un "compagnon de route", 
il n'itait pas le grand tinor, ni la vedette intellec
tuelle du parti - il etait un ecrivain qui militait dans 
les rangs du parti communiste.(248) 
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By April 1936 Last became concerned that Gide had not info r med 

him of any details of a revised plan. He wrote to him: 

Ce qui est pire: aucune nouvelle d'un certain Andri Gide 
sur no t re voyage a l'Union Sovietique! Aurais-tu oublie 
nos plans? ["..~ Si tu sois dicide, Gide, a n'aller pas 
la bus, icris le franchement, je comprendrai, mais il 
faut que je sache pour savoir ce que je vais faire 
moi-meme.(249) 

However, Last was dogged by ill health in early 1936 and he wrote to 

Gide outlining his problems, 'tu ne me reconnaitrais pas, tant j'ai 

vieilli. Toute une serie de maladies a ete complique par un 

breakdown complete des nerfs'(250). Although Gide still intended 

Last as one of his compagnons should he go to the Soviet Union, it 

seemed that his illness could well prevent him going. At the end of 

April, Last wrote to Gide to ask for financial help: 

Aujourd'hui, j'itais au midecin, 'et il me prescrit, si je 
ne veux pas rester sourd, un nouveau traitement qui va 
couter quelques centaines de francs. Ce sont mes 
derniers reserves. Tu m'as dit de t'ecrire quand 
j'aurais besoin de ton aide. C'est a present le moment 
impossible de guerir si cette misere continue. [:. J Et 
je me sentais si heureux en pens ant a notre voyage en 
Russie ! Andre, si tu peux, envo i e-moi quelques centaines 
de francs pour que je puisse payer le medecin.(251) 

Gide immediately sent Last some money(252) and when he decided, in 

May, that he would undertake the journey to ,the Soviet Union he , 

wondered if Last would be able to accompany him for 'celui-ci est 

tOUjours malade'(253). However by 17 May Last had recovered 
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sufficiently to feel able to make the journey and Gide told Dorothy 

Bussy: 

J'ai re9u de meilleurs nouvelles de Jef Last - a qui j'ai 
transmis vos affectueux messages. 11 est entre les mains 
d'un meilleur medecin, se soigne et ne desespere pas, 
sinon de partir avec moi, du moins a pouvoir me rejoindre 
en URSS apres mon arrivee.(254) 

Last was excited at the prospect of making his fourth journey 

there, but more importantly, he welcomed the opportunity of being of 

help to Gide, in acting as a guide and showing him the side of the 

SOviet Union not usually shown to tourists. In such a way he felt he 

would be able to repay some of the debt he felt he owed him. His 

letter of acceptance to Gide illustrates this excitement and 

enthusiasm and leaves no doubt that Last's approach to the journey 

was both optimistic and positive: 

Je suis hors de moi d'enthousiasme. ~.~ Et je vais 
encore une fois partir, partir, partir. Veux-tu des 
paroles de Pouchkine? la vas lioubliou, tchego je 
bolche? Ne demande pas A Schiffrin de la traduire, il y 
a peut-etre des fautes d'orthographes la-dedans. 

Croyez-moi, je n'ai pas bu que du lait, mais dans ta 
lettre j'ai deja goute le vodka. Tout d'abord on va voir 
le theatre des enfants de Leningrad. 11 n'y a rien de 
plus beau au monde. Et puis on verra Bolshewo, Dotshoe 
Zelo ••• Ca n'a aucune importance. Partout je te verrai. 
Mame aux receptions officielles. On ira a notre patrie, 
mais si on allait ensemble a l'enfer de Dante je crois 
que je ne me rejouirais pas moins.(255). 

There were, however, Bome administrative problems. On 4 June 1936 

Last wrote to Gide asking him if he could make arrangements in Paris 

for the issue of a visa for Last was aware that if he tried to 

arrange for one for himself at the Soviet embassy in Brussels, his 

name would merely be put on a list and he would probably not be 

iSsued one until the following yea~256). And, he told Gide, 'si je 

demande un visum Intourist il faudrait que je payasse le prix d'un 
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voyage, hotels compris, ce qui serait idiot'(257). It was Schiffrin 

who undertook the visa arrangements for Last(258). 

Last's. special relationship with Gide when it came to matters 

connected with politics and the Soviet Union is evident from the plan 

whereby Last was to meet up with Gide in London in early June and 

then fly with him from there to Moscow. Last was delighted at this 

prospect, telling Gide, 'naturellement je serais enchante de faire le 

voyage en avion, une chose totalement nouvelle pour moi'(259) but his 

main concern was the official reception that would greet them on 

their arrival. Although he hated such formal ceremonies he felt that 

it was here that Gide would have most need of him(260). If it had 

not been for this, Last wrote, he would have preferred to make the 

journey by b~at with the other compagnons(261). 

However, a week later, on 12 June 1936 Last was obliged to tell 

Gide that his doctor had advised him not to leave until the 27 June, 

and as a result he asked Gide to get Schiffrin to arrange for his 

passage on the Soviet vessel from London(262). In this final letter 

to Gide before their journey it is evident how important Gide's 

friendship was to Last. Last's physical state was very low by this 

time due to his illness, his constant arrangements to get his work 

Published in Holland and his latest involvement in setting up a 

PUblishing company(263). Last's enthusiasm for the journey, so 

eVident in his earlier letters, had by now dissipated to the point 

where he told Gide that what he really needed was a holiday to 

recOver: 

Ce qui m'importe n'est pas tant le voyage que de te 
revoir et de te parler. Peut-atre mame cela ira mieux 
quand une fois les receptions officielles sont passees. 
C'est tout d'abord l'ami dont j'ai besoin. A bientot mon 
tres cher ami, pres de toi je serai encore heureux comme 
au Maroc.(264) 
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CHAPTER VI 

PIERRE HERBART (1903-1978) 



Pierre Maurice Herbart was born on 23 May 1903 in Dunkerque in 

the Department of the Nord, into a respectable, well-established 

family(1). However, this respectability was threatened in 1910 when 

Herbart's father left the family home. For he had decided to become 

a tramp, adopting for himself the name of the French anarchist, 

Ravachol(2). This, claims Gide, had a major influence on Herbart's 

emotional development: 'je pense que tout cela a du marquer son 

adolescence; la vie ne semble avoir developpe jusqu'ici qu'un mama 

cote de lui, un cote de revolte et de vagabondage'(3). The family 

subsequently moved to Malo-les-Bains where Herbart went to school, 

before completing his studies at the College Bart in Dunkerque. 

In 1923 Herbart went to North Africa as part of his military 

service, and experienced what he calls the delights of haschisch in 

Tangiers, as well as visiting Dakar, Siguir, Sansadina, Timbuctoo, 

Gao, Nyamey and Morocco(4). By the time he returned to France later 

that year he had formed an anti-colonialist view of French activity 

in North Africa: 

Bref, je rentrai d'Afrique du Nord en etat de veritable 
ivresse anti-colonialiste. 11 faut avouer qu'il yavait 
bien de quoi. Tout ce que j'avais pu observer la-bas 
(surtout en Algerie) du comportement des 'Fran9ais' 
envers les Arabes etait si parfaitement degoutant que . , .., ' 
J en conserva1S - J en conserve encore - une nausee 
incoercible.(5) 

Herbart also brought back with him an interest in drugs and attempts 

by his mother to stop him joining his brother in the habit of opium 

smoking were unsuccessful. For Herbart writes that since his 'sejour 

chez les grands feticheurs ~ •• t7 je ne craignais guere l'opium ni les 

autres drogues'(6). 

Herbart became a regular visitor to Marseilles where he met 

Romain de Charlery de Bazouges whom he continued to visit during the 

next fifteen years whenever he was in Marseilles(7) and through him 
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he met Leon Pierre Quint. It was at this time that Herbart 

discovered Cabris, a small Proven9al village inland from Grasse and 

Marseilles where he was later to have his home(8). 

Herbart's links with Dunkerque were severed when his mother 

moved to be near her other son who was then a banker in Alsace(9), 

and when he himself moved to Paris to work in the Publications 

department of an electrical firm whose manager was a friend of the 

family. He found the work boring, monotonous and pointless. He 

wrote that 'tout cela, oui, tout: mon travail, mes loisirs~ mes 

pensees, et les Filles du Calvaire, ma vie enfin, etait incoherent, 

absurde'(10) and it was not long before he left the firm. Herbart 

maintained that he had always wanted to write: 

Depuis mon plus jeune age, je voulais ecrire. Comment 
cette idee m'etait-elle entree en tete, je ne sais. Mais 
aussi loin que je me souvienne, je la trouve. Rarement 
un gout plus certain fut plus constamment neglige, mais 
il faut croire qu'il etait bien imperieux, puisque je 
plaquai soudain ma Compagnie d'Electricite pour m'y 
adonner sans patronage.(11) 

The first of two . immensely important events occurred for 

Herbart in 1924 when he met Jean Cocteau, to whom he was introduced 

by Raoul Leven, director of the librairie des Quatre-Chemins. By 

this date Herbart had already begun to write, his interests being 

centred on poems and short stories. This meeting was to determine 

the course of Herbart's life for the next five years. The links 

between Cocteau and Herbart were based on literature, homo-

sexuality(12) and opium. Herbart's interest in and experimentation 

with drugs led him to become, like Cocteau, addicted to opium and 

they both underw~nt a cure de desintoxication for their addiction. 

Cocteau wrote up the notes he had made during his stay at a clinic in 

Saint-Cloud during 1929 in Opium(13) and in this he quoted from a 
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desintoxication: 

Lettre de H ••• , desintoxique seul avec un courage inour. 
Je savais l'effort inutile, la confusion entre se 
supprimer et se desintoxiquer, et j'attendais des 
nouvelles pessimistes apres les premieres lettres 
optimistes. 

10 Trop d'exercise; 20 Usage de l'alcool (avant 
dernieres lettres); 30 (derniere lettre) La debacle. 
'J'ai mal - comment vous dire? a mon massif central'. 
Reconnaissez-vous le grand sympathique, la terrible 
chaine de montagnes nerveuses, l'armature de l'ame? 

Si l'organisme expulse la drogue, c'est son dernier 
refuge. L'opium chasse du batiment, se cache dans la 
chambre des machines.(14) 

The letter referred to by Cocteau is one Herbart sent him from 

Corsica in 1929 and where he described his problems as follows: 

Je me sens tout seul, vouscomprenez - je regarde 
brusquement dans ma vie 'qui est vide du cote gauche. Ca 
me donne envie de tournercomme un derviche. [:.~ Je me 
demande si je ne vais pas fuir ailleurs? Mais tout rate 
sous mes pas. Je n'ose plus m'accrocher. Rien n'est 
solide. [:.~ 

Croyez-vous sincerement qu'on puisse se desintoxiquer 
l'ame? Moi je n'aime plus ma peau et toute ma sale vie 
defaite qui ne se debrouille jamais. 

J'ai mal a mon massif central.(15) 

By March 1929 Cocteau's cure seems to have been successful for he 
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could write to Gide, 'je voulais vous annoncer le vrai benefice de ma 

cure. Le travail me travaille'(16). Herbart's self-cure, however, 

was not so effective although he was still able to continue with his 

writing~ 

It was in May 1929, shortly after Cocteau's~, that the 

second major milestone occurred for Herbart. This was his meeting 

with Gide, which occurred due to his friendship with Cocteau. As far 

as Herbart was concerned this first meeting was not only unplanned, 

it was also inauspicious. The events leading up to the meeting were 
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as follows: in the spring of 1929 Herbart met Cocteau and Jean 

Desbordes(17) by chance in Villefranche and Cocteau invited him to 

join them and stay with them in a house at Roquebrune which a friend 

(MIle 'Coco' Chanel) had lent him(18). Herbart describes the high 

state of excitement he was in during his stay there: 

A Beaulieu nous vecumes des jours agites. Jean s'etait 
mis i jouer. Presque chaque nuit, il prenait l'~uto pour 
aller iMonte-Carlo. Li n'etait pas le danger. 11 ne 
venait non plus de C. Le danger venait de Jean et moi. 
Notre rencontre avait exalte le gout de la violence, le 
besoin de saccage qui etait en nous. Je sentais monter 
l'enorme vague qui allait nous precipiter dans les pires 
folies. Peut-etre C., lui aussi, la sentait-il monter et 
il ne savait quelle digue lui opposer. 11 partit pour 
Paris en me disant: 'Je te confie Jean' .(19) 

With Cocteau in Paris, Herbart and Desbordes decided to stay for a 

while in Marseilles where, according to Herbart's own account, they , 

lived a flamboyant and debauched life, with drugs and sexual exploits 

forming the major part of the week(20). 

On his return to the house at Roquebrune Herbart found himself 

on his own as Cocteau was still in Paris correcting proofs of Les 

Enfants terribles and Desbordes had left for Naples(21). It was at 

this point that Herbart met Gide. Herbart recounts: 

Un matin je flanais sur la terrasse quand j'entendis un 
bruit de pas derriere moi. Je reconnus, d'apres ses 
photographies, Andre Gide, qui croyait trouver li Jean 
Cocteau. 11 me faut noter que nulle 'ferveur' ne me 
portait vers lui. J'appartenais i une generation que 
Les Nourritures terrestres touchaient peu. Quant au 
reste, avec l'outrecuidance de la jeunesse je considerais 
que cet ecrivain enfoncait des portes ouvertes.(22) 

Although Gide does not mention this meeting in his Journal, it is 

clear from Cocteau's account that Gide was immediately attracted to 

Herbart: 

J'avais laiss9 Herbart a la maison. Me rendant visite, 
11 LG1d~ le trouva a ma place. Je ne doute pas qu'il 
fut seduit par l'intelligence d'Herbart et par sa bonne 
mine, mais il nous croyait lies, et pensa certainement 
qu'il me 'l'enlevait' .(23) 
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When Gide and Herbart met in May 1929 Herbart was an attrac-

tive, somewhat wild and debauched young man of 25, while Gide was 60 

years old. This meeting was to mark a turning point in Herbart's 

life. By the time of this meeting Herbart had known Cocteau for five 

years, years which he describes as 'les annees les plus tourmentees 

de mon existence. [:.~ Cinq ans passerent jusqu'au coup de pistolet 

qui me delivra a la fois de ma plus grande joie et de mon enfer'(24). 

Cocteau had been a major source of influence, help and friendship for 

Herbart; Gide's friendship was to be of even greater importance to him. 

Despite his problems with drug addiction during 1929 Herbart 

had completed the manuscript of his first full-length novel, Le 

Rodeur, which he handed to Cocteau in November 1929. Herbart had 

hoped to have this manuscript published by the Editions Gallimard, 

but when he did not receive a decision from them, he informed Paulhan 

that he would offer it elsewhere. Grasset were willing not only to 

publish it but also wanted it to be the opening work of a new 

collection and they proniised an advance. By this stage Herbart was 

in need of professional medical help, for his self-desintoxication had 

not worked. Jean Desbordes wanted to approach Grasset for the 

promised advance of 5,000 francs which he would send on to Herbart to 

pay the cost of his cure in a sanatorium. Cocteau doubted, however, 

whether the money would be forthcoming. He realised that Herbart 

needed the money urgently and that Desbordes was not himself in a 

position to lend this amount of money to Herbart. He wrote to Gide 

to ask his advice: 

Je vous ecris en cachette de Jean afin de vous demander 
conseil et sachant quelle a ete votre generosite recente. 
Ce Sanatorium, est-ce serieux? Est-ce possible? Ne 
fera-t-il pas quelque folie dangereuse sitot cette somme 
entre ses mains? Repondez-vite.(25) 
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. Cocteau had written to Gide because he knew Gide had been a source of 

help to Herbart both financially and professionally, by introducing 

him to the directors of the NRF. Herbart was extremely embarrassed 

by Cocteau's approach to Gide which he interpreted as a request that 

Gide provide the 5,000 francs. As soon as he learnt about the letter 

Herbart wro te to Gide: 

Vous seriez bon, mon cher ami, en m' ecrivant que vous ne 
m'en voulez pas et que vous ne pensez plus a la lettre de 
Cocteau. L:.;? Sans doute a-t-il vu que votre amitie, 
dont je me vantais, que l'estime en laquelle vous teniez 
ce que vous connaissez de mon livre lui permettaientsa 
demarche. Helas! il ignore le detail de ce que je vous 
dois - et combien c'est ind~licat de vous demander de 
m'aider encore. Je vous en prie, ecrivez-moi que tout 
cela est ray~, barre.(26) 

It would seem that, despite this letter, Gide's help was forthcoming 

for he later took full credit for having saved Herbart from his opium 

addiction. Gide told la Petite Dame that when they had first met in 

May 1929 'Herbart etait opiomane d'une maniere effrenee avec la 

volonte de se detruire, longtemps il a frole le suicide'(27), but by 

June 1931 Gide could describe Herbart to her as 'un etre evidemment 

irresistible, que je suis parvenu a sauver de l'opium, puis de 

l'alcool en essayant de lui donner l'ambition litteraire, il me 

semblait du reste doue'(28). 

It was about this time that Herbart was working on various 

short texts which were published posthumously as Les Inedits de 

Pierre Herbart(29). The thirty-two short texts treat similar themes: 

death ('Un Pied dans la mort', 'Histoire d'un meurtre'), despair 

('Desespoir') and drug addiction and cure. The hallucinatory and 

repetitive nature of the texts point to them having been written 

during Herbart's days of drug addiction in 1929, 1930 and early 1931. The 

following short text, 'L'Assassin', gives some indication of the 

themes and their treatment: 



11 regarde ses grandes mains pleines de sang. La femme 
est la, par terre, avec sa pose de bete morte. Quel 
ca1me, que11e jOie! Maintenant i1 voudrait dormir. C'est 
la premiere fois qu'i1 pourra s'etendre doucement dans 
une paix profonde. 11 dormira, i1 dormira ••• Est-ce un 
songe? Mais non, e11e est morte! Comme i1 pourra 
l'aimer maintenant ••• Comme il pourra marcher dane les 
chemins tout seul, en pensant a tout, a rien sans haine. 
On peut le prendre, on peut le tuer. Rien ne saurait 
entamer son merveilleux bonheur.(30) 
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It was not long after their first meeting that Herbart became 

an intimate member of Gide's circle. Gide was very attracted to 

Herbart and it is reported that, showing Andre A1legret(31) a 

photograph of Herbart, he told him, 'je crois vraiment qu'il a le 

physique que j'aimerais le mieux habiter'(32). Not only did Gide and 

Herbart become lovers in the short term(33) but their friendship was 

to last until Gide's death in 1951. It is perhaps somewhat 

surprising, given Herbart's life style and character when he met 

Gide, that their relationship should have devolped into an enduring 

friendship and that Gide should have come to place such great 

reliance on it(34). In his habitual, uncompromising style Herbart 

later attempted an analysis of their friendship. He writes: 

Moi, que 'representais-je' pour 1ui? Je crois que depuis 
le debut (j'avais vingt-cinq ans), i1 me prenait pour 
Lafcadio - ce qui etait un contresens - et n'en demordait 
pas. 11 disait: 'Guillaume est capable de tout'. Comme 
il disait cela a n'importe qui, fut-ce a une sotte, on me 
voyait en assassin, ce qui m'amusait.(35) 

In 1931 Gide introduced Herbart to Elisabeth van Rysel1berghe, the 

daughter of la Peti.te Dame, Maria van Rysselberghe. Elisabeth was 

also the mother of Gide's daughter, Catherine, who had been born on 

18 April 1923 although by 1931 Catherine was still not acknowledged 

as Gide's daughter. The original story that had been circulated, 

that Catherine had been adopted by Elisabeth had been quickly dropped 

in favour of one that recognised that she was Elisabeth's daughter 
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but maintained the fiction that her father was dead(36). In a letter 

to her mother Elisabeth wrote: 

Pierre Herbart est installe au 'Pin'. Nous avons 
l'intention de le prendre avec nous pour le camping que 
no us projettons a l'ile du Levant du 1er au 15 juillet; 
demande a Bypeed qui c'est, c'est lui qui me l'a fait 
connaitre dans notre petit voyage a Roquebrune.(37) 

Gide informed la Petite Dame that his decision to introduce 

them had been deliberate: 'je ne serais pas tres etonne que Beth ne 

fut partie pour le grand emballement, subitement. Je savais ce que 

je faisais en lui faisant connaitre Pierre Herbart'(38). He was 

optimistic about a possible relationship between them: 

11 se pourrait bien qu'au contact d'Elisabeth il se 
decouvre des cotes entierement differents, cela est meme 
probable. Ce qui est certain c'est que pour l'instant, 
il y a entre eux un accord extraordinaire et grisant. 
[:.~ C'est un etre frenetique, il a tout le charme de 
l'enfer. 11 a du reste seduit tout le monde la-bas.(39) 

The romance that developed between Herbart and Elisabeth was 

apparently genuine on both sides(40) and when they married in 

September 1931 Herbart was 28, Elisabeth was 41 and her daughter 

Catherine was 8 years old. It would appear that the marriage was 

arranged because of Elisabeth's pregnancy for she wrote to her mother 

that, 'Pierre Herbart et moi, nous allons nous marier pour simplifier 

la situation et legitimer l'enfant qui va venir, je l'espere, j'en 

suis certaine'(41). It was not until after her daughter's wedding 

that la Petite Dame met Herbart for the first time and she was 

nervous about this meeting which took place in October 1931. However, 
( 

she was won over by Herbart's concern for Elisabeth as regards a 

possible miscarriage. She reports , that 'cette inquietude partagee au 

premier contact a enleve toute raideur a notre rencontre. Par 

extraordinaire, Herbart repond a tout ce qu'on m'a dit de lui, sauf 

le charme qui ne se decrit pas'(42). Herbart fitted into Gide's 
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established circle very well. He was approved of by Roger Martin du 

Gard who told la Petite Dame, 'il est irresistible et je suis bien 

content qu'ils se marient, ~a va caler Elisabeth dans la vie'(43) and 

he told Elisabeth, 'je suis bien heureux d'apprendre que vous vous 

emboitez si bien avec Herbart'(44). 

Herbart's new role as step-father to Catherine was, however, to 

cause Gide some concern. He found it 'genant de penser que tout a 

coup cette petite va se mettre a dire papa a Herbart'(45). But his 

concern went further as he told la Petite Dame: 

11 n'y a que pour Catherine que j'aie quelques craintes, 
que je fais quelques reserves: j'ai un peu peur que la 
presence d'Herbart ne la fasse vivre dans une atmosphere 
trop trepidante, trop excitante, ou qu'elle ne devienne 
plus tard une tentation pour lui.(46) 

It soon became clear to Gide and members of his entourage that 

Herbart's polttical sympathies lay to the left and just one month 

after Herbart's and Elisabeth's marriage Martin Du Gard told la 

Petite Dame, 'Vous savez, il file a gauche notre ami, tout a fait a 

gauche'(47). In the same month Gide reported to la Petite Dame a 

conversation he had had with Herbart about his communist sympathies: 

Quand je pense a votre communisme, je n'y trouve que des 
raisons de sadisme, de sensualite, d'esthetisme; , je 
vous aime assez pour vous dire ca crument, mais il s'est 
explique avec beaucoup d'intelligence. Je ne puis vous 
redire tout 9a. A un moment il a dit: 'J'ai horreur de 
ce qu'on appelle les honnetes gens, vous etes le seul 
avec lequel je puisse ' m'entendre' .(48) 

On the literary level, Gide admired Herbart's abilities and' 

considered that he had been successful in weaning him away from 

Cocteau's influences 'and that with the publication of Le Rodeur by 

Gallimard in May 1931 Herbart was firmly established as one of his 

proteges(49). It was Gide's intervention on Herbart's behalf that 

brought about the re.alisation of Herbart's original plan that Le 

ROdeur be published by Gallimard, for de~pite their initial lack of 
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accepted for publication by Gallimard in 1931. 
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Le Rodeur is divided into two parts: the first, entitled 'Le 

Cahier de Serge', is a first-person narrative of Russian-born Serge 

and his homosexual affair with Angelo. Several layers of ambiguity 

are built into the text for it is not clear whether Serge loves or 

hates Angelo nor whether the events Serge is about to recount have 

actually taken place or whether he has imagined them as he is in a 

more or less continual state of despair and intoxication. Angelo 

tells Serge that he is pro paring a surprise for him. This turns out 

to be Angelo's suicide by hanging. Serge's response is to wonder 

whether this has all been a dream, asking himself, 'et si j'avais 

rave tout cela? Si j'avais rave toute cette histoire, si je ravais 

encore maintenant? Sait-on jamais? On reve, on reve et tout d'un 

coup l'on se reveille au milieu d'une famille qu'on avait 

oublie'(50). The 'Cahier' ends with Serge's call of despair: 

'Pourquoi toute cette d~tresse sur moi? Qu'ai-je fait aux hommes, 

enfin?'(51). 

The second part, entitled 'Le Rodeur', is a third person 

narrative about Serge and his friends JOjo, the sailor, and Loulou, 

the prostitute. Serge is at the depths of despair: 'sa solitude est 

terrible parce qu'elle est en lui. La detresse l'isole du monde 

comme l'ether nous defend des etoiles'(52). Jojo and Serge enjoy a 

homosexual relationship but when Serge learns that Jojo had tried to 

seduce Loulou he threatens to throw him out. Jojo becomes unsettled 

and bored living in Serge's room and he readily accepts the 

Dostoievskian proposition put to him by an unsavoury character: he 

subsequently enters the room of an old man, stabs him and steals his 

wallet. However, Jojo then commits suicide by stabbing himself. When 
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Loulou visits Serge she finds Jojo's corpse there and she pulls the 

dagger out of his body: 'sa main cherchait le manche. Elle tira 

d'un coup bref. Et il semble qu'elle l'eut tire une seconde 

fois'(53). Prior to this episode Serge had taken cocaine and his 

perception of this action is as a dream. Loulou had been ill for some 

time and she finally dies, coughing, and in a pool of blood on her 

bed. Serge's feelings for his friends are confused, due to his 

despair and his drug taking. On the one hand he claims he would have 

died for them, and yet on the other he realises he has been the cause 

of their deaths. However, he feels that he is himself immune and 

that the only person who will destroy him is himself. This knowledge 

excites him and he wanders the streets with a revolver in his pocket, 

imagining how easy it would be to shoot a passer-by. He goes into a 

cafe and asks for a notebook and pen; the account he begins to write 

is 'Le Cahier de Serge'. The narrator of 'Le Rodeur' states, 'il 

raconte une longue histoire etrange. Il se de'charge de sa haine, de 

son desespoir. Ensuite, 11 pourra peut-etre s'en aller, libere'(54). 

'Le Rodeur' closes with Serge leaving on a boat for Corsica. 

Within this circular framework Herbart has dealt with the 

concept of dream and reality, indicating that it is not possible to 

state categorically where dream ends and where reality begins; 

consequently there is a dream-like, or rather, a nightmare-like 

quality to the story. Herbart's own drug experiences are evident in 

the hallucinatory nature of the tale when Serge's view of the world 

'is coloured by the sophorifics 'and cocaine he has taken. From a 

seemingly realist story base the story takes off in to the realm of 

the 'fabuleux' with the figure of Mme Dulong, an almost mythical 

teller of dreams who reads the tarot cards for Serge and predicts the 

events which later do take place: 'un accident. Vous changerez de 
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position. Vos ennemis vous surveillent. Votre enfant mourra, 

annonca-t-elle, prophetique. Un drame! Un drame! Je vois du sang. 

Un lit de mort ••• On l'emmene. Une tombe'(55). This was the aspect 

which most struck Pierre de Massot reviewing Le Rodeur in the NRF, 

for he writes that, 'l'innovation magistrale de M. Herbart, c'est 

l'introduction du merveilleux dans le roman realiste'(56). Throughout 

the story there is an element of fatality: the scene is set, the 

actors in position and the play will be acted out. For example, when 

Serge has told Jojo that he will throw him out if he attempts to 

seduce Lou1ou again the reader is left with the expectation of 

impending action: 'Jojo hoquetait comme un enfant qui sanglote. 

Serge sort it rapidement, laissant dans sa chambre ce drame pesant, 

cet enfant bleme'(57). 

Indeed, the novel reads in many respects like a play and 

although Gide maintained that he had weaned Herbart away from 

Cocteau's influence, there is evident in Le Rodeur an atmosphere akin 

to that created by Cocteau in his plays, and in particular there is 

an affinity with Les Enfants terribles (1929). This is not 

surprising for at the time Herbart wrote Le Rodeur he was still in 

close contact with Cocteau, and like him, under the influence of 

opium and it was also during this time that Cocteau was writing Les 

Enfants terribles. Herbart's manucript had been completed by November 

1929 but publication was held up because of his drug addiction and 

dealings with various publishers. In both texts there ia a simplic

ity of setting, a stripping down to the bare essentials as the back

cloth to the action. Both are on one level highly realist and yet on 

another level they deal with dream and unreality. Nor are the 

subjects dissimilar for Cocteau's text deals with four young people, 

who are both innocent and yet sinister and who live in an unreal 
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world of their own which ultimately collapses around them. It is not 

surprising that Cocteau's influence is evident in Herbart's first 

full length novel for Cocteau had been his tutor for five influential 

years. Nor is it surprising that there are Dostoievskian overtones 

in Le Rodeur for it was the 'otherworldly' that was one of the 

aspects of DostoevskY's work that had been picked up by the French 

public in the 1920's. Jojo's action in going along with the plan to 

rob the old man, and his ensuing murder of him is an obvious 

borrowing from Crime and Punishment. 

The text is permeated with sexuality. De Massot comments on 

Herbart's frankness in dealing with the homosexual relationship 

between Jojo and Serge, claiming that he achieves this 'avec la plus 

entiere liberte d'esprit'(58) and that '[ill ne s'autorise le moindre 

camouflage. 11 y fsllait de la delicatesse et beaucoup de cour

age'(59). The themes of despair and suicide place this text, albeit 

at a rather late date, firmly within the context of le nouveau mal 

de siecle(60). In Serge's case his despair is exacerbated by his 

sexuality(61). · In this way the text is typical of texts written 

after the First World War, which dealt with these topics and it is 

anchored in the historical period by reference to the Russian 

Revolution. In this respect it is interesting to note that Herbart 

placed his main protagonist on the side of the aristocracy, for the 

reader is told that Serge's brother was Ivan, Prince K ••• , and not on 

the side of the revolutionaries. However, Herbart's concerns extend 

beyond this, for he exhibits an interest in form and an attraction 

towards using varied narrative devices; in this instance two 

narrators, including a note-book written in the first person. 

However, it is Herbart's emphaSis on dream and reality and the 

elements of the 'fabuleux' which take his text out of the area of le 
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nouveau mal de siecle. He is part of this general ethos but he has 

brought his personal interpretation and his personal experiences to 

bear to create a unique text. 

The autobiographical element of Le Rodeur is evident when it is 

compared with the later L'Age d'Or with which it has many striking 

similarities. For, although Herbart called L'Age d'Or a recit, it is 

a more or less autobiographical account of his 'golden age'. i.e. of 

his youthful years spent falling in love and the major part covers 

the years preceding the publication of Le Rodeur. The settings (boat 

ride to Corsica, village in the South of France), the characters (a 

sailor with a tattoo around his eye), and themes (death and despair) 

are the same in each. From L'Age d'Or it is apparent that most of 

the young men with whom Herbart had a relationship died at an early 

age. For example, Alain died because of appendicitis, in agony and 

screaming out Herbart's name and the only way his relations could 

quieten him was by gagging him (62). There was Mathieu who was 

killed in a motorbike acident, the day Herbart had given him the 

motorbike for his twentieth birthday (63) and Petrole, a sailor, 

whose death Herbart also felt responsible for (64). A knowledge of 

Herbart's autobiography helps in an understanding of the recurrent 

themes in his novels of death, and causing death to a loved one for 

these deaths had a marked effect on Herbat. He writes, 'en moins de 

trois ans j'avais perdu les deux etres que j'aimais. 11 me semblait 

que j'avais du commettre une faute, que j'aurais pu empecher cela. 

Cette idee me torturait sans relache. Elle finit par influer ma 

san te' (65). 

Gide was most anxious that Le Rodeur should receive good 

reviews. Because of his attachment to Herbart, because he had saved 

him from opium addiction, he realised that he was perhaps not being 
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objective in his assessment of Herbart's abilities. He told la 

Petite Dame, 'j'attache peut-etre trop d'importance qu'il ne faudrait 

i son premier livre'(66). He was, however~ well pleased with a 

review it received in Les Cahiers du Sud which la Petite Dame 

reported as follows: 'critique excellent, la meilleure, dit-il, et 

dont les exemples tires du Rodeur lui paraissaient d'une qualite 

exquise qu'il n' avait pas aper9u. 11 faut l'envoyer i Elisabeth, 

dit-il, cela lui fera plaisir'(67). 

Gide's assistance in helping Herbart establish himself as a 

writer was further evidenced in September 1931 when two short texts by 

him were published in the NRF: 'Miriflore' and 'Maman Bonheur' under 

the general title of 'Zone dangereuse'(68). In 'Miriflore' the 

narrator recounts how he had seen a donkey and his keeper beating 

time on a drum and this had reminded him of the comtesse de 

Segur's(69) fictional donkey, Miriflore. He decides to try and find 

the donkey keeper but he is unsuccessful. The next day he leaves his 

inn and jumps on a carriage which takes him out of the village; as 

the carriage passes the very last house a man runs out and chases it 

but is unable to keep up. It is the donkey keeper. Herbart has 

given this simple story the quality of a folk-tale by setting it in 

an East European country, in a remote Hungarian village, by having 

the narrator first see the donkey at nightfall and by including a 

tale the narrator had been told and which makes him apprehensive. 

This tale is of a recently arrested innkeeper who killed foreign 

travellers to make a pate with them, 'un pate fort apprecie de sa 

clientele'(70). The narrator feels that he has managed to escape 

from some unspecified danger when the donkey keeper cannot keep up 

with the carriage. The reader's uncertainty as to the nature of the 
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danger is increased by the driver's unexpected comment to the 

narrator that 'il ne faut jamais faire mine de s'en apercevoir'(71). 

Another mysterious figure is Maman Bonheur of the second short 

story. She is an ugly old woman, who is, nevertheless, a prostitute 

and who offers to spend the night with the narrator even though he 

has no money. He is surprised to find in her 'une emouvante 

douceur'(72) and their night spent together on an area of waste 

ground causes him to be filled with an unexplained happiness. These 

are strange stories, again the element of 'fabuleux' is present with 

the grotesque/folk tale type characters, inspiring both repulsion and 

respect or happiness. Herbart's interest in this particular genre 

remained one of the constants of his literary points of reference. 

Not only did he incorporate folk tale elements, like circularity, 

into his novels, as already witnessed in Le Rodeur but he would later 

develop this interest into a full length tale La Licorne(73). Gide 

well recognised Herbart's attraction to this genre and later 

dedicated a rather macabre folk tale of his own to him(74). Gide was 

'still concerned that Herbart's work be well received by the 

readership of the NRF and he expressed his pleasure at the complimen

tary review that Drouin gave these short texts(75). 

Gide and Herbart had been brought into contact with each other 

because of their mutual friendship with Cocteau. The relationship 

had originally developed because of Gide's assistance to Herbart in 

helping him with his drug addiction and it had flourished because of 

their mutual interest in writing. Herbart's interests were not, 

however, restric~ed to the world of literature. He had returned from 

North Africa in 1923 with a definite antipathy to French colonialism. 

He was a friend of Andree Viollis who was likewise motivated by an 

anti-colonialist viewpoint. Prior to his marriage to Elisabeth, 
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Herbart had arranged to travel out to Saigon to meet Andree Viollis 

who was already in Indochina as a journalist delegated to cover the 

tour there of the ministre des Colonies, Paul Reynaud(76). She and 

Herbart had arranged that they would retrace the steps of the 

official party and carry out their own non-official tour. When he 

arrived in Saigon Herbart found that the police were waiting for him 

and he was taken into town to be checked. He could not understand 

the reason for this as he felt he had been most discreet on the boat. 

All he could imagine was that 'la race des colons subodore de loin 

celui qui ne pue pas comme eux. Ils m'ont repere, signale'(86). On 

his release Herbart decided to visit an opium den and he chose one 

which catered for the Indochinese and not one specifically organised 

for whites. He called it the opium den of his dreams 'car, on l'a 

compris, je voulais me donner le plaisir de fumer en public, en pIe in 

jour et pour ainsi dire en pleine rue, conformement aux lois etablis 

par mon pays sur ce terri~oire'(78). These were the only good 

memories he brought back with him from Indochina, 'tout le reste ne 

fut que demence, famine, sang'(79). Interestingly, Herbart's point 

of reference in coming to an understanding of the Indochinese, was a 

fictional character created by Dostoievsky for he thought that the 

Indochinese ressembled Catherina Ivanova Marmeladov in Crime and 

Punishment who, after the funeral meal for her dead husband set off 

to find out if there was justice in the world. She also wanted to 

prove with her certificat honorifique that she came from a noble 

family and was hence worthy of respect from her landlady Amalia 

Ludvigorna, although this certificate had no effect at all upon the 

guests. Herbart told Andree Viollis that the Indochinese people had 

also produced their certificat honorifique: 



C'est sa vieille civilisation, sa culture, le travail de 
ses studieuse elites, le labeur de ses naques, de ses 
coolies. 11 pensait avoir droit au respect. Or, per
sonne n'y a rien compris et sa proprietaire (en d'autres 
termes: la France) ouvre ses yeux de chouette.(80) 
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In her exasperation at not finding justice the widow Marmeladov had 

thrown an inkpot at the head of the general. Herbart informed 

Viollis, 'craignons que le peuple indochinois pareillement de~u dans 

son espoir, pareillement ulcere, ne jette lui aussi un encrier (et, 

sans doute, bien autre chose) a la tete ••• disons du 

general'(81). He ~lt that the Indochinese had reached the stage of wanting 

freedom and it was up to them to decide their own form of government: 

En ce combat douteux, ils gagnent, c'est-a-dire qu'ils 
rejettent leurs maitres etrangers, se choisissent, dans 
leurs propres rangs, d'autres maitres - et changent 
d'esclavage. Mais ceci ne nous regarde pas. lIs ont 
atteint leur maturite nationale. Qu'ils se debrouillent.(82) 

It was this reading of the political situation in Indochina that led 

Herbart to offer Viollis some suggestions as to what to include in 

her book on Indochina. He suggested that she concentrate on the 

first phase of Indochinese development that he had analysed, namely 

'l'aspiration a la jus~ice'(83) and he informed her that he thought 

her book should be 'seulement une petite sonnette d'alarme. Atroce 

et stridente, mais petite'(84). Viollis told Herbart that she would 

heed his remarks and would call her book Indochine SOS(85). 

The experiences of Herbart and Viollie on their journey were 

quite different from those of the minister on his official one: 

La ou six semaines auparavant, M. Paul Reynaud ne 
rencontrait que populations heureuses, fanatiquement 
devouees a leurs ancetres les Gaulois, la ou pour lui 
tout n'etait qu'ordre et beaute, nous etions forces, la 
pauvre Viollis et moi, de deplacer un cadavre tous les 
cent metres sur la route ~.!7 nous devions faire face 
aux cadavres vivants, les suppliants aux ventres 
ballonnees.(86) 

From his official vantage point the minister had not seen how ,things 
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really were and this prompted Herbart to ask, 'qu'attendre a son 

retour dans le metropole, d'un ministre qui n'a rien vu, ou rien 

voulu voir? Simplement qu'il se prepare a son destin: barrer la 

route du fer ou fortifier le reduit beton'(87). They continued their 

journey on to Vinh which he called the capital of hunger and where he 

could not bear to see the starving people watch him and Viollis 

eating. When she left for Laos, Herbart felt unable to accompany her 

and he remained behind. He took the opportunity to visit a prison 

where political suspects had been locked up prior to Reynaud's visit. 

Herbart pretended to be an inspector and he ordered that the wooden 

partitions forming the outside walls of a hut be removed because he 

wanted to take some photographs. He writes: 

Les prisonniers apparurent alors dans toute leur misere. 
Assis hanche a hanche sur un tres long bat-flanc, ils 
portaient aux chevilles des anneaux de fer enfiles sur 
une tringle fixee a hauteur de leurs pieds. Quelques-uns 
de ces hommes avaient aux poignets les mames bracelets, 
passees dans la mame tringle, si bien qu'ils se tenaient 
non seulement accroupis mais plies en deux.(88) 

Amongst the prisoners Herbart noticed a boy of about twelve, chained 

in the manner described and he ordered that he be released, upon 

which Herbart took the boy's photograph and left the prison. Three 

of Herbart's photographs were subsequently published in L'Humanite, 

including one of a young boy prisoner(89). There were repercussions 

when it was discovered that Herbart was an imposter. The administra-

tor demanded his presence to answer questions and to pay towards the 

cost of the prison repairs. Herbart went into hiding rather than 

give up his documentary evidence and it was from his hiding place, 

underneath a car, that he made a symboli6 decision: 

J'y restai quatre jours. Je ne savais pas encore qu'on 
pouvait etre malade de degout et se sentir responsable 
des crimes, de la sottise ou de la . carence de sa nation. 
Il me fallait debrouiller cela sous ma Ford. Ma 



conclusion fut que, sitot rentre en France, j'adhererais 
au parti communiste.(90) 

When Viollis arrived back from her trip to Laos she arranged 

their escape, so that Herbart would not be apprehended by the 

colonial authorities. They planned to leave on the Georges-

Phillipart and they loaded their luggage on board, along with the 

movie camera that they had carried everywhere. They, however, did 
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not board as Viollis was taken ill with the plague the night before 

they were due to sail and she had to be hospitalised. They therefore 

had to delay their return and, despite his efforts, Herbart was 

unable to retrieve their movie camera from the hold. This was the 

boat that was to burst into flames in the middle of the Atlantic 

Ocean(91). Herbart writes, 'j'ai toujours pense que l'appareil de 

prises de vue cinematographiques et la peste d'Andree Viollis 

composaient un inquietant gri-gri'(92). After she recovered, Viol lis 

continued on to Japan but Herbart decided to cut short his journey 

and he returned to France. Gide was pleased at Herbart's early 

return in January 1932, realising that having seen so many tragic 

events he would not be in a fit state of mind to take part in a 

pleasure trip to Japan(93). 

This journey marked an important stage in Herbart's political 

awareness and on his return to France he kept the decision he had 

made whilst hiding under the Ford and joined the French Communist 

Party. Anti-colonialism was a major factor in his decision and this 

had already taken root in him after his visit to North Africa some 

eight years earlier. Herbart's decison to join the French Communist 

Party was not unexpected for even prior to his visit to Indochina, 

his political stance was such that he was seen by Gide and his 

entourage as being sympathetic to the communist cause. The seeds of 
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his pro-communist sympathies had been sown by his experience of 

colonialism in Africa but it was as a somewhat more official visitor 

to Indochina that he realised the full implications of French 

colonialism. His development in this respect closely followed that 

of Gide: an initial attraction to the exotic nature of French 

colonies quickly followed by a feeling of repulsion at the exploita-

tion and poverty of the natives. As outlined in Chapter I, when Gide 

had returned from the Congo in 1926 he had castigated the practices 

there in Voyage au Congo and Retour du Tchad. Herbart recognised the 

importance of Gide's experiences in the Congo on his political 

development: 

La-bas, affranchi de lui-meme et des harrassantes 
complications de sa vie sentimentale, apaise par le 
facile assouvissement de ses desirs, il jouit de se 
sentir jeune encore. ~.~ Tout en lui s'accorde aces 
contrees, aces etres primitifs, et la vie quotidienne 
exalte ce qu'il a de meilleur. ~.;? C'est alors qu'il 
decouvre la honteuse exploitation que subissent ces 
tribus, ces villages, qu'il vient de traverser. 11 
pourrait fermer les yeux, passer outre ••• L'indignation 
l'emporte. [;.~ Notons seulement qu'en 1926, durant son 
sejour au Congo, ·Gide devait affronter le probleme social 
sous son aspect le plus hideux: le co10nia1isme - et 
suivre la voix de sa conscience en le denonQant.(94) 

Just as Gide had reported on his experiences in the Congo, so Herbart 

wanted to publish an account of his findings in Indochina. Gide, 

however, realised that Herbart would find it difficult to have his 

outspoken criticism of French colonialism in Indochina accepted, 

either before or after his return and he told Martin du Gard that 'un 

article tres a1armant envoye d'Indochine par Pierre Herbart ne 

parvient a trouver place nu11e part'(95). He told E1isabeth that he 

recognised the similarity in his and Herbart's development: 

Je revois a travers 1ui mes angoisses de mon retour du 
Congo, avec cette circonstance aggravante que les 
accusations sont beaucoup plus graves,beaucoup plus 
importantes et les puissances d'etouffement beaucoup plus 
fortes, l'epoque moins favorab1e, et le public, angoisse 
par la si tua tion europeenne, moins dispo·se a ecouter les 



revendications lointaines et qui ne l'interessent 
absolument pas; enfin le nom de Pierre ne signifiera 
encore rien pour lui ou, s'il se renseigne (ce qu'il ne 
manquera pas de faire en cas de polemique), celui d'un 
communiste militant, par consequent acquis d'avance a 
toutes les revendications antiadministratives, anti
gouvernementales, etc.(96) 

Herbart did, however, manage to get an account published in 
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Monde(97) and in L'Humanite(98), but not until nearly a year later. 

In the article in L'Humanite entitled 'Un Peuple de 20 millions 

d'etres humains meurt de faim sous la botte de l'imperialisme 

fran9ais', Herbart recounted his experiences in the political prison 

near Vinh adding that young women of between 14 and 16 were kept 

shackled in what seemed like cages and that no one could account for 

their imprisonment. He also reported how the government had taken 

the most extreme measures against any form of communism or demonstra-

tion such that two hundred unarmed men were shot down by two 

aeroplanes as they gathered to demonstrate in Vinh and that when 

their fellow demonstrators went to collect their bodies at nightfall, 

they were again bombed with a further loss of fifty lives. The 

avant-propos to the article stressed the barbaric nature of French 

imperialist rule in Indochina and called for the release of all 

political prisoners there. Anti-colonialism was to remain a 

dominant aspect of both Gide's and Herbart's political awareness 

throughout the 1930's as shown by their journey to French West Africa 

in 1938 and Herbart's account of their experiences there in Le 

Chancre du Niger( 99) • 

Once settled back in France after ' the journey to Indochina, 

Herbart found that the family life-style he had envisaged with 

Elisabeth, Catherine and the new baby did not materialise. On 25 

April 1932 Elisabeth gave birth ' to a son, a month prematurely, but 

the baby, Jean, died three days later. Both parents found the death 



difficult to accept and la Petite Dame concluded that it caused a 

major change in their circumstances: 

La mort de cet enfant oriente leur vie autrement: 
Saint-Clair paraissait l'endroit ideal pour l'elever. 
Maintenant la vie a Saint-Clair hantee par ce souvenir 
leur parait impossible! d'autre part, si Catherine fait 
son education en Suisse, il n'y a plus raison pour 
qu'Elisabeth ne suive pas Herbart Oll sa vie le mene.(100) 

During the next four years Herbart's life led him in the 
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direction of journalism, politics and literature and he established 

himself as an influential member of Gide's intimate circle, with 

Elisabeth playing a significant role in their politically militant 

life style(101). Gide's increasing reliance on Herbart would make 

him a natural choice of travelling companion when Gide visited the 

Soviet Union as an official guest in 1936. Although journalism was 

to form a much larger part of his professional activity after the 

Second World War(102), it was in the Interwar period that he tried to 

establish himself. After the publication of his article on Indochina 

he was sent to Spain by L'Humanite to make a report on the situation 

there as 'les evenements semblent s'y precipiter et les renseign-

ements sont tout a fait insuffisants et contradictoires'(103). He 

and Elisabeth were, however, disappointed by Spain and returned 

earlier than expected. La Petite Dame explains: 

Et ils reviennent paree qu'ils n'avaient plus rien a 
faire en Espagne. [:.t7 lIs laissent voir tout de suite 
qu'ils sont profondement desenchantes de l'Espagne, ee qui 
ravit Gide qui n'a aucune sympathie pour ce pays. 
'Aujourd'hui, dit Pierre, le seul element pittoresque de 
l'Espagne, c'est la politique' .(104) 

It would appear that Herbart did not contribute a report on Spain for 

L'Humanite because no articles under his name appear in the newspaper 

during 1933 although during April of that year there was a series of 

articles on Spain entitled 'Espagne. Republique Sang et Or' under 

Paul Vaillant-Couturier's name(105). However, despite Herbart's 
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claims that he wanted to establish himself in journalism, this may 

have been ju~t a fanciful wish at that time, as there is no 

journalism to mention in the period 1932-1935. 

March 1933 saw the burning of the Reichstag and L'Humanite 

reported the ensuing events and arrests in great detail. Vaillant-

Couturier, who as well as being one of the leaders of the PCF was 

also an editor/leader writer on L'Humanite, asked Gide to send the 

newspaper a telegram protesting about the action of the German 

government. It was effectively Herbart who compiled the telegram, 

for Gide would have preferred to remain silent on the issue. Gide 

told la Petite Dame: 

Pierre doit considerer mon geste comme un triomphe 
personnel; ca lui est facile a lui, il a tellement pris 
position sans aucun considerant pour rien, s'~bstenir lui 
paratt toujours une derobade, une attitude defaitiste.(106) 

For Gide claimed that his own position was one of caution, 'qu'on ne 

cherche pas a forcer ma pensee, les gestes forces ne peuvent se 

maintenir, et alors on a l'air de reculer'(107). 

However, as Roger Grenier of the Editions Gallimard confirms, 

Herbart did influence Gide politically for 'ila pousse Gide dans la 

politique, lui a dit ce qu'il fallait penser un peu. Gide etait 

quelqu'un de tres incertain, tres hesitant'(108). This did not mean, 

of course, that Gide always accepted Herbart's viewpoint, although 

Herbart was ever anxious to educate him in the principles of 

communism and relieve him of any doubts about the communist system. A 

letter to Gide from Herbart written in August 1934(109), criticising 

Claude Naville's point of view(110), helps establish Herbart's 

concept of communism as an all embracing way of life. His line of 

argument is orthodox as he makes the distinction between the first 

phase of communism and the superior phase of communism. He feels 
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that people have misunderstood what Lenin had said and have taken the 

first phase for the superior phase. He also wishes to correct the 

belief that the slogan 'to each according to his needs' was the 

watchword during the period of the dictatorship of the proletariat. 

Indeed, he maintains, Lenin himself had stressed that this slogan 

would only replace that of 'to each according to his work' in the 

superior phase of communism. This would be when a classless society 

had been established and when the state as state, that is as an 

instrument of oppression by one class of another, had ceased to 

exist. Herbart does not agree with Naville that everyone should 

receive the same wage: Lenin had only insisted on this for political 

representatives and civil servants to prevent a state forming based 

on the capitalist model, whereas the wages of workers and technicians 

had never been affected in this way. Actual practice in the Soviet 

Union was, he claims, for all party members, whatever their 

profession, to give up part of their salary and only claim the 

equivalent of the average wages of a worker. 

In this letter Herbart then goes on to discuss 'Literature' and 

'Revolution' and concludes that he can find no antithesis between 

these two terms. For he states, 'le Communisme n'est pas une 

doctrine, c'est avant tout une forme de vie'(111). He cannot accept ' 

the idea that because men have made the transition from a system 

based on capitalist economic measures to one based on socialist 

measures that they will no longer be able to write. Nor can he see 

any grounds for the contention that communism leads to a lack of a 

critical sense, especially as autocritique plays a large part in 

individual communist cells. If it happens at this, level, he posits, 

surely it can happen to a writer in front of a sheet of paper. For, 

he exclaims, 'rien, absolument rien dans le Communisme ne s'y 
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oppose'(112). He goes on to criticize Gide for having told the 

catholics that he does not write because he is afraid of the Index 

and he claims that this is merely a superficial reason for not 

writing, in fact it is more akin to a lie and he accuses Gide of 

coquetterie in this respect. However, he does agree with Gide that 

many books written by communists are mediocre although he maintains 

that there are some excellent ones, such as Mikail Sho10kov's Virgin 

Soil upturned(113) and he wonders whether Gidei when criticiSing 

such works is not himself the victim of a certain conformism. 

In this letter Herbart confides to Gide that he does get 

discouraged, that he does feel he could have written more himself but 

nonetheless, he continues, 'ce1a ne parvient qu'a me convaincre de la 

purete de ce que je porte en moi; et a quoi il faut bien que je 

confronte ma pensee ecrite ou non'(114). And, he tells Gide, 'ne 

perdons jamais de vue, le Communisme c'est la vie'(115). He 

concludes by asking Gide to imagine a man living at the time when the 

earth was thought to be flat and who wrote with this as his premise. 

He asks whether this error of thought should be perpetuated so that 

this man can continue writing in his old way and whether this man is 

correct in thinking that no further art is possible once it is 

discovered that the world is round. This, maintains Herbart, is the 

stage that has been reached by communism. 

Herbart firmly established himself as a marxist for the readers 

of the NRF with the publication of an exchange of letters with Ju1ien 

Benda in July and August 1935; in the July edition Benda published an 

open letter to Herbart, entitled 'A un jeune communiste' while the 

August edition carried both a reply from Herbart entitled 'Lettre a 

Julien Benda' and a reply to this letter by Benda, entitled 'Reponse 

a Pierre Herbart'(116). Until that date NRF readers had only known -- , 
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him as the author of Le Rodeur and of two short stories, 'Miriflore' 

and 'Maman Bonheur', all of which were very far removed from ma rxism. 

For although Gide had tried to intervene on Herbart's behalf to get 

other work published in the NRF it had not been accepted by the 

committee(117). The exchange with Benda was about the freedom of the 

individual to oppose society. Benda had demonstrated in his La 

Trahison des clercs (1927) that he was against any kind of commitment 

on the part of intellectuals in practical political matters. 

Intellectuals, les clercs, he maintained, should remain detached 

from politics, they should be dedicated to intellectual pursuits and 

should only defend a particular cause in the name of Reason. He fe lt 

that intellectuals who descended into 'the arena' and participated in 

political activities had betrayed their own group. His two articles 

in this exchange reflected his by now traditional line. Herbart's 

standpoint was the complete opposite: he thought that an intellectual 

who saw where action was needed was impelled to act. This was in 

fact what both he and Gide had done in their denunciation of French 

colonialism. With more space being given to Benda's argument it 

would seem clear that the NRF was supporting the views of Benda, the 

main polemicist of radicalism in the NRF, and his concern at the 

dogmatism of marxism and the lack of freedom that this ideology 

seemed to encompass. 

In these three articles there is no development or progression 

in the respective arguments, each protagonist simply confirms his own 

position by repetition and seeks to undermine the premises of the 

other. An overview of the debate and of Herbart's position can be 

extrapolated from the second letter, Herbart's reply entitled 'L.ettre 

a Julien Benda' where Herbart's position is once more based on a very 

simple form of marxism. His explanation here is very similar to 
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comments he had previously made to Gide in his letter of August 1934. 

He tells Benda that there is a misunderstanding between them on the 

question of individual freedom in relation to society in a communist 

society. He maintains that Benda's definition of individual freedom, 

that is, freedom to oppose society, might well be a definition of the 

poor state of individual freedom in a capitalist society with a 

democratic government. But, he asks Benda, would he claim that if 

there were no causes for rebellion there would be no freedom. 

Communism, he states, would abolish the causes of rebellion and it 

was this that was at the heart of their misunderstanding. In a 

previous letter, he states, he had made the distinction between 

socialism, the present state of Soviet society in which the State 

existed in the form of a class dictatorship and communism, the future 

form of Soviet society which would be classless and in which the 

State would not exist. Herbart maintains that it would be absurd to 

imagine the existence, in a classless society, of journals like 

L'Action fran2aise andL'Humanite which Benda had cited as examples 

of an individual's freedom to oppose society, for both these journals 

were organs for the defence of a particular class. 

Herbart agrees with Benda that the man belonging to a future 

society would be different from the man of today but,he continues, 

although the individual will cease to oppose society that does not 

mean he will abdicate his personality. By implication, Herbart is 

maintaining that individuality and communism are not mutually 

exclusive when he states that 'il n'est aucunement dans notre dessein 

de la detruire, cette personnalite. Bien aucontraire nous voulons 

l'exalter'(118). Herbart concludes this argument: 

Quand l'adhesion de l'individu aux regles du communisme 
deviendra naturelle, c'est que ce communisme evolu9 
coincidera avec la liberte individuelle parfaite - et 
non pas que nous aurons detruit chez l'homme la 



possibilite de former les desirs non conformes a notre 
societe.( 119) 

Herbart also agrees with Benda that the Soviet system has a 
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dictatorship at the present time and that the individual is not free 

to oppose it and he further agrees that 'la liberte individuelle 

parfaite n'existe pas'(120). But this is as far as his agreement 

goes, for he asks Benda, what allows him to conclude that this 

dictatorship must continue, for who would exercise it in a classless 

society, in a communist society? Benda had accused him of being 

contemptuous of man but, Herbart asks, is it contempt for man that 

makes one wish to suppress what is oppressing him? And, he affirms, 

'nous ne voulons pas que l'homme se soumette, nous voulons qu'il 

sache'(121). He maintains that communism is founded on a scientific 

attitude and not on value judgements for communism wanted man to 

recognise the causes of his provisional oppressions and he concludes 

his open letter "le communisme mise sur l'homme. C'est une 

entreprise de liberation totale de l'homme'(122). 

Benda and Herbart were situated at opposite poles in their 

views on the role of the intellectual in society. Their running 

battle was a source of deep irritation to Herbart. Martin du Gard 

confirms this when he writes that Herbart 'volt rouge, quand on 

prononce ce nom [de BendV' (123). Herbart remained adamant that the 

intellectual should be an active and committed member of society and 

in 1936 he wrote: 

Role de l'intellectual. Je lui refuse decidement le 
droit de juger de l'exterieur. Bendaisme, la plus 
insupportable des trahisons. Lorsque Benda defend la 
democratie, il trahit la democratie dans la mesure ou, se 
pla9ant sur le plan de l'esprit, il la traite comme une 
idee, comme un concept philosophique et non comme une 
action. Benda choisit et trahit la cause qu'il choisit.(124) 

Herbart was forthright in his opinions and once he had made a 
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decision, 'ei ther about people or events, it was di fficul t for others 

to influence him(125). This aspect of his character had always 

caused Gide some concern and he told la Petite Dame, 'cette facilite 

a la haine qu'il a me met toujours tres mal a l'aise'(126) and, he 

continued, 'je voudrais que cette meprise n'aille qu'a ceux que je 

n'estime pas'(127). Gide's admiration and respect for Herbart did 

not wane but there was an element of awe, even of fear in his 

attitude towards him: 

Il est remarquablement intelligent, j'aime le biais par 
lequel il entre dans la conversation, subtilement; c'est 
extraordinaire ce qu'il a obtenu de lui ces dernieres 
annees, cette maitrise de soi a laquelle il arrive; vous 
savez j'ai toujours un peu peur de lui.(128) 

La Petite Dame also shared Gide's feelings in this respect(129). 

Herbart engaged Gide in active debate about commitment in 

literature and politics and sought to encourage him towards a more 

positive involvement in left-wing activities whereby Gide was 

constantly obliged to justify and defend his stance. For as la 

Petite Dame reports, when Herbart was involved in a discussion there 

were never: 

De vains preliminaires, tous les rapports et toutes les 
questions essentielles sont abordees d'emblee. Une fois 
de plus, il met Gide au pied du mur a propos de son refus 
de faire partie de, n'importe quel groupement d'ecrivains 
revolutionnaires. 'Je cherche a comprendre, lui dit-il, 
car enfin, votre oeuvre a et a toujours eu une pente 
naturelle vers l'esprit revolutionnaire' .(130) 

Paradoxically Herbart was also a restraining influence on Gide, 

thinking through the full implications of a certain course of ac tion 

that Gide was drawn to instinctively. For example, in October 1935 

Gide had read a new manifesto by intellectuals in the Catholic 

journal L'Aube which had been signed by Claudel, Mauriac, Thierry 

Maulnier, Jammes, Du Bos, Martin-Chauffier, entitled 'Pour la justice 

et pour la paix' and which was concerned with the action to be taken 
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against Italy in its war against Ethiopia. Gide was attracted to it 

and wanted to be a co-signatory. It was Herbart who read the 

manifesto carefully and noticed an ambiguity over what measures were 

to be taken against Italy instead of sanctions. It transpired that 

the signatories of the manifesto did not, in fact, want any sanctions 

taken: they would resort to prayer. Gide heeded Herbart's advice and 

recognised that he could only be party to this manifesto with certain 

restrictions: namely that he would just voice his opposition to the 

Ethiopian war(131). 

Herbart was very close to Gide in many ways; he understood what 

motivated him and was uncompromising in his assessment of him(132). 

A common bond between them was their dislike of pretence. Herbart 

writes: 

Mon affection pour Gide etait sans complaisance. Celle 
qu'il me portait se nuan9ait peut-atre de detours plus 
subtils. Un mame sentiment, bien fait pour nous seduire 
tous deux, donnait a nos rapports une saveur partic
uliere: l'inutilite de la feinte.(133) 

He felt that the key -to Gide's character was 'la peur de decevoir et 

d'etre deyu, la peur d'etre de9u-decevant'(134) and this affected all 

aspects of his life, his attitude towards glory, towards sex and his 

friendships. Gide, he claimed, was well loved and most of his 

friends were men of letters although: 

Combien peu 'litterateurs' pourtant, c'est ce que prouve 
leur volontaire renoncement a toute vanite d'auteur. La 
premiere place, Gide l'occupait naturellement, et de 
droit. C'est lui qui mertait le jeu, de fa90n si 
passionnante du reste, que les joueurs etaient enchantes 
d'y participer.(135) 

Gide became the main preoccupation of his close friends for they 

became obsessed by him, Herbart claimed, and this created an extra 

bond between the friends because 'on etait solidaire en Gide, 

complice en Gide'(136). 
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This was certainly the case for Martin du Gard and Herbart, for 

he found Herbart a very attractive personality. He told Gide: 

Enfant terrible! j'imagine un dessin representant Herbart 
en boy-scout, assis sur les ruines de notre monde 
detruit, avec cette legende. 'On a laisse Pierre jouer 
avec les allumettes ••• Mais qu'il ait un grand charme 
et qu'il emporte la sympathie, ab oui!(137) 

Herbart also confided to Gide his affection for Martin du Gard: 'vous 

savez combien peu je tiens a me faire des amis, mais je sens qu'avec 

Martin du Gard, 9a y est tout a fait; avec vous je m'en sens 

deux'(138). Herbart was a loyal friend to Martin du Gard up to and 

after his death in 1958 when he was nominated by Martin du Gard as 

one of his literary executors(139). 

As Jacques Brenner affirms, it is clear that Herbart exerted a 

powerful attraction for Gide: 

Gide s'etait persuade que ce jeune homme etait Lafcadio 
incarne. Il a souvent aime avoir le physique d'Herbart. 
Ce n'est pas tout: Herbart, avec ses allures princieres, 
n'avait aucune fortune, ne tenait a rien de materiel, 
meprisait la societe bourgeoise et vivait comme s'il eut 
fait confiance a la Providence. Personnage bien propre 
a seduire l'auteur de Nourritures.(140) 

This side of Herbart, elegant, feline, sexual and sensual(141), must 

have stood in sharp contrast to the politically militant side that 

developed in the years that he knew Gide. It does not seem possible 

to classify him as either a political militant, nor as a man of 

letters; he was both and yet more complex than the sum of the two 

parts, for intermingled with these two aspects of his life was what 

Maurice Nadeau has termed 'son cote elegant et son cote 

dillettante'(142). And, one should add, son cote homosexuel. 

This idea of contradiction, of opposing forces in Herbart was 

recognised by members of Gide's circle. La Petite Dame recorded the 

comments of Groethuysen with regard to Herbart: 

On a parle d'Aragon pour opposer son temperament a celui 



de Malraux; ces deux doivent forcement se detester, et se 
detestent en effet. Aragon fait figure de purete, 
d'ascetisme, tres inhumain, c'est ainsi qu'on imagine un 
inquisiteur; et Groet qui les regarde en artiste evoque 
entre les deux Herbart, qui tient des deux a la 
fois.(143) 
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This was an interesting comparison for Herbart claimed that he liked 

neither(144). 

Gide likewise recognised a conflict in Herbart; he saw it in 

terms of a conflict between literary and political preoccupations. 

He felt that Herbart's political activities were interfering with his 

literary output, which Gide considered should be Herbart's main 

occupation. Gide continued to help Herbart materially and finan-

cially(145) and for some time Herbart acted as Gide's secretary(146). 

Since his return from Indochina in 1932 Herbart had been working on 

his second novel and Gide did his utmost to encourage him, _although 

his reactions to it, during the three years it took to complete, were 

mixed, reflecting his admiration for Herbart's literary abilities but 

also his unease at the blatant political content(147). In December 

1934 Gide told la Petite Dame: 

La volonte de montrer les choses d'une certaine maniere 
arrate ses dons, c'est simplifie a l'exces, 9a perd tout 
tremblement, le cynisme mame en perd son accent; c'est 
dommage, ce qui est bon est excellent.(148) 

Gide expressed his disquiet to Herbart on several occaeione(149) and 

it would seem probable that Herbart did heed some of Gide's advice 

for Contre-Ordre was not published until nearly a year later, in 

October 1935(150). Nonetheless, Gide's initial concern was shown to 

be justified as the text falls into two distinct areas, that of a 

literary text and that of a political manifesto. 

Contre-Ordre is divided into three sections: the prologue, 'Le Bateau 
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ivre', Part One, 'Alcide' and Part Two, 'Herve'. The title of the 

prologue evokes an image of a mediaeval bateau ivre lurching out of 

control and carrying away the sins of mankind. The opening sentences 

confirm this impression: 

Il peut paraitre bizarre a notre epoque de parler de 
vaisseaux ivres, de navires perdus. C'etait pourtant 
bien le cas du Tsar Alexandre. Cela &tait arrive avec 
une apparente simplicit~, comme toutes les choses 
extraordinaires.(151) 

While the boat was at sea, the Russian revolution broke out and the 

captain decided not to return to Russia but to head south. The 

drunken captain sailed on, refusing to land and when the men demanded 

to stop as they wanted women, he told them 'prenez les mousses. 

Prenez Androuchka et Vassile'(152). At this the two boys took fright 

and sighting land they dived into the sea and swam to shore. 

Part One describes Alcide's mysterious upbringing by Mme 

Zakara, a fortune teller who uses Tarot cards, and the Chinese, M. 

Tao. Living with a Chinese family in Marseilles Alcide comes to the 

conclusion that the world is divided into two camps: 'le sien, celui 

de M. Tao, et l'autre l'ennemi'(153). When he learns that M. Tao has 

been imprisoned, and Alcide assumed it was for dealing in drugs, 

Alcide leaves Marseilles and takes lodgings in Nascelle, a small 

Proven9al village in the hills behind the coast. It is at this point 

that a homosexual undercurrent is introduced, for he takes lodgings 

with the Abbe Gras, who is attracted to young men. The Abbe muses, 

son extreme beaute est toutefois bien facheuse. Que d'embuches! 

Quels dangers! seigneur, tes voies sont impenetrables'(154). Alcide 

suffers from a recurrent 'crise', that of fear and of trying to 

forget that he exists. He befriends a rather wild and wayward youth, 

Pascal and their growing friendship culminates in them setting the 

surrounding forest alight. 'Alcide etait heureux: il possedait 



quelque chose en commun avec un etre'(155) and he considered that 

this was 'le premier matin de ma vie'(156). 

With the return of M. Tao on the scene, political elements 

emerge. He had been arrested, not for drug offenses, but, he 

claimed, because he wanted to 'former un syndicat des boys des 

Messagers maritimes'(157). He gives Alcide various Bulgarian 

documents, an identity card and a passport in the name of Alcide 
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Rochof and he asks him to accompany him to China and help prepare the 

Chinese Soviets. Alcide accepts, not for political reasons but 

because he is emotionally affected by M. Tao's presence, just as he 

had been when a child: 

Cette sensation, vOluptueuse jusqu'a l'extase, tenait de 
l'evanouissement et de l'anesthesie. Hou1e 1egere, qui 
balancait l'enfant. Incroyable douceur! Apres des 
annees- soudain - Alcide la retrouvait intacte.(15S) 

The final pages of Part One are a plea for youth: A1cide is happy and 

joyful and the narrator demands that all youth should have an 

opportunity for happiness: 'jeunesse traquee, matraquee, ou te 

refugies-tu? Comme Alcide tu te sauves, tu t'enfermes, tu dresses 

entre toi et le monde carnassier des barrieres'(159). To emphasise 

the message, emb1azoned across the page is the message: 

U.R.S.S. JEUNESSE LA PLUS HEUREUSE 

DU MONDE 

En lettres fu1gurantes ces mots i11uminent le cie1. 
Deja des millions de regards se fixent et attendent 

(160) 

The final scene is of Alcide, with his arm around Pascal's waist, 

leading him away from the village into the sunrise. The narrator 

comments: 'A1cide et Pascal s'enfoncaient dans 1es bois gonf1es de 

cette jeunesse interdite aux hommes'(161). 

The prologue and Part One are thus a mixture of mysticism, the 
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inevitability of plans, drugs, youth and despair, a similar mix to 

the ingredients of Le Rodeur. Autobiographical elements are clearly 

evident, including the geographical setting in a small Proven9al 

village. There is an undercurrent of political emphasis in Part One 

where the main protagonist is shown to be politically uneducated. In 

Part Two, however, the political emphasis becomes dominant. Here a 

young middle-class boy, Herve, from a mine-owning capitalist family 

comes to an understanding of what communism can offer and how he can 

help in the communist revolution. Herve finds that he cannot accept 

the beliefs of his family, nor of his fellow boarders at school. 

Instead of adopting 'les belles traditions' like them and frequenting 

brothels and right-wing groups, he worked hard and: 

11 s'emballait pour des theories humanitaires qui 
faisaient rigoler cette graine de requins. - C'etait bon 
pour nos grands-pares, ces bobards-la, mon vieux! lui 
repondait-on quand, apras lecture d'un reportage d'Andree 
Viollis sur l'Indochine, il attaquait 'le prineipe de la 
colonisation'. Tu ne vois pas done qu'elle ecrit cela 
pour se ramasser des leeteurs dans les patronages, ta 
femelle a la manque.(162) 

Herve's political awareness is increased when he comes across a 

miners' strike meeting but the miners think he is a spy and make him 

leave. Herve feels that he can no longer live with his family and 

live off their capitalist enterprise as he is sure that his 

allegiance lies with the miners and their demands, even though they 

do not accept him. 

Herve makes his way to Corsica for he has been told it is easy 

to find work there. Corsica is a recurring location in Herbart's 

work and one which is often used by him. to represent the land of hope 

and sexual freedom. There he meets Pascal, who, in the five 

intervening years since leaving Nascelle with Alcide, has travelled 

to Japan and China. He is now 'charmant, si simple et rayonnant 
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d'une joie, d'un espoir qu'on aimerait connaitre et partager'(163), 

and is occupied in Calvi distributing political tracts to sailors and 

teaching them how to organise themselves. Pascal tells Herve that he 

wants to win him over to his point of view and tries to answer his 

misconceptions about communism. A physical attraction also develops 

between them and Pascal invites Herve to stay with him. Herve's 

sexual awakening takes place at the same time as his awakening to 

political matters. 

Herve then meets another man to whom he is also physically 

attracted and the stranger introduces himself as Rochof, a Bulgarian, 

but Herve soon realises that he is the Alcide whom Pascal had told 

him about. Rochof quickly recognises Herve's political naivity but 

appreciates that he is keen to learn. He sets out for him the 

principles of communism and also suggests that Herve take over his 

job at the sawmill as he is leaving the next day. Herve decides he 

will stay and work in the sawmill but he is sad that Alcide is 

leaving. The second part closes optimistically with Alcide and 

Herve walking towards a hut occupied by two young Russians, Vassile 

and Androuchka, from which a song rises up out of the night, and with 

Herve resolving the conflict in himself as to whether to leave or to 

stay. He feels he would find a purer route if he left and were on 

his own, for here, he is sure, people will doubt him, will make him 

doubt; and, indeed, his inner voice tells him to turn back. However 

he resists and 'aveugle, sourd, il se laisse posseder par sa premiere 

. victoire'(164) 

The same themes are present in Contre-ordre as in Le Rodeur and 

indeed, these themes will be taken up again in Herbart's later works, 

Alycon and La Licorne(165). There is an emphaSis on youth, and on an 

awakening of homosexual love in a setting comprising the sea, boats, 
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sailors, Corsica and drugs. There is also an undercurrent of the 

occult expressed both in terms of fortune telling (using tarot cards 

or the stars) and magical talismans, and also in the idea of man's 

unalterable destiny. This is often expressed in terms of life 

copying novels or plays, of plans that cannot be changed, of a 

fortune told that cannot be altered. This was evident as early as Le 

Rodeur, where action was inevitable once the scene had been set. One 

of the ways it is expressed in Contre-ordre is the way Alcide's life 

runs according to the horoscope compiled for him by Mme Zakora and 

another is in the tale of Alcide and the inventor. For prior to 

leaving Nascelle, Alcide had offered the inventor hospitality so that 

he could put to the test his invention which, he claimed, would 

enable him to fly. The narrator analyses Alcide's motives: 

Qu'on ne s'y trompe point. 11 n'y a pas de fantaisie, 
pas d'humour et pas mame de revolte dans le cynisme 
d'Alcide. L:.~ Autrefois les cartes lui ordonnait: sois 
heureux - et il riait. Aujourd'hui il obeit a une 
legende: que Pascal jette l'inventeur dans le ravin, et 
tout sera dans l'ordre. Incapable d'inventer, Alcide 
recopie. 11 est prisonnier de son plan. Soigneusement 
il met au point un detail. Chaque geste pourra se 
derouler selon un ordre rigoureusement prevu.(166) 

As in his earlier novel there is a concern with form, albeit 

again in a not very innovative way, for the novel is once more 

composed of separate sections whose relationship one to the other 

only becomes clear towards the end of the text. There is again a 

self-conscious narrator commenting on the behaviour of the characters 

and giving the reader additional information. Herbart's preoccupa-

tion with the despair of youth contines the theme prevalent in le 

nouveau mal de siecle and in this text he offers a possible solution 

to this despair in action, by helping set up Chinese soviets, a 

solution already suggested by Malraux in Lee Conquerante. Contre-

-ordre can thus be seen as being deliberately, modelled on this 
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category of committed literature. However, to restrict it to such a 

definition would be to limit the breadth of both Herbart's literary 

talents and his intentions. 

In his review of Contre-ordre for the NRF, Dabit argued that 

there are important differences betwen it and novels published in the 

1920's when the theme of le nouveau mal du siecle was at its peak, 

even though it is a novel about youth and discovering one's path in 

life. He writes: 

11 ne s'agit pas, ~c~, d'evasion, de gratuite, de jouer 
sur des valeurs confuses, d'amities entre adolescents. 
Les Heros de Pierre Herbart, chacun a son tour, trouvent 
leur vole - .comme a pu la trouver pour lui-mame leur 
createur. £;.;7 Dans les romans de l'apres-guerre la 
jeunesse ne se souciait ~ue de s'evader du monde; dans 
celui de Pierre Herbart elle tend a s'y perdre, mais 
c'est pour l'accuser, le combattre durement, le vaincre 
et le transformer.(167) 

Undoubtedly in Contre-ordre Herbart does not achieve a harmonious mix 

of communist ideology and li terary crea tivi ty, although it is his 

very attempt to marry the two together and add an element of the 

supernatural to this mix that makes him both an original and an 

interesting writer and one who reflects the contradictions of the era 

in which he lived. The political content must have helped his 

credibility with the Communist Party and may well have been 

instrumental in his being selected only a few months later for the 

post of redacteur on the review, La Litterature internationale, in 

Moscow( 168). Indeed, the political ideology in Contre-ordre is very 

mUch in the form of a 'panegyri~ue de l' URSS '( 169) and established 

him firmly as a 'stalinien'(170). 

Herbart's. views on communism can be clearly extrapolated from 

this text: communism did not seek to destroy but its aim was to 

'aider les hommes a se liberer £:.~ de leurs exploiteurs ••• Et puis 

de leurs prejuges, de leurs mensonges. D'eux mames ••• '(171) in 
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order to help men discern what was true and to help them seek this 

truth. Private property was the key to the domination of one class 

over another; men thought they were free to be different from each 

other, for example one man might claim to be a conservative and 

another to be a radical but these so called different beliefs were 

all based on the same premise, namely, 'la necessite, l'intangi-

bilite de la proprietee privee'(172). Because of this these man all 

had exactly the same idea of life in society and they all accepted 

life as it was offered to the'm. If it were changed to any real 

degree they would die of fear and yet this was the only way forward 

for 'avec l'abolition de la propriete privee tomberont tous les 

rapports de la propriete. L'homme sera transforme jusque dans son 

coeur'(173). The only exit to this impasse is, Herbart claims, revolt 

but 'la revolte n'est pas le desordre. [ •• ~ C' est le premier pas 

vers un ordre magistral'(174). From time to time an individual stands 

out who can see the necessity of revolt but revolt on its own is not 

enough, for 'la revolte pure ne mene a rien ~.t7 el1e est forcement 

spasmodique, aveug1e'(175). Revolt must be disciplined and men must 

unite for 'la revolte n'est rien si elle ne mene pas a la Revo-

lution'(176). At present society has not made this leap of faith 

into communism, for, as Rochof tells Herve, 'la societe tout entiere 

est un enorme anachronisme; Surrealisme et Pathe-Nathan'(177). His 

view of the ideal future society when men are working together for 

the common good is, he accepts, like the idea of a Christian paradise 

for: 

L'homme sera le maitre absolu L:.~ Une continuite, une 
purete ••• Ce1a fait penser au paradis des chretiens: la 
contemplation de Dieu. Comme dans tous les mythes, il y 
a la l'expression d'une revendication humaine. L'homme 
la realisera en parvenant a la connaissance.(178) 
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However, before this stage of communism can be reached, it is 

necessary for man to rule on earth; this is the stage that has been 

reached by the dictatorship of the proletariat. With communism men 

will be free for 'la societe communiste supprimera toutes les formes 

de l'exploitation, toutes 'les formes d'assujettissement'(179). 

Anti-colonialism is a further important aspect of communist ' thought 

as colonialism brings out the worst in man. Rochof tells Herve he is 

gOing to lndo-China to help, for he considers the ,.si tuation atrocious 

there for 'les Franyais ne badinent pas avec leurs colonies L:.~ les 

salauds! Quelle charogne! Ce que l'humanite a produit de plus bas, 

de plus vil'(180). Throughout the text communism is thus shown by 

Herbart to be not only the one political system worthy of considera

tion but also one which demands active participation bY rits 

supporters. 

Herbart' s attitude towards the Soviet Union as the land of 

sexual freedom clearly echoed Gide's own views and according to 

Contre-ordre this would be one important aspect of the new communist 

world; women would be free to satisfy their own desires rather than 

be, as at present, treated as objects of male gratification. Men 

,would accept this because they too would have changed; by inference 

homosexuality would also be tolerated, even welcomed. This is not 

explicitly stated but is implicit in the way the three main protag

onists, two firmly communist and the third beginning to accept 

communism, are all presented as being attracted to homosexuality. 

Contre-Ordre is a key text in understanding Herbart's political 

and literary aspirations. The fact that it falls into the two 

distinct areas of literary text and political tract makes it that 

much easier to use as an explanatory text and as a text indicative of 

the preoccupations of intellectuals in the Interwar period. As 
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indicated, in Contre-Ordre Herbart continues to make use of those 

themes and geographical settings that the reader of Le Rodeur is 

already familiar with. He had already made use of Dostoievsky as 

both a political point of reference (in his assessment of the 

politic~l situation in IndoChina) and as a literary model (Jojo's 

robbing and killing of the old man) but in Contre-Ordre Herbart links 

political and literary concerns and his interest in Dostoievsky is 

used as a political underpinning to the novel. 

As Rochof tells Herve the publication of the Communist Party 

manifesto is likened to the counter order of the title. For, in the 

same way that Dostoievsky and his fellow prisonners had thought they 

were going to be executed until a counter order, which reprieved 

them, was issued at the very last moment, so men on the brink of 

being condemned to live in a corrupt and oppressive system had been 

saved by the seemingly small act of a counter order. In this case, 

the publication by Marx and Engels of the Communist Manifesto(181). 

Dostoievsky's experience of the counter order is used by Herbart in 

the way of a parable: Herbart's mix of myth and politics can also be 

seen in the ideal future as proposed by Rochof: 

Quand tous les peuples de la terre aurontmis en commun 
leur force et leur pensee. L'intelligence humaine ne 
connaitra plus d'entraves. 11 viendra un temps ou elle 
aura tout explore. L'homme sera le maitre absolu. C'est 
difficile d'imaginer la vie d'un tel etre. Une 
continuite, une purete ••• Cela fait penser au paradis 
des chretiens: la contemplation de Dieu. Comme dans tous 
les mythes, il Y a la l'expression d'une revendication 
humaine. L'homme la realisera en parvenant a la 
connaissance.(182) 

Herbart was keen to visit the Soviet Union and Bee the benefits 

that communism had brought to a country which until less than twenty 

years previously had been in the main a vast, uncivilised land mass, 

peopled by peasants with pockets of highly-civilised, aristocratic 
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families. Since August 1935 Herbart and Gide had been discussing 

plans to visit the Soviet Union together at the end of October(183). 

Jef Last was also to have been a member of this party and although 

both Last and Malraux agreed with Gide's decision not to go, made in 

early October, Gide was concerned that Herbart would be disappointed. 
\ 

He told la Petite Dame, 'je redoute beaucoup de decevoir Pierre, mais 

j'espere qu'il partira sans moi et que mon abstention ne coupera pas 

son elan'(184). Herbart was not only disappointed but he was 

'catastrophe'(185) by Gide's sudden and unexpected decision. One of 

the reasons Gide had been keen for Herbart to accompany him to the 

Soviet Union was to remove his presence from Catherine, as he shared 

Martin du Gard's concern that 'cette enfant est elevee dans les 

etroites lisieres de la foi communiste'(186) and he hoped that 

Herbart would remain in the Soviet Union for some time. He wrote to 

Martin du Gard: 

C'est bien aussi pourquoi j'accepte si volontiers 
d'emmener Pierre H. en Russie - pour qu'il reste. C'est 
son projet: jene fais qu'applaudir et tacher de le 
faciliter. ~ •• ~ J'espere bien que le fanatisme de Pierre 
et de Beth n' a pas encor.e pu imprimer a son esprit de pli 
facheux ••• Mais il est temps.(187) 

With Gide's encouragement Herbart decided to try and find a way 

of visiting the Soviet Union without him(187) and by December 1935 he 

was ensconsed there. He spent seven months there, until June 1936, 

having been awarded the position of redacteur on the review La 

Litterature internationale by the French Communist Party, thereby 

following two distingushed Communist Party supporters, Paul 

Vaillant-Couturier and Paul Nizan(189). Herbart, however, wondered 

at his appointment. 'A la verite', he writes, 'je n'ai jamais bien 

compris pourquoi j'avais ete juge digne. Je m'attendais plutot a etre 

exclu'(190). Since his return from lndo-China he had joined the 
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Communist Party and had been involved with the party, not so much as 

an active political militant but more as a writer. He states, 'je 

n'aimais qu'une seule chose: ecrire des tracts et les repandre dans 

les casernes'(191). During 1934 he arranged for a town to be 

plastered with anti-militaristic posters and was very pleased with 

his work until he read in L'Humanite that Stalin had told Pierre 

Laval, during his state visit to Moscow in 1934, that France must arm 

herself according to her defence needs. But instead of his action 

getting him into trouble, Herbart writes, 'mes superieurs jugerent 

que j'avais interprete avec beaucoup de finesse dialectique la pensee 

du chef. De fil en aiguille, on m'accorda le visa pour Moscou'(192). 

However, it would seem that it was Gide's active support of 

Herbart's application for a visa that enabled him to obtain it. For 

Gide was the most prestigious French fellow-traveller whom the Soviet 

authroities were anxious to attract to the Soviet Union and to 

impress. It is clear that they would have acceded to his request 

that one of his close friends, a writer active within the Communist 

Party, be welcomed in the Soviet Union. La Petite Dame recounts: 

Gide emmene Pierre a l'ambassade russe, puis ils 
dejeunent ensemble. c..;] If,idij me dira: 'Tout s'est 
tres bien passe a l'embassade, Pierre semblait content de 
la fac;on dont. j' ai emmanche, presents son dssir de partir 
la-bas et d'y faire besogne utile' .(193) 

Herbart was given the post of manager of the French section of 

La Litterature internationale. Characteristically, he played down 

the prestige of being awarded this position which was usually given 

as a reward to dedicated party members, writing instead that 'il y 

avait dans cette capitale une planque de service pour l'intellectuel 

du dernier bateau. C'etait la direction de La Litterature inter-

nationale. On me la donna'(194). Indeed, Herbart's own political 

credentials were not as strong as those of his predecessors, 
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Vaillant-Couturier and Nizan, which adds weight to the hypothesis 

that the post was offered him, partly at least, in order to please 

Gide. Herbart left Paris on 5 December 1935 but before going to the 

Soviet Union he went to London to attend, along with Andree Viollis, 

the British elections which brought Baldwin to power. He then left 

London for Leningrad by boat. 

Herbart found the work in Moscow frustrating as articles were 

frequently censored. He recounts: 

Par exemple, je m'echinais durant tout un mois a preparer 
un numero sur les conditions de la creation. Des 
ecrivains sollicites m'envoyaient des textes. Je les 
faisais traduire. Nous les lisions et les commentions 
ensemble au 'Comite de direction'. Et quand tout etait 
pret, l'un des 'delegues' (appelons-les ainsi) disait 
d'une voix chantante: 'Camarade Herbart, il me semble 
qu' il vaut mieux abandonner. ce proj et'. Dans ces cas-la, 
mon vrai collaborateur, le bourreau de travail, plongeait 
le nez dans ses paperasses et enchalnai t: 'Nous pourrions 
donner a la place cette longue etude de X sur la lutte 
des classes dans l'oeuvre de Cervantes' .(195) 

Herbart was constantly frustrated by the censors; on one occasion 

they objected to his choice of yellow for the cover of the review, 

claiming '9a fait social-democrate'(196). He managed to get round 

many of these frustrations by recourse to his superior, Mikail 

Kol tsov who was also in charge of Pravda. They bui 1 t up a good 

working relationship and Herbart concluded that Koltsov 'a con9u une 

reelle amitie pour moi'(197). Another way of coping with the 

frustrations was to threaten to leave. Both these actions were, 

however, wearing him down(198), along with the quantity of the work 

involved for he was 'deborde de travail'(199). He was conscientious 

in his work and wanted to make a positive contribution to the review 

but he found this an impossible task: 

1mpossibilite d'arriver a faire de La Litterature 
internationale une revue acceptable. Je me heurte a la 
sottise, l'indifference, la mauvaise volonte. 11 parait 
cependant que je dispose de pouvoirs plus etendus que 
tous mes predecesseurs. Peu a peuje comprends que ce 



qui me manque, c'est la matiere premiere; pas d'oeuvres. 
Je veux dire pas d'oeuvres valables. Ce qu'on me 
presente est lamentable. Recits de guerre civile, 
histoires edifiantes et massives critiques d'Assimov.(200) 
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Herbart recounts the struggle he had when he attempted to improve the 

quality of the review by publishing some pages by Pasternak: 

J'y parviens au prix d'une lutte epuisante. Je me 
mettais en colere, donnais des coups de poing sur la 
table: 'Vous m'empechez de travailler! Oui! Vous 
sabotez mon travail. - Niet, camarade Herbart. Nous vous 
donnons des conseils, sans plus. Ivre de rage, je bondis 
sur le telephone, appelai Koltsov. 'J'en ai assez! Je 
ne peux plus travailler dans ces conditions! Je rentre 
en France! - Quoi donc? - 11 Y a trois semaines que je 
me bats pour publier dix pages de Pasternak. - Publiez! 
Passez-moi le glavit.(201) 

He found that political considerations were more important than 

literary ones when it came to publishing an article. Herbart had had 

Bukharin prepare an article on culture but when it was due to be 

published, a further article by Bukharin, a criticism of inertia 

among the SlaYs, was published in Isvestia and Pravda took this to 

be a national insult. Although Bukharin apologised publically the 

censors on La Litterature internationale thought it best not to 

publish his article until some two weeks later when it clear that he 

was once more in political favour, as he had been authorised to 

lecture abroad(202). 

Herbart took his new responsibilities seriously. One of his 

first duties at the review was to write an article on Gide's Les 

Nouvelles Nourritures. It transpired that he did this 'avec gout, 

que meme il a parle d'enthousiasme du style de Gide auquel pourtant 

~ •• ~ il se montrait souvent refractoire'(203). Gide, Elisabeth and 

la Petite Dame concluded that 'Pierre, qui volontiers conspuait les 

intellectuels, un peu par principe, se sent tout a coup la-bas, au 

contraire, representatif de la culture'(204). 
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Another of his tasks was to help in 'purifying' the libraries 

in Moscow of any accounts which could be called fascist. Herbart had 

to carry out this work as far as French publications were concerned 

at the Maison des Ecrivains under the direction of the librarian, a 

grand-daughter of Tolstoy. He was told to reject anything vaguely 

ressembling a trotskyist viewpoint. This he found relatively easy. 

The difficulty came in determining which bourgeois liberal views were 

acceptable and which were not. For example, the echos in the NRF 

were seen as particularly suspect in the eyes of the Soviet 

authorities. Herbart was told to be severe in his judgements and 

when he tried to explain to the librarian that Lu was a useful 

journal for giving accurate details of public and official opinion in 

Europe she merely shook her head and retorted, 'A supprimerl A 

supprimerl'(205). Herbart concluded that 'ce qui est absurde, ce 

n'est pas de jeter Lu mais bien de conserver quelque chose'(206). 

Herbart soon discovered, with regret, that the Soviet attitude 

towards litterature was rigid and dogmatic, 'rien n'est plus loin de 

ce que nous avions souhaite et voulu'(207). The tenets of socialist 

realism, he concluded, which demand 'l'adhesion de l'artiste dans son 

oeuvre aux necessites sociales de l'heure'(208) made it impossible 

for any great books to be written. And, he continued, 'le realisme, 

en URSS c'est avant tout de trouver bon ce que les dirigeants .ont cru 

necessaire d'edicter'(209). Its strictures were applied to art and 

literature but, Herbart maintained, 'malheureusement une oeuvre ne se 

dirige pas de l'exterieur. En obeissant a des necessites etrangeres, 

elle desobeit a ses lois -et se perd'(210). 
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Herbart described his disappointment when he attended sessions 

at the Maison des Ecrivairis on 'Formalism' and 'Naturalism': 

Plein a craquer. Devant un public compose surtout de 
professeurs, fonctionnaires, redacteurs de revue et 
ecrivains, les 'ingenieurs de l'ame' viennent se frapper 
la poitrine et faire leur mea-culpa. C'est un spectacle 
assez penible d'ou je sors profondement demoralise. 
Atmosphere de curee, dans le public. Jusqu'ici ce sont 
surtout les comparses de la litterature qui sont venus 
proclamer leur accord complet avec la Pravda.(211) 

He reported that Pasternak interjected angrily and spoke of 'des 

imbeciles qui s'occupent de ce qu'ils ne comprennent pas'(212) but 

the next day he had to make a public apology and admit he had neither 

studied nor understood the question. Herbart felt that if only such 

debates were open they could well be useful, instead of which 

everything was decided beforehand by the bureaucrats of the Union des 

Ecrivains; for he found that 'un ou deux des discours d'ouvertures 

donnent le la et les ecrivains n'ont plus qu'a s'y accorder'(213). 

When it came to actual writing, Herbart related his conclusion back 

to his own personal literary geography, stating that 'les fantaisies 

les plus echevelees d'un Poe contiennent plus de realisme que tous 

les livres sovietiques pris en bloc'(214): an interesting comparison 

for Herbart to have made for it could apply equally well to his own 

literary output. He had wanted to take part in the debate until he 

realised that he would have to submit his speech to the secretary of 

the Union des Ecrivains for checking beforehand to make sure that it 

conformed to state requirements(215). 

Herbart attempted a definition of what the RUBsians meant by 

formalism by giving various concrete examples: Eisenstein's films had 

been greatly admired in France but in the Soviet Union he was now in 

disgrace. He found it difficult to make any more films and the 

recent ones he had made had not been accepted by the censor. 
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Eisenstein was, for the Russians, a formalist. Herbart showed 

similar cases for the theatre, literature, art and science(216) and 

gave the following explanation which had been given him in the Soviet 

Union in response to his request for a definition of formalism: 'je 

suppose, repondit le grand artiste avec ce sourire un peu triste des 

gens intelligents essuyant les critiques des imbeciles, je suppose 

que le zebre doit etre un cheval formaliste ••• '(217). Herbart 

concluded sadly that 'desormais, quand un ouvrier ne comprendra pas 

un livre, il accusera l'auteur d'etre un formaliste et un natural

iste. Aucun profit, pour personne ••• '(218). 

Herbart was asked to write an article for the Litteratournaya 

Gazeta on the Lenin Museum which had recently reopened. When he 

visited the museum, which was also. the museum of the Revolution, he 

was struck by the complete and systematic absence of any reference to 

Trotsky. His guide explained to him that Trotsky's role had been 

overemphasised abroad and that there was, in fact, on display a 

letter from Lenin to Trotsky; this turned out to be a letter which 

expressed the disagreement between them. Herbart found it was 

obligatory to add the expected lines to the glory of Stalin, even 

though his article was about the Lenin Museum(219). Whilst in Moscow 

he was offered further assignments: he worked for a while as 

redacteur on La Revue de Moscou and he was asked to take part in the 

celebrations to mark Romain Rolland's seventieth birthday. He had to 

read several pages by Rolland which had been published in Europe to 

the gathered assembly; this reading was to be recorded by the French 

Radio Service and would be heard by Rolland in France. When Herbart 

was told to delete part of the text, including the names of Zinoviev 

and Kamenev, as well as certain sections which were considered to be 

dangerous, he felt too ashamed to read the doctored text and 
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subsequently spoke, not into the microphone, but to the side of it 

with the result that his speech was inaudible to both the assembled 

audience and the radio listeners in France and his performance was 

considered by the authorities to be incompetent(220). 

At one stage of his stay in .Moscow he was summoned to the 

Kommintern, where, after a Kafkaesque adventure to find the correct 

room(221), he was asked to write an article supporting a new Soviet 

law which had been heavily criticised in the Western press. This law 

extended to minors, with no minimum age limit, penalties until then 

reserved for adults, including the death penalty. Herbart's 

interlocutor told him: 

Nous avons pense a vous, camarade Herbart. 11 faut 
repondre aux insanites repandues par la presse bour
geoise. Cette loi doit etre defendue. Nous connaissons 
votre talent, votre foi socialiste. Et puis vous etes 
membre du parti, acheva-t-il d'un ton sec.(222) 

Herbart did not know what to do and sought Babel's help who told him 

that this was the test devised by the authorities to see how far they 

could push him. Babel advised Herbart to do nothing for if Herbart 

did write the article he did not think the authorities would publish 

it but: 

lls l'annoteraient, le classeraient: 'A te11e date, le 
camarade Herbart soulignait deja l'excellence du nouveau 
Code penal sovietique'. Ou bien: 'Le camarade Herbart 
avait tenu a defendre cette loi que le parti tout entier 
a denonce depuis comme contre-revolutionnaire'. Vous 
saississez? Ils gagnent a tout coup.(223) 

Herbart accepted the advice but he was concerned that the authorities 

might reopen the matter. Babel thought that unlikely but if it did 

happen he told Herbart to reply that he would write the article on 

his return to France so that nobody could say he had been ordered to 

write it in Moscow. Nonetheless, Babel advised Herbart to be careful 

during his stay in Moscow(224). 
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Whilst on his own in Moscow Herbart had been lodged in the 

Hotel Metropole where the monthly bill for his room was 1 ,000 

roubles. When he expressed his concern about this to Koltsov, as his 

monthly salary was only 500 roubles, Koltsov told him that the 

Comite des Ecrivains would pay for the room and that if he ate at the 

hotel he only had to sign the bills. In addition he was given a 

settling-in allowance of 5,000 roubles, all of which enabled him to 

adopt a luxurious life style. He writes: 

On prend tres vite l'habitude de signer ses notes de 
restaurant, d'avoir une voiture a sa disposition, 
d'acheter a bas prix dans des magasins reserves aux hauts 
fonctionnaires des produits d'excellente qualite (mais 
bientot, l'on n'achete plus soi-meme, on envoie sa 
secretaire).(225) 

He concluded ironically, 'a chacun selon son travail, et le mien doit 

etre fort prise, puisque j'ai droit a trente fois plus de biens de 

consommation qu'un manoeuvre'(226). 

When Elisabeth arrived in Moscow at the beginning of February 

1936(227) the Herbarts were given lodgings in an apartment. They 

were struck by the poverty of their maids, who, Herbart wrote 'ont 

prie ma femme de leur reserver nos restes: vieux morceaux de pain 

etc'(228) even though he had been told that 'la classe de domestiques 

tend a dispara1tre'(229). Their living quarters were not luxurious 

and they had to share a kitchen and bathroom with six other families. 

In addition the bathroom only seemed to function every other day. 

Herbart writes: 

C'est alors la ruee des femmes pour savonner leur linge 
dans la baignoire; salete, salete - langes d'enfants et 
serviettes hygieniques pendus de tous les cotes. 11 vaut 
mieux renonc~r et aller aux bains publics. Et nous 
sommes des privilegies.(230) 

He felt that Elisabeth was demoralised by what she saw in Moscow and 

found the living conditions oppressive and, he concluded, 'elle 
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travaille beaucoup trop - evidemment pour oublier sa deconvenue et 

son angoisse. - Et puis les soucis materiels sont harcelants'(231). 

The Herbarts did not know how long they were going to stay in 

Moscow and by April 1936, Elisabeth was planning for Catherine to 

come out to the Soviet Union for her summer holidays from her school 

in Switzerland. Gide was still concerned that Catherine was being 

unduly influenced by Herbart and la Petite Dame felt that he wanted 

to 'balancer par son influence celle, trop determinee, trop speciale, 

d'Herbart; lui montrer que la question sociale, pour important 

qu'elle soit, ne devore pas tout'(232). Gide decided that if 

Catherine were to spend her summer holidays in the Soviet Union then 

he would ensure that he was there as well: 

Mais, dit Gide, j'avoue que je me sens jaloux a l'idee 
des choses extraordinaires qu'on pourrait faire faire a 
Catherine la-bas, sans moi; alors je voudrais etre encore 
en Russie quand elle y viendrait. Je compte bien y aller 
de fin juin a fin aout par exemple.(233) 

He was also concerned that Herbart and Elisabeth might settle there, 

for, he stated, there was one thing 'qui me serait un peu un 

cauchemar, c'est si Beth et Pierre se fixant en Russie souhaitent y 

emmener Catherine! et nous n'aurions beaucoup d'arguments a opposer 

a ce desir'(234). But Gide's worries were unfounded for Elisabeth 

decided to return to France for Catherine's summer holidays. 

However, perhaps as the result of his growing concern over the 

influences he detected in Catherine's upbringing, Gide decided to 

tell Catherine in April 1936 that he was her father. Catherine 

accepted this news readily and without problem(235). 

In Moscow Herbart had become increasinly frustrated and 

exhausted by the difficulties facing him in his work and on Koltsov's 

advice he travelled to Sevastopol and Yalta for a holiday and there 

he found that 'la maison de repos etait parfa,ite, simple et 
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tranq~ille [ •• ~ Je rentre a Moscou, lave, pacifie'(236). He was 

tired of the predictability of questions and answers; for example 

when Malraux arrived for a three-day visit he knew the reception he 

would receive: 

Avant-hier des delegues du Cercle culture 1 de l'usine 
d'aviation X ••• sont venus a mon bureau chercher une 
dizaine d'exemplaires du dernier livre de M ••• Ils 
seront distribues aux ouvriers les plus intelligentsqui 
les liront en hate et prepareront leur discours de ce 
soir a la grande reunion de l'usine, en l'honneur de M ••• 
qui sera present.(237) 

He knew that this 'vaillant champion antifasciste'(238) would be 

asked to talk about the problems of art but Herbart had no doubt 

himself about the problems facing art in the Soviet Union. For he 

writes that 'il n'y a pas de problemes, hormis un seul: la censure. 

Supprimez la censure et vous aurez supprime les problemes. Tout le 

reste est litterature et de la pire espece: de la litterature de 

comparses ' (239) • 

When Gide finally made his long awaited decision on 5 May 1936 

to go to the Soviet Union that summer, he wrote to Elisabeth and 

asked her if she would delay her return to France so as to be in 

Moscow when he arrived there(240). His visit was planned for 

mid-June but at the end of May Herbart returned to Paris unexpect-

edly. 'C ' est tout de mame un peu inattendu, si pas inquietant'(241) 

wrote la Petite Dame. Elisabeth did not return with him, instead she 

had gone on her own on a tour of the Caucasus and the Crimea for 'en 

un mois de travail assidu (traductions), elle a pu gagner de quoi 

entreprendre cet enorme voyage et dans les meilleurs conditions de 

confort'(242) and in compliance with Gide's wishes, she remained in 

the Soviet Union until his arrival. 

Herbart had returned to France because 'il voulait parler a 

Gide avant son depart et ce qu'il avait a dire est delicat par 
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correspondance'(243). The atmosphere in Gide's apartment during 

early June was tense and anxious, a result on the one hand of the 

strikes and the uncertainty facing the Blum government and on the 

other, it was exacerbated by Herbart's uncustomarily subdued manner 

and the news he brought with him. La Petite Dame was forcibly struck 

by the change in Herbart for she reported that 'si l'on l'interroge, 

il est volontiers evasif, reticent'(244). She confirmed that he had 

'de nombreux conciliabules avec Gide, a qui evidemment il se confie 

plus qu'a moi'(245). Indeed, it would seem a fair assumption to 

conclude that Herbart told Gide the extent of the problems .he had 

faced in the Soviet Union, how disappointed he had been to find that 

the Soviet Union was not the land of equality and liberalism in the 

arts he had hoped it would be, and that he related to him many of the 

incidents which he later put into print in En URSS (1936) in 1937 and 

in more detail in La Ligne de force in 1958. 

It is evident, then, that before his trip to the Soviet Union 

Gide lmew a great deal about the problems there: about censorship, 

about the fate of writers once held up as fine examples of Soviet 

literature and now obliged to live in total obscurity if not in 

disgrace, about the fear of politicians no longer in favour( 246) and 

he would certainly have known about the type of reception awaiting 

him(247). Herbart would also have prepared Gide for the phenomenum 

of the bezprisorni, the homeless and parentless children who roamed 

the streets(248). He would also have been able to give Gide a 

first-hand accoUnt of the situation regarding homosexuals in the 

Soviet Union. When he had arrived in Moscow he had been constantly 

told how moral and upright Soviet citizens were: boys no longer 

kissed girls before they were married and 'les homosexuels se r~-

gene rent ~n lisant Marx dans des camps de concentration'(249). 
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Herbart had experienced homosexual relationships in the Soviet Union 

although he made no mention of this publicly until 1958, in case 

those concerned were put in danger. He concluded that the result of 

the 1934 Soviet law against homosexuality was that many honest young 

communist men were completely demoralised because if they declared 

themselves to be homosexual they would be excluded from the party and 

then deported for a period of, say, three years. However, on 

returning to their home town they would not be able to find a job as 

they were not a member of the party and they could only stay in town 

if they were lodged with someone. But this would in turn compromise 

the person offering hospitality. Some felt they had no option but to 

pretend they were not homosexual while others became involved in 

counter-revolutionary activities. Herbart writes that 'hypocrisie, 

refoulement, desespoir paraissent bien les seuls resultats possibles 

d'une methode dont l'absurde ne le cede qu'a l'odieux'(250). Herbart 

was extremely concerned about the fate of homosexuals there and when 

Gide considered sending Stalin a letter on this question he pressed 

him 'violemment a l'ecrire, d'une maniere insistante'(251). 

Herbart was an astute observer and renowned for saying exactly 

what he meant and he would have wanted Gide fully prepared for the 

long-planned trip. However, whilst the Soviet Union was far from 

perfect there did seem, Herbart still felt, reason to hope that she 

was on the correct path and nothing should be said or done officially 

that might be to the detriment of the country. Despite his personal 

experiences in the Soviet Union Herbart was still basically 

optimistic about the positive benefits of the communist system 

because of the 'souvenir d'incontestables victoires'(252). 

Herbart found sufficient reason in the two weeks he was back- in 

Paris to renew his abhorrance of mediocrity in French society which 
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he felt was typified by French journals such as Marianne, finding 

'partout le mame conformisme satisfait, le mame souci de respecta-

bilite, de bien-penser, du quant-a-soi, et du qu'on dira-t-on. C'est 

une joute de beaux sentiments, d'honneur et de dignite(253). 

Everything he hated was being praised in the France of June 1936, 

even in left-wing journals: 

Ici et la, tout ce que je hais s'etale: mediocrite, 
batise, incapacite de denoncer la laideur, la sottise ou 
mame simplement la ~analite. On loue des films ineptes, 
ou recommande des livres parce qu'ils ont ete ecrits par 
un camarade, on fait le portrait d'un ami. On se serre 
les coudes, ah! comment! mais autour d'un plat de 
lentilles. On flatte la sottise du public, par lachete 
mais aussi par calcul.(254) 

Herbart wrote that even the left-wing writers of such journals had 

abandoned their earlier principles and were now expressing 'les 

interats d'une classe halssable entre toutes: la petite et moyenne 

bourgeoisie. Ecoutez-les chanter les joies de la famille, l'amour de 

la patrie, le charme de la propriete. Genie de la France'(255). In 

his opinion, the Soviet Union in comparison still offered what might 

be better alternatives. 

Herbart's attitude to the Soviet Union in June 1936, after 

several years activity within the French Communist Party and after 

seven months working in the Soviet Union, was pragmatic. He 

recognised the faults of the system and of its chief and yet he felt 

it still offered hope to the West, and should still be supported. His 

reaction to an open letter from Victor Serge to Gide, published in 

Esprit well illustrates this pragmatism. For whilst Herbart found 

Serge's letter extremely moving and was sure that all he recounted 

was true, 'ce qu'il trouve inadmissable de la part d'un communiste, 

c'est d'ecrire cela publiquement'(256). He felt that revolutionary 

artists in France should heed what had happened in the Soviet Union 
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and should 'poser en principe tout ce qui leur est du de liberte pour 

produire; plus tard ce sera trop tard, les mauvais plis seront 

pris'(257). Herbart knew that all was not for the best in the brave 

new world, that the high hopes of the 1920's had been dashed by harsh 

new regulations and he advised Gide that 'il faut utiliser Moscou 

comme une experience, non comme un exemple'(258). And yet, at the 

same time, it was still the only viable alternative to fascism and as 

a communist, whatever his private doubts, he would continue to 

support the regime publicly. 

It must have been with some trepidation and anxiety that 

Herbart left Paris on 16 June 1936 with Gide to fly to Moscow via 

Berlin( 259) knowing that Gide would make an accurate and necessarily 

unfavourable assessment of the situation in the Soviet Union. He had 

known Gide for seven years and during that time had become a close 

and perceptive friend, and one who had come to know intimately how 

Gide responded to events and situations. He knew that Gide's 

commi tment to communism in no way matched his own and in 1934 he had 

written in his diary, 'Andre Gide est venu au communisme pour de 

mauvaises raisons. C'est pour de mauvaises raisons qu'il le 

quittera. Le tout n'aura ete qu'un malentendu'(260). The journey to 

the Soviet Union would be the final test and immediately before the 

journey Herbart gave voice to his anxiety by adding a question to 

this statement written some two years previously, for, he queried, 

son voyage en URSS va-t-il me donner tort?(261). 
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CHAPTER VI - PIERRE HERBART 
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loin d'et~e complete'; and by Matthieu Galy, 'Derriere l'ombre 
d'un noctambule. Souveni~s ima inaires Par Pierre Herbart', 
L'Express (section Litterature , 11-17 March 1968 where he 
writes, 'le voici qui remonte a la source, et ressuscite en 
demi-teinte sa petite enfance et son adolescence, jusqu'a vers 
sa vingtieme annee'. See also Les Inedits de Pierre Herbart, 
textes retrouves et presentes par Maurice Imbert (Paris, Le 
Tout sur le Tout, 1981), p.25 where there is a short text 
entitled 'Ravachol'. This text was also published in 'Dossier 
consacre a Pierre Herbart', p.13. And see also Maria van 
Rysse1berghe, 'Les Cahiers de la Petite Dame', Cahiers Andre 
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12. See Herbart, L'Age d'Or, for an account of his early homosexual 
experiences. The opening lines of this text set the scene. He 
writes, 'a seize ans, j'aimais les filles. Comme j'etais beau, 
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CHAPTER VII 

THE JOURNEY AND ITS AFTERMATH 
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Andre Gide and Pierre Herbart arrived at Moscow airport on 17 

June 1936 some two hours earlier than expected to find that they had 

to wait until the official reception committee of Mikhail Koltsov, 

Eoris Pilniak, Louis Aragon and Elsa Triolet was ready for them. They 

subsequently took up residence at the hotel Metropole where a suite 

of six rooms had been put at Gide's disposal(1). The next day 

Koltsov broke the news to Gide of Gorky's death and on 19 June Gide 

paid his last respects to Gorky whose body was lying in state in the 

'Salle des colonnes de la Maison des syndicats'(2). Gorky's funeral 

took place on 20 June with full state honours and Stalin himself was 

present at the ceremony at Red Square. Other members of the official 

party were Molotov, Bou1ganin and A1exis To1stoi. Gide was awarded 

an 'honneur insigne'(3) for he was invited to 'assister aux fune

rai1les aupres des grands dignitaires du regime'(4). It was duly 

expected that he would speak and indeed, his speech, reminiscent of 

the one he had given at the 1935 Congres International des Ecrivains 

pour la Defense de la Cu1ture(5) was 'l'occasion de sa manifestation 

la plus utile pour les Sovietiques'(6). 

The day after the funeral Gide attended a meeting in the Gorky 

culture park commemorating the 1935 Paris Congress and along. with 

eleven others signed a complimentary letter addressed to Stalin, 

probably arranged by Aragon for he was the second signatory to the 

letter(7). For the next ten days, before the other companions 

arrived from London, Gide and Herbart were carried along on a wave of 

official meetings and attendance at various cultural events, 

including a meeting with Boris Pasternak( 8), and attending the parade 

of gymnasts in Red Square(9). However, the load was certainly not 

arduous for Gide could record in his diary for 22 and 23 ·June 

respectively, 'matinee oisive' and' journee un peu vide'(10). 



A week after his arrival in Moscow Gide reported his initial 

impressions in a letter to a colleague at the Editions Gallimard, 

possibly Malraux: 

Moscou etait si ereintant que j'ai ete me refugier dans 
une maison de repos a 50 km de la ville; j'y retourne 
coucher chaque soir. Dans quelques jours j'irai avec 
Pierre Herbart, a Leningrad, a la rencontre de Jef Last, 
Schiffrin, Dabit et Guilloux, qui doivent s'embarquer a 
Londres le 27. Tout ce que je vois ici, l'excellent, le 
mediocre et le pire, est d'un interet prodigieux. Trop 
neuf pour que je puisse encore en rien dire.(11) 

Gide was given a warm and tumultuous welcome in the Soviet 

Union and Herbart had no doubt of the effect this had on Gide: 

Du cote officiel rien n'est epargne pour conferer a la 
venue de Gide en Union Sovietique le caractere d'un 
enrolement spectaculaire [ •• ~7 Le peuple russe en 
l'adulant, rend hommage aux succes du dernier plan 
quinquennal, mais il y a dans les manifestations de son 
enthousiasme une ferveur collective chargee d'urte sorte 
de sensualite sans objet bien faite pour seduire et 
bouleverser Gide: n'oublions pas qu'il garde, depuis son 
voyage au Congo, la nostalgie de ces contacts humains Oll 
la joie se fait d'autant plus chaleureuse et physique que 
l'esprit en est absent.(12) 
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On 1 July Gide arrived in Leningrad to meet Eugene Dabit, Louis 

Guilloux, Jef Last and Jacques Schiffrin due to arrive from London on 

the Soviet ship Cooperatzia on 2 July. Photographs show the group at 

this stage of the journey in fine form, smiling and obviously · 

enjoying themselves(13). During their short stay in Leningrad until 

4 July they stayed at the Hotel Bristol, 'the best hotel in the 

city'(14). Their stay there was organised on the lines of a royal 

visit and as such they had very little time on their own(15). 

Wherever they went they were accompanied by a large contingent of 

generals, artists and representatives of the Soviet authorities and 

they were given a fairly standard tour of the regular Intourist 

sights such as the museums and castles in the vicinity (16). In the 

diary he kept during their stay in Leningrad Last recalled that the 
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buildings considered worthy of inspection by foreign tourists were in 

fact the ones built during the period of the Tsars(17) and he 

complained that they did not have an opportunity to vi~it the new 

quarters built for workers, even though these were impressive(18). 

However, despite these drawbacks many aspects of this early stay in 

Leningrad pleased them enormously and the beginning of their Soviet 

tour augured well for the rest of the journey. In particular they 

enjoyed exploring the literary links between Leningrad and 

Dostoievsky and Pushkin, with Gide speaking more of Russia than of 

the Soviet Union(19). They met literary figures, went to the theatre 

and the opera. 

The people of Leningrad had been prepared for Gide's visit and 

recognised him readily from the many photographs that had appeared in 

the newspapers. Last recalls: 

We experienced a very nice moment in the Park against the 
walls of the Peter and Paul Fortress on the Neva. On the 
river are the white boats of the Yacht Club and the beach 
is full of bathers and many happy holiday makers with 
their colourful parasols. They recognized us immediately 
and the young and the old surrounded us. This was the 
first time we had encountered such spontaneous enthusi
asm. Gide had to shake hundreds of hands and numerous 
cameras were pointed at him. But in the end we ' had to 
run away because there was too much pressure from the 
autograph hunters.(20) 

Initially the party must have enjoyed the novelty of such a welcome 

but they soon tired of official receptions for they found that 

wherever they went they were treated with unaccustomed prestige and 

pomp. For example, when they attended the Opera in Leningrad, they 

were late due to a sumptuous meal they had been given, and they 

arrived during the second act. They were greatly surprised when the 

orchestra stopped the music they were playing to break into the 

Marseillaise. Last writes that 'everybody started applauding and the 

Opera began again from the first act'(21). The emotional aspect of 
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the journey alluded to by Herbart made itself felt during this early 

stay in Leningrad. A day was set aside for Gide and his companions 

to visit a children's summer holiday home (camp des pionniers) which 

had been converted out of houses previously belonging to members of 

the bourgeoisie. Last reports that the children were healthy and 

cheerful and everybody was in a good mood, including the guides. 

Their experience here seemed to confirm their expectations of what 

the Soviet Union could offer: happy, contented children, an idyllic 

setting and decorations which still had the character of what Last 

termed real volkart, while the centrepiece of the visit was a 

performance by the children which was both charming and imaginative 

and caused tears to spring to Gide's eyes. In the car on the way 

back to the hotel Last claims that Gide grasped his arm, saying, 

'this is why we came here, isn't it? Here are born the new people. 

Doesn't that weigh up against the words of Gorky?'(22), a reference 

to the argument Gide and Last had had over Gide's presence at Gorky's 

funeral( 23) • 

As early as Leningrad the group began to break into two 

factions with Last, Herbart and Gide managing to 'escape' from the 

organised arrangements to go on their own to the Hermitage. However, 

once there Gide was recognised and obliged to meet the management and 

be escorted on the statutory official tour. Nonetheless he enjoyed 

viewing the paintings and treasures in the Hermitage and reputedly 

told Last that it would have been worth making the whole trip to have 

seen that alone(24). 

On 5 July the party moved on to Moscow where they stayed until 

12 July at the Hotel Metropole, which was much grander than the hotel 

in Leningrad and wae the hotel usually put at the disposal ·of foreign 

visi tors. Their official guide and interpreter from this point on 
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was Bola Boleslavskaia whom they nicknamed l'ange gardien. In 

Leningrad a student had acted as interpreter for them but there 

appears to have been some mystery about this young man as Maurer 

claims that 'Gide s'accuse d'avoir "tue" ce jeune homme'(25). Mikhail 

Koltsov was the official Soviet organiser of the visit. He was the 

same age as Dabit and Last and was already a key figure; he was 

editor of Pravda and an important ambassador for the Soviet Union. 

As Maurer writes, 'il representa et representera l'organe du PC de 

l'URSS aux fronts du combat des aroes et des armes'(26). Many 

cultural visits were made by Gide and his companions during this 

period, with Last describing this section of the journey as a 

continual stream of trips, movies, dinners and receptions which he 

did his best to avoid as much as possible(27). As in Leningrad they 

visited the usual show places on an Intourist itinerary: kolkhozes, 

factories (ranging from those specialising in machinery and textiles 

to electrial appliances), museums, plays, films, concerts, but what 

made their journey different from the norm was the number of 

occasions when they were able to meet literary figures and young 

people. For example, 'sur l'initiative des komsomols, les etudiants 

de la faculte de chimie de Moscou organiserent une petite exposition 

sur Gide, avec extraits d'oeuvres, deaaina et renvoia a d'autrea 

compagnons de route'(28). As indicated in the letter Gide wrote to 

his colleague at the Editions Gallimard, he found the Hotel Metropole 

too noiay and often went to stay at a datcha some way out of town, an 

action his travelling companions found somewhat surprising(29). 

On 12 July the group moved south on the next stage of the 

journey. They took the train from Moscow to Ordzhonikidze and from 

there they were taken by car through the Caucasus to arrive in 

Tiflis, in Georgia, on 15 July. Tiflis marked a turning point in 
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their journey for it was there that they heard the news that Franco 

had attacked the republican government in Spain and it was also in 

Tiflis that the party broke up, with Guilloux and Schiffrin returning 

to France unexpectedly early. Despite their attempts to persuade 

Dabit to return with them he insisted on staying with Gide for the 

remainder of the tour. Herbart's account of this split in the party 

is noticeably terse: 'Schiffrin et Guilloux nous quittent pour 

regagner Paris. Nous continuerons sans eux: Gide, Dabit, Last et 

moi'(31 ). 

From as early as the boat journey from London to Leningrad a 

degree of animosity had been evident between those who were 

heterosexual and those who were homosexual, and once in the Soviet 

Union the two camps often went their separate ways. Gide confirmed 

this state of affairs in a letter to Martin du Gard writing, 'le plus 

souvent la bande se divise: Dabit, Schiffrin et Guilloux filent de 

leur cote, ou plus exactement, no us les laissons, Pierre H., Jef Last 

et moi pour courir -~-'(32) and further corroboration of the way 

friendships developed comes in a letter from Last to Gide where he 

writes, 'et commeje suis heureux d'avoir fait la connaissance de 

Pierre Herbart'(33). It was not until Guilloux and Schiffrin had 

returned to France, leaving Dabit without his habitual companions, 

that Herbart and Last claimed that they had the chance to get to know 

him. For example, Herbart writes: 

Je le connaissais peu, avant le voyage --- Quelques 
rencontres parisiennes ne m'avaient pas permis 
d'apprecier en lui ce qu'il offrait de plus particulier: 
un sens aigu, presque animal, de la vie. 

C'est dans le loisir d'un ete glorieux, a Soukhoum, au 
bord de la mer Noire, et plus tard a Sebastopol, quelques 
jours avant sa mort, que je l'ai vraiment connu(34). 
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Last, in a bitter reproach, claimed that the disaccord was due to 

Guilloux and Dabit because their sole interest on the boat journey to 

Leningrad had been the women on board(35). It is apparent that 

demarcation lines were drawn as early as the boat journey and that 

these were centred around the sexual preference of the 

travellers(36). 

Several other people joined the group for varying periods. 

HUismans, a Belgian engineer who was making a tour of factories and 

technical installations, travelled with them from Moscow to Tiflis 

but returned from there(37) and their stay in Tiflis coincided with 

that of the painter, Frans Masereel, and his wife who knew Dabit from 

artistic links in Paris. After leaving Tiflis, Gide, Herbart, Last 

and Dabit made the journey by boat from Sotchi to Sevastopol. Georges 

Friedmann was travelling on the same boat and Dabit, who knew him 

from Paris, took the opportunity to introduce him to Herbart(38). 

The period in the Caucasus and around the Black Sea appears to 

have been the least organised and in consequence the most enjoyable 

part of the journey. In a letter to his wife Last enthused about 

Tiflis, calling it the best city he had ever visited in the Soviet 

Union, with its fine streets, beautiful rivers and parks(39). 

According to Last, before Gide had accepted the invitation to travel 

to the Soviet Union he had established that he would be able to 

travel around freely and Kolstov had promised that this would be 

so(40). But once there they were caught up in an officially 

organised tour and it was not until this section of the journey that 

they were able to escape the official receptions and relax and enjoy 

the countryside. All the members of the tour enjoyed this section: 

Herbart referred to Sotchi as 'la perle de la mer Noire! '(41) and 

declared that 'Soukhoum aura ete la plus belle halte de ma vie'(42). 
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The reason for this did not become clear until 1958 and the 

publication of La Ligne de Force when Herbart revealed details of a 

long-standing homosexual relationship with a young Russian man 

although, he writes, 'personne ne partageait mon secret que 

j'entourais des plus grandes precautions'(43). Gide and Schiffrin 

enthused about the women's choir in Georgia(44) while Guilloux 

claimed that the evening spent with the Georgian poets was one of the 

high points of the journey(45). It was still clear, however, even in 

Sokhum, on the Black Sea, how important the authorities considered 

Gide's visit for he was given the room in the villa where Stalin was 

usually accommodated(46) and in Sotchi Gide and Herbart visited the 

dying Russian writer Nicolas Ostrovski(47). 

Gide had always wanted to include in his planned trips to the 

Soviet Union an element of adventure, of an expedition, reminiscent 

of his journey to the Congo with Marc Allegret in 1926. This journey 

was to have been no exception, but these projects had to be renounced 

and the last part of the planned journey to Odessa and Kiev was 

cancelled. Maurer writes: 

Mais des projets plus pousses pour sauver des elements 
expedition ne furent pas realises. Ce fut le cas pour 
une descente de la Volga et surtout pour une escale dans 
les trois republiques des Turkestan, projet fierement 
annonce dans la presse locale, mais finalement annule.(48) 

It was in Sevastopol that Dabit was take~ ill and on 20 August Gide 

and Herbart left him and returned to Moscow by train. Last claimed he 

stayed on in Sevastopol with Dabit, but the next morning the doctor 

told him that Dabit had had a good night and there was no need for 

him to remain. Last took the boat to Odessa and from there he flew 

to Moscow where he met up again with Gide and Herbart(49). Gide and 

Herbart flew out of Moscow just as the Show Trials were taking place 
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and Zinoviev and Kamenev were being sentenced. On 21 August Dabit 

died. 

During the trip to the Soviet Union Dabit was attempting to 

sort out his future emotional life, whether to live with his wife 

Beatrice (Biche) or with Vera, an Hungarian woman he had met in 1931. 

On the boat journey from London to Leningrad he met Alison, an 

American woman visiting the Soviet Union on an Intourist visit. He 

met her again both in Moscow and Tiflis and the ensuing affair 

restored his interest in life: 

La vie. Ah! que je voudrais vivre encore, je ne fais que 
commencer a vivre! Mon Dieu, pas de guerre, pas de 
catastrophe! •• Et ainsi ••• une vie m'etait donnee. 
L'etonnant renouvellement de la vie, pour ia recevoir il 
ne suffit que d'aimer et qu'on nous laisse vivre, grand 
dieu( 50) ! 

He hoped to meet 'A' again on his return to Paris, and planned to go 

to the United States to meet her the following year. Women were an 

important part of Dabit's life for he claimed that they were 'la vie; 

c'est par elles que je re90is la vie'(51). Despite his disappointme-

nt with certain things he saw in the Soviet Union there were many 

positive aspects of his stay which he recorded in his diary: 

Surp~ise, emotions, s'il me faut les noter ici: les bords 
de la Neva, a Leningrad; les iles; la visite au camp des 
pionniers; dans les rues de la ville, preparation d'un 
defile; cet aspect de ~revolution permanente'; la beaute 
de certaines architectures: et puis, la rue; la vie; tout 
9a forme un tout bien complexe.(52) 

And in the final analysis, Dabit still described himself as being for 

communism: 

Quant a parler de la doctrine, du systeme il n'en est pas 
question. Entre plusieurs qui sont proposes aux hommes, 
entre fascisme et communisme, je n'hesite pas, j'ai 
choisi le communisme et quelles que soient les reserves 
que puissent m'inspirer ce voyage, je m'en tiens 
fermement a mon choix.(53) 
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Those commentators who claimed that he was totally pleased by what he 

saw in the Soviet Union were inevitably pro-communist sympathisers, 

such as Nizan, seeking to promote communism and/or the Soviet cause. 

He, for example, justified his analysis by claiming: 

Ce qu'il cherchait, c'etait justement une reconciliation 
ou les hommes des villes et ceux de la terre perdraient A 

ensemble leurs differentes duretes. J'imagine qu'il a du 
trouver en Union sovietique des images nouvelles de cette 
reconciliation. Rien ne lui plaisait plus dans le 
communisme que cette idee de l'abolition des differences 
entre la vie urbaine et la vie rurale.(54) 

Dabit's diary should not be considered an exhaustive account of 

his impressions in the Soviet Union for he was not in the habit of 

recording all his thoughts here. From statements made by his 

travelling companions, particularly after his death, it seems clear 

that there were many aspects that upset him deeply. For example, 

Herbart writes: 

Le voyage en URSS fut pour Dabit une dure lecon et un 
amer desenchantement • ••• Le contraste avec la misere des 
masses et le luxe de mauvais gout dont jouissent en URSS 
les privilegies du regime, le revoltait et le peinait(55) 

When Guilloux and Schiffrin cut short their stay they tried to 

persaude their room-mate, Dabit, to return with them. 'lIs firent 

l'impossible pour decider Dabit a faire comme eux, car il etait de 

plus en plus decu et sentait qu'il lui fallait revenir tout seul dans 

ce pays pour le mieux voir qu'a travers les receptions officielles', 

claims Beatrice Appia(56). It appears that Dabit shared their 

feelings of irritation and disappointment in the journey, as, 

contrary to their expectations they were not allowed to wander freely 

nor meet the Russian people. Dabit's feelings of loyalty towards Gide 

were, however, stronger and he decided to remain with him for the 

last three weeks of the tour. He felt a responsibility to remain for 

the full term of the journey as he had accepted the invitation 
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and also, if everybody left, this could have proved embarrassing for 

Gide. 

Dabit had set out on this journey full of enthusiasm although 

he did have certain worries(57). While there Dabit recognized the 

limitations of their organized tour. He writes: 

Ce voyage n'est pas tres different d'autres voyages. 
Mieux, sur quelques points. Par ailleurs, moins libre, 
moins enchante. Heureux, je le suis neanmoins. 
Reconnaissant a Gide. Car j'aurai enfin une image de 
l'URSS; je connaitrai un peu de quelle facon y vivent les 
gens; je ne garderai pas d'illusions sur son passe; j'en 
panetre un peu le prasent(58). 

But five weeks after this entry, on Friday 21 August 1936, Dabit 

died, alone in a hospital in Sevastopol, named, ironically, Hotel du 

Nord(59). Dabit had recorded in his diary on 12 August that he had 

been unwell: 'nous devions, le 10 au soir, prendre le bateau, pour 

Sebastopol. Mais j'ai ate malade (indigestion, coliques, fievre)'-

(60) and they finally left that night, some two days behind schedule. 

On 18 August he took to his bed suffering from a high temperature and 

a sore throat: also he had not been eating for some time. A doctor 

diagnosed that the fever was due to malaria (paludisme). The next 

day he could scarcely speak or swallow and a specialist diagnosed 

severe inflammation of the throat (angine faroce). Dabit's 

temperature fell after taking some medicine prescribed for him and he 

felt sufficiently better to tell his companions, Gide, Herbart and 

Last to go on to Moscow without him. He had already delayed their 

journey from Sotchi to Sevastopol and he did not want to hold them up 

yet again. As soon as he had recovered from what seemed to everybody 

at that stage a temporary illness, he would follow on. 
~ 

Bola, the 

interpreter, would .remain with him. A few hours later, however, 

his temperature had . soared back to over 400 • Dabit was by now in 

extreme pain. A test for diptheria was carried out but proved 
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negative. By 20 August a rash (taches) had appeared on his arms and 

a further specialist was called in. This time scarlet fever was 

diagnosed (scarlatine). The next day, Friday 21 August, he was worse 

and was taken to hospital where he died that evening. An autopsy was 

carried out but the diagnosis remained the same: death was due to 

cardiac arrest caused by the fever and pOisoning from septocaemia(61). 

Beatrice Appia concluded that it was unlikely that Dabit should 

have died of scarlet fever as he had h~d this as a boy of 13, a fact 

the Soviet doctors would have been unaware of. She tends to accept 

the suggestion of Paris doctors, consulted after the event, of 

typhoid, for this was a common illness in Eastern countries. He 

could have been bitten by a typhoid carrying fly when travelling in 

the crowded boat on the Black Sea at the beginning of August. This 

diagnosis would, she feels, account for the last photographs she had 

of him, taken at Sokhum in the first week of August, which show him 

looking tired, his face thin and his features drawn(62). Herbart was 

of the same opinioni writing, 'c'est sans doute i bord ce navire, 

bonde de gens tressales, qu'il contacta la maladie qui devait 

l'enlever dix jours plus tard i Sebastopol'(63). 

The view is held by some, however, that Dabit was killed by the 

Russians because he voiced his disappointment with the conditions of 

the journey and with what he had seen in the Soviet Union. Maurice 

Lime in Gide tel que je l'ai connu claims that Gide had told him 

that Dabit had been assassinated: 

Et puis, me voyant reticent, pour emporter mon adhesion 
il [Gid~ lance subitement: 'Ils ont assassine Dabit 
parce qu'il a marque trop ouvertement son dasaccord ••• 
La veille i table, il avait eu une dispute avec ceux qui 
trouvaient cela normal. Il a cria: 'en revenant, je ne 
veux plus entendre parler de rien; j'ecrirai sur l'amour, 
et c'est tout ••• ' le lendemain il etait agonisant, avec 
des symptomes tout a fait douteux.(64) 
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Later critics have also been attracted by this interpretation. 

O'Connell, for example, whilst not fully agreeing does make the point 

that it is not possible to know for certain the circumstances 

surrounding Dabit's death. For, he writes: 

Ljhei7 remain at best vague, and at the worst a case can 
be made suggesting Soviet malevolence toward the Parisian 
'prolo' who had perhaps been too outspoken in his 
denunciation of the regimentation and dehumanization he 
had found in the Soviet Union. Having been accompanied 
everywhere by what they called their ange-gardien, a 
security officer assigned by the Soviet secret police to 
report on their activities, the members of Dabit's group 
knew well that everything they said and did was being 
observed and reported. Like Gide, the other members of 
the group who had misgivings about life in the Soviet 
Union managed to contain their disillusionment until they 
had safely returned home, whereas Dabit, it seems, was 
not always as circumspect in this regard as he might have 
been. We have no way of knowing for certain what 
actually killed Dabit, but it can be said that almost no 
attempt was made by the Soviets to care for him.(65) 

In retrospect Gide viewed his action, and that of his com-

panions, in leaving Dabit alone in the hotel in Sevastopol with 

distress: 

Ce que purent etre ces derniers jours, ces dernieres 
heures de Dabit, entoure de gens qui ne parlaient pas sa 
langue et dont il ne comprenait point la leur, je n'y 
pense pas sans horreur. Que put etre sa detresse a 
partir du moment ou il se sentit perdu, sans possibilite 
d' appel, sans recours ••• Nous ne 1 I avions qui tte qu I avec. la 
quasi-certitude qu'il ne souffrait que d'une indigestion 
passagere mais, a ses yeux, ne l'avions-nous pas 
abandonne?(66) 

But Gide adamantly refuted claims of Soviet malevolence towards 

Dabit. During their visit he states, temperatures had been high, 

especially from Tiflis onwards, when Guilloux and Schiffrin had 

returned to France, higher in fact than for twenty or fifty years 

according to some. He insisted: 

Je tiens a protester, et avec indignation, contre 
certaines insinuations au sujet de sa maladie. Erreur de 
diagnostic, disaient les moins malveillantes L;.;? 
j'affirme que Dabit fut entoure des soins les plus 
assidus, les plus constants, par trois des meilleurs 



docteurs de Sebastopol, et par la camarade Bola, qui fit 
preuve ici encore d'un devouement parfait.(67) 

Gide also discussed the question of diagnosis: 

Quelque temps apres mon retour a Paris, j'eus l'occasion 
de voir, dans une revue medicale, un tableau statistique 
des maladies et m'etonnai de l'enorme proportion des 
'scarlatines' en URSS aussi bien par rapport aux autres 
pays que par rapport aux autres maladies en URSS. C'est 
aussi la ce qui me fait supposer qu'en URSS ce terme est 
plus elastique et accueillant que chez nous.(68) 

It is unlikely that a definitive account of Dabit's death can be 

given. 
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During his lifetime Dabit had constantly been both claimed by 

various groups, political and literary, and criticized by them for 

his non-adhesion. His death was to be no exception as this too was 

used by some for political and literary reasons. Indeed, when 

certain sections of Dabit's diary were published in the NRF only two 

months after his death, Guilloux voiced his concern at this speedy 

commercialism, writing, 'il devient bien naturel qu'on publie des 

"posthumes". Tout de mame! Quelle hate! C'est aller bien vite en 

besogne. La mort interesse'(69). He was not only concerned about 

the speed of publication but also whether the diary entries should 

have been published at all: 

J'ignore dans quelles conditions cette publication s'est 
faite, mais je ne suis pas du tout sur qu'elle soit 
conforme a la volonte de Dabit. Je crois mame pouvoir 
dire que je suis sur du contraire •••• Je lui ai demande 
ce qu'il ecrivait la-dedans, et il m'a repondu que 
c'etaient des choses toutes personnelles, qu'il avait 
pris cette habitude considerant que c'etait la un moyen 
non seulement de fixer certaines idees, mais de noter 
certains sentiments. Je lui fis observer le danger que 
son carnet tombat entre les mains d'indiscrets. 11 
eprouvait de l'antipathie pour cette idee. Il me dit 
qU.'il n'ecrivait la que pour lui-meme.(70) 

In the aftermath of Dabit's death Gide appears to have done all 

he could to help relieve the distress of Dabit's parents(71). While 

still in the Soviet Union he started to make. arrangements. He writes: 



Pour grande crainte que ceux-ci LXes parents de Dabi17 
n'apprissent leur deuil par un brutal 'communique' des 

. journaux, nous avions demande et obtenu la-bas le silence 
de la presse; rien de la triste nouvelle n'avait encore 
transpire.(72) 

Gide and Herbart cut short their stay in Moscow and flew back to 

Paris on 3 September 1936. The funeral ceremony for Dabit's ashes 
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was held at the Pere Lachaise cemetry on 7 September 1936. Gide had 

not intended to go to the funeral, but for what were basically 

political reasons he decided to attend. He writes, 'j'avais dit aux 

parents de Dabit que je n'assisterais pas a l'inhumation; mais j'ai 

craint que l'on n'interpretat mal mon absence, qu'on ne la prit pour 
I 

du dedain'(73). In the event he was glad that he did attend. He 

writes, 'l'assistance etait nombreuse, gens du peuple surtout, et, en 

fait de litterateurs, rien que des amis dont le chagrin etait reel. 

Emotion tres vive. Le pere m'a force de marcher a cote de lui avec 

la plus proche famille'(74). 

Mme van Rysselberghe met Gide on his return from the ceremony, 

their first meeting since his return from the Soviet Union. She 

records: 

11 en etait encore tout bouleverse. Ce fut bien, dit-il, 
chaleureux, digne, encore qu'on ne fut un peu agace par 
ce discours d'Aragon et de Vaillant-Couturier qui 
essayaient de tirer Dabit a eux, en declarant combien il 
avait ete heureux par son voyage en URSS. Cette phrase 
est pour moi deja grosse de revelations.(75) 

La Petite Dame was correct for the affair was turned into a political 

debate, in particular by those who tried to make political issue out 

of a private tragedy and used the occasion to promote the communist 

cause. Jean Paulhan who was present at the ceremony was in no doubt 

that Dabit's death was being used as a political expediency. He 

writes: 

Dabit n'aurait pas voulu, ou je le connaissais mal, ces 
poings fermes, ces discours d'Aragon et de Vaillant
Couturier (V-C allant jusqu'a dire, le ·sot, que le grand 



regret de Dabit avait du etre de ne pas tomber, les armes 
a la main, en combattant pour l'Espagne) ce cortege 
concentre, haineux, en savates et en espadrilles.(76) 

Beatrice Appia was also of this opinion. She writes: 

Mentionnons cependant que Dabit avait ete saisi par le 
parti communiste qui jouant beau jeu genereux avait tenu 
a faire les frais de l'ensevelissement entierement civil, 
mais de commande avec bon nombre de braves Parisiens pour 
lever le poing au passage ---.(77) 

This political aspect of the funeral proceedings, the presence of 
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people more interested in making a political point than in mourning 

added to the distress of the family(78). Also present at the funeral 

were Gaston and Raymond Gallimard, Jacques Schiffrin, Clara Malraux, 

the Paulhans(79) and Claude Aveline, Jean Cassou, Martin-

Chauffier(80). On 8 September Gide again visited Dabit's parents, 

this time accompanied by Schiffrin and they found them completely 

'desempares'(81 ). 

Guilloux, in Saint-Brieuc, was informed of Dabit's death by 

Gide(82). He recorded his sadness at this news in his diary: 

au telephone, la voix de Gide. Je ne comprends pas tout de suite 

que c'est pour m'annoncer la mort de Dabit --- Trop trouble par cette 

nouvelle, je comprends mal ce que Gide ajoute: que personne n'est 
I 

encore informe, je crois'(83). He was not able to attend the funeral 

nor did he contact Dabit's widow. Schiffrin was involved in the 

funeral arrangements, visiting Mme Dabit and Dabit's parents and 

waiting in Paris for Dabit's remains to arrive from Moscow(84). 

Herbart neither attended the funeral nor made contact with Dabit's 

relations and Last was in Holland. 

Aragon's involvement extended beyond his presence at the 

funeral ceremony. He had been the French contact between Gide's 

group and the Soviet authorities and when Gide learnt from Schiffrin 

that only part of Dabit's money had been returned to France he 
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for he feared that Aragon would go to extreme lengths to have the 

money found for 'l'idee d'un voleur impuni en URSS lui parait 

intolerable il va soup90nner tout le monde mame capable de 

soup90nner Schiffrin! '(85). But the next day, 10 September, the 

problem was resolved. La Petite Dame reports: 

Un telegramme vient d'arriver: l'argent de Dabit vient 
d'atre renvoye en partie avec sa valise - grand 
soulagement. Gide avait encore passe une partie de la 
matinee 6 persuader Aragon qu'il etait tout 6 fait in
elegant de faire une reclamation.(86) 
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Aragon was also informed that Dabit's diaries were not returned with 

Dabit's luggage and la Petite Dame noted that 'Mme Dabit mena9ait de 

faire scandale si on neles lui renvoyait pas'(87). On 16 November 

Aragon telephoned Gide to inform him that the notebooks had been 

found and by 24 November Gide had received them along with 

Une gentille lettre du Russe Apletine, ou celui-ci 
explique les raisons de ce retard apporte au renvoi des 
Carnets de Dabit; il leur semblait qu'il y avait 16-
dedans des choses penibles 6 lire pour Mme Dabit --- et 
ils hesitaient. 11 nous semble qu'ils auraient mieux 
fait d'hesiter 6 les lire!(88) 

It was Gide who informed Martin du Gard of Dabit's death. 

Martin du Gard's reply to Gide reveals much about his friendship with 

Dabit and about the pressures Dabit put on a friendship: 

Dabit. Votre telegramme. Merci. J'ai beaucoup, 
beaucoup de peine. 11 meritait d'etre aime, plus que je 
n'avais conscience de l'aimer quand il etait encore la, 
plus que je n'ai su le lui montrer. 11 y avait entre 
nous des accords profonds. Cette mort absurde! --- Toute 
cette chance qu'il avait eue dans la vie, et qui lui 
etait retiree d'un coup.(89) 

Gide was also aware that he had not always given Dabit the amount of 

time and attention he required. His summary of Dabit may well have 

included similar feelings of guilt when he writes that 'on ne pouvait 

imaginer quelqu'un plus digne d'etre aime que Dabit'(90). 
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Political capital was made out of Dabit's death as well as 

genuine grief expressed, by friends, colleagues and acquaintances in 

France and abroad. Reactions to this came to a head with the 

publication of Gide's controversial account of his impressions of the 

Soviet Union, Retour de l'URSS, whose opening page exhibited this 

dedication: 

A LA MEM01RE DE 

EUGENE DAB1T 

JE DED1E CES PAGES, 

REFLETS DE CE QUE J'A1 VECU 

ET PENSE PRES DE LU1 

AVEC LU1. 

The fact that Gide dedicated Retour de l'URSS to Dabit with the 

inference that Dabit would have been in total agreement with what he 

had written led to an angry exchange of letters in Europe between 

Georges Friedmann and Jef Last. Friedmann had written a review of 

Retour de l'URSS in Europe published in January 1937 in which he had 

written: 

Mais Dabit n'eut-il pas, davantage que Gide, critique, 
complete ces impressions (il comptait prolonger son 
sejour en URSS, parlait d'y revenir)? N'eut-il pas, 
mieux que Gide, pris conscience du glissement au dela de 
donner a ces impressions (dont il m'a lui-meme dit 
l'insuffisance, lors de notre rencontre en mer Noire) 
cette enorme resonance politique, et dans un pareil 
moment?(91) 

Last took exception to this and published a reply to Friedmann in the 

February edition of Europe, where he maintained that from Tiflis on 

'Dabit commen~ait a se desinteresser du voyage d'une maniere assez 

deconcertante'(92). He stated that he had had several conversations 

with Dabit and that Dabit had expressed no desire to return to the 

Soviet Union, but that he wanted to work peacefully in a Spanish 
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village on his book on El Greco. He maintained that Dabit did not 

want to extend his journey by visiting Kiev but wanted to return to 

Moscow and from there fly back to Paris, and further maintained that 

Dabit had been critical of much that he saw in the Soviet Union: 

Bien des choses lui deplaisaient en URSS que nous 
constations tous avec regret, mais devant lesquelles nos 
reactions restaient tres differentes. Dabit en parlait 
souvent avec Gide et comme lui-meme n'etait pas un esprit 
combatif, il se reposait sur Gide pour parler. J'ose 
dire que le livre qu'a ecrit Gide etait bien celui que 
Dabit attendait et exigeait de lui.(93) 

In a reply to this letter Friedmann agreed that Dabit had been 

displeased by much that he had seen in the Soviet Union, but, he 

argued, that was not the point in question and he disagreed totally 

with Last's contention that Dabit did not want to stay longer in or 

return to the Soviet Union. Friedmann included statements from Frans 

Masereel and his wife who had been close companions of Dabit from 20 

July to 4 August, and he added 'peut-etre plus pres que vous-

meme'(94). They had concluded that Dabit wanted to return to the 

Soviet Union and to travel there, albeit 'dans d'autres condi-

tions'(95). Indeed, they maintained: 

11 pensait meme tres serieusement a une occupation qui 
lui eut permis de vivre la-bas chaque annee pendant 
quelques mois. 11 voulait se documenter sur l'URSS et 
aussi lire Marx qu'il regrettait vivement d'ignorer.(96) 

Friedmann also took exception to Last's claim that Dabit '''attendait'' 

et "exigeait" le livre qu'a ecrit Gide'(97), writing that 'c'est une 

impression qui n'est ni la mienne, ni celle de nos amis 

Masereel'(98). Moreover, he continued, both he and many of Dabit's 

friends believe that given 'la qualitesimple et drue de son bon sens 

politique'(99) Dabit would never have expected or insisted upon a 

book which had, to give just one example out of a possible hundred, 

'servi recemment en Argentine pour etayer la loi de repression contre 
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le communisme'(100). The fact that, according to Last, Dabit had 

become less interested in the journey from Tiflis onwards is not 

surprising. His two companions on the journey, Guilloux and 

Schiffrin had returned to France, leaving him the only heterosexul 

among three homosexuals whose idea of having a good time was very 

differennt from his own. This would also account for the point made 

by Friedmann that Dabit spent more time with the Masereels than with 

Last and that they were more aware of his feelings and impressions 

than Last could have been. Given Last's attitude to Gide and his 

desire to be solidaire and despite certain reserves about the 

publication of Retour de l'URSS, he would be inclined to support him 

as far as he could. To speak out in favour of the dedicace was an 

easy way of offering support and one that would not involve him in 

any political criticism from the communist party. Herbart also 

entered the public debate concerning · this dedication, adamantly 

supporting Gide and stating that in a conversation with Dabit in 

Sevastopol shortly before his death: 

11 se montrait excessivement soucieux que Gide, de retour 
en France, exposat les craintes qu'il avait si souvent 
partagees avec lui durant le voyage: 'lui saura se faire 
entendre, disait-il. On comprendra que c'est en ami 
qu'il parle'. [ •• ~ Aucune contestation ne me parait 
possible sur le droit et mame le devoir qu'a pu se 
reconnaitre Gide d'associer le nom de notre ami a ses 
reflexions sur l'URSS.(101) 

At Tiflis Guilloux and Schiffrin had interrupted their journey 

to return to France but their reasons for doing so have never been 

fully explained. In fact, Guilloux has shown considerable reticence 

about this episode of his life. Dominique Aury writes that 'ils 

avaient interrompu leur voyage a cause des 'conditions'. Quelles 

conditions? Louis Guilloux a toujours refuse de repondre'(102). At 

the same time as not explaining these conditions, Guilloux continu-
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ally hinted that there were more reasons for their return than one 

might suppose and that one day he would reveal all. For example, he 

commented that what he should write about the journey was 'tout un 

petit ouvrage de memoires ••• ou je me laisserais aller'(103) but 

that 'tout ce que j'aurais d'autre a vous dire, je ne peux pas le 

dire ici'(104). In an article in the NRF in 1951 he returned to the 

topic of the journey to the Soviet Union, again hinting that he could 

tell more(105) and as late as 1978, in an interview on the television 

programme 'Apostrophes', he replied to Bernard Pivot's questions 

about the journey by stating, 'nous n'avons pas dessaoule! Je 

raconterai tout dans mon prochain livre, Mon herbe d'oubli. Cela 

dit, comme je n'ai pas la tete politique, je n'ai rien vu'(106). 

This promise was never kept. 

His published diary entries for the period of the journey 

itself are remarkably terse and run to a mere twelve lines(107). His 

only comment apart from listing places they visited was 'Moscou, ou 

Gide n'a pas ete re9u par Staline'(108)j that this was the only 

comment on the journey must indicate that this event was significant. 

As outlined in Chapter I, the reason for Gide's proposed visit to 

Stalin was to raise with him the question of the treatment of 

homosexuals in the Soviet Union and it is evident that this planned 

trip to see Stalin was an important aspect of the journey for 

Guilloux writes of '[cette vi si tiJ dont nous parlions to us depuis le 

debut du voyage et dont nous attendions de grandes nouvelles'(109). 

In his writings Guilloux makes several references to the trip, but 

merely in the way of anectdote, however the one fact he returns to 

again and again is that Gide went to the Kremlin and was not received 

by Stalin. 
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As already indicated there was an animosity between the two 

sections of the group and . by Tiflis the demarcation lines had become 

strongly drawn. There is no evidence to suppose that Guilloux was 

opposed to homosexuals. However, it must be argued that it was the 

slant towards homosexuality on the journey that decided him and 

Schiffrin to return to France and his references, overt and veiled, 

to the homosexual activity of Gide, Herbart and Last on the journey 

show the extent to which this annoyed and irritated him such that it 

finally decided him to cut short his journey. For in his writings 

about the journey the one aspect he returns to again and again is the 

homosexuality on the trip and his amazement at Gide's lack of 

awareness of the application of the Soviet law. In December 1936 

Guilloux added a cryptic comment in his diary: 

Le lendemain de l'arrivee a Tiflis Gide nous dit: 

-Tiflis! Quelle tape extraordinaire. 

11 decouvrit les bains le jour mame. 11 ne fut plus 
question de quitter Tiflis.(110) 

The significance of this seemingly unremarkable comment cannot be 

understood until the relevant section in Last's Mijn Vriend Andre 

~ relating to the exploits of Gide, Last and Herbart in the 

sulphur baths at Tiflis is read(111). Significantly, it was in 

Tiflis that he and Schiffrin decided to return to France. 

Given that Guilloux's comments about the journey are dominated 

by references to its homosexual slant it is obvious that it was this 

aspect which finally decided him (and Schiffrin) that they would 

return. When asked to write an article about the journey for the NRF, 

it was Gide's homosexuality that Guilloux stressed: 

Dans la conversation, comme dans ses oeuvres, Gide ne 
faisait pas mysteres de ses gouts; il n'en faisait pas 
etalage non plus, cela va sans dire. En URSS, il s'y 
abandonna ouvertement, je devrais mame dire passion
nement. 11 etait sans frein, et d'une · etonnante verdeur, 



bien qu'i1 eut a10rs deja soixante-cinq ans, je 
crois.(112) 
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He claimed, however, that Gide had been 'fort charmant'(113) and even 

'gentlemanly' as a travelling companion. When asked later by 

Pe11etier what his impressions of the journey were he replied, 'c'est 

un beau pays; un tres beau voyage.' "Le regime sovietique?" 'Que1 

regime?'(114). Despite the fact that Gui1loux cut short his stay in 

the Soviet Union it is clear that he enjoyed certain aspects of the 

journey, in particular the countryside and meeting the Russian 

people, however limited this possibility was. Although he complained 

of the interminable meals they were subjected to he recognised that 

all the preparations were carried out 'dans une genti1lesse absolue 

de la part des camarades sovietiques'(115). His description of the 

journey from London to Leningrad promised an enthusiastic and 

enjoyable trip: 'nous ftmes, par le plus beau temps du monde, une 

traversee radieuse de cinq jours. La mer Ba1tique, les nuits 

blanches, la baie de Cronstadt ruti11ante so~s le solei1 deja 

torride'(116). In February 1972 Gui110ux wrote in his diary that he 

would talk about the trip after all, but this long awaited revelation 

is disappointing for his conclusion is simply that Gide went to the 

Soviet Union for authority to say what he already knew(117). 

GUilloux's silence on the details of the journey and on his and 

Schiffrin's reasons for coming back early have led to speculation. 

The general view was that it was for po1i tic.al reasons, because he 

was so disappointed by the Soviet system. This argument is supported 

by the fact that Guilloux did not write Le Ble, the planned sequel to 

Le Sang noir which was to have shown Lucien Bourcier discovering the 

better world as offered in the Soviet Union and indeed, his later 

literary references to the Soviet Union do not amount to much. Apart 
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from Lucien who is introduced in Le Jeu de patience by Meunier as 

'-Lucien Bourcier? 11 s'occupe de cinema. 11 ecrit des scenarios. 

11 m'a dit ••• qu'il avait . perdu beaucoup de temps dans la 

politique'(118) there is Yvonne Mael, the institutrice in Les 

Batailles perdues. Although she had never travelled, in the summer 

of 1934 she visited the Soviet Union and Guilloux has confirmed that 

the experiences he attributed to her are indeed his own. He writes: 

En effet Yvonne Mael etait allee s'embarquer a Londres. 
Cinq jours de mer jusqu'a Leningrad a bord d'un navire 
sovietique. On avait passe les nuits a danser sur le 
pont. Une fois, le capitaine l'avait invitee, avec deux 
autres passagares, a boire un verre de the dans sa cabine. 
Quel homme charmant! Ces gens-la etaient tous gentils, 
affables, pauvres, mais enthousiastes, surtout les 
jeunes.(119) 

However, this argument can be discounted as far as Guilloux's 

response in 1936 and early 1937 is concerned for his actions in this 

period show that he remained warm towards the Soviet Union. 

It was inevitable that Gide would write an account of his 

journey to the Soviet Union for it was an expected corollary of his 

journey there. It was also inevitable that people in France and 

Holland would want to know the opinions of his travelling companions. 

On his return to Holland Jef Last was immediately besieged by his 

colleagues in the communist party to answer a multitude of questions 

about the Soviet Union. But Last was concerned at what to reply as 

he told Gide in a letter: 

J'avais le coeur tres lourd, mais, comme je ne sais pas 
mentir, je crains que les camarades n'aient ete tres 
deyus, et qu'on ne me mande au bureau du parti pour 
m'interroger. Deja, ici, tous ceux que je rencontre 
commencent tout de suite de demander mon opinion sur le 
procas. Comme chaque mot peut etre plein de conse
quences, je ne sais vraiment pas quoi repondre.(120) 

He was apparently perturbed by what he had seen in the Soviet Union 

but his overall impression remained positive and he told Gide, 
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'malgre tout ce voyage a ete un des plus remarquables de ma vie et ce 

n'est vraiment pas ta faute si j'en suis retourne "a sadder and wiser 

man"'(121). For Last the decisive question was what was in the best 

interests of Spain. He writes, 'en lisant les informations sur les 

evenements d'Espagne, je me rends de plus en plus compte que le temps 

des discours et des congres est passe. Et qu'il ne reste qu'une 

chose a faire: se battre'(122). 

Last asked Gide if he could make arrangements with Malraux for 

him to go to Spain to fight and he decided that if this was not 

possible he would still try to get to the frontier himself. He felt 

that his situation in Holland was untenable and that only by taking 

action could he find his personal salvation. He writes, 'la-bas, je 

pourrai montrer que mes discours et ce que j'ai dit dans mes livres 

est vraiment serieux, et que je n'evite pas la bataille Oll taus nos 

idees sont en jeu'(123). He found his situation in Holland increas-

ingly intolerable and by 9 September la Petite Dame reported that he 

had taken refuge in .a small village 'pour ne pas avoir a parler de 

l'URSS, degoute de voir l'URSS lacher l'Espagne'(124). She 

concludes that 'il se demande avec angoisse s'il faut parler - msis 

en ceci il se considere, dit-il, solidaire de Gide et 

d'Herbart'(125). A letter from Last to Gide dated 17 September 1936 

shows that he was saddened by Gide's reflections on his stay in the 

Soviet Union which had led Gide to question not only the Soviet 

regime but also man himself. He writes: 

Si le resultat de notre voyage est tel que, pour ne pas 
t ' f' d' , l' h ' desapprouver Staline, u pre eres esapprouver omme 

et douter de ses qualites et de ses possibilites de 
progres, tu vas tomber dans un scepticisme terrible, qui 
serait en contraste absolu avec ton oeuvre et ta vie.(126) 

By September Last had made the final decision to go to Spain and en 

route he stayed with Gide in Paris between 21 and 23 September, 
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accompanied by the German refugee, Harry Domela. Gide reported that 

he was 'tellement desempare, il sent sa position si fausse, si 

'intolerable vis-a-vis du Parti, qu'il ne trouve que ce moyen de se 
1 

donner comme un brevet de purete'(127). 

No one was surprised by the fact that since his return from the 

Soviet Union Gide had been working on his account of the journey, but 

what did surprise was the vehemence of his account. On 23 September 

Guilloux, Schiffrin and la Petite Dame were the first to hear the 

full text of Gide's account. Guilloux writes: 

11 nous lut son Retour de l'URSS. Je fus assez vivement 
surpris de la veh~mence de l'attaque, que j'avais pu 
prevoir, mais pas telle. 11 y avait tout un paragraphe 
ou il rendait solidaire de ses vues tous ses compagnons 
de voyage. Schiffrin et moi, nous lui demandames de le 
supprimer, ce qu'il fit.(128) 

Gide apparently considered that Guilloux and Schiffrin shared his 

feelings about the journey for in his diary entry for 3 September he 

had recorded: 

___ Un immense, un effroyable desarroi. Dine avec 
Schiffrin, qui essaie de se raccrocher a moi et de 
trouver dans ma conversation quelque secours. 11 parle 
de sa 'deception' en URSS et de celle de Guillouxj me 
rapporte la longue conversation qu'ils eurent ensemble 
sur le chemin de retour. J'ergote: le mot 'deception' me 
parait inexactj mais je ne sais trop que proposer a la 
place.(129) 

Guilloux, however, refuted this statement completely, claiming that 

'il ne fut nullement question de la pretendue conversation que 

j'auraia eue avec Schiffrin pendant le voyage de retour, et dont 

parle Gide dans son Journal. Le propos qu'il cite est purement 

imaginaire'(130). Guilloux was obviously shocked at Gide's account 

for he wrote in his diary: 

C'est un revirement total, brutal, inattendu. Un beau 
scandale en perspectivej il voudrait rendre tous ses 
compagnons de voyage solidaires de ses vues, il y a une 
phrase tres nette dans ce sens, que je lui demande de 
supprimer, ce a quoi il consent.(131) , 
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From Gide's diary entry it would appear that Schiffrin was in 

agreement with him over the publication of his book as he had been 

'disappointed' by his experiences in the Soviet Union. There is no 

doubt that Schiffrin was upset by the political turn of events there: 

for example in a letter to Guilloux dated 2 September he writes, 

'suis mal en point. Et puis l'Espagne, le proces de Moscou - Et je me 

sens horriblement seul'(132). Schiffrin was extremely concerned 

about the possible consequences of the publication of Retour de 

l'URSS and on 4 October he wrote a strong letter to Gide pleading 

with him not to publish. Gide did not mention this letter in his 

diary, and by its absence, he perpetuated the impression that 

Schiffrin supported publication. However, there is no doubt as to 

Schiffin's attitude in this letter: whilst agreeing with Gide that 

all was not well in the Soviet Union, he felt that the current 

political situation made it imperative that nothing be done to 

encourage people to turn to fascism. Schiffrin's fear encapsulated 

the ethos of the day for he recognised that events were only viewed 

in terms of fascism or communism. If there were any chance of Gide's 

publication encouraging people towards fascism it must not, he 

maintained, be published. His left-wing sympathies, previously 

alluded to by la Petite Dame but not corroborated by any recorded 

political activity are, however, evident in this letter. Schiffrin's 

emotional pleas to Gide runs as follows: 

Cher ami, 

Depuis votre depart, je ne cesse de penser a votre livre. 
Et plus j'y pense, plus je suis tourmente et inquiet. 
Pardonnez-moi de- vous en parler encore; mais ce soir je 
fais fi de mes scrupules: je viens de descendre les 
Champs Elysees oil j'ai croise, tous les dix pas, des 
gardes mobiles, des gendarmes, des agents, en masse: 
service d'ordre a la suite des bagarres provoques au Parc 
des Princes (vous savez de quoi il s' agi t, d' apres les 
journaux). Une grande nervosite regne a Paris. Tous 
s'attendent a quelque evenement. Et la pensee que votre 
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br~ante ---. 

Vous savez combien je partage votre sentiment et vos 
reactions, par suite de notre voyage, mais n'est-ce pas 
tres grave, ~ l'heure qu'il est de faire pencher la 
balance d'un poids terrible qu'est votre temoignage? Vous 
savez que les hommes sont enfermes entre deux poles. 
Personne ou presque ne nuance. C'est ou le fascisme ou 
le communisme. Etre contre l'un c'est etre pour l'autre. 
Si encore votre livre etait un 'appel', une invite ~ 
defendre ce qu'en URSS on est en passe d' 'oublia' --- ce 
que certains hommes en France (Blum, peut-etre?) tentent 
d'imposer. Vous nous avez bien dit, ~ Guilloux et ~ moi, 
que vous al1iez rend re plus sai11ante la face positive de 
votre 1ivre. Je le souhaite ardemment. Sinon, non 
seu1ement 1es adversaires s'en saisiront comme d'une arme 
redoutab1e, mais encore tous les 'tiedes', tous les 
hesitants passeront de l'autre cote. Car he1as! je le 
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crois plus que jamais, 1es pauvres hommes aveug1es comme ils 
le sont ne voient plus que deux cotes 

.Certes, vous avez du penser vous-meme ~ tout ceci, et mon 
indiscretion doit vous paraitre puerile. Mais j'ai 
l'impression de partager avec vous un secret bien lourd 
et que je ne puis confier ~ personne. C'est parce que 
vous nous avez lu votre 1ivre avant de le faire connaitre 
a tout le monde que je me permets de vous en par1er 
encore une fois. Vous en parler bien mal (Et j'ecris 
encore bien plus mal que je ne parle. Mais ce1~ n'a pas 
d'importance - vous avez senti mon angoisse a travers ces 
lignes ma~habiles). 

Je sais: vous vous devez, vous nous devez de dire la 
verite. Je veux bien: dites-nous ce que vous ne croyez 
plus vrai 1a-bas, mais ne nous dites pas que 9a: dites
no us aussi ce que vous souhaitez qu'ils, que nous 
fassions. Que personne ne puisse dire: 'Gide est contre, 
donc ---' 

Je ne puis vous dire quelle enorme importance j'attache 
a votre 1ivre, et combien je suis angoisse. Peut-etre ne 
devrais-je pas vous ecrire, vous 1aisser en paix. Tant 
pis! c'est plus fort que moi. 

Je viens de lire vos pages sur Dabit. Elles sont tres 
belles, tree emouvantes. 

Je vous envoie toute mon affection. Votre J. Schiffrin.(133) 

Last was not at the first reading of Gide's Retour de l'URSS 

although Gide took the opportunity of his presence in Paris towards 

the end of September to read him certain extracts. Last later wrote 

that as he had supplied Gide with much of the information he could 
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not deny the accuracy of the facts but that he was rather afraid of 

the vehemence of it(134). Last's natural inclination was to support 

Gide in whatever he did or wrote but during the latter part of 1936 

he did not pay great attention to Gide's writing for his preoccupa-

tions were centred on going to fight in Spain and he soon enlisted in 

the 5th Regiment 'un regiment d'elite communiste'(135). His military 

career was highly successful and he was subsequently promoted to 

corporal, sergeant, lieutenant and by the time he finally left 

Spain in July 1937 he had been promoted to the rank of captain for 

some six months. He sent enthusiastic reports back to Gide: 

C'est que rarement dans ma vie j'ai ete si heureux qu'a 
present. Toute la vie a Madrid est d'une beaute et d'un 
heroisme inouis. ~.~ Vivre et lutter avec eux Lies . 
camarade§7 est un tel bonheur qu'il ne reste plus rien a 
desirer. [:.;7 Non seulement je ne regrette rien, mais je 
crois avoir trouve le but de ma vie(136). 

He also asked Gide for assistance with such pleas as: 'cher Andre, 

aide ce peuple avec toute ta ferveur et avec toute ton influence. 

Jamais un autre peuple en fut plus digne'(137). 

On 15 October Last wrote to Gide from Madrid inviting him on 

behalf of the Alliance des Intellectuels contre le fascisme et pour 

la defense de la culture to come to Madrid for it was felt that 

Gide's presence would be 'un temoignage de confiance et 

d'amitie'(138) and would bring great moral support to their. cause. 

This invitation was made prior to the publication of Gide's book when 

he was still regarded by many as the champion of communism and the 

underdog. This is clear from Last's comments in the letter inviting 

him where he writes, 'ils croient que cet acte de confiance et de 

sympathie pour leur cause, dans ce moment, aurait autant de valeur 

que l'envoi de dix mitrailleuses'(139). Last had not at that point 

read the full manuscript of Gide's Retour de l'URSSj he had only 
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heard certain extracts from it. Nonetheless he astutely recognised 

that such a visit would help mitigate against any possible harm that 

any criticism of the Soviet Union that it might include would entail. 

He told Gide that not only would such a visit 'ajouterait beaucoup a 
ton prestige'(140) but also, 'elle te ferait beacoup plus facile de 

publier ton nouveau livre'(141). He also assured him that there was 

no danger in Madrid even though the front was only 50 km away. On 23 

October Gide received an official invitation from the Spanish Embassy 

to go to Madrid and la Petite Dame reported that 'il repond qu'il 

repugne un peu d'aller la Oll l'on se bat, en inutile, mais que si sa 

presence pouvait avoir quelque utilite, il irait'(142). Last had 

also reinforced his pleas for Gide to come but at the same time Last 

was rethinking his position over Gide's publication. As an active 

participant in the Spanish conflict he saw this conflict as the 

crucial factor in the publication of Retour de l'URSS. He writes: 

Je crois, en surplus, qu'il n'est pas possible de publier 
a ce moment un livre sur l'URSS sans y parler en mame 
temps de la question espagnole et sans se rendre 
profondement compte des effets que ce livre produira pour 
cette lutte.(143) 

It was also on 23 October 1936 that the political situation changed 

for the Soviet ambassador in Great Britain informed the President of 

the Committee on Non-Intervention that henceforth his government _ 

reserved the right to supply arms to the government in Madrid. This 

change of policy on the part of the Soviet government completely 

altered the relationship between the Soviet Union and Republican 

Spain. Up until then the Soviet Union had been neutral, a party to 

the Committe on Non-Intervention, but now it was the only country 

pledged to support the Republican army. This in turn affected the 

question of the opportuneness of Gide publishing his Retour de l'URSS 

at the very moment that the Soviet Union was allying herself with the 



Spanish Republican army. Up until this point Last had had certain 

concerns about the publication but in the main he had not been 

completely against publication. Indeed, this is confirmed in a 

letter to Gide, dated 1 November, where he told him, 'tu sais 
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combien je tenais a la publication de ton livre et tu sais que 

j'avais donne des ordres a ma femme pour publier en mame temps mes 

notes'(144). In addition, he had agreed that a letter of his to Gide 

could be included in the text. However with the news of Soviet 

support for Spain Last changed his mind completely and urgently 

telegrammed Gide asking him to defer publication: 'tiens moment 

absolument inopportun pour publication de ton livre Stop Prie 

ardamment differer edition jusqu'a conversation Madrid. Lettre 

suit'(145) • . In his subsequent letters Last stressed the importance 

of the Soviet support: 'par ce geste, l'Union Sovietique se replace 

d'un coup a la tate du mouvement revolutionnaire mondial. C'est le 

commencement d'une lutte decisive entre le communisme et le 

fascisme'(146) and he further stressed that they should do nothing 

that could in any way further fascism: 'je auis convaincu qu'a ce 

moment il est notre devoir absolu d'eviter tout ce qui pourrait 

d'aucunemaniere troubler les esprits ou servir, mame contre notre 

volonte, la cause des fascistes'(147). It was for these reasons, 

Last told Gide that he did not want him to publish, 'je crois que 

l'edition de ton livre serait en ce moment inopportun, qu'il 

fournirait peut-atre des armes ideologiquea a l'ennemi au moment mame 

ou la Russie est devenue l'alliee de la revolution espagnole'(148). 

He told Gide that he could not be party to anything that might 

harm the cause of the Spanish proletariat for 'la situation a 

tellement change qu'en tous cas je ne aaurais partager la respon-

sabilite de la publication de ma lettre a cemoment precis'(149) and 
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he stressed his view of the situation, writing, 'a ce moment il n'y a 

rien qui importe tant que la victoire de cette revolution et je crois 

qu'il faut absolument envisager tout exclusivement sous ce point de 

vue'(150). However, Gide must have written a convincing reply to 

Last for in his next letter, dated 14 November 1936, Last agreed that 

Gide could, after all, publish his letter: 

En general, je crois que tu as tout de mame raison, il 
faut que cette propagande finisse, qui n'est fondee que 
sur le mensonge. Mame la tragedie heroIque d'ici sert, 
a bon marche, a la plus grande gloire du chef. Je me 
solidarise completement avec toi et tu peux publier ma 
lettre.(151) 

But, Last also told Gide, 'je compte sur toi pour defendre de toute ta 

force la cause de ce peuple noble, heroIque et humain'(152). On 16 

November Last again wrote to Gide telling him that he thought that 

perhaps the best place for him was not on the front but back in 

France where he could carry out propaganda work and he asked Gide to 

discuss this with Malraux. He writes, 'ne croyez pas a un desir de 

me sauver, je suis tres heureux et tres fier de lutter avec mes 

camarades, mais je me demande si je ne pourrais pas mieux servir leur 

cause en demandant une permission de trois semaines'(153). 

It was with reference to these two letters that on 3 December 

1936 Gide wrote to Martin du Gard telling him he intended to publish 

separately the letter from Last which he had originally intended to 

publish as a conclusion to Retour de l'URSS. Although the facts in 

themselves are accurate, Gide's account of Last's situation was 

unnecessarily alarmist. He writes: 

11 s'agit ici de cette lettre que je donnais en 
conclusion de mon livre et que sur la demande expresse, 
apres premier contact pris avec l'Espagne, j'avais 
supprimee. Je me propose donc de la publier; mais pas 
avant que Jef ait pu s'echapper de la surveillance de la 
Guepeou qui, la-bas, opere plus impunement encore qu'en 
URSS. Pierre H. et moi avons fait le necessaire aupres 
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retour.(154) 
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Gide also exaggerated Last's situation by claiming that Last 'demande 

instamment qu'on le degage, qu'on le rappelle'(155) whereas what Last 

had said was much less inflammatory: 'j'aime les hommes de mon 

escouade, les camarades de l'Alliance qui sont restas, et je ne veux 

pas qu'on croie que moi aussi je cherche l'heure du plus grand danger 

pour fuir ou deserter sous differentes pratextes'(156). It is clear 

that Gide was seeking justification for his decision to publish both 

Retour de l'URSS and Last's letter and was trying to make his case as 

strong as possible. Martin du Gard would not have seen Last's letter 

and so would have taken Gide's comments at face value. Gide's mind 

was made up and he was anxious that his travelling companions be seen 

as solidaires and in consequence he interpreted Last's reactions in 

Spain in a way that suited his own interpretation of events: 

Ainsi les yeux de Last, deja si douloureusement ouverts 
sur l'URSS, commen~aient de s'ouvrir egalement sur le 
role de l'URSS en Espagne. Il commen~ait de comprendre 
que, la aussi~ on risquait d'etre berne. Je dois 
neanmoins ajouter que les armes russes, et les avions et 
les pilotes, autour desquels s'organisait un tel bluff, 
commencerent enfin (mais seulement apres le 14 novembre 
1936) d'arriver. Il me parut que Jef Last, en me 
demandant de publier sa lettre, ne savait pas bien a quoi 
il s'exposait. Bien que cette lettre eut pu couper a 
certains infames accusations lancees contre moi, je 
m'abstins. J'attendais que Last fut hors de prise pour 
la donner.(157) 

Pierre Herbart was also against the publication of the book, 

giving hi~ reasons as follows: 

L'URSS venait de denoncer le pacte de non-intervention en 
Espagne et s'appretait a porter aide au peuple en lutte 
contre le fascisme. J'etais pour ma part, beaucoup trop 
attache au Parti et a l'Union Sovietique pour ne pas 
interpreter son geste comme un signe annonciateur d'une 
politique internationale plus revolutionnaire. 11 me 
aembla nefaate, dans ces semaines qui a11aient decider du 
sort du proletariat espagnol, d'accabler le seul pays qui 
tentat de le sauver(158). 
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This account, written in 1937, throws doubt on Herbart's claim, made 

in 1958, that he returned from the Soviet Union 'decide a rompre avec 

le parti'(159) and that it was only the fact of the Spanish Civil War 

that stopped him. Nonetheless, like Last, he felt that absolutely 

nothing should be done to jeopordise Soviet aid to Republican Spain. 

With this in mind he persauded Gide to delay publication of his 

'bombe'(160) until he had been to Spain to consult Malraux, then in 

Alicante, on its publication. As Herbart told Aragon, 'j' esperais 

rapporter de l'Espagne un temoignage qui inciterait Gide a rernettre 

a beaucoup plus tard la publication de son livre'(161). Once in 

Spain the dangerous reality of Herbart's position was pointed out to 

him by Malraux, concerned that Herbart had on him the proofs of a 

markedly anti-Soviet work. In addition, Malraux was worried that 

Herbart's position would worsen if Gide did not keep his promise of 

delaying publication until Herbart's return. Herbart went on to 

Madrid to consult Koltsov, with whom he had built up a good working 

relationship during his stay in the Soviet Union and Koltsov was 

likewise concerned for Herbart's safety, aware as he was at the time 

of the activities of the GPU(162). It was while Herbart was in 

Madrid that news came of the publication of Retour de l'URSS which 

Koltsov was advised was 'un livre terrible'(163). Herbart presented 

him with the proofs and Koltsov was relieved to find that the 

situation could be saved. He told Herbart: 

Ce n'est que la dissidence; c'est de l'opposition. Gide 
critique de l'exterieur. On ne peut pas interdire aux 
gens d'etre derriere la porte. Mais s'ils franchissent 
la porte et entrent dans ce bureau, par exemple, alors on 
ne pas pas tolerer qu'ils ergotent.(164) . 

In his retrospective account Herbart certainly gives the impression 

that his life was in danger, due to Gide breaking his promise and 

publishing his critical account while he was still in Spain, and that 
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he was lucky to escape unharmed. He felt that Gide did not seem to 

understand the seriousness of the situation in Spain for on his 

return Gide told him that he had received 'des lettres admir

ables'(165) from Last, who was still in Spain, which he planned to 

publish. Once more, Herbart found himself in role of political 

adviser to Gide and he urged caution telling him, 'par pitie, 

attendez du moins qu'il vous y autorise. [ •• ~ Jef nemerite pas une 

balle dans la nuque'(166). 

Although Gide originally intended to include the impressions of 

his travelling companions within his text it soon became apparent 

that this would not be possible and la petite Dame reported that, 'il 

ne parlera qu'en son nom et mame l'indiquera, exception faite pour 

Jef Last dont il cite une tres belle lettre comme conclusion de son 

livre'(167). The adverse reactions and comments of his travelling 

companions did not stop him publishing but did have some effect on 

what he wrote for Guilloux concluded that Gide 'a beaucoup re

travaille son Retour de l'URSS qui primitivement devait s'intituler: 

L'URSS en construction'(168). He did not include the letter of 

solidarity from Last and he inserted a short paragraph testifying to 

the support the Soviet Union was giving Spain(169). However, the 

disagreement had obviously left an uneasy feeling between Gide and 

Guilloux for there are reports that when together their conversation 

was 'molle et plutot g9nee'(170). 

On the publication of Retour de l'URSS Herbart wrote an open 

letter to Gide which was published in Vendredi on 20 November(171.). 

It is evident that Herbart was very much against the publication of 

Retour de l'URSS on the grounds that although there were problems in 

the Soviet -Union these were understandable and a necessary step 

through which the country had to pass on its .way to socialism. He 
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was an intelligent and astute observer and recognised the short-

comings in the Soviet system of government but he felt the timing of the 

publication was wrong for the Soviet Union was the only country 

giving aid to the Spanish republicans. But his aim in writing the 

open letter went further for he sought to give a fully reasoned, 

honest and optimistic account of those aspects that had concerned 

Gide on his journey to the Soviet Union. He was not surprised at 

Gide's impressions but he was worried by the possible consequences of 

publication at that particular moment in time; he was also concerned 

that Gide's account was not complete and that although Gide had 

himself stated that he was writing as a psychologist he felt the text 

was more concerned with politics and sociology and Herbart told Gide 

that, 'il me semble que dans ce domaine vous ne vous interrogez 

toujours pas avec assez de rigueur'(172). He felt that Gide's book 

made several important .points: namely that classes were forming in 

the Soviet Union, that the dictatorship of the proletariat had become 

the dictatorship of Stalin (or a narrow group of men), and that 'le 

chemin actuellement suivi par l'Union Sovietique n'est peut-etre plus 

celui qui mane au communisme'(173). Herbart agreed that the regime 

there was not a socialist one, but, he maintained, he did not go on 

to conclude, as Gide had done, that the communist party had not 

followed the correct path. He felt that Gide had fallen into the 

trap of dogmatism by wanting to judge whether ~uch and such a 

decision was or was not revolutionary. For his part he justified 

the Soviet government's actions maintaining that once it had become 

evident that they would not receive assistance from communists 

abroad, the government had no option but to strengthen its power base 

to make sure that the state functioned aa a viable force. He further 

agreed that the way the country was run at that moment, by a powerful 
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bureaucracy 'dirige d'une fa~on absolue par le Polit-Bureau du parti 

communiste'(174) was not socialism. Moreover, he maintained that 'le 

socialisme integral, mame s'il etait possible, ne serait pas 

souhaitable en URSS tant que d'autres pays n'auront pas fait leur 

revolution'(175) and it was important, he claimed, for the Soviet 

Union to maintain a level of parity with the capitalist countries in 

economic terms because one day she would enter into armed conflict 

with them. Herbart stated that he recognised the dangers inherent 

in such a form of government, namely that the bureaucracy could 

become a dominant class if it ever stopped being an instrument for 

the service of the workers, managed by the party leaders. It was 

important that these leaders have an absolute dictatorship, albeit 

one that was approved of and upheld by the masses, and it was from 

this required dictatorship that the devotion to Stalin stemmed. 

Although this devotion was sometimes spontaneous it was also always 

carefully encouraged and managed by the party. This dictatorship was 

also the reason why 'no opposition could be allowed and why no 

reticence within the party could be tolerated(176). 

Herbart accepted that these realities of the situation were far 

removed from the ideal but nevertheless they were, he claimed, 

necessary and must be recognised as such for 'le devoir d'un 

communiste consiste non seulement a les accepter, mais ales servir 

tota1ement'(177). He made a comparison between the situation in 1921 

and 1936, claiming that the present regime in the Soviet Union was to 

the socialist society the same as NEP had been in 1921 in relation to 

the socialist economy; for while it would be absurd to claim that NEP 

contained within itself the roots of the socialist economy it was NEP 

which had allowed it to develop and, he concluded, 'de mame l'on peut 

dire que le regime sovietique d'aujourd'hui est une esca1e necessaire 
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qui permettra d'atteindre le but et qui, par consequent, y con-

duit'(178). He blamed overenthusiastic propaganda for having led 

Gide to believe that socialism was alive and well in the Soviet Union 

and he regretted bitterly that Gide had not had the opportunity of 

having any serious conversations with Soviet leaders who could have 

explained the situation to him fully and clearly. In effect Herbart 

agreed with many of Gide's observations but found fault with his 

explana tions and reasons for the imperfections and he suggested that 

if Gide had been better informed and had looked at the whole 

situation rather than only one aspect he would not have drawn the 

conclusions he had. In the final analysis Herbart felt that Gide's 

account would have been better not published, for 'l'instant est mal 

choisi et je crois que vous vous en apercevrez bientot'(179). 

On 20 December 1936 Last arrived in Paris on leave, on his way 

to Amsterdam, but found that Gide was not there(180). He obtained a 

copy of Retour de l'URSS and on his return to Amsterdam he had hi s 

first opportunity to read it in its entirety. He quickly made his 

views known to Gide in unusually strong terms: whilst agreeing that 

there was a necessity for a book like Gide's this did not mean that 

he liked it and, in fact, he fel t it had been written too hastily. 

He went on to list improvements that .could have been made and bearing 

in mind his usual subservient attitude to Gide this letter is highly 

indicative of the strength of Last's feeling. He writes: 

J'aurais desire peut-etre la critique encore plus severe, 
mais aussi plus profonde, plus systematique, et non sans 
mettre en evidence les cotes positifs du regime soviet
ique, encore assez nombreux pour le preferer de beaucoup 
au systeme fasciste et pour defendre l'Union c~ntre les~ 
attaques du monde bourgeois.(181) 

Last went on to list the positive aspects that he felt Gide should have 

included: 



Les forces productives dominees par un plan rationnel, la 
suppression du chomage, l'emancipation de la femme, la 
tabula rasa qu'on fait avec l'Bglise, l'avenir et 
l'espoir rendu a toute la jeunesse, l'interet pour la 
culture evoque chez les masses, la solution trouvee pour 
les problemes nationaux et de race, laferme politique de 
paix, l'effort presque surhumain d'exploiter toutes les 
richesses du pays au profit des masses, et tout cela dans 
un Etat qui est manace de jour en jour par la guerre.(182) 

He pinpointed Gide's faults in this book: 

Je crois surtout que tu as mal distingue entre le progres 
indeniable des masses et le declin de la vie spirituelle 
des intellectuels, et que tu sous-estimes, par manque de 
comparaison, le progres presque incroyable qu'on a deja 
fait sur le terrain de la production.(183) 
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Last bitterly regretted not having read the manuscript before leaving 

for Spain in September because he would have helped Gide avoid those 

statements he considered untrue, such as Gide's contention that 

'nulle part les fronts sont plus courbes'. Last contends: 

On ne peut pas dire cela de la jeunesse russe, qui est 
conformiste, non par la terreur ou par manque de 
comparaison avec nos pays, mais parce qu'elle est 
contente des possibilites vraiment uniques que l'Union 
Sovietique offre a avancer et se developper.( 184) 

However, he told Gide that what mattered now was his exclusion from 

'notre lutte et des masses qui ont tant commence a t'aimer'(185). He 

advised Gide that he must make his position clear and not allow 

himself to be pushed into a corner. He writes, 'c'est ton devoir 

difficile ~.~ de t'affirmer avec enoore plus de fermete dans la 

position que tu as choisie, la position au front de la revolution 

culturelle, de la lutte c~ntre le fascisme'(186). Last reiterated 

his view that the situation in Spain was paramount: 'c'est la lutte 

de la-bas qui domine tout, et je me rends compte qu'en ce moment 

chaque attaque contre l'Union Sovietique affaiblit en mame temps la 

position d'Espagne'(187). He pleaded with Gide not to say or do 

anything until he had had the opportunity of speaking to him. To 
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Last it was imperative that he prevent Gide from aggravating the 

situation further. 

Gide was formulating ideas to counter the criticisms he had 

received about Retour de l'URSS but by 17 January 1937 these ideas 

were not yet finalised for he told la petite Dame~ 'si je dis encore 

quelque chose sur mon Retour de l'URSS, ce ne peut etre qu'en maniere 

de retouches, posement, comme dans des pages de journal'(188). It 

was not long, however, before Gide had finalised his ideas and on 24 

January la petite Dame reported: 

Gide se promene devant moi, en se parlant a lui-meme, 
puis s'adressant a moi: 'Je me dis que ce n'est pas un 
article que je devrais ecrire en reponse a tout ce qu'on 
objecte a mon livre, c'est tout un autre livre. Je 
l'appellerai Retouches'.(189) 

Meanwhile Last had returned to Spain, arriving there on 21 January 

after a further stopover in Paris(190). Despite his disappointment 

at the contents of Retour de l'URSS, Last was still certain that Gide 

would do all in his power to support the communist cause in Spain and 

he immediately wrote" to him asking him to attend the second Congres 

International des Intellectuels pour la Defense de la Culture to be 

held in Madrid in March, telling him, 'jamais tu ne trouveras une 

place plus digne de toi pour parler, et jamais tes paroles ne 

trouveront plus de resonance. Je te conseille de faire tout pour que 

ce plan reussise'(191). 

It was also in January 1937 that Aragon offered Guilloux a job 

on Ce Soir, a new communist daily paper he was setting up along with 

Jean-Richard Bloch. Prigent writes that this was a newspaper 'qui 

defend fermement les positions du PCF, surveille de pres, nous le 

savons aujourd'hui par le [:.~ representant de l'Internationale 

Communiste en France'(192). Guilloux's acceptance of 'la respon-

sabilite de la page litteraire'(193) shows at the very least that he 
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did not return from the Soviet Union completely antagonistic towards 

communism for he obviously still felt that he could associate himself 

with the communist party. This may have been due to the fact that 

the Soviet Union was the only country supporting Spain and Guilloux's 

sympathies lay with the Spanish refugees, or due to the fact that 

communism still seemed the only alternative to fascism. However, it 

soon became evident that there would be problems for Guilloux working 

with such a strict communist as Aragon as the following anecdote 

recorded by Guilloux shows: 

Remizov m'apportait un conte. Le conte est 
Au nom de Remizov, Aragon s'exclame: - Non! 
publierons pas ici les oeuvres des gens qui 
l'URSS! 

bone 
Nous ne 

ont quitte 

Je proteste: suis-je ou ne suis-je pas responsable de la 
page litteraire? 

- Le conte est excellent. 

- Il ne s'agit pas de litterature. 
Je demande a Bloch: - Est-ce aussi votre avis? 

- Je ne engagerai pas la lutte avec Aragon sur un tel 
sujet, me repond-il. Il y en a de plus interes
sants.(194) 

If Gide's Retour de l'URSS had caused a scandal the literary 

world was agog to see what would be in -his Retouches. Rumour had it 

that 'ce nouveau livre etait encore plus violent que le premier, plus 

resolument oppose au regime stalinien'(195). Guilloux had tried to 

get a copy at the NRF offices on the eve of its publication but to no 

avail and it was Aragon, on the very day of its publication, who 

acquired a copy and lost no time in telling what he thought of it. 

Guilloux recorded that 'il savait deja par coeur des passages de ce 

livre 'epouvantable', etc.'(196). Aragon then suggested to Guilloux 

that he should write something in reply to Gide's book for he had 
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been a travelling companion and hence must surely have things to say. 

Guilloux replied that he would not write anything against Gide: 

Je reponds a Aragon que j'etais, en URSS l'invite de 
Gide, non celui du gouvernement ou des ecrivains. C'est 
sur les instances de Gide que Dabit, Schiffrin et moi 
avons ete convies a venir en URSS. Il Y aurait, dis-je 
quelque chose d'odieux ••• (197) 

Aragon discounted this argument and told Guilloux that 'il n'y a pas 

lieu de se montrer reconnaissant envers un homme qui, de son cote, a 

fait preuve d'une telle ingratitude envers 1IURSS ' (198). Guilloux 

claimed he had another reason for not wanting to write anything about 

this journey: 

Dans ce voyage si 'americain ' , je n'ai pas vu grand
chose. En tout cas, je ne puis m'autoriser d'une visite 
aussi 'touristique ' pour rien dire de serieux sur l'URSS. 
Aragon ne se laisse pas convaincre. C'est contre Gide 
que je devrais ecrire, pour combattre son influence.(199) 

Solidaire in public, Guilloux did however reproach Gide in his diary 

for not having cut short his stay in the USSR as soon as he realised 

he could no longer agree with what was happening there: 

Deja a Leningrad, sa conversatation etait plein de 
sous-entendus. Pourquoi n'avoir pas 'rompu ' apres sa 
visite manquee a Staline? Pourquoi a-t-il accepts les 
cadeaux jusqu'a la fin? Et le telegramme a Staline avant 
de quitter l'URSS. Il est vrai qu'il etait la avec 
Herbart et Jef Last, tous deux antistaliniens. Son 
revirement etait-il prepare? Premedite? Je commence a 
croire qu'il n'est venuu en URSS que pour y chercher 
l'autorite dont il avait besoin pour dire ce qu'il dit 
aujourd'hui.(200) 

Despite these private thoughts Guilloux's public position remained 

one of loyalty to Gide in that he steadfastly refused to say or write 

anything against him. His attitude was such that it angered Aragon 

and Bloch and a year after the journey, on 17 August 1937" Guilloux 

confided in his diary, 'Paris - a Ce Soir. Vu Bloch. Atmosphere du 

journal pour moi intolerable. Sentiment profond que je m'egare. 11 

faut a toute force choisir(201). However, the choice was made for 



him as the situation at Ce Soir soon came to a head. Guilloux 

records: 

J.-R. Bloch insiste tres lourdement pour que j'ecrive 
'quelque chose' sur mon voyage en URSS avec Gide. En 
fait 'quelque chose' contre Gide. 

- Mais enfin, vous avez ete compagnon de voyage! 

- Oui. 

Et vous n'avez rien a dire? 

- Non. 

- Reflechissez! 

S'il insiste encore, je lui repondrai que s~ Je n'ecris 
rien, c'est aussi parce qu'Aragon et lui me ledeman
dent.(202) 
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It was Guilloux's insistence, however, that led to him losing his job 

at Ce Soir and on 25 August he was sacked(203). He recorded in his 

diary that Bloch told him that he would no longer be part of the 

team: 'il m'explique avec beaucoup de fausse gentillesse, me 

demandant de rester cependant l'ami du journal et d'y donner ma 

collaboration'(204). His position was given to someone who could be 

relied upon to follow a staunchly communist line, Paul Nizan. 

Guilloux also resigned from his job on the radio and 'soulage, il 

rentre a Saint-Brieuc pour s'engager dans l'acceuil des refugies 

espagnols'(205). 

Soon afterwards Guilloux gave the following explanation in his 

diary: 'si j'avais la moindre envie d'ecrire pour le public, "quelque 

chose" sur mon voyage en URSS avec Gide, ce ne sont pas les proces de 

Moscou, ni la guerre en Espagne qui m'y inciteraient'(206). One 

could also add, nor the badgering of people like Aragon and Bloch. 

Throughout his career Guilloux had insisted upon his own political 

and literary independance: he had always maintained that he would act 

when he felt it right and until such time he , would not be forced by 
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political events. The meaning of the explanation in his diary is not 

clear: it could well be a reflection of Guilloux's uncertainty about 

his attitude to the Soviet Union. However, a possible interpretaion 

is that political events would not be a motivating force for him. 

Such comments and his coyness when questioned about the journey have 

led to the belief that Guilloux resolutely refused to write any 

account of his journey to the Soviet Union. However, he did have two 

articles published in the organ of the Amis de l'Union Sovietique, 

Russie d'Aujourd'hui. One of these articles 'La Jeunesse'(207) had 

already been published in the November 1936 edition when Guilloux 

penned the above note and the second one, entitled 'Aux portes de 

l'Orient'(208) was published in March 1937. The fact that Guilloux 

chose to place his articles here is not without significance for 

anything published in Russie d'Aujourd'hui would naturally be 

expected to be favourable towards the Soviet Union. Indeed these two 

articles leave no doubt that Guilloux was positively impressed by 

aspects of his stay there. These articles may not have encompassed 

the totality of his impressions and experiences but there is no doubt 

that the areas he chose to write about had impressed him favourably. 

In the first article he praised Soviet youth in no uncertain terms: 

C'est une jeunesse liberee. 

Ce qui fait sa force et sa nouveaute, c'est qu'elle n'a 
point a lutter, comme dans nos pays capitalistes, contre 
des formes de vie qui la nient. Elle n'est point en 
contradiction avec lemonde. En Union Sovietique, la vie 
va dans le sens de la jeunease.(209) 

According to Guilloux, Soviet youth had a ' far better future than 

European youth for he felt that hope seemed to reside in the Soviet 

Union: 

Une porte s'est ouverte sur la vie. Quoi qu'il puisse 
arriver, cette porte ne se refermera plus. C'est une 
situation exceptionnelle, une chance dont cette jeunesse 
a pleinement conscience. Elle sait qu'elle entre dans un 
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peut-etre, ne se fera que par elle.(210) 

In the second article, which was more in the vein of a tourist's 
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impression of the countryside and people of Georgia, Guilloux's love 

for the country nevertheless shows through when he writes, 'comment 

dire en quelques lignes tout l'amour qu'un tels pays vous inspire et 

raconter ce qu'on y a vu?'(211). His description of the idyllic 

evening spent with the poets Iasvili and ~abitzi is also full of 

admiration and love for the country. Guilloux writes, 'c'etait une 

scene d'un autre age, quelque chose en soi de parfaitement beau, un 

tableau dont le souvenir est pour moi unique, le signe d'une 

civilisation retrouvie ou commencie ••• '(212). 

Herbart had previously spoken out against Retour de l'URSS, in 

the open letter published in Vendredi which set forward why it should 

not have been published at that point in time. However, once 

published he felt it was necessary to do what had not been done to 

date, namely, to 'itudier a fond les problemes qu'il posait, 

d'iclairer les masses sur ce que Gide avait mal interpreti ou trop 

hativement jugi et de se livrer a une itude complete de la sociiti 

soviitique'(213). He decided to do this by the publication of a 

further article in Vendredi, entitled 'Faisons le point ••• '. He 

claimed that the first thing that should be determined was whether 

Gide's facts were correct. He felt that most critics did agree with 

them as they had witnessed similar things during their own visits to 

the Soviet Union, but they had not considered them of sufficient 
I 

importance to warrant mention; Gide, they claimed, had mentioned them 

because he was speaking as a psychologist. Herbart highlighted the 

confusion between observation and jugement by listing the facts Gide 

mentions: 'insuffisance de la production, inormes differenciations de 
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salaire d'une part; absence de democratie, formation d'une couche 

privilegiee de la population et conformisme du reste aux directives 

donnees, d'autre part'(214). Although some of these were, Herbart 

stated, cause and some were consequence all stemmed from one initial 

point which it was imperative to grasp in order to form a true 

picture of the present state of Soviet development, namely, 'l'etat 

extraordinairement arriere des forces productives de la societe et le 

niveau culturel effroyablement bas des masses au moment de la 

revolution d'Octobre'(215). 

Herbart's previous article had been accused of being even more 

perfide than Gide's Retour de l'URSS because in it Herbart had stated 

that 'le socialisme en URSS n'est pas realise'(216). Herbart took 

exception when asked what it mattered if socialism had or had not 

been achieved since he agreed in principle with the main thrust of 

the programme that was being followed there. He replied that to 

approve a policy did not mean that one was indifferent towards the 

results that had been obtained; on the contrary, to falsify these 

results for reasons of propaganda, or simply through ignorance, 

enthusiasm or because one was certain that one ' is right, brought with 

it serious dangers. He believed that Gide's disappointment in the 

Soviet Union and the errors in his judgement were ascribable to 

statements about the Soviet Union that Gide did not feel he had the 

right to question, with one of these 'being socialisme realise. 

Herbart explained that for the intellectual communists, the Marxists, 

socialism, which was an inferior phase of communism, was the 

socialisation of the means of production and nothing else. Herbart 

quoted Stalin who maintained that 'le socialisme vaincra sur la base 

d'une productivite plus grande que celle des pays capitalistes'(217). 

However, at the present time the Soviet Union had only achieved this 
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level in a few restricted areas such as heavy industry and national 

defence whereas in all other areas her levels of production were way 

below those of the capitalist countries. Herbart claimed that this 

is what Gide, who was not an economist, had noticed and it was this 

that the Marxists claimed was not important. However, Herbart 

continued, what did matter was not merely an assessment of the 

current state of the productive forces but also an evaluation of 

their development for 'il est hors de doute que celles-ci s'accrois

sent et c'est cela qui importe avant tout'(21S). Until production 

reached its target levels, Herbart continued, the state would 

maintain the bourgeois law of 'To each according to his work' rather 

than 'To each according to his needs'. He affirmed that 'on ne 

pourra parler de "socialisme realisee" que quand l'Etat commencera a 
deperir en mame temps que les inegalites dont il est a la fois le 

gardien et le symbole'(219). But, Herbart argued, socialism was not 

just a question of the nature and the development of the economy but 

it was also about the way the economy was mangaged, in fact it was 

about political power. The triumph of socialism implies that the 

masses have reached a sufficiently high level of culture to start, 

themselves, to fulfil this double mission of economics and politics, 

but, Herbart stated, this was not the case in the Soviet Union. 

He explained the reasons for this: the heritage from the days 

of the Tsars was overwhelming and there was a vast ignorant people, 

made all the more downtrodden by alcohol and misery. In the face of 

this progress achieved to date had been prodigious and the surge of 

enthusiasm by the masses for culture has not slowed down. In the 

meantime it was the civil servants who managed production and the 

militant de base du parti was merely the executor of directives from 

the Central Committee and in this way a layer of privileged persons 
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had been created. However, he claimed that 'on pourrait dire que 

c'est sur la base d'une culture largement dispensee aux masses que le 

socialisme vaincra. Les resultats atteints jusqu'a ce jour autorisent 

bien des espoirs'(220). As well as agreeing that the problems 

pinpointed by Gide were in fact 'tres reels, tres angoissants'(221), 

Herbart also listed those things he considered a cause for concern in 

the Soviet Union: 'l'absence totale de democratie dans le parti 

transforme en immense organisme d'execution dont l'obeissance passive 

est la premiere vertu'(222); 'un chef tout-puissant dont la presse 

chaque matin chante les louanges en des termes qui font 

sourire'(223); 'la consolidation de cette couche de fonction-

naires'(224) and finally the fact that 'on voit accuser et supprimer, 

l'un apres l'autre, tous les compagnons de Lenine ••• '(225). Herbart 

concluded that 'on arrive d'abord apres une etude serieuse des 

conditions economiques et politiques en URSS a cette conclusion que 

le socialisme - phase inferieure du communisme - n'est pas encore 

'realise' comme on l'avait proclame'(226). Herbart did his utmost to 

recuperate the situation by pointing out that the measures taken in 

the Soviet Union were often painful, potentially even dangerous for 

the spirit, and indeed the meaning of communism, and that it was 

essential that people be convinced of their absolute necessity. As a 

consequence he argued that those who 'mettent leurs forces au service 

de l'URSS et de la revolution'(227) must be allowed the right to 

examine and question these problems and that this auto-critique could 

only be a good thing. It was in this light that he justified Gide's 

criticisms by claiming that if a comrade expressed his fears to 

another comrade this was in order to serve the cause. He affirmed: 

Toutefois, des revolutionnaires ne peuvent juger d'apres 
les intentions. Le livre de Gide est une arme terrible 
aux mains de nos pires ennemis. D'autre part, son 



insuffisance invite ceux a qui il s'adresse - les 
communistes - a le rejeter en bloc. 

11 ne faut pas permettre ce gachis.(228) 
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He maintained that Retour de l'URSS must be used by revolutionaries as 

an opportunity for a rigorous auto-critique and that it would be 

ridiculous to abandon Gide for he had given sufficient proof of his 

attachment to the working class for this class to conserve its 

attachment to him. 

In the third and final part of the article Herbart went on to 

list what he considered to be those aspects of the Soviet Union which 

were infinitely superior to capitalist countries: 

L'absence de chomage, la securite materielle du lendemain 
pour tous, l'heureuse solution apportee au probleme des 
nationalites, la prodigieuese soif d~ culture des masses, 
la sollici tude envers les enfants, la situation de la 
femme, les sanatoria, les maisons de repos - tout ce qui 
rend sa dignite a la condition humaine et au travail.(229) 

He claimed that all these achievements were 'des conquetes essentiel-

lement proletariennes'(230) and that workers throughout the world 

looked to the Soviet. Union. 

Gide must have felt absolutely compelled to continue his 

denunciation of the Soviet regime for despite such articles by his 

close friend and political adviser and the adverse reactions of the 

other travelling companions he did not take heed of what he had said 

and was determined to publish a sequel. When Last learnt of Gide's 

intentions in May 1937 he was seriously alarmed and wrote to him, 'tu 

sais que je ne me suis jamais pardonne d'etre parti pour l'Espagne 

sans connaitre le manuscrit de ton livre'(231) and he was fearful 

that a second book would be used once again as 'une anue contre la 

revolution'(232). He pleaded with Gide not to publish his second 

book, telling him: 

Si seulement cette attente jusqu'a la victoire pourrait 
aussi signifiquer que tu ne publicusse ton notiveau livre 



avant la fin de la guerre je serais bien content! 
Vraiment les oeuvres ne perdent pas de leur valeur en 
retardant le jour de parattre!(233) 

In July 1937 the second Congres International des Intel-

lectuels pour la Defense de la Culture was held in Madrid and 

although Gide had not accepted the invitation to attend he was a 

focal point of the proceedings. As a member of the English delega-

tion, Stephen Spender, writes: 

The public purpose of the Congress was to discuss the 
attitude of the World to the Spanish war. But there was 
also a hidden theme constantly discussed in private and 
almost as often dragged on the open platform. This was: 
the Stalinists versus Andre Gide.(234) 

Last's position was impossible for Gide had just published his 
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Retouches. He did not want to speak out against his friend, Andre 

Gide, but at the same time he did not want to align himself with Gide 

and speak out against the Communist Party for they were providing 

help in the Spanish war. He managed to come to an agreement with the 

communist party whereby 'il ne dira rien contre la Russie, ni contre 

les communistes, en "revanche on le laissera tranquille sur la 

question Gide, on ne le forcera a prendre nulle attitude contre 

lui'(235). Instead this task fell to Jose Bergamin(236). From the 

Congress Last wrote to Gide to tell him of the difficulty of Gide's 

position with the publication of his second book but at the same time 

assuring him that he was doing all he could to help him. It was 

apparent that Last did his utmost not to compromise him. He told 

him: 

Une intervention des Americains du Sud m'a oblige de 
rediger de mame en toute vitesse, une declaration (qui ne 
fut pas lue au congres), dont Tzara veut se servir a mon 
retour en France [ •• ~ Je ne crois pas qu'elle puisse 
leur servir pour t'attaquer.(237) 

Last also informed Gide, 'j'ai empache par mon attitude et par mes 

conversations avec Bergamin, Tzara, Bloch etc. qu'une resolution 
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contre toi fut proposee a ce congres. Beaucoup de camarades en sont 

tres faches, et j'ai grand'peur que cela ne contribue a rendre me 

position plus difficile'(238). He attested that Malraux's help in 

all this had been 'de la maniere la plus noble et genereuse'(239). It 

would appear that at this stage Last had not read the second book, 

and that he had only been shown certain pages. However, what he had 

seen did not meet with his approval and he told Gide that he found 

certain pages, for example those on Koltsov, 'peu dignes et pas a la 

hauteur de la question en jeu'(240). In addition he accused Gide of a 

lack of objectivity: 

Ce que je te reproche, c'est en consequence des attaques 
ignobles qu'on a faites sur toi, il me paralt que tu as 
perdu l'objectivite qui te permettrait de reconnaltre 
l'importance enorme de la ligne ascendante.(241) 

The rest of the letter is highly reminiscent of Herbart's open letter 

to Gide, which is not surprising for at this stage, Herbart and Last 

were both still members of the Communist Party and supporting its 

~ policy and they had many points of contact between them. This was 

evidenced by the fact that a firm friendship had been established 

betwen them during their stay in the Soviet Union and Last felt, for 

example, that Herbart would have been as happy in Spain as he was 

himself, telling Gide, 'pour ce qui regarde Herbart, tant que je le 

connais, c'est seulement ici qu'il serait vraiment heureux'(242). 

The advice they offered Gide concerning the publication, or rather 

their preferred non-publication of his book was very similar. Last 

enumerated the positive aspects of the Soviet Union, which, in 

comparison with capitalist countries, were, he felt,more and more 

prodigious and justified all the blood spilt during the revolution. 

He agreed that it was 'necessaire et salutaire de critiquer l'URSS, 

mais a condition qu'on n'ebranle pas la confiance des masses dans la 
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force salutaire de la revolution'(243) and he was adamant that any 

criticism of the Soviet Union should also 'rehausser d'autant plus 

les cotes positifs de ses succes, si l'on ne veut pas que les 

arguments servent a nos ennemis'(244). He admitted that there were 

aspects of the communist party activities which he deplored, but, he 

writes, 'c'est tout de meme le seul parti qui a groupe sous ses 

drapeaux les meilleurs combattants proletariens, qui a organise et 

discipline, et qui avec efficacite nous mene sur le chemin de la 

victoire'(245). 

Last reproached Gide for letting himself be provoked to the 

point where he had lost sight of the consequences of his action for a 

struggle which might be definitive for humanity. He told him that at 

the congress he had defended the right to criticise, which was in 

fact a defense of him, but he told Gide that he was opposed to any 

unilateral criticism which might 'miner la confiance des masses et 

l'unite du proletariat espagnol avec la seule puissance qui puisse 

materiellement l'aider'(246). In this speech Last told the Congress: 

N'oublions jamais que la critique est la base de toute 
culture, cette auto-critique que Lenine n'a jamais cesse 
de proner. La Oll la critique ,fait defaut croissent 
l'immondice et l'injustice, comme la plaie suppure. Celui 
qui se tait par crainte que nos ennemis ne se servent de 
notre critique devra accepter l'amere responsabilite que 
les fautes continuent a s'accumuler jusqu'au jour Oll 
elIes deviendront plus criantes que ne le furent jamais 
ces critiques. La vie du malade est menacee par la 
maladie et non par le diagnostic du medecin.(247) 

However he concluded by assuring Gide that 'ces considerations 

naturel1ement n'ont aucune influence sur l'amour et l'estime que 

toujours je sentirai pour toi. Ton amitie a toujours ete ce qu'il y 

avait de mei11eur dans ma vie, et je ne te renierai jamais'(248). 

The six members of the party had followed the same itinerary as 

far as Tiflis; they had attended the same official receptions and they 
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were subjected to the same Soviet bureaucracy while from Tiflis onwards 

Dabit, Herbart, Last and Gide had experienced elements of a more 

relaxed, holiday-like atmosphere. Gide's five travelling companions 

all agreed that they had been disappointed by certain aspects of 

their journey in the Soviet Union, but agreed equally that they had 

been pleased by others. 

On his return from the Soviet Union Schiffrin immersed himself 

in his book publishing activities. These had been his main 

preoccupation since his arrival in Paris in the early 1920's and were 

to remain so for the rest of his life. The journey to the Soviet 

Union, much in the nature of a pilgrimage home, was merely a small 

interlude in his work. Given that his interests were aesthetic rather 

than political the strength of his plea to Gide not to publish is all 

. the more impressive; although he certainly recognised the short

comings in the Soviet Union and had returned from the journey early, 

he was resolutely against Gide's publication. He did not himself 

write an account of· the journey there, but like Guilloux retained a 

discreet silence. However, when settled in the United States after 

the Second World War he did have occasion to remember the journey 

with somewhat warmer feelings, writing to Guilloux, 'cher vieux, Je 

pense bien souvent a toi, a notre incroyable voyage en URSS i (249). 

Whatever the reasons for his cutting short the journey Schiffrin ' 

still remained good friends with Gide, who later did all he could to 

help Schiffrin establish himself as a publisher in New York. 

As outlined earlier in this chapter, Dabit was used by friend 

and enemy alike to prove their own point, with Gide also making 

political capital out of his death by dedicating Retour de l'URSS to 

him and claiming that Dabit was in total agreement with him. It is 

of course not possible to know what Dabi t would have done on his 
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return but the most likely hypothesis is the one set out by Herbart, 

that he would have done nothing definitive but would have resorted to 

his refuge in Spain and immersed himself in his writing about art. 

For whilst supporting Gide's use of Dabit's name in his dedicace 

Herbart was also of the opinion that Dabit would not have written 

anything against the Soviet Union on his return to France. His 

reasoning contains criticism of what he saw as a weakness in Dabit's 

character: 

11 n'etait pas homme a s'engager dans la polemique. 
Trompe dans son attente, il ne songeait plus qu'a son 
travail et le sujet qu'il avait choisi lui permettait de 
se detourner de toute actualite. Enfin Dabit etait assez 
lie a la classe ouvriere pour continuer a la servir a 
l'ecart des controverses. 

Oui, Dabit se fut tu - mais ce silence lui eut ete dicta 
par des raisons personnelles. Plus combatif (plus 
courageux, allais-je ecrire) il eut parle. Et, j'en suis 
convaincu, eut approuve que l'on parlat. Pour parler, il 
se reposait sur d'autres.(250) 

Guilloux had set out full of enthusiasm to see the Soviet Union 

. but as a politically astute observer, already worried by the 

political situation there. His attitude towards Gide, even before 

the journey, was more critical than that of the other travelling 

companions, and there was on his part a degree of animosity towards 

him because of his airs as an homme de lettres. Although no 

definitive reason can be given for his decision to cut short his stay 

in Tiflis and return to France, due to his reticence about les 

conditions, the hypothesis set out in this chapter would seem the 

most likely: it is clear that Guilloux was intensely irritated by 

Gide's behaviour on the journey and felt that he was less than honest 

by staying on and accepting hospitality when he had decided to speak 

out against the Soviet government. The strength of this irritation 

can be measured by his constant cryptic references to the journey 



which he made in the subsequent forty years up to his death. The 

least that can be said is that Guilloux remained true to his 

principles of action rather than words and immediately occupied 

himself with helping the growing band of Spanish refugees. His 

action on his return can be seen as neutral as he did not attempt 
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to influence Gide in his decision to publish, but, on the other hand, 

steadfastly refused to speak out publicly against him. He would, 

however, make use of the political events he had lived through in the 

1930's as raw material for his later novels. 

Last was extremely grateful to Gide for inviting him on the 

journey and the strength of his friendship was such that he would 

always support him, offering Gide his approval, even if he did not 

have the full facts to judge the situation. His change of mind about 

the publication of Retour de l'URSS was prompted not by knowledge of 

the manuscript but by political expediency and an emotional response 

to the situation in Spain. For Last, his friendship with Gide was 

one of the most impo'rtant, if not the most important, point of 

reference in his life. Despite his disappointment when he did 

finally read Retour de l'URSS, despite his disappointment at Gide's 

refusal to come to Spain for the Second International Congress and 

despite the publication of Retouches a mon Retour de l'URSS he 

remained steadfastly loyal to Gide on a personal level. As ind ica ted 

Last did not publish as originally intended the long letters he wrote 

to his wife during the stay in the Soviet Union(251) but he did 

recall many aspects of this journey in Mijn Vriend Andre Gide. 

Although this text gives many interesting details of not only this 

stay but also of his previous ones, it must be viewed with some 

caution as it presents a very one-sided view of the journey, with 

great emphasis placed on their homosexual adventures there. It also 
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contains a strongly critical view of Guilloux and his article 'D'un 

voyage en URSS', based mainly on the grounds that he considered that 

Guilloux had been disloyal to Gide. The extent of his antagonism 

towards Guilloux is apparent from the account of the boat journey 

from London to Leningrad where he claims that Guilloux and Dabit 

flirted and danced with the women on board in order to show that they 

were heterosexual and thus to disassociate themselves from the 

homosexual fraternity. Although he can excuse Dabit on the grounds 

that his erotic adventures were an escape from his political 

disappointment, Guilloux is allowed no such excuse(252). His 

comments on Schiffrin are neutral, restricted to a few biographical 

details. The person who most impressesd him on the journey was 

Herbart and the bulk of his references to him contain an element of 

admiration at his easy sexual conquests in the Soviet Union. Despite 

these inherent drawbacks, Last's account is interesting and throws 

new light on the journey and on Gide, for he did not stand in awe of 

Gide as a literary giant or as an expert on politics but his 

experience of him was on an emotional level. This has the effect of 

making many of his anecdotes rather obsessive and naIve but 

undeniably interesting. After this journey the relationship between 

Gide and Last did not develop further. Last fought in Spain, had 

severe problems in being accepted back into Holland and travelled in 

Scandinavia lecturing on the Spanish Civil War before being caught up 

in the events of the Second World War. . The journey to the Soviet 

Union marked the watershed in their relationship for after the war Last 

tried to reestablish their friendship but apart from their joint 

attendance in 1947 at the Munich Youth Festival, Gide did not have 

much call to foster the friendship for his interests no longer 

coincided with those of Last. 
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Herbart was the most politically active of the French 

contingent of the group and as a member of the communist party he had 

always sought to educate Gide. On their return from the Soviet Union 

his attitude towards Gide's political awareness remained the same: 

he felt that Gide had not fully understood what he had seen. 

Herbart's actions were also marked by poli ticalexpediency: he was an 

astute observer and from the nine months spent working in Moscow he 

well knew what to expect and it is clear that he would have advised 

Gide of these aspects before their voyage to allay any initial 

disquiet. However, despite the inherent shortcomings in the Soviet 

Union Herbart maintained that many aspects of the journey were 

thoroughly enjoyable and he claimed that they had all, apart from 

Schiffrin and Guilloux, enjoyed the trip: 

Ainsi fUmes-nous heureux. Les autres aussi, je pense, a 
l'exception de Schiffrin et Guilloux qui nous qUitterent 
des Tiflis, atteints par je ne sais quel mal du pays. 
Gide, jusqu'au dernier soupir, proclama hautement 
"n' avoir point connu plus ineffables delices" Co. J le 
charmant Dabit jouissait de son tout petit reste avant de 
mourir a Sebastopol; Jef Last savait se debrouiller.(253) 

Herbart not only criticized Gide's decis.ion to publish but was the 

only one to take positive action to try and do something about it by 

going to Spain to consult with Malraux. The articles he published 

were well argued and to the point as he tried to understand why Gide 

had come to the conclusions he had rather than just criticise what he 

had done. Initially he did not write about the journey, feeling that 

nothing should be done that might harm Spain. But in 1937, after the 

publication of both Gide's texts, he changed his mind and published 

En URSS (1936), setting out his reasons as follows: 

J'ai longemps hesite a publier ces pages de journal de 
mon sejour en URSS. Tout d'abord la craintede 
compromettre des amis, en me contraignant a de nombreuses 
coupures, edulcorait si fort mon texte que je doutais que 
l'on put y prendre interet [:.J j'avais un extreme 
souci de ne rien livrer qui desservit l'Union Sovietique 
au moment meme ou elle se preparait, peut-etre, a 



triompher de ses erreurs ~.~ Oui j'ai du beaucoup 
lutter pour me defaire de cet optimisme criminel qui 
trouve son explication, sinon son excuse, dans le 
souvenir d'incontestables victoires. ~.~ 11 est 
impossible desormais de defendre l'URSS sans mentir et 
sans savoir que l'on ment. Une telle methode ne peut 
servir la cause de la Revolution.(254) 
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This text is not, however, particularly damning of the Soviet Union 

in its details of not only the journey with Gide, but also his 

previous long stay there and of the intermede Parisienne. It is 

interesting and useful as far as anecdote is concerned but in 

retrospect, with the publication in 1958 of his second account of his 

journeys there, it can be seen as a rather bland account of what 

were, in fact, undeniably exciting and passionate times for Herbart. 

Given the somewhat reserved judgements about the Soviet Union 

by his travelling companions on their return, the vehemence of Gide's 

reaction stands in stark contrast. His decision to publish his . 

accounts despite their pleas not to do so has never been explained. 

As Guilloux pointed out, Herbart would have prepard him for what to 

expect and so the reason for publication could not have been shock at 

the conditions he found there. Gide appears to have found the early 

days in Moscow interesting and he approached the writing of his 

speech for Gorki's funeral with considerable enthusiasm(255). The 

period in Leningrad and the days around the Black Sea were by all 

accounts very enjoyable. Any problems would seem then to have been 

during Gide's second stay in Moscow: could the reason for Gide's 

revirement total be, as hinted by Guilloux, because he was snubbed by 

Stalin? Although at first sight this might not seem sufficient 

reason to cause Gide to act as he had, it might have been the final 

incident to make him realise that his longheld hope that the Soviet 

Union offered artistic and sexual freedom was unfounded. One of the 

reasons Gide had finally decided to visit the Soviet Union as an 
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official guest had been to raise with Stalin the question of the fate 

of homosexuals there. For him this was not some minor, irrelevant 

point but was, he felt of fundamental importance in whether a regime 

was or was not open. Last recognised that Gide was bitterly 

disappointed at the treatment of homosexuals in the Soviet Union but 

that he was anxious for this not to be seen as the reason for his 

change of heart. In consequence Gide did not mention this aspect in 

his works on the Soviet Union, only alluding instead to the law on 

abortion, and this in a footnote(256). 

What is clear is that despite wholesale criticism from his 

travelling companinions Gide was adamant about the publication of his 

two books and that he considered this was the correct action for him 

to take for he told Herbart 'admettez toutefois que j'ai eu raison, 

en ce qui concerne mon Retour de l'URSS, de n'obeir a aucune 

pression, fut-ce a la votre, et de publier sans desemparer'(257). 

What is also clear is that for all of them, the journey to the Soviet 

Union marked the end of an era. 
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Media coverage of Andre Gide's journey to the Soviet Union in 

1936 made it the most famous literary pilgrimage of the age. Whereas 

journeys to Russia had been allowed an emotional, even a pleasurable 

aspect, journeys to the Soviet Union were considered to be ideo

logical in nature and consequently serious undertakings and it was 

expected that they would be reported on in a suitably serious vein. 

Gide's published accounts of the journey continued this tradition: he 

spoke of disappointment with the political system, with levels of 

production, with the purchasing power of the rouble. He stressed the 

intellectual and ideological aspects of both what he had seen and 

read and he omitted his emotional response to what was, in fact, a 

major facet of his journey: the fate of homosexuals in the Soviet 

Union. Not only is it clear that these accounts did not reflect 

Gide's full response, but it is now also evident that he deliberately 

tried to implicate his companions in his publications. For example, 

from Gide's diary, written with publication in mind, it has appeared 

that Schiffrin was in agreement with his findings. However, access 

to a previously unpublished letter from Schiffrin to Gide, pleading 

with him not to publish, has shown that this was absolutely not the 

case. Both Gide and the media publicists consistently interpreted 

the journey on an ideological level when, in fact, Gide's responses 

to it were very much on a personal level. This thesis has provided a 

significant shift of focus on the journey itself. 

A much more realistic account of the journey and of what went 

wrong is provided than has previously been available. The homosexual/ 

heterosexual split in the party was of fundamental importance and 

friction between the two groups was apparent from the very early 

stages, on the boat journey from London to Leningrad , The hypothesis 

put forward for Schiffrin's and Guilloux's early return to France is 



the only one that accounts for Guilloux's later cryptic comments 

about the journey and, indeed, for his refusal to speak out openly 

against Gide. To have done so would have entailed criticising Gide's 

homosexual activities and this would not have been a position that 

Guilloux's genuine liberal stance could have easily encompassed. 

Gide's unwillingness to visit the Soviet Union in an official 

capacity has been outlined and it has become evident that he wished 

to visit the country more in the nature of a holiday or a cultural 

expedition. There is no doubt that he was at his happiest when 

experiencing the Soviet Union on an emotional, pleasurable level, in 

much the same way that earlier travellers had experienced Russia. 

Coverage of the journey has, to date, shown an exclusive, and 

indeed simplistic concentration on Gide and his responses. However, 

this study of his companions, Jacques Schiffrin, Eugene Dabit, Louis 

Guilloux, Jef Last and Pierre Herbart, shows that the pattern of 

interest in the Soviet Union and the response to the journey itself 

are much more complicated and diverse than previously allowed. 

Intellectual history often deals exclusively with ideas and concepts 

and biography is given a lesser role. However, a study of previously 

unpublished correspondence and archive material has provided much of 

the basic information for the individual biographies of the five 

companions, focusing on their interest in both Russian and Soviet 

culture. It is this biographical information which has made it 

possible to explain their varying levels of commitment to communism 

and the Soviet Union and their different responses to the journey 

itself~ This emphasis indicates where biography is not only inter

esting but essential to an understanding of the ideological positions 

of the individuals. It is also the knowledge gained from these 

biographies which brings Gide's actions and responses into focus. 
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In terms of the journey these five individuals have usually 

been ignored. However, it has been demonstrated that they are 

interesting personalities in their own right who do not deserve to be 

overshadowed by Gide. An analysis of various sources has provided a 

considerable pool of knowledge about their ideas, their literary 

output and their attitudes to intellectual, literary and political 

questions of the day. This analysis has provided a significant 

amount of first-time information. 

The interwar period in France has attracted the attention of 

many authors, including David Caute and Herbert Lottman , _ and their 

works provide a useful framework within which to understand the 

period. This particular study has filled in this framework with 

useful shading for the analysis of the responses of Schiffrin, Dabit, 

Guilloux, Last and Herbart has explained the reasons for their 

varying levels of commitment to communism and the Soviet Union. The 

inevitable mix of politics and literature in the period has also been 

illustrated: it has been shown how writers not actively interested in 

Political action came to be involved in the political groupings and 

the difficulties associated with trying to maintain an independent 

stance have been highlighted. As such a much more concrete under

standing of the intellectual questions of the day and in particular 

of the term 'fellow-travelling' has been provided. 

A further aspect of the Parisian interwar intellectual scene 

which has been highlighted is the closely-knit nature of Gide's 

immediate circle. One by-product of this close involvement between 

~riters and intellectuals was the amount of correspondence exchanged. 

This has provided a valuable source of information on the relation

Bhip between Schiffrin, Dabit, Guilloux, Last and Herbart both with 

Gide and with each other. Gide ' s circle was not, however, an 
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isolated grouping but was very much involved with the wider 

intellectual milieu. This is evidenced by the recurrence of certain 

key writers and intellectuals throughout this account: in particular, 

Louis Aragon, whose involvement with members of the group was of 

considerable importance in both France and the Soviet Union, and 

Andre Malraux, whose influence was felt in France and Spain. But the 

figure who stands out is Roger Martin du Gard, for his role of 

adviser/confidant to Gide meant that he was very closely involved 

with all his friends and colleagues. The role of the established 

author in helping aspiring young writers, either by 'tutoring' them 

(or arranging for them to be 'tutored') or by distributing various 

forms of patronage, has been particularly evident in this study. 

It is clear that Gide's journey built upon the great warmth of 

feeling among intellectuals and writers to Russian culture and in 

particular to the writings of nineteenth-century Russian authors. 

Gide had always stressed the 'differentness' of the Russian people 

and he had been attracted by the element of the unreal, the 

fantastic, in the writings of Dostoevsky. It is significant that the 

days spent in Leningrad were seen by Gide and some of his companions 

as a pilgrimage to the land of Dostoevsky. Gide was not alone in 

being attracted to Russia, and subsequently to the Soviet Union, 

because of its exoticism, because it represented what was not 

available in Europe. It was, in fact, 'the other'. It is probable 

that Gide's disappointment with life in the Soviet Union was 

inevitable: the Soviet Union simply was not different enough. For 

those attracted to communism the Soviet Union represented the 

alternative to the debased civilisation and systems of power in the 

West but by 1936 it was becoming increasingly clear that expectations 

by Western intellectuals, that an until recently feudal land could 
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hold the answers that Europe had not itself been able to find, had 

been unrealistically high. For 1936 was a significant date, marking 

as it did the watershed in Franco-Soviet relations. It was most 

definitely not a good year to visit the Soviet Union in that it 

marked both the tail-end of this enthusiastic and in many ways naive 

response to the 1917 Revolution and the ensuing Soviet policies as 

well as marking the beginning of serious doubts in the West about the 

communist system in the Soviet Union prompted by the Show Trials. 

Gide had put off going to the Soviet Union many times: ironically the 

time he did choose to go was guaranteed to make him question his much 

publicised allegiance to both communism and the Soviet Union. But in 

retrospect this was perhaps an opportune time to go; even a year or 

two earlier and he would not have been able to renounce his 

allegiance so convincingly and, on his return, his apostacy placed 

him once more in the vanguard of intellectual thought. 

The European political context became more complicated in the 

months surrounding the publication of Retour de l'URSS and Retouches 

a mon Retour de l'URSS, in particular with the development of Soviet 

involvement in the Spanish Civil War. Gide's determination to 

publish put him at odds with his travelling companions. For him the 

decision was clear-cut: the important thing was to publish and the 

situation in Spain was irrelevant. But for certain of his compan

ions, and for many other Western intellectuals, the situation was not 

so simple for their attitude to the Soviet Union was obscured by 

immediate tactical concern about the Spanish Civil War. 

When the definitive intellectual history of the interwar years is 

written, Gide's journey to the Soviet Union will be seen as highly 

significant both in terms of the build up to the journey by him and 

his companions and in terms of their reactions on their return. For 
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the attitudes and aspirations of this group illustrate clearly the 

way that intellectuals in this period found themselves engaged not 

only in political debate but also in political action. In addition 

this journey not only encapsulates the shift of emphasis in Franco

Russian and Franco-Soviet relations but it also highlights the 

ambiguous nature of French intellectual interest in the Soviet Union. 

Furthermore, the role of biography in intellectual history has been 

justified for without the detailed biographical information a full 

understanding of the literary, political and intellectual commitment 

of Schiffrin, Dabit, Guilloux, Last and Herbart could not have been 

reached. 
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La jeunesse est partout presente en Union Sovietique, meme chez 

ceux qui ne sont plus, par leur age, tout a fait jeunes. Le monde 

sovietique est un monde de la jeunesse proprement dite. 11 n'a point 

de plus haute valeur, ni de plus vif souci. 

C'est un monde qui a crache sa vieillesse, dans la me sure ou 

vieillir signifie, comme dans nos pays capitalistes, durcir, opposer 

a la vie une mauvaise humeur et une mauvaise volonte, dresser c~ntre 

elle des barrieres. 

Etre jeune, ecrivait Leon Tolstoi, c'est tout pouvoir. Et la 

jeunesse sovietique peut et pourra tout. 

Je laisse a d'autres le soin de parler de la valeur politique 

de cette jeunesse, et de tout ce que, politiquement, on fait pour 

elle. Que l'Etat Sovietique compte politiquement sur sa jeunesse, 

c'est evident. Comment en serait-il autrement? Et il est bien 

legitime qu'il y compte. Mais la politique n'eet pas un objet 

separable. La poli tique n' est pas, dans un ,sucrier un morceau qu' on 

puisse saisir avec des pinces et contempler isolement. La vie est un 

total. 

Partout ou nous sommee alles en Union Sovietiqu~, nous avons 

visite des camps de pionniers, nous sommee entree en contact avec des 

komsomols: a Leningrad, a Moscou, en Georgie. Rien n'etait plus 

emouvant que ces rencontree, la plupart du temps improvises, ou se 

deployait de part et d'autre tant de joie. Mee compagnons et moi 

nous souviendrons long temps d'un camp de pionniers, pres de 

Leningrad, le premier que nous ayone vu, et de l'elan extraordinaire 

des enfants, des jeunes gens et des jeunes filles qui nous y 
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reyurent. Nous avon touche la une des realites les plus fortes de ce 

monde nouveau. Plus tard aussi, dans une rencontre dans le train 

avec un group, qui s'en allait en vacances. Et enfin, dans le 

Caucase, pres d'Ordjonikidze. Partout, nous avons etait les temoins 

et les admirateurs d'une jeuness qui tient dans ses mains les moyens 

d'accomplir ce qu'elle promet. 

Ce n'est cartes pas dans un article comme celui-ci, trop hatif 

et trop bref, qu'on peut songer a epuiser une telle question. On ne 

pe ut que tenter d'y donner quelques impressions personnelles apres un 

voyage eminemment instructif, que dire l'immense confiance qu'inspire 

a celui qui l'a vu, le spectacle de cette ' humanite en fleur. 

L'effort qui se poursuit en faveur de cette jeunesse est 

immense, tant du point de vue materiel que du point de vue culturel. 

mais la reponse de la jeunesse sovietique a cet effort est elle-mame 

prodigieuse. L'avidite de cette jeunesse a la vie eclate aux yeux. 

C'est une jeunesse liberee. 

Ce qui fait sa force et sa nouveaute, c'est qu'elle n'a point 

a lutter, comma dans nos pays capitalistes, c~ntre des formes de vie 

qui la nient. Elle n'est point en contradication avec le monde. En 

Union Sovietique, la vie va dans le sens de la jeunesse. 

C'est pourquoi cette jeunesse peut etre si facilement joyeuse. 

Elle est entierement restituee a elle-mame et ne connalt plus 

les contradictions mortelles propres a la notre, generatrices de tant ' 

de douleurs et de drames dont le moins qu'on puisse dire c'est qu'ils 

ne sont pas necessaires. Une porte s'est ouverte sur la vie. Quoi 

qu'il puisse arriver, cette porte ne se refermera plus. C'est une 

situation exceptionelle, une chance dont cette jeunesse a pleinement 

conscience. Elle sait qu'elle entre dans un monde nouveau ou rien ne 

se fera sans elle, ou rien, peut-atre ne se fera que par elle. 
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Certes, la jeunesse sovietique a conscience de l'immense avenir 

qui lui est offert, elle a conscience de la tache humaine capitale 

qui lui est impartie, et il se peut bien que'elle en tire un certain 

orgueil. Mais c'est un orgueil sain, legitime et necessaire. Et au 

demeurant souriant. 11 n'y a point en elle de romantisme, mais une 

egalite 8 la vie, un sens precis de la valeur de cette vie. L8-

dessus, elle ne peut tricher. 11 n'est que de lire dans ses yeux. 

Partout c'est le mame eclat courageux, la mame confiance. Cette 

jeunesse ne cherche pas 8 se duper elle-mame. Elle sait qu'il reste 

encore beaucoup 8 faire - qui pourrait se vanter d'en avoir fini? -

mais elle sait aussi ce qui a ete fait et qu'avant il n'y avait rien, 

qu'elle n'existait pas, sauf pour la misere, le knout et l'humilia

tion. A present, tout est change. Dans le present mame, c'est le 

futur qu'elle conquiert. 

Louis Guilloux, 'Aux portes de l'Orient', Russie d'Aujourd' hui 54, 

(March 1937), p.10 • 

••• Quarante degres de chaleur au moins; tout brule. Et i1 n'y 

a guere d'ombre sur la route - il faudrait dire sur la piste - qui 

nous mene en Cahetie. L'auto bondit, rebondit. La poussiere nous 

enveloppe, s'eparpille autour de nous, aux quatre coins d'un paysage . 

qui semble desertique. Parfois, un cours d'eau nous arrate, mais 

jamais pour tres longtmeps. Bien que les courants soient rapides et, 

depuis quelques jours, le volume des eaux considerables, le chauffeur 

s'avance hardiment, 8 t~avers le gue ••• Et nous passons. Ce matin, 

nous sommes partis de Tif1is. 11 faisait presque frais, mais tout 
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laissait prevoir que la journee serait torride, au moins autant que 

le fut notre journee a travers le Caucase ou, du moins, de temps en 

temps, il nous avait fallu revetir nos pardessus dans les altitudes. 

Aujoutd'hui, nous n'aurons que faire de nous couvrir. Si lea 

brulures du soleil ne risquaient d'etre si terribles, c'est nus que 

nous voudrions etre. 

Dabit, qui connait l'Atlas, dit que ce pays y ressemble fort. 

11 est tout heureux, plein de souvenirs de peintre. 

Nos autres compagnons nous sui vent a quelque distance. En nous 

retournant, nous les apercevons. Puis, ils disparaissent. Ils ont 

du prendre une autre piste et nous continuons notre route en plein 

desert, ne rencontrant, de temps a autre, qu'un cavalier, le fusil en 

bandouliere. 

Voici de petits villages, que nous traversons sans nous 

arreter. Puis le camarade chauffeur, inquiet des autres, se decide 

tout de mame a demander si l'on n'a point vu passer une voiture. Nous 

stoppons. Le village nous entoure. Des vieux a barbe, des femmes 

avec des bebes sur les bras, une troupe d'enfants. On n'a point vu 

d'autos, on n'a rien vu ••• mais on voudrait bien savoir ••• Et voici 

qu'un vieux s'enhardit, s'approche et nous demande en franvais qui 

nous sommes. 11 a tres longtemps vecu en Suisse. 11 sait tres bien 

le franvais ••• Apres 1917, il est revenu vivre dans son pays. Une 

petite fi11e court chercher son cahier. Elle voudrait qu'on yecrive 

quelque chose et puis qu'on la photographie, ce que nous faisons. Et 

nous repartons. Ce n'est plus le desert du debut du voyage. Les 

villages se succedent. Nos compagnons ne se montrement toujours ~pas, 

nous decidons de nous arreter et d'attendre. 
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C'est autre chose qu'un village, c'est une petite ville, et 

presque une ville des mille et une nuits. 11 y a une grande route 

payee qui monte, ou l'on voit s'avancer de petits anes doucement 

conduits par des paysans; une place ou un photographe, sous des 

arbres, est assis entoure d'une dizaine de jeunes gens qui tout a 
l'heure s'empresseront avec une extreme gentillesse quand nous nous 

ferons photographier (ce qui demande pres d'uneheure) ••• 

Mais le temps ne compte pas. ' Nous ne savons pas nous-meme 

quelle heure il est, malgre nos montres que nous ne songeons plus a 

consulter. Peut-etre une heure, peut-etre trois heures de l'apres

midi. Ce qui est sur, c'est que, d'un endroit que nous ne parvenons 

pas d'abord a determiner, nous arrive une musique faite pour la danse 

III Nous cherchons et dans le fond d'une boutique, qui peut-etre 

aussi est un cafe, nous trouvons trois hommes en train de s'exercer 

... 
Cela ne nous surprend pas. La musique et ladanse etaient 

partout ou nous sommee alles en Georgie. Un pau 'avant Tiflis, quand 

nous venons d'Ordjonikitze, nous nous etions arretes comme aujourd' 

hui pour manger. Dans une Belle immense, il y avait un petit groupe 

inlassable de musiciens et beaucoup de gens qui buvaient tranquil

lement du vin fraise De temps en temps, quelqu'un se levait et, dana 

un espace libre reserve au milieu des tables, commen9ait a tourner, 

d'abord sur la pointe des pieds et les bras croises ou plutot 'l'un 

tendu et l'autre replie, puis, de plus en plus vite, avec un att et 

une vigueur qu'on ne trouve que dans ce pays, a executer une danse le 

plus souvent admirable ••• Le Georgie est la patrie de la danse. Dans 

les camps de pionniers, dans le moindre village, partout, on connalt 
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et on cultive cet art sacre ••• Mais dans ce petit village ou nous 

etions, pour une fois, on ne dansait pas. Mais il y avait la musique 

... 
Il faudrai t ecrire d' abondance et probablement tout un livre 

sur la Georgie, et meme si l'on n'y a passe que quelques jours. 

Comment dire en quelques lignes tout l'amour qu'un tel pays vous 

inspire et raconter ce qu'on y a vu? Pour rassurer mes lectuers, je 

dirai qu'enfin nos compagnons furent retrouves, que nous visitames un 

kolkhoz, un sorkhoz et bien des autres choses, et que nous revinmes 

a Tiflis ap~es quelques jours d'un eblouissant voyage. La raison de 

ma hate est que je veux raconter un souvenir georgien tres precis qui 

se rapporte au retour a Tiflis. 

Un soir, le poete Iasvili, qui non seulement est un grand 

poete, mais un homme d'une exceptionnelle beaute, nous dit qu'il nous 

emmenerait diner sous un arbre, a quelque trente kilometres de la 

ville et qu'il y aurait aussi Tabitze, autre poete non moins doue 

qu'Iasvili. Il faisait presque nuit quand nous par times et tout a 

fait quand nous arrivames. Au bord de la route, il y avait une 

petite maison et, derriere la maison un pre immense, plante de beaux 

chenes. A la lueur d'une lampe-tempete, qui faisait accourir mille 

petites betes ailees, nous nous avan9ames dans le pre, vers un arbre 

sous lequel etait une table paysanne et un banc. Comme nous nous 

approchions, nous entendimes qu'on parlait. 

C'etait un petit groupe de paysans qui s'etaient instal le dans 

l'herbe et qui mangeaient. A notre approche, ils se leverent et nous 

saluerent, chacun tenant dans sa main un verre rempli de vin qu'on 

nous offrait en signe de bienvenue. Malgre nos protestations, ils 

s'ecarterent, continuerent leur repas a cote de nous, cette fois tout 

a fait dans l'herbe tandis que nous commencions le notre. Iasvili 
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avait orne son front magnifique de cinquantenaire robuste et blanc, 

d'ecorces de concombre qui y restaient collees. Notre lampe attirait 

des essaims de petites betes avec lesquelles il jouait tendrement. 

Tabitze, deja, recitait des verso De temps en temps, les paysans 

disaient quelque chose que Iasvili nous traduisait: 'notre petite 

table boit a votre grande table" disaient les paysans' ... "Il n'y a 

pas de petite table ni de grande table, mais une table de camarades" 

repondait Iasvili, c'etait une scene d'un autre age, quelque chose en 

soi de parfaitement beau, un tableau dont le souvenir est pour moi 

unique, le signe d'une civilisation retrouveeou commencee ••• 
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